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Preface

The purpose of this book is to present a panorama of some of the

many facets of twentieth-century American education as seen through

the eyes of illustrative foreign commentators. We trust that it will

be of general interest to teachers and students concerned with the

history and philosophy of education and also to those more particularly

concerned with international and comparative studies in education.

The quality and range of articles in the collection should permit it to be

used for students specifically involved in the various “foundations of edu-

cation” courses. A major documentary collection of this type for the first

time provides the opportunity for an analysis of twentieth-century Ameri-

can education, per se, as seen in foreign perspectives from both its his-

torical and contemporary aspects. Although this volume of essays by
foreigners specifically on American education is the first of its particular

genre to be published, the general field of assembling “foreign perspec-

tives” on America at large is certainly not novel. This has been a favorite

topic of many historians and commentators, both domestic and foreign,

of the American scene. However, to date, their volumes, generally, have

portrayed the whole expanse of American society and culture, with only

limited references made to her schools or universities. This contention can

be readily substantiated if we examine some of the major collections of

essays on the United States in general, as viewed through “foreign eyes,”

this literature is considerable and is thoroughly documented.

An early classic in this field, the contemporary analysis by Henry
Tuckerman in his 1864 America and Her Commentators, merely touches,

though felicitously, on but few points of concern to education.

A quarter of a century later, John G. Brooks in his As Others See Us:

A Study of Progress in the United States (1909) noted a variety of

general comments on American culture and intellectual development

by various European authors. In 1921, appeared Delaye Gager’s America

as Seen by the French from which came, as an offshoot, French Com-
ments on American Education (1925). Gagers works, when placed

in juxtaposition with W. J.
Osbums study. Foreign Criticisms of

American Education (1922), represent the major analyses of foreign

commentary on education in the United States during the interwar

period.

The more recent and outstanding collection of essays, such as America

Through British Eyes, (1948), by Allan Ncvins ranges the whole social

and political scene, but education is almost entirely bypassed. A com-
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panion volume by Henry Steele Commager, America in Perspective: The

United States Through Foreign Eyes, (1947), whose tenth printing was

recorded in 1964, similarly, finds space for only one piece on American

education out of some 35 essays. In a further important compilation.

This Was America • As Recorded by European Travelers in the

Eighteenth, Nineteenth, and Twentieth Centuries, edited by Oscar

Handlin and published in 1949, there is again little reference to educa-

tion, with only one out of 40 essays directly concerned with this topic.

Perhaps one of the more frank and stimulating anthologies of this

kind is the one edited by Franz M. Joseph, As Others See Us: The
United States Through Foreign Eyes (1959). This book contains some
of the most interesting and articulate of contemporary foreign views on
America, although only three of the twenty authors are interested in
education and, of these, but modest space is devoted to the workings
and effects of American schools and universities.

In 1960, the United States Office of Education was responsible for
holding a conference on the theme of “United States education as viewed
by foreigners.” To the conference came 30 specialists representing
university administrators, foreign student advisors, college admissions
officers, and comparative education specialists. They also met with
United States government officials representing the United States In-
formation Agency and International Cooperation Administration, among
otlurs The results of this conference were published under the editor-
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work, American Education Through Foreign Eyes, (1967), consists of 80

interviews and commentaries by a group of foreign students recently in

the United States. The views given arc those of students who have both

“endured and enjoyed” American schools and educational institutions. Al-

though they do not necessarily exemplify the most profound or profes-

sional criticism exhibited by such distinguished scholars as Harold Laski,

Andre Maurois, or Dennis Brogan, the students' comments are pertinent,

refreshing, and valuable for understanding foreign student attitudes and

the working of international exchange programs in the United States.

In spite of the various works noted above a variety of comprehen-
sive multinational and intercultural compilations for use in the teaching

and the study of American Education in both its historical and con-

temporary contexts are still necessary. The material contained in this col-

lection should contribute toward the achievement of this objective. Ameri-

can Education in Foreign Perspectives offers not only interesting com-

mentaries but provides authoritative analyses by professional educators

and scholars of worldwide prominence. In addition, the articles are of par-

ticular concern to those who study international and comparative edu-

cation, especially the American student who seeks to gain an unusual

perspective of his own educational system through the study of new
and critical materials that generally are not presented or, to date, have

been little utilized in the standard works on American educational history.

At present more than 120,000 foreign students and overseas educators

come to the United States each year, and a collection of essays on Ameri-

can education by previous visitors should be of special interest as

an introduction to their sojourn in this country. The need in teaching and

research for documentary materials of what might be called a cosmocul-

tural nature has long been the concern of thoughtful American edu-

cators. This concern has been highlighted and implemented in recent

years by a variety of private and governmental agencies interested in

extending the scope and application of international educational studies

in American schools, colleges, and universities. More recently, it has

been illustrated by the passage of a unique law, the International Ed-

ucation Act (IEA) of 1966, which seeks to increase immeasurably the

international dimension in American education at both the under-

graduate and graduate level, as well as in the primary and secondary

schools. It is, however, an intellectual tragedy of the first order and a

misunderstanding of the potential role of international education that the

United States Congress to date has not seen fit to appropriate the neces-

sary funds for this pioneering legislation. In 1968, the original IEA of

1966 was extended until 1971. It is hoped that Congress will contribute

appropriately in the near future and not be remiss in its duty and respon-
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sibility to aid in the education internationally of both United States

students and those from beyond her borders.

The nature of course work at American colleges in recent years and

the internationalization of the scope of American public education

suggests the continuing need of new avenues for presenting documen-

tary and historical matenal in contemporary studies. The introduction of

hitherto neglected material of a cross-cultural, international, and com-

parative nature into basic “foundations of education” courses is timely

and desirable. Therefore, collections on American education of thought-

ful, provocative, and critical essays by foreign authors should have a
special appeal to both teachers and students interested in developing
a cross-cultural and multinational approach to the study of education in

the United States.

The collection does not purport to be all embracive, representing all

major national politics, nor does it attempt to include foreign commentary
on every facet of American education. However, it docs cover many
major aspects of primary, secondary and tertiary schooling in the
United States, and does include authors from such diverse countries as
Australia, Austria, Britain, China, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland,
Ireland Iran Poland, the Soviet Union, and Sweden. The bias in this
parucular collection is undoubtedly towards European commentators;
however, the extensive bibliography at the conclusion of the book notes
the diverse^ writings and criticisms of other educators and visitors frommany countries m Asia, Latin America and Africa. Accordingly we hope

mo e atoTT “““'“S'?3 of educational commentary canmore adequately represent the views of these regions
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Introduction

No one can form a shrewd judgment on American education who merely

sees what he is bid to see, and who refrains from employing his critical

faculty as well as his organ of admiration. The comparative study of

national systems of education is a delicate enterprise. The path to truth

lies between Scylla and Charybdis; between harsh, censorious judgments

of other people’s failings and too ready belief in the superior merits of

other people’s achievements. But the first requisite for the intelligent study

of a foreign system of education is sympathy. We must do as we would

be done by.1

Most American college students who have survived the early years of

undergraduate study have invariably read Alexis de Tocqueville’s

Democracy in America. A smaller number of their more literate col-

leagues aspiring to a bachelor degree may also have heard of Isaac

Kandel or Robert Ulich and, perhaps read their evaluations and strictures

concerning American education. Kandel and Ulich are representative of

the foreign-bom scholars who have made America their home and who
have contributed immeasurably to America’s intellectual development.

Their views (respectively from "Britain” and “Germany”) on education

and culture in their adopted land are but partial evidence of the con-

structive but continuing criticism in which academics throughout the

world engage, as they practice their profession of teaching.

But for every well-known de Tocqueville, Kandel or Ulich, there are

countless others from abroad who came to America and whose thought-

ful comments on American education are unremembered and largely

pass unnoticed. Foreign observers who, since the early 1800’s, have

visited the New Republic, have traveled across America’s diverse coun-

tryside and have commented on its culture and "peculiar though various

educational attainments ” depending on their points of view. Their ac-

counts, written in both popular journals and learned tomes on the Ameri-

cans intrigued readers, both domestic and foreign, throughout the nine-

teenth century. Americans, it seems, have an overweaning propensity

for inviting both critical and laudatory commentary from foreigners,

tolerating them for the most part, though sometimes, understandably,

becoming highly disturbed by what is said of their schools and colleges,

and of American culture in general.

* Michael Sadler, 1902, addressing Scottish teachers on his “Impressions of American
Education,” In Educational Review, Vol. 25 (March, 1903), pp. 218-21 9.

1



2 INTRODUCTION

The essays that follow in this anthology are concerned, with the more
recent history of American education and more specifically with the

educational developments and events that have occurred since 1900.

Before reading the writings of these foreigners as they viewed
American schools and schoolmen during the past sixty years, it is

interesting to review the contributions of some of those who preceded
them during the nineteenth century.

Travelers from Europe almost simultaneously with the establishment
of the new Republic showed a special interest in the development of
an indigenous culture and native schooling” in America. The British
travelers were for the most part patronizing but still curious about their
fractious castoffs.” The French were not entirely uncritical towards
their somewhat ungrateful "allies,” nor were the Germans, Dutch, andST mMere"! ,he la"d «» was soon to be of even greater
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INTRODUCTION 3

ness in our country in regard to foreign improvements—and have re-

ceived some hints of the danger of exciting it”4 Accordingly, some limita-

tion must be placed on the efficacy, influence and acceptance within

America of “foreign” reports on its educational system. Nonetheless,

the travel accounts by Woodbridge and other native Americans are im-

portant because they provided valuable information that allowed Ameri-

cans to be knowledgeable about European educational developments.

However, these visits during the 1830’s of Americans to Europe were,

reciprocated by many “continentals” traveling in America, as shown by

the writings of Alexis de Tocqueville in his De la democratic en AmMque
(1835-1840), Nickolaus Heinrich Julius’ Nordamerikas sittliche Zustande

(1839), and Edouard Ducpetiaux’s Des Progres et de Tetat actuel de la

reforme penitentiare et des institutions preventives, aux Etats-Unis, en

France en Suisse en Angleterre et en Belgique (1837-1838). 5

The last-mentioned traveler, Edouard Ducpetiaux, a Belgian prison

inspector, in his study of American educational and penal institutions,

placed in comparative perspective similar studies made of institutions

in France, Switzerland, Britain, and Belgium. Ducpetiaux’s visit to the

United States in the 1830’s was complemented by a similar visit by

George Combe, the Scottish phrenologist and close colleague of Johann

Spurzheim. It is interesting to note of Combe’s observations concerning

American education that he was at once generous in his praise and

reserved in his criticisms, stating that “American democracy is a phe-

nomenon which has scarcely had a parallel in the world. It is, there-

fore, of interest in all its features.”6 But, he also noted perceptively

that: “One of the most common errors, in my opinion, committed by

foreigners who wrote about America, as well as by the Americans them-

selves, is greatly to overestimate the educational attainments of the

people.”7

Combe noted the wage scales for both teachers and day laborers

in America and found the former so grossly deficient, especially in the

country districts that he commented: “Probably nineteen-twentieths of

the education of children owing to the conditions of most of the common

‘William C. Woodbridge (editor), American Annals of Education and Instruction,

Vol. I (June, 1831), pp. 243 and 244.
* For a more detailed documentary presentation of the nineteenth century American
involvement in transatlantic educational exchanges, see Stewart E. Fraser and
William W. Brickman, A History of International and Comparative Education: Nine-
teenth Century Documents, Chicago, Scott Foresman and Company, 1968.

‘George Combe, Notes on the United States of America during a Phrenological

Visit in 1838-39-40 (Philadelphia: Carey and Hart, 1841), p. xi.

7
Ibid., p. 155.
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schools is defective in the extreme.” 8 His comparisons were with the

rural schools of Scotland, which he knew so well and to which he was
a familiar and regular visitor. Combe took foreign educators, including
American visitors, to see them in operation. He observed that in Ameri-
can schools there was a dire need for good normal schools in which
to train teachers. He suggested that these institutions should instruct
in philosophy and in the art of training and teaching and they must
pay handsomely before they will command good educators.”9

He prophetically warned that Americans, if they could be animated
by enlightened patriotism,” should be prepared to accept -'large taxation
to accomplish this object because on its fulfillment will depend the
iuture peace and prosperity of their country
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and foreign comparisons, the American “common” school was fast be-

coming a favorite topic of interest for many European visitors, whether

from Britain or the continent. And, as Siljestrom noted in explanation,

because education is the “most powerful means and the highest end

that can be proposed for national activity ... it is particularly discern-

ible that the system of popular schools in America should be known
and studied in Europe.”13

The interest of foreigners in American education around the mid-cen-

tury was certainly not confined to European observers and travelers.

The names of Jose Pedro Varela of Uruguay and Domingo Faustino

Sarmiento of Argentina are recorded as those of interested spectators

of the American scene. They have at last become familiar and part

of the history of both American education and international education.

Their adulatory reports of the 1860s concerning the American institu-

tions they visited are part of the documentary record of Latin American

visitors to the United States. But even their useful comparative writings

on American education were preceded by another Latin American writer

of the 1820’s who has gone largely unnoticed, Lorenzo de Zavala, a

prominent statesman from Yucatan, Mexico, who wanted the benefits

of the American common school for his countrymen.

The democratic and popular nature of American education, the

efficacy if not the efficiency of her common schools, the localized control

of and the decentralized nature of educational administration, all at-

tracted the attention of foreign visitors. These are perhaps the more
positive aspects of American education noted by visitors during the

early part of the nineteenth century, but similar topics continued to

be of interest, and euphemistic remarks were reiterated by travelers

throughout the entire century and well into the next. In all, for over

150 years, certain characteristics of American education have evidently

remained constant and have repeatedly drawn the attention and con-

sistent reportage of foreign educators.

Henry T. Tuckerman, writing a century ago about "America and her

commentators,” noted that the country is “one about which the truth

has been more generalized and less discriminated He also suggested

that America was a “land whose inhabitants were so uniformly judged

cn masse There were thousands of educated foreigners, including both

literate men and intelligent women who visited America during the nine-

teenth century. Some of these came to settle and contribute materially to

” Ibid., p. vil.

'* Henry T. Tuckcrman, America and Her Commentators with a Critical Sketch
of Travel in the United States (Nov York: Charles Scribner, 1861), p. -111.

" Ibid.
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their new homeland, while others traveled across the country, principally

to gather travel anecdotes. They also contributed to the wealth of com-

mentary on the natural resources of the continent, the cultural needs

of its people, and the education of its children. Frances Trollope, Charles

Dickens, Frederick Marryat, and Harriet Martineau are among the more
distinguished and publicized travelers who came to America. Dickens,
who was no friend of the American press, had a warm personal regard
for the academics and intellectuals with whom he met, observing that

an educated American was “the most endearing and most generous
of friends. 10 He was one of the sharpest British nineteenth-century
critics to visit America; yet, he could find only praise for American
colleges, believing that “they disseminated no prejudices; rear no
bigots ... and above all, in their whole course of study and instruction
recognize a world . . . beyond the college walls.”17

In the 1860’s, at the same time that Henry Tuclcerman compiled his
pioneer worh on foreign commentators,” a distinguished English church-
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that a desire for education—a goal for knowledge—must be gauged

to reach not only “scholars and students . . . but the minds and hearts

of the masses.” Owen’s words were heard by a receptive fertile audience

and, two decades later, Fraser was able to note the contributions of

educational reformers such as Horace Mann, Henry Barnard, Calvin

Stowe, and Calvin Wiley, all of whom were able to persuade state legis-

lators to follow the educational example set in Massachusetts.

Briefly in evaluating the travelers, particularly those from Bntam,

we can state that schools and, generally, educational developments in

America were regarded with great interest though not always favorably.

But usually the travelers, prior to the Civil War, whose views have

been portrayed, were thoughtful, well-educated tourists rather than

skilled comparative educators. tor.
The post-Civil War period was clearly distinguished from the fatty

years preceding it by the greater range and higher professional status

and standards of foreign observers. The Civil War, the principles in-

volved, the educational needs for reconstruction, Negro emancipation,

and the Freedmen’s Bureau, all were responsible for adding to the inter-

est of European, Latin American and, later, Asian educators in visiting

America. , , ...
The United States, prior to the Civil War was an educational curiosity

for most short-term visitors and represented, culturally, a barren desert.

However, the immigration Mecca provided by the United States, through

the opening of the West continued to draw both capital and migrants

and, certainly, both the curious and desperate from Europe. In addition

during the next thirty years, ending with the turn of the century, several

thousand Americans became foreign students in European institutions.

Their presence also added to the curiosity of German, French, and Brit-

ish scholars and intellectuals with whom they came in contact. The

fast-developing interest in American education after the Civil War was

evident in a variety of foreign publications: for example in Sophia V.

Blake’s A Visit to Some American Schools and Colleges, 1867, an excel-

lent account of women’s education as it was then developing; in Celesta.

Hippeau’s V instruction publique aux Elats-Unis, published m 18/0,

concerning elementary and secondary' schoos, in '. . iger -as as

Untcrrichtswcscn in den Vcremigtcn Stouten, 877, a report on the Phila-

delphia World Exposition, containing critical evaluations of American

schools prepared for tl.e Austrian Ministry of Education; in Uon Don-

nat’s L’rftat da Californio: Fremic'rc partic, I(duration puhhquc, la

prase, la mouvement intellectual. 1878, containing a detailed account

backed by careful research of California schools and cultural institutions;

in Maric-Casimir Landreyt’s Vinstruction ,mbliquc en France ct In
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fefc Amcricaines, c. 1883, described by G. Stanley Hall at

readable notes of travel by a lady" on primary, secondary, higher,

and professional education; and in Athanasius Zimmermanns Die Urn-

vcrsitaten in den Vereinigten Staaten Amerikas: Em Beitrag zur Kul-

turgcschichte, 1896, a Catholic scholar’s study of higher education m

the United States with special attention to religious education.

However, in spite of the proliferation of post-Civil War publications

by foreigners on American education (partially shown by the authors

noted above)/9 only a few exhibited a distinctive research methodology

or evidence of a systematic study of American education in a fuller

comparative perspective. The principal exception to this tendency was

the work of a New Zealander, R. Laishley, who in 1886 described in

tabular and comparative form the structure of American educational

administration, curricula, and organization in both international and

comparative perspectives. In Laishley’s schema, America was set down

in “true” contrast with the leading European nations, and his careful notes

on America was one of the best systematic comparative reviews and

presentations of international educational systems made during the

whole century. Education was carefully dissected into its various com-

ponent parts and presented in a useful tabular reference form. Laishley’s

work was intended primarily for his colleagues back home in Auckland,

but it represented with its copious supplementary footnotes, one of the

most detailed analyses and carefully substantiated comparative studies

of education of the “most and advanced nations of the time.”20

During the nineteenth century, the study and practice of comparative
education developed along a variety of paths whose more accurate de-
lineation had taken a full century to clarify. The growing search for
higher and more universal education and a conscious need for educa-
tional reform was in part responsible for the curiosity about education
in foreign countries. The multitude of foreign writings during the cen-
tury, both by interested travelers and professional educators, testify to
a developing interest in American education and to the central role
it has played in the political and economic development of America.
Some writings already have been briefly referred to above; however,
they arc merely a limited sample of the diverse material that became
a\ unable to the student of foreign and comparative education by the

;t°
the nineteenth century. By 1900, America had conquered her

West and developed an industrial power that was soon to offer its first

rnany'of tW
t

«feren^I
,lia,n W‘ Bnckman for initially drawing my attention to
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challenge to the industrial leadership of Europe. The country had provided

a home and haven for millions of European immigrants who, through

their children and the public school, were to be spectacularly absorbed

into American society. The early role of American education in interna-

tional and intercultural education was expressed poignantly by the dis-

tinguished English educator, Michael Sadler, who stated that the immi-

grants were the raw materials of American democracy. But, he suggested

that “the school is the mill which grinds up these diverse materials

into one consistence.”21 The presence of a growing number of American

educators abroad, scholars and missionaries in Asia, Africa, and Latin

America, and the American post-graduate student in Germany and

France evidenced the fast-growing international exchange aspects of

American education. International expositions, the developing interests

of the United States Bureau of Education, and foreign officials and

delegations visiting the United States contributed to drawing a growing

and more professional group of observers to the United States, especially

after the Civil War. The professional foreign educational commentaries

on American education, prior to 1860, were few and far between and, for

the most part, of modest distinction. But the last decades of the century

saw teams of distinguished foreign educators come both on private visits

and as members of official delegations visiting American schools and
colleges. These included German visitors and their accounts such as

Rudolf Dulon, Aus Amerika iiber Schule, Deutsche Schule, Amerikanische

Schule, und Deutsch-amerikonische Schule, 1866; and Emil Hausknecht,

Amerikanisches Bildungswesen, 1894; the writings of British authors,

Amy Bramwell and Millicent Hughes, Training of Teachers in the United

States, 1894; Sara Bursts}}, Education of Girls in the United States, 1894;

David Salmon, Some Impressions of American Education, 1899; the

Canadian account by Egerton Ryerson, Special Report on the Popular

Education of Europe and the United States of America, 1868; the

Australian comparisons by W. C. Grasby, Teaching in Three Continents,

1891; the distinguished French commentators, F. E. Bussion, Rapport sttr

Vinstruction primaire & Vexposition universal de Philadelphia en 1876;

Marie Loizillon, L’education des enfants aux Etats-Unis, 1883; Paul

Bourget, Outre-mer Impressions of America, 1895; and the many reports

of Gabriel Compayr6, particularly those written during the period 1893

to 1900, including for example, his Uenseignmcnt secondaire aux Etats-

Unis, 1896.

The modest, rustic schools of America of the early 1820’s were a
far cry from the fast-developing system of public schools, both primary

Sadler, op. cit., p, 220.
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and secondary in operation in 1900. By then, the unique American con-

tribution, the public or common school, was firmly established in Ameri-

can society, and the public comprehensive high school for all was in

process of development By the turn of the century, enough of it was

visible to capture the imagination of the foreign visitor. However, there

was always the “obviously successful rather than the obviously profound”

that had the greatest claim for the admiration of the average American

citizen. But the foreign observer could not but note that the creation

of America and its emerging educational institutions had been subjected

to a wider and more strenuous range of pressures compared to those

of other nations, particularly European nations. He observed the peculiar

situation of America as the melting pot nation with many but diffusive

and divisive segments in her social and political makeup. The thoughtful,
though critical, commentator came to realize slowly that, by the turn
of the century, American education had several clearly identifiable
“aims," which, if understood sympathically, would nullify all but the
most rabid and irrational of foreign critics. The four bases on which
American education was predicated in 1900 were: (i) the understanding
that a self-governing people must be fully educated; (ii) each individual
mUSt

. ?.?,
Ven

,

t^e *u^est opportunity for self-improvement knd advance-
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compulsory aspects of American education, although not then extending

much beyond the elementary level, at least, provided a significant basis

for integrating Americans of all classes and economic backgrounds. The
public school, for “all” classes, for “most” religions, and for “some” races

was an established fact The high school was in the process of being

universalized, and the concept of a compulsory secondary education

for all those who could utilize it up to their mid-teens was soon to

become a new but important characteristic of American education. The
avenue to higher education, although difficult to traverse, was possible

for many American secondary school graduates. Although in 1900, less

than five percent were able to go on to college for obvious reasons

of financial and family responsibilities, alternative opportunities for “fur-

ther education” were pioneered well before World War I. The foreigners

picture of the unlimited opportunities in American economic and politi-

cal life paralleled what he saw of the considerable opportunities for

receiving a complete education unimpaired by the discriminatory, caste-

like, and selective schools that he saw in Europe, many of which did

not prepare students for entering the university. The American system

of higher education provided for “further training”—some of a profes-

sional nature and much of a vocational nature. However, it still could

not afford the “luxury” of a “higher education” for all who deserved it

—

and it was another half century before this goal could be attempted. The
European observer, on the other hand, “knew full well” that a university

j

training was for both aesthetic and practical purposes relating to the

professions (especially the distinguished professions such as law and
medicine) as well as for developing an intellectual and literate upper
class. Hence, higher education for the European had distinctively mixed
utilitarian professional, as well as aesthetic and class reasons for its

being, although for reasons that were distinctively different from the

practical bent that could be found as partial justification for the universi-

ties of the United States.

The selection of essays and articles in this book will offer a panorama
of American educational development in its many facets with selections

concerning specifically elementary, secondary, and tertiary education.

As will be apparent, some of these essays discuss the philosophical as-

pects of American education, while others are concerned more practically

with its curricula and effective application. Approximately half the arti-

cles concern education in general and the elementary and secondary
schools. The second half of the collection deals with various aspects

of higher education. The authors whose work is included in this book,
for the most part, are (or were) well-known and highly respected ns
leading educators in their own countries. Many have also become well-
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Wvn m America for their scholarly contributions. A few of the authors
m the collection for some time have made the United States their home
and have written as integral members of the American academic com-
munity. Yet, then basis for intellectual orientation and their educational
backgrounds are such that they are invaluable to this collection as ‘for-
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servers more clearly reflected in the schools. The widespread availabil-

ity of education, the degree of social and educational mobility, public

involvement, and even the curricula and textbooks, all reveal something

of a nation’s cultural and educational levels whether determined by
economic, political, or religious considerations. An analysis of civic and
moral education, the absence of religious observances, the streaming

and selection of pupils, the availability of higher education may
give sufficient indication as to the kind of society in which the school

is situated and may allow for an evaluation of the relative role that

it plays and the importance that it holds. Thus, it is particularly impor-

tant for the foreigner to observe, understand, and evaluate carefully

and accurately American ideals in education, both on an American ’na-

tional” basis, as well as on an ’‘international-comparative” basis. A misin-

terpretation of these national goals or a prejudice against them may
mar an evaluation of the importance of what is really going on within

the classroom. But we should sympathize with the foreigner in his at-

tempt to equate and evaluate comparatively an all-negro school in Biloxi,

Mississippi, and its erstwhile racial counterpart in Harlem, New York.

Similarly, the education of a Spanish-speaking Puerto Rican in New
York will not necessarily and or uniformly show strong correlation with
the schooling of a Spanish-speaking student of Mexican background
in Los Angeles. The diversity of American education, the disparate com-
munities that it serves, and the all too apparent over-embracive goals

i

that the schools must espouse are such that perhaps only a Soviet educa-
tor, who well knows the polycultural background of his own country,

can understand. The Russian also is familiar with the diversities in lan-

guage, religion, race, and geography that are contributing factors affect-

ing the fullest coordination of national educational goals. Even within

Britain the goals of Scottish education do not entirely or necessarily

coincide with those of Wales or Northern Ireland, far less with those

°f England. The diversity of aims between schools in Dublin, Eire,

and Belfast, Northern Ireland, though but 100 miles apart, are attested

to through diverging goals based on religious and political differences,

whose origins are several centuries old.

Thus, it is an interesting and practical intellectual exercise to ask
the foreign observer to define what he thinks are the "principal goals
in American education?” This is a question that Americans, particularly

today, are increasingly asking themselves, although many foreign ob-
servers believed that America’s communality of goals was theoretically as-

sured politically 200 years ago and, supposedly, there was considerable

consensus socially only 50 years agol Today, there is an ever increasing

variety of answers and, certainly, considerable divergencies when the
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subject of American educational goals is discussed. And yet, amid the

utmost diversity, immediately apparent, there are certain fundamentals

that appear to have persisted during the past two centuries and that

still form a philosophical core to which most Americans can generally

accede. Basically, these goals concern the necessity of the school at

the elementary level to teach a specific number (although gradually
increasing range) of fundamental skills. These goals arc then enunciated
at the secondary level in the upbringing of young men and women
with a variety of intellectual competencies and manual dexterities
needed to obtain both financially and socially satisfying employment.
Because the United States is both a democracy and a pluralistic society,
it is important to all its citizens that equality of educational opportunity
be translated into factual nondiscriminatory terms. The school in America,
as a common denominator, has necessitated the involvement of the
widest range of talents, skills, and aspirations. Unfortunately, as many
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where “meditation and ‘the pursuit’ of truth for its own sake’’ predomi-

nated, Americans were unsuccessful. This viewpoint, which labels Amen-

cans as a practical people, but devoid of sensibilities or t le con emp *

tive, to some extent, still influences foreign commentary on American

education, particularly higher education. However, the intervening cen-

tury since de Tocqueville wrote has seen Americans become deeply

involved in the development of aesthetic education, the endowment of

the performing arts, and a valiant attempt to integrate humanistic an

scientific studies in the general education of both her high school and

The endowment of education (particularly higher education)

legislative appropriations and by private philanthropic foundations at

least demonstrates to the foreigner that Americans wer
, .

ever are prepared to consider education as a form of both personal and

national investment. r , cor„„,i

In 1900 the German educator, A. Wallage, for example observed that

Americans “gladly pay right large costs and wi ou
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to education more than any other country in e wor .
’
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the American educational scene, commented pertinently on the increasing

problems of financing American education. She notes the blatant utili-

tarian. and commercial aspects involved suggesting:

A university education in the United States is an expensive thing and

by no means can everyone afford it . . . Many Americans who wish to edu-

cate their children at a university begin to save money for their studies

as soon as the child is bom. There are banks and companies that specialize

in this type of savings. Here is an advertisement by one of these companies
which we heard daily on television:

Are you preparing your son or daughter for college? In ever)’ family
the cost of education is the largest expense after the purchase of a
home. You can avoid worrying if you begin to put away money now
and utilize the services of our company.”

The author pointedly states that "all types of schools in the U.S.S.H.,
including the institutions of higher education arc free," and that “stu-
dents” receive government allowances.1*

J*
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of American education: hence, for convenience, the division into articles

on precollegiate schooling and those concerning higher education. Con-
siderations of time and space preclude a complete bibliographical collec-

tion, but a perusal of the references given at the conclusion of this book-

will provide the reader with a variety of excellent articles, many of which
could substitute equally well for some of the essays that actually are

included in this collection.

Just prior to presenting these articles written during the last sixty

years, it seems appropriate to note the thoughtful caveat of Robert Edward
Hughes concerning the “correct” evaluation of “foreign systems of educa-

tion.” Hughes, an English educator made a special study of American
education and placed it clearly in comparative perspective with England
and Germany. Not only was his evaluative warning, uttered in 1900,

perceptive then but his views on the future course and limitations of

international studies in education were also to become topics of con-

troversy among comparative educators. He stated:

Each system of education can only be understood when seen in its own
setting. Each is an expression of its nations genius; it is characteristic of

its people. In so far as it is thriving it is truly popular, and only so far

as it is popular and peculiar is it national. The ‘habitat’ of each system
is fixed, it is an indigenous product; consequently it is not only unscientific,

but it is impossible to measure comprehensively any system of national educa-
tion in terms of another. These systems cannot be arranged in order of merit.

The finer elements, the more ethical and spiritual factors in national culture,

defy the balance of the analyst and the scalpel of the anatomist; they are

susceptible to no quantitative tests.

Thus the whole drift of our investigations points to this one main conclusion:

every country has, in the main, that system of training best adapted to its

present needs, and most capable of developing in such a way as to meet
future national needs.

Although, however, each system is, as we have said, characteristic, yet
they all reveal certain general tendencies which show unmistakably the growth
of world-citizenship that is going on all over the globe.”

r Robert Edward Hughes, The Making of Citizens: A Study in Comparative Educa-
tion (London: The Walter Scott Publishing Company, Ltd., 1902), p. 387.
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School Reform

X feel myself, on the whole, pretty free from autobiographical ten-

dencies; I am quite ready to double the number of my years, at least,

before I begin upon memories and confessions. At one point only has

the desire for an autobiographical eruption grown in me steadily: I

am impelled to tell the story of my school time.

I remember exactly how the impulse took shape in my mind. It was

at a teachers’ meeting. The teachers were discussing how to relieve

the overburdening of the school children, and how to make tolerab e

the drudgery of the classroom. Some demonstrated that all the trouble

came from the old-fashioned idea of prescribed courses: if the courses

were freely chosen, according to the talents and interests o t le pupi s,

their sufferings would be ended. Others maintained that the teachers

were guilty; that they did not know enough about educational aims,

about child study and psychology and the theory of education. What

else than drudgery was to be expected, under such inadequate peda-

gogues? The fight between the two parties went on with an inspiring

fullness of argument, and thus I fell into a deep and sound sleep. And

the sleep carded me away from the elms of New England to my dear

old home on the shore of the Baltic Sea, where I spent my school days.

I saw once more my classmates and my teachers; I strolled once more,

as a little boy with my schoolbooks, through the quaint streets of Danzig;

I passed again through the feelings of more than twenty years ago.

Suddenly I awoke at ihe stroke of the gavel of the chairman, who sol-

emnly announced that the majority had voted for a compromise: the

community ought to sec to it that both free election and the pedagogical

information of the teachers were furthered. At this point the meeting

was adjourned, and the teachers went to the next hall for luncheon:

there some minor speeches were served up, on the pernicious in ucncc

of the classical languages, and on the value of stenography and typewnt-

Hugo Mimstcrbcrg. “School Reform," The Atlantic Monthly. Vol LXXXV (May.

1000), pp. G5G-6G9. Reprinted by kind permission of the publishers of T

Atfantrc Monthly, Doston, Massachusetts. ... ,

Author ( 18G3-191G): Educated Danzig Gymnasium; Leipzig and

Universities; he taught at Freiburg University and later served as Professor of

Psychology at Harvard University from 1892-1910.
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ing for a liberal education. It was then that the autobiography budded
in my mind. My instinct told me that I must make haste in the under-

taking, for if I should hear, for some years to come, all these sighs

of pity for those who were instructed without election and pedagogy,
I might finally get confused, and extend the same pity to my own child-

convinced that my school life was a deplorable misfortune. I

Hpn, therefore, to publish this chapter of my life’s story as advance
|Kets, some decades before the remainder, at a period when the gap
if tune is still small enough to be bridged by a fair memory.
My great-grandfather lived in Silesia. But perhaps it may be too long

a story iff I develop my case from its historical beginning; I will shorten
i y saying at once that I entered the gymnasium in Danzig at nine
years of age, and eft it at eighteen. I had previously attended a private
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of all seniors, the boy who leaves the gymnasium is not at a disadvantage

in the comparison of intellectual physiognomy, while he is far less mature

according to his much lower age. If any man in Dartmouth or Amherst

takes his bachelor’s degree with that knowledge in mathematics, history,

geography, literature, Latin, Greek, French, and physics which we had

on leaving school, he is sure to graduate with honors. Our entrance

into tire university can thus be compared merely with the entrance into

the post-graduate courses. Our three highest gymnasium classes alone

correspond to the college; and whoever compares the German university

with the American college, instead of with the graduate school is muled

either by the age of the students or by the external forms of student

life and instruction.

I reached thus, at the end of my school time, as a pupil of average

standing, the scholarly level of an average college graduate in this coun-

try. I was then eighteen years of age; the average bachelor of arts is

at least three years older. How did that difference come about? The

natural explanation of the case is that we poor boys were overburdened

systematically tortured by a cruel system of overwork, which absorbed

all our energies for the one goal, the passing of the examination. I

do not dare to contradict. But the one thing I may claim in favor of

this scheme of overloading is the wonderful skill with which the school

administration was able to hide these evident facts so completely from

our eyes that neither my classmates nor I, nor our parents, nor our

teachers themselves, ever perceived the slightest trace of them. The

facts were so shamelessly concealed from us that we poor deceived

hoys thought all the time that the work was a pleasure, that we had

leisure for everything, and that every one of us was as appy as a

fish in water.
,

. ,

I think that I spent, during all those ten years, about three hours

a day in the fresh air, walking and playing, swimming and skating;

yet I found time from my ninth year to practice on the violoncello

one hour every day, and the novels which I wrote may have lacked

everything else, but they never lacked length. Besides such individual

schemes to fill our vacant time, wc cooperated for that purpose in clubs,

from the lowest classes to the highest: at ten years wc played instructive

games; at twelve years wc read classical dramas, each taking one rdle;

at fifteen wc read papers on art and literature; and at seventeen wc

had a regular debating club. And all the time, at c\ cry stage, t icre

were private theatricals, and excursions into the country, and dancing

lessons, and horseback-riding, and coeducation with the education left

out; for the poor overburdened girls helped us to bear the load by

sulTcring in common.
Every one of us had, of course, the minor special interests and amuse-
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ing for a liberal education It was then that the autobiography budded
in my mind. My instinct told me that I must make haste in the under-

taking, for if I should hear, for some years to come, all these sighs

of pity for those who were instructed without election and pedagogy>
I might finally get confused, and extend the same pity to my own child-

hood, convinced that my school life was a deplorable misfortune. I

hasten, therefore, to publish this chapter of my life’s story as advance
sheets, some decades before the remainder, at a period when the gap
of time is still small enough to be bridged by a fair memory.

y great-grandfather lived in Silesia. But perhaps it may be too long
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broader studies in literature, science, and philosophy; and when, in the

middle of my philosophical studies, I came to psychology, the lightning

struck. Exactly ten years after leaving school, years devoted to psycho-

logical studies and psychological teaching in German universities, Har-

vard called me over the ocean as professor of psychology. I thus found

my life work; and in all these years I have never had an hour in which

I doubted that it was my life work. Yet I did not approach it, in spite

of all those various fancy interests, before I reached the intellectual

level of the graduate school.

I have spoken of these boyish passions not only to show that we

had an abundance of free time and the best opportunities for the growth

of individual likings, but for the purpose of emphasizing—and I add

this with all the gratitude of my heart to my parents, my teachers,

and the community—that the school never took the smallest account

of those inclinations, and never allowed me to take the slightest step

aside from the prescribed school work. My school work was not adjusted

to botany at nine years because I played with an herbarium, and a

twelve to physics because I indulged in noises with home-made electric

bells, and at fifteen to Arabic,—an elective which I miss still in several

high schools, even in Brookline and Roxbury. The more my friends

and I wandered afield with our little superficial interests and talents

and passions, the more was the straightforward earnestness of the school

our blessing; and all that beautified and enriched our youth, and gave

to it freshness and liveliness, would have turned out to be our ruin,

if our elders had taken it seriously, and had formed a lifes programme

out of petty caprices and boyish inclinations. I still remember how my

father spoke to me, when I was a boy of twelve. I was insisting that

Latin was of no use to me, as I should become a poet or a physicist.

He answered: "If a lively boy has to follow a country road it is a

natural and good thing for him to stroll a hundred times from the way,

and pick flowers and run for butterflies over the fields on both sides

of the road. But if we say to him, 'There is no road for you; follow

your butterflies,* where will he find himself at nightfall?

My question was, how our German school made it possible to bring

us so much more quickly, without overburdening us, to the level of

the American senior. I have given so far only a negative ciarac cns ic

of the school in saying that it made no concession to individual likings

and preferences: that is of course not a sufficient explanation. If 1 think

back, 1 feel sure the chief source of this success was the teachers. But

in regard to the teachers, also, I may begin with a negative statement:

our teachers did not know anything about the thcoiy of education, or

about the history of pedagogy or psychology; and while I heard about
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ments which suited his own taste; there was no lack of opportunity

to follow up these inclinations, to use the terminology of modem peda-

gogy:
”'"“£—J” 1— T t~—3 ,r • ’ • ’ • *

meat iu uac uie ici iniuuiogy ui muuern pVUU-

)gy, we ‘found” ourselves. I found myself, too; but—and in this respect

a did not behave exactly according to the prescribed scheme of this

same pedagogy, I am sorry to say—I found myself every' two or three

years, as some one very different from the former individual whom
I had had the pleasure to discover. In the first years of my school
time botany was all my desire. We lived in the summer in a country
house with a large garden, and a forest near the garden; and every
minute I could spare belonged to the plants which I collected and
pressed. It became a boyish passion. If I had to write a novel, this
teature of the botanical enthusiasm of the boy would be a very poor
invention if the final outcome were to be a being who has hardly the
talenl to discmmnate a mushroom from an apple tree, and for whom
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to the height of scholarly interest. Elements taken for themselves alone

are trivial and empty everywhere, and to teach them is an intolerable

drudgery, which fills the schoolroom with dullness and the pupils with

aversion. Elements as the introductory part of a scholarly system are

of ever new and fascinating interest, more promising and enjoyable than

any complex problems. A great poet once said that any man who has

ever really loved in his youth can never become quite unhappy in life.

A man who has ever really taken a scholarly view of his science can

never find in that science anything which is quite uninteresting. Such

enthusiasm is contagious. We boys felt that our teachers believed with

the fullness of their hearts in the inner value of the subjects, and every

new bit of knowledge was thus for us a new revelation. We did not

ask whether it would bake bread for us. We were eager for it on account

of its own inner richness and value; and this happy living in an at-

mosphere of such ideal belief in the inner worth and glory of literature

and history, of science and thought, was our liberal education.

I know it would be wrong to explain our being three years ahead
of a New England boy merely by the scholarly preparation of our teach-

ers. A second factor, which is hardly less important, stands clear before

my mind, too: the help which the school found in our homes. I do
not mean that we were helped in our work, but the teachers were silently

helped by the spirit which prevailed in our homes with regard to the

school work. The school had the right of way; our parents reinforced

our belief in the work and our respect for the teachers. A reprimand
in the school was a shadow on our home life; a word of praise in

the school was a ray of sunshine for the household. The excellent school-

books, the wise plans for the upbuilding of the ten years’ course, the

hygienic care, the external stimulations,—all, of course, helped toward
the results; and yet I am convinced that their effect was entirely secon-

dary compared with these two features,—the scholarly enthusiasm of

our teachers, and the respect for the school on the part of our parents.

No one can jump over his shadow. I cannot suddenly leave all my
memories and experiences behind me, and when I behold the onward
rush of our school reformers, I cannot forget my past; I may admire
their good will, but I cannot accept their bad arguments. I do not speak
here as a psychologist; I know quite well that some consider the psy-

chologist a pedagogical expert, who brings the profoundest information

directly from his laboratory to the educational witness stand. No such
power has come to me. I do not know whether my professional brethren
have had pleasanter experiences, but I have always found Psychology
silent as a sphinx, when I came to her with the question of what wc
ought to do in the walks of practical life. When I asked her about
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some of them gossip of a rather malicious kind, I never heard that

any one of them had read a book on child study. The other day I

found in a paper on secondary education a lamentation to this effect:

that the American schools have still many teachers who have no reflective

theories on the aim with which they teach their subjects, and the educa-
tional values which belong to them. The author said: “I shall not soon
forget the surprise with which an intelligent teacher said to me, not
long ago, ‘An aim! I have no aim in teaching; that is a new idea.’”
Such teachers of Latin and algebra,” the author compassionately added,
meant that the choice of these subjects as fit subject-matter of instruc-
tion was no concern of theirs; they taught these subjects as best they
could, because these subjects were in the course of study ” Exactly such
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that boyhood loses its opportunity for a liberal education, which ought

to borrow from the kindergarten merely its remoteness from practical

professional life, and from professional work merely its seriousness.

Neither tendency stands alone in our social life. In short, the one fits

the mercenary spirit of our time, and the other fits its spirit of selfish

enjoyment. From the standpoint of social philosophy, mercenaiy utili-

tarianism and selfish materialism belong together; everywhere do they

grow together, and everywhere do they fight together against the spirit

of idealism. But while they fight together, they march to the battlefield

on very different roads. ...

Practical life demands division of labor, and therefore the specializa-

tion of the individual. The argument which urges the earliest possible

beginning of this specialization is thus a natural one; and the conviction

that the struggle for existence must become more difficult with the grow-

ing complexity of modem life may encourage the view that the remedy

lies in professional training at the expense of all other education. The

lawyer and the physician need so many facts for the efficiency of their

work that it seems a waste of energy to burden the future lawyer wrih

the knowledge of natural sciences, and the future physician with the

knowledge of history. If this is true, however, we ought to begin still

earlier: on the first day in the kindergarten, I should show my We
lawyer two cakes, and explain to him that one is is ca e, ant t

other is not,—social information which does not he m the line of my

little naturalist; and I should tell the other little fellow that one cake

has plums, and the other has not,-scientific instruction which is without

concern for the future lawyer. But even if I shape my sc oo ac r 1 g

to such schemes, do I really reach, after all, the goal at which I am

aiming? Does not the utilitarian spirit deceive itself? And even if w

do not acknowledge any other standpoint but the mercenary one is

not the calculation very superficial? The laborer in the mill may be

put, sometimes, by the cruelty of the age of steam, in a place where

his personality as a whole is crippled, and only one small function is

in use; but the higher the profession, the more nearly is the whole

man working in every act, and the more, therefore, is a broad genera

education necessary to practical efficiency. The 10 ogis s e us '

the play of animals is a biologically necessary preparation or e s g

gle of existence, and that, in a parallel way, also, the playing of the

child is the wise scheme of nature to prepare man in some respect

for the struggles of life. How infinitely more does that hold for the

widening of the mind by a well-planned liberal education!

The higher the level on which the professional specializing begins

the more effective it is. I have said that we German boys did not think
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the true and the false, she was most loquacious; but when I came to

her about the good and the bad, seeking advice and help, she never

vouchsafed me a word. I confess that I have, therefore, slowly become

a little skeptical as to whether she is really more communicative with

my psychological friends, or whether they do not simply take her perfect

silence for a welcome affirmation of all their own thoughts and wishes.

I thus come to the question of school reform without any professional

authority; I come to it simply with the warm interest of a man who

has children in the schools, who has daily contact with students just

out of school, and who has not forgotten his own school time.
The most essential feature of all recent school reforms—or, with a

less question-begging title, I should say school experiments, or school

changes, or school deteriorations—has been the tendency toward elective

studies. But I am in doubt whether we should consider it really as

one tendency only, the name covers two very different tendencies, whose
practical result is externally similar. We have on one side the desire

o a just the school work to the final purposes of the individual in

practica i e; which means beginning professional preparation in that

peno w ich up to this time has been given over to liberal education.
e a\ e on the other side the desire to adjust the school work to
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him to use English; but if he learns only English, he will never have

the chance to use it.” That settled my case, and so came about the

curious chance that I accepted the professorship at Harvard without

having spoken a single word of English in my life; and I still thank

my old Greek teacher, who is long since dead, for his decision. Yes,

as I think it over, I am inclined to believe that it is just so in most

cases; if we prepare for the one thing, we shall have a chance for

the other; but if we wisely prepare at once for the other, our chance

for it will never come. Life is, after all, not so easily manufactured

as the advertising circular of a private boarding school, in which every-

thing is exactly adapted to the individual needs.

This elective adjustment of the studies to the later professional work

and business of the man plays a large part in the theoretical discussions,

and there acts effectively on the crowd through the promise of profes-

sional success; but it strikes me that this utilitarian appeal works, on

the whole, for the interest of that other kind of electivism which promises

ease through the adjustment of the school to the personal inclinations.

It seems to me that, in the practical walks of education, this is by

far the stronger impulse to election. Even in the college, where most

boys have at least a dim idea of what they want to do in life the

election with reference to the later occupation plays usually a secondary

rfile; liking is the great ruler. The university method was powerless

in the school reform, did it not act as agent for the kindergarten method.

This leading plea for electives takes the following form: All instruction

must be interesting; if the pupils interest is not in it the whole instruc-

tion is dead matter, useless vexation. Everything which appeals to the

natural tastes and instincts of the child is interesting. Instruction, there-

fore, must be adjusted to the natural instincts and tastes.

The logical fallacy of this ought to he evident. A11 instruction which

is good must be interesting; but does it follow therefrom that all irntruc-

tion which is interesting must also be good? Is it not possible tha there

are kinds of interest which are utterly bad and destructave? All that

appeals to the natural tastes and instincts is interesting; does it follow

that nothing is interesting which goes beyond the natural instincts. Is

it not savage life to follow merely the instincts and natural desires?

Is not all the meaning of education just to discriminate between good

and bad desires; to suppress the lower instincts and to reinforce the

higher; above all, to awake new desires, to build up new interests, to

create new instincts? If civilization, with its instruments of home and

school education, could not overcome our natural tastes and instinctive

desires, we should remain forever children whose attention is captured

by everything that excites and shines. The street tune would expel the
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of any specialization and individual variation before we reached a level

corresponding to the college graduation here In this country, the college

must still go on for a while playing the double role of the place for

the general education of the one, and the workshop for the professional
training of the other; but at least the high school ought to be faithful
to its only goal of general education without professional anticipations.
Moreover, we are not only professional wage-earners: we live for our
mends and our nation, we face social and political, moral and religious
problems, we are in contact with nature and science, with art and litera-
UTe
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may learn a thousand pretty things, but never the one which is the

greatest of all: to do his duty. He who is allowed always to follow

the paths of least resistance never develops the power to overcome resis-

tance; he remains utterly unprepared for life. To do what we like to

do—that needs no pedagogical encouragement: water always runs

downhill. Our whole public and social life shows the working of this

impulse, and our institutions outbid one another in catering to the taste

of the public. The school alone has the power to develop the opposite

tendency, to encourage and train the belief in duties and obligations,

to inspire devotion to better things than those to which we are drawn

by our lower instincts. Yes, water runs downhill all the time; and yet

all the earth were sterile and dead if water could not ascend again

to the clouds, and supply rain to the field which brings us the harvest.

We see only the streams going down to the ocean; we do not see how

the ocean sends up the waters to bless our fields. Just so do we see

in the streams of life the human emotions following the impulses down

to selfishness and pleasure and enjoyment, but we do not see how the

human emotions ascend again to the ideals,-ascend in feelings of duty

and enthusiasm; and yet without this upward movement our fields were

dry, our harvest lost. That invisible work is the sacred mission of the

school; it is the school that must raise man’s mind from his likings

to his belief in duties, from his instincts to his ideals, that art and science,

national honor and morality, friendship and religion, may spring from

the ground and blossom. . _

But I go further: are elective studies really elected at all. I mean,

do they really represent the deeper desires and demands of the indi-

vidual, or do they not simply express the cumulation of a hundred chance

influences? I have intentionally lingered on the story of my shifting

interests in my boyhood; it is more or less the story o every a way m
telligent boy or girl. A little bit of talent, a pretty caprice favored by

accident, a contagious craze or fad, a chance demand for something

of which scarcely the outside is known,—all these whir and buzz in

every boyhood; but to follow such superficial moods would mean dis-

solution of all organized life, and education would be an empty word.

Election which is more than a chance grasping presupposes first of all

acquaintance with the object of our choice. Even in e co ege v

thirds of the elections are haphazard, controlled V acci en a mo v

election of courses demands a wide view and broad knowledge of the

whole field. The lower the level on which the choice is made the more

external and misleading are the motives which direct it. A helter-skelte

chase of the unknown is no election. If a man w o oes no o\

French goes into a restaurant where the bill of are is given m ic
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symphony, the prize fight would overcome the drama, the yellow press

and the dime novel would be our literature; our social life would be

vulgar, our public life hysterical, and our intellectual life a mixture

of cheap gossip and sensational news with practical schemes for comfort
and advertisement. Yes, instruction must be full of interest; but whether
instruction is good or bad, is in the spirit of civilization or against it,

depends upon the question what sort of interest is in the play: that

which vulgarizes, or that which refines, that which the street boy brings
from the slums to the school, or that which the teacher brings from
the graduate school to the country classroom. The more internal the
motives which capture the attention, the higher the mental functions
to w ic we appeal, the more we are really educators. The platform
is no variety show, the boys must be inspired, but not amused.
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this fighting against it, as if a danger were in quesion? This brings

me, finally, to my last but chief point: 1 think, indeed, that great dangers

do exist, and that the psychopedagogical movement does serious damage,

not so much because it affects the teacher, but because it, together

with the elective studies, turns the attention of the public from the

only essential and important point, upon which, I feel deeply convinced

the true reform of our schools is dependent,-the better instruction of

our teachers. That was the secret, I said, in our German schools; the

most elementary teaching was given by men who were experts in their

field, who had the perspective of it, and whose scholarly interest fi led

them with an enthusiasm that inspired the class. To bring that condition

about must be the aim of every friend of American school life. Tha

is the one great reform which is needed, and till this burning need

is removed it is useless to put forward unimportant changes. These

little pseudo-reforms become, indeed, a wrong, i t ey ma -e e pu i ic

forget that true help and true reform are demanded. If a child is crying

because it is ill, we may keep it quiet for a while by a piece of candy

hut we do not make it well; and it is a wrong to quiet . , i its silence

makes us omit to call the physician to cure it. The elective studies

and the pedagogical courses are such sweetmeats for the school. T

schools were bad, and the public was dissatisfied; now the elective

studies relieve the discomfort of the children, in the place of the old

vexation they have a good time, and the parents are g a a
,

drudgery is over. And when, nevertheless, a complaint arises and the

parents discover that the children do not learn anyt mg an a y

become disrespectful, then there comes the chance for the man w

the psychological—and pedagogical-training; he is not a better teacher

but he can talk about the purposes of the new education till all is

covered by beautiful words; and thus parents and children are h. pp y

satisfied for a while, till the time comes when the nation has to p,y

for its neglect in failing really to cure the sick child. Just as it ha

been said that war needs three things, money, money, and again money

so it can be said with much greater truth that education needs, not

forces and buildings, not pedagogy and demonstrations, but only' men

men, and again mtn,-without forbidding that some, not too many of

them, shall be women. . , . , .»

The right kind of men is what the schools need; they have the wr g

kind. They need teachers whose interest in the subject would banish

all drudgery, and they have teachers whose pitiable |“PrePar
(

e*le

makes the class work either so superficial that the pup'^do not learn

anything, or, if it is taken seriously, so dry and empty a 1 is . .

for children and teachers alike. To produce anything equivalent to the

teaching staff from whose guidance I benefited in my oy
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French language, and points to one and to another line, not knowing
whether his order is fish or roast or pudding, the waiter will bring
him a meal, but we cannot say that he has “elected his courses.”
From whatever standpoint I view it, the tendency to base the school

on elective studies seems to me a mistake,—a mistake for which, of
course, not a special school, but the social consciousness is to be blamed.
I cannot think much better of that second tendency of which I spoke,—
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his life to the preparation for his professional work, and will spend

two or three years more in a graduate school before he begins to cam

his living? This argument is utterly wrong, as it neglects the interrelation

of the different factors. If we had thoroughly prepared teachers, the

aims of the school would be reached here just as quickly as in Germany,

where, as I have shown, the level of American high-school graduation

is attained at fifteen years, and the level of American average college

graduation at eighteen or nineteen. Time which, with the teachers
°[

to-day, is hardly sufficient to bring a man through a good high school

would then be enough to give him a college education, and the time

which to-day is necessary to pull him through college should be enough

to give him three years in the graduate school. I was twenty-two when

I took my doctors degree in Leipzig, and so were most of my friends.

The change cannot come suddenly; but as soon as the public recognizes

in what direction true school reform must lie, it can be brought about

by a slow, persistent pushing along that line. If the schools insist more

and more on the solid scholarship of the teachers the time m which

the ends of the school are reached will become shorter and shorter,

this will give more and more room for the continuation of study on

the part of the future teachers, and thus we should enter upon a bene-

ficial revolution which would in a short time supp y t e w 10 e coun ry

with efficient teachers. If we look at the situation from this point of

view, we can hardly doubt that even those who have only the utilitarian

interest in mind,-yes. even those who think of the mercenary aspec

only,—that even those must prefer this true reform to the efforts of

the “new education" men who operate with pedagogy and elective studies.

Those three years which every American boy loses through the bad prepa-

ration of his teachers represent a loss for the practical achievemen

in later life which cannot be compensated for by an early beginm g

of professional training through electives. It is a loss for the man, a

an incomparable loss for the nation. _ , . .

I merely indicated one other feature of our German education when

I disclosed the secret of its efficiency. I said our parents remforced

in us respect for the school, and the home atmosphere was filled wi h

belief in the duties of mothers' clubs and committees for that, and there

was little discussion about what children need m abstracto, but y

made their children feel that the home and the school were wor g

in alliance. We boys took all that as a matter o course, a
, ,

meant I never quite understood before I crossed the ocean. I feel inclined

to say that what our school children need is not on y goo

but also good parents. However, as Lincoln said, one w ar a a
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ought to be allowed to teach in a grammar school who has not passed
through a college or a good normal school, no one ought to teach in

a high school who has not worked, after his college course, at least
two years in the graduate school of a good university; no one ought
to teach in a college who has not taken his doctor's degree in one of
the best universities; and no one ought to teach in a graduate school
who has not shown his mastery of method by powerful scientific publica-
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Some Points of Contrast in the

Educational Situation in

England and America'

That great inspirer of educational interest. Colonel Parker, used to

pray to be delivered from foregone conclusions. Every student knows

how hard it is to clear his mind of prepossessions and of bias when

he tries to measure the good and the evil in so intimate and intricate

a thing as a system of national education. But shall we not do well

to be on our guard, not only against foregone conclusions, but aho

against those which are premature and super cm e s ow y c m

to understand how hard a task it is to trace the subtle tendencies, and

to probe the secret hopes, of an educational system, of which we our-

selves, by birthright and upbringing, have had long and close experience.

How much more, therefore, is it right for one to shrink from any feeling

of self-confidence in reviewing the educational situation in another coun-

try, of the inner life of which, deep as his sympathies may be with

what he believes to be its central and animating principles, a strong

can at best know so dangerously little.
, f .

I need not, therefore, ask you to excuse the tentative form of tins

address, it would be an impertinence for me to speak to ‘ X

other tones. And the more ambitious my theorizing, c more i .

would be my fate at the hands of critics who, like so many of y

* An address delivered at Columbia University, Julj 18, 190-.
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for social reorganization, turned the thought of so many of our bolder,

and more adventurous spirits to the winning of a new Empire in the

East. Hence, too, because we have differed so profoundly on many

of the religious and political conceptions which lie at the root of any

system of unified national education, we have never yet succeeded in

building up one simple fabric of common schools, supported by all,

congenial to all, beloved by all. During the last two hundred years

there have been two serious attempts to organize English education

from top to bottom on the basis of one common principle and of unified

conviction. Each of these efforts was inspired by a profound belief in

the necessity for a common system of national education, so constructed

as to be coherent in form and aim from bottom to top. The first of

the two attempts was made by an influential group of leaders in the

Church of England at one of the noblest periods in her history: after

a long and obscure struggle the attempt was stalemated—necessarily and

rightly stalemated—by Dr. Joseph Priestley and the Nonconformist inter-

est. The second attempt was made by Robert Owen on the basis of

scientific rationalism illuminated by a truly religious passion or socia

reform. His attempt was checked—necessarily and rightly checked by

the deeper insight and more spiritual conceptions o t e ea ers o la

movement in English thought and feeling which was interpreted to us

by Wordsworth, by Samuel Taylor Colebndgc, by John Keble and John

Again, three times within the last two hundred and fifty years we

have drawn very near to the ideal of a system o national education

which, by the frank recognition of differences, would have attained ad-

ministrative and spiritual unity on a higher plane. Three times the at-

tempt has failed—failed partly thru the perversity of narrow-minded

partisans, partly thru the disastrous influence of jealousy but partly

too thru the unwillingness of good men, on both sides, to surrender

what they conceived to be points of essential principle. These failures

to attain comprehension combined with administrative efficiency form

the tragedy of English education. . ,

Secondly, the history of education is in large part a study of controlhng

traditions—social, economic, intellectual, and spintua ra 1 ion .

most significant things in it arc often tl.e unconsc.ous tilings; not lie

things that wc do, but the latent premises which color or go'cm much

of our ordinary thinking—our individual thinking, am s i more on.

group-thinking. In the study of national education one of the most lndtf.ll

lines of thought is to investigate the real reasons for the absence of

certain obviously desirable things in a national system of eduentio

for example, to 'consider why it is tlmt in England, until quite recent
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hearers, are steeped in the knowledge of those educational affairs which
I have only observed, and that somewhat hurriedly, from the outside.

First of all, let me briefly recall to you certain broad and simple
facts which have had a governing influence on your national life and
therefore on your national education.
The streams of immigration which trickled into this country in the

course of the seventeenth century bore with them strong views, or at
least ingrained habits of mind, in regard to the aims, the forms, and
the functions of government. But broadly speaking and with due allow" such ^meting phenomena as Roger Williams in Salem, the
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revealed themselves partly ta thT*
C0"fl,ctlng ’deals of social order

county and the town- nartlv T**
°* 0Ca^ adniinistration—viz., the

sides) for this or that form of Jit 7
en

?
e

( not equally serious on both

characteristically in the verv ,.„
lastical organization; but still more

New England toward the task of
attituc^e taken by Virginia and

of no small moment that these diff

01^™011 e^ucatl0n- But it was a matter
gated from one another at differ

social ideals were segre-

of this continent. Now in
^onS Eastern seaboard

in whose heart’s fiber these i

* GSe two ideals, and the people
one small kingdom, and in almost

WGTG emBodied, were intermixed in

the two most important of all th

GVGI
7

SeParate part of it. Hence came
part of the seventeenth centmv-\

enU^rati°nS to America in the early
in our despair at reaching

0Ur EnSlish civil war; hence,
of hllmn« ... i , ? dn Ultimate -r t

Hi our despair at reaching an 7 fcngt‘sh civil war; hence,
of human destiny and of State riX? ,

settIeme«t of these problems
sword or even by the process o[ '

r.,'?
46 arbitoment of the

r us in ti,

nt debate, like that which Sir

opening pages of Woodstock,we in England welcomed tljvague IMi,K
1
T“"S,

pages
which enveloped us during the later

P Ca and religious compromise
earlier half of the eighteenth century

S tbe seventeenth and the
Sion of any tendency to embody unffinnl,-

"'h
,

lcb
;
by its baffling repres-

lng logic in clear-cut schemes
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shall say how much of the last element in the triple thread of American

greatness lias come to you from Germany? The figure of that wrse,

learned, patient, soldier-teacher Steuben, devoting himself to the scien-

tific training of the American army during that critical winter at Valley

Forge, is a type of what German science has since-done in so many

other fields of human efiort, by combining itself with the resourcefulness,

the verve, and the shrewd practical insight of the American nature.

And what a wonderful power had Washington of going to the heart

of things, and of rising above personal pique or national jealousy in

thus discerning the value of a gift which the foreign soldicr-toacher

^Fourthiyf you have been confronted by the great task of fusing into

one nation, under one flag and speaking one speech, those diverse races

which pour into this continent in an almost unceasing stream The com-

mon public school is, of necessity, one of the most important probably

the most important—part of your national mac mery or assimi g

these extraordinarily varied materials. ,

Hence the universal recognition in America of the political, pmctica ,

and economic importance of a first-rate pub ic-sc 100 sys em or

whole people. Practical necessity, not less than reasoning and human

sympathy, has led you to discern the deep significance of national educa-

tion to a degree which in England the masses of the people have not

yet attained
8
Great indeed and grave is our need far searchmg

;

and

comprehensive educational experiment and re orm.
America

be forgotten, in comparing the position of pub c e uc.
,

with its position in England, that the imperative need far sustained

scientific, unstinted expenditure on the best possi e a P

education for the whole people has been ma e, y
..

j^ere
of the case, more striking and impressive to the whole conunu

[
.

than with us in England Ours is a scattered empire. Here eve^ freig^

train is an object lesson in continental geography and in the econom

unity of the American people. .

From these more general topics I tum for a ew minu

of some of the educational facts which seem to have followed from

the historical and social development of this country.

(a) Twenty years and more of education or. modern lines seem to

the traveler from Europe to have given to the: Um e g

type of keen-witted, hard-working, self-controlled young men, and _a

very influential and public-spirited multitude o co g
- but

England thankfully recognize the same types in our °'™
womt s<*m

the numbers and the influence of these younger me
seems to

to me to be relatively greater here than with us. Here, it seems to
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times, history has been, as a rule, so mechanically and uninterestingly
taught, tho we have one of the most heart-stirring histories of all the

nations in Christendom; and why, tho our masters of prose and verse

are among the most precious parts of our British inheritance, we have,
as a rule, done so little to familiarize our children at school with these
beloved masterpieces or even to train them to skill and power in the
use of their mother tongue,

Hie study of the history of American education, too, is in large part
a study of controlling traditions. But with yon, the old tradition, in

ll

f
°>d world to the new, suffered a sea-change. Much

influence r° i*,
6 ancient power of certain subtle, immemorial

bc
,

hi"d- 11 has b<=en on the whole, at least that

I ,
' g

°r u
'he 'VOrU ,hat this One illustration* mfcaIV r S

i[> °f lhe old educational tradition must

ad™
rd C

“!kSe (I642^6 ) re1”red eveiy

inproscandversn-Bu L a

SS,°n
’ !° mak and sPeak truB La,iD

planted tradition Yet in F TS"
C lmato Proved fatal to this trans-

time writing no"es for his Ltl
0
"T™ Ha^ was at the same

a mosaic of English and Latin nT
Wh ‘ch many of the sentences are

dogg ambulat.” Forty years later wf°
c

,

orde
' fr0gg soiPP. eele crawls,

their boys taught I ntin ^
Locke advised English parents to have

•meighLcnthtn^Te " ^ *
carried on his famous ncgoL'il™ f

' ArchbishoP °f Canterbury,

means of letters written-™, ,/
rcl'S‘°us reunion in Europe by

later, John Wesley, landing nn
rcncb

> hut—in Latin. A generation

Latin w itli the cultivated mon
COntincnt °f Europe, naturally spoke

century’ it was in Latin that Krl'l
met ' ^arty *n the nineteenth

of Oxford, and was followed bv ^.
CCtured on poetry to the University

intelligent attention with which x

audicnces with the delighted and
tic lips of Mr. Ruskin; and Isano urn-

3 Ialer day
’ loved to hang on

raphers, tells us that when a W „
ams

* most truthful of autobiog-
t ic onS fdgn of George III. ho ^ „

ow
> during the last years of

that when he had an English ’thom^
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IC~Ia( to translate his ideas wh? i

° prepare (which was very rarely)
Third!)’, vou have ^ ran in Latin, into English.”

and the mastery of which wc cann ?
COntinent—a work the marvel

rrowdenct* of God two great forr,.° i

fulIy appreciate. Under the
Ms E*rst, your resourceful endi

>a' C ena^ed you to accomplish
cncc. What a brilliant and fertile eoml .

lran
.

cc> and secondly, applied sci-

courage adaptive ingenuity andTn has becn this of undaunted
long and costly periods of unseen ^ ?

CIallon °f the practical value of
’ pat,cnt* scientific research. And who
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in America seem to me to be engaged in an immense effort to get

your schools and colleges into true gear with the P™f
life. Hence you are tearing out in all directions those portions fsub e

g

or parts of curriculums which seem to you unessential. But

is to say with certainty what are the essentials. And, as lifems becom g

more and more differentiated, there arises a need for much greater differ

entiation in types of school. Moreover, this differentiation is not a matte

of the last few years of high-school or college

much earlier years of education than those, n
.] but by

required not only by the difference in life-aims of th*P^”
far more subtle differences in temperament, in menta aptitude and

in ethical need. This is the true cause of the educational unrest which

we can see all over the world at the presen 1 •

‘

earlier

of educational ferment, comparable, as it seems to me to *nt enrhe

period of educational ferment which preceded
10»

Much that loohs like progress and

at the present time is really the working
obsolete

movement washing away the mw
' real relation to the

system of education, which, in its time, hao y

actual needs of certain kinds of life.
r„„„s,rd in America

To me, the educational movement now
movements

seems the most striking and forceful of.
sum)0rtcd by the most

in the world. It is on the largest scale, PP
becornin „—largely

superb liberality; it is the boldest in its ven i

> .seeyng and truth-

dim the influence of the President

^ ^^critieism; and it is supported
inspiring; scientific in its dispassionate s

We educationa] students
by the most whole-hearted national enthu

more brilliant

in other lands hail its great achievements anaIK
of ,he future

future. Silent admiration best befite

^ ^ ,

nfluence already is and
of your great universities—and of wna

. j art Q f educa-
rvill be on their sisters in the Old World. e sci

thg lining
tion are being profoundly influenced by you

currents
of teachers; by your experimental schools; ““Shers College
of suggestion and of encouragement whic g

. at Clark Uni-
and from the Department of Education m

jeast the educators
versity, and at Chicago. You in America, an

^ 0£ secondary
of the West, are working out fertile

expenmenb.^thee^^ ^ tofch

education on modem lines. You from t

dth of the awakening
of educational propaganda over the length

. T,.,bcffee there is shap-
South. And in ‘the great work at Hampton and«^vWch sceb
mg itself in successful practice that ide* ‘

a great institution,

once to deepen character, to engender loya cy
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secondary education must, as it seems to me, cast aside at almost any

cost if it would regain true freedom for growth and real artistic happiness

in the great creative work of teaching.

But different from yours as it is and must he, the educational move-

ment in England is hardly less interesting than that in America, tho

in its operations it is far more obscure. It is full of cross-currents; very

sensitive to conflicting claims upon its allegiance; tender in its loyalty

to the past as well as eager to adapt itself to the needs of the future.

We in England have a complex past; we are at the center of a complex

empire. Our individual life, our national life, our new imperial life,

are each of them strangely full of different elements and of distracting

claims. We are unable to put our difficulties into words; yet you wi

understand that we feel much that we cannot express. We are unwilling

to sever ourselves from our old ties, or to dispense with o gui es

and teachers whom we love for their own sakes, and not only because

they have served us so devotedly and well. You must expect us to be

slow in our educational changes. England is not lethargic, bu profound^

moved by the swirling currents of change in our mo em le.

be wrong for us to break with our past. We can best do our duty

for the world in the future if we refrain from impetuous, revolutionary

change. But because this is our lot in this time o cep unres
.

there is laid on us the duty of sacrificing much that is good and profitable

in the present, in order that we may be faithful to what is tnie and

sacred in the past; because it is now, as ever, our supreme national

task to preserve what is good in two ideals w ic , y / PP

to conflict, are really two sides of one higher tra or

idvince
sons we admire the more the superb sweep of your e uca " '

your clear administrative aims, and the rich variety of your buoyant

life.
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to educate for the practical labors of life, and to avoid, in its cultivation

of the powers of mind, of character, and of expression, any dispropor-

tionate use of books or of ill-digested ideas, and of the verbal memory.
How different are your educational problems from those which we

have to struggle with in England. The strong points of the best types

of English education seem to me to be an unhurried, steadfast pleasure

in the great masterpieces of literature, its dislike of false sentiment;

its reserve and wholesomeness of tone; its shrinking from pretentious

philosophizing, the good spirit of its games, the beauty of some of its

old buildings and playgrounds; the unselfish and lifelong devotion of

its best teachers; the training which it gives in the government of others
a"d leadinS men

* and in its undercurrent of reverence for

those deeper, unseen things which lie almost beyond the reach of words.
ts weakness lies in its lack of widely diffused intellectual interest;

m its failure to stimulate the brain power of the average boy; in its

eficiencies in regard to the professional training of the teacher; in the

sehnnW
° & the studies m many of our chief secondary

davt SCient

f
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turn rmllv
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A British View of American Schools

Together with a commission of thirty English educational experts,

I have just completed an investigation of American schools. The most

striking facts I have gathered are these:

1. That the people of the United States spend a marvelous amount

of money on their public schools, endowing education more lavishly

than any other people in the world.

2. They do not spend enough. The salaries to teachers are not suffi-

cient for the service the country desires and should have.

Our tour of investigation began in New York in October of last year.

The previous autumn a commission of British trade-union representatives

made a tour of the industrial centres of the United States on my invi a-

tion to study industrial conditions—a trip the resu ts o w ic lave

already been published in this magazine. The investigations by this

industrial commission and the recent educational commission were part

of a single plan formed a number of years ago.

While in business in South Africa I had unusual opportunities to

study the work of English and American engineers. The English eng -

neers were much inferior. They slavishly followed conventional prmci-

ples. They worked by rule of thumb. They lacked initiative. They

showed inability in a sudden emergency to grasp the situation confront-

ing them, to put the right machinery to work, to carry the task n hand

in a practical way to completion. Often they attac 'e engineering p

lems with no more expert sureness and efficiency than any intelligent

business man might have exhibited. The Americans, on the other hand

were alert and up to date, instantly equal to any occasion that might

arise. In emergencies they knew at once what to do and whz land

of machinery to use; and whenever they attacked a pro *'m
’

. , ,

arguing the pros and cons they carried the matter through in thesPmght-

est way with professional certitude of method. T e ng is g

Alfred Mosely. “A British View of American Schools," The World's Work, Vol.

7, No. 4 (February, 1904), pp. 4484-4487.
fn United

Author (1855-1917): Educated
BriUsh ’educators investigating

States in 1903 to lead and direct a commission _ . . •_ 1904 .

American schools; he served as a member of the Tariff

49
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My own strongest impression was of the amount of money spent

on education. East and West it has become quite the fashion for mil-

lionaires to make large gifts to colleges, and in every section I visited

I found the people lavishing money on their schools. And the expenditure

is appreciated. If the buildings and the equipment are on a much more

generous scale than in England, there is greater enthusiasm here also.

The very atmosphere of American schoolrooms breathes progress. Ameri-

can teachers are more enthusiastic than English teachers; American

pupils have a greater thirst for knowledge than English pupils; and

there is a closer bond of sympathy here than in England between pupil

and teacher. , , , „
In essence, the American people have realized better than European

the value of education. They have learned to consider it their primary

duty to train themselves for the struggle that modern development en-

tails on the individual. They seem to realize, as t le ' ng is ave no

begun to realize, that no boy—and no girl, for that matter—can do

without such training.
, T c , . f

One especially notable manifestation of ent usiasm oun 1

York, Boston, and other large cities. On the East Side m New York

and at the North End in Boston the schools in the poorer districts are

kept open at night to give the children of the crowded tenements a

clean and comfortable place to study their morrows lessons, with some

one to help them on difficult points. The children resort t» these evening

studyrooms in surprising numbers, and the teachers help them patiently

,, , „„ »**-. -*-• ; ; *• «“•
principal cities for both boys and girls. In Eng an so

laying special stress on the subject, teach manua aining.

United States the study is general. And my inquiries ™»sw
that it helps in the pupil's general development; it offers a change * o

the other work and it brings out individuality Serving a need of he

United States by turning boys with a mechanical turn of mind tothe

technical schools, it also develops a practical tas earn g *

for the mechanical side of life.
. c

As a whole, the Middle West is more intense m matters of educatm

than the other parts of the country. The schools of the Middk West

are newer than the Eastern schools and more modem
thfcst for

have no traditions to get rid of. There is an even

knowledge there than elsewhere, and money is sPe ‘

schools of Indianapolis are among the best in t e coun I
7*

teachers
I was much struck with the many colleges for the training oft~d«

Both East and West are numerous normal schools and such institutions
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had been poorly trained; the American engineers well trained. American

business men whom I met were quite as alert as the engineers. A visit

to the United States convinced me that the secret of this national em-

ciency lay in the American schools.

As the British Education bill was still in the melting-pot a year ago,

I postponed the inquiry I had long planned into the details of the Ameri-

can school system and accompanied the industrial commission on its

very fruitful visit. On returning to England I placed the matter of an

educational commission in the hands of a committee of which Lord

Reay, president of the London school board, was chairman, and Mr.

Sadler, late of the board of education, a valuable member. As Mr. Sadler

is one of the leading educational experts of Great Britain, it was a

pleasure to me that his point of view on the project accorded with

my own. This committee drew up a list of the heads of various branches

of British education, to whom invitations were sent. One or two letters

appeared in the public press protesting that Great Britain could learn

nothing from the United States in educational matters, but the thirty

gentlemen who accepted the invitation felt that any information they

might acquire in the United States would undoubtedly be useful, even

though the new British Education bill had fixed for a time the status

of public education at home. The commissioners all came open-minded
to inquire into the strong and weak points of American education, and
to see how far the American system might apply, with modifications,
to Great Britain.

6 7

We began with a ten days’ investigation in New York. Thence we
went to Washington, where President Roosevelt made us an interesting
address and then we visited the colored school at Hampton, the schools
and colleges of Baltimore, Philadelphia, New Haven, Boston, and Chi-
cago. e party then split. Some went south, some as far west as Cali-

Z? VulT* !° Snad
t P® rest came east by Indianapolis, Dayton,

thf
W

-

5h
'

vv
e ",ll0le Country covered by at least a part of

bh UnTr !

0n
r

e are greatl>' indebted ta President Butler, of Coluffl-

“ Vf™mral ^ assistance. He prepared our itinerary

to Dr f
0” ‘he ddeSate an encyclopedic fund of informa-X Tk 7™berS °£ the Board of Education courteously

fndmembcr7of tl!n q I!”.
5?"18 ,he New York schools; Mr'

Munr°e

and President Ho
°

°°i ^
0mmittee did us similar service in Boston;

and President Harper and the Board of Education nave us excellent

Chicago institutions. Everywhere we were met

"P delegates, attenled and unattended,

had at their disposal.™
C°mp elc “^faction, considering the time they
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My own strongest impression was of the amount of money spent

on education. East and West it has become quite the fashion for mil-

lionaires to make large gifts to colleges, and in every section I visited

I found the people lavishing money on their schools. And the expenditure

is appreciated. If the buildings and the equipment are on a much more

generous scale than in England, there is greater enthusiasm here also.

The very atmosphere of American schoolrooms breathes progress. Ameri-

can teachers are more enthusiastic than English teachers; American

pupils have a greater thirst for knowledge than English pupils; and

there is a closer bond of sympathy here than m England between pupil

“"“nee, the American people have realized better than European

the value of education. They have learned to consider it their primary

duty to train themselves for the struggle that modern development en-

tails on the individual. They seem to realize, as the English have not

begun to realize, that no boy-and no girl, for that matter-can do

OnfeTpedally notable manifestation of enthusiasm^ found m New

York, Boston, and other large cities. On he East Side m NwYri
and at the North End in Boston the schools in the poorer ar®

kent ooen at night to give the children of the crowded tenements a

clian and ^mtoable place to study their morroWs '-ons, with some

one to help them on difficult points. The children resort ‘o these evenmg

studyrooms in surprising numbers, and the teachers help them patiently

and encouragingly.
imDortan, feature in all the schools of the

Manual training is a ry P
England some few schools,

principal cities for both^^ect teach manual training. Here in the
laying special stress on the subject, lc

. . c t,mv
United States the study is general. And my inquiries serve to show

that ifhelps in the pupd's general development; it offers a change from

the oth^an/Ar4 - ScM mifd Z £
teetocalTS it ako Idevelops a practical taste among all the children

for the mechanical side oflife
intense .n matters „f educatio„

As a whole, the “-ddle VYestj mo
the Mid<Jle West

than the other parts of he country. ^ modem
,
because &ey

are newer than the Easter" SC"°^ ;s an even greater thirst for

wvkdgfd!
1

:;:*::&*** The

schools of Indianapolis are a”°"®^c^ege" for the training of teachers.

B^ratw«rrn“normf. schools and such ins,ilu,ions
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as the Teachers’ College at Columbia University; and in the West espe-

cially a large proportion of the women graduates of the State universities

enter the teaching profession. This training system assures an endless

flow of the best class of teachers. In England the proportion of college-

bred women teachers is far lower than in the United States, and, on
the whole, the grade of teaching by women is lower. But England is

considerably better off in its force of men teachers. My severest criticism

of the American school system would be that the teaching force lacks

men. Few men in the United States go into school-teaching, and these
are not the best. The profession in England attracts a distinctly more
capable class.

The trouble lies in the salaries. In many cases the actual money pay
of teachers is higher here than in England, but reckoning the difference
in the standard of living, especially in those articles that are above
necessities both men and women are paid more there than here. Thus

Zv fin/w d t0 teaching in E"g,and ’ whereas in the United States

HZ n ?PP°rtunilies in other callings. A larger proportion of

be nonsuch hnDrn

lmpT°Ve th

f
American teaching force, but there can

crositv thev
Am

.

erican communities match the gen-

salariLNjrarethUZries
<

S
1ZUipment

&enerosity in allotting

of the Uniter! n
°* women teachers adequate. The people

sys,em because they spend

The school wst*™
d
/

better systern by paying more,

system. I am not in favor of

t0 °f course
>
the public-school

profit, of which there are mn .

pi
jy

at
?

schools conducted for individual

are likely to be conducted V°
ngand tban bere
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all Classed go the tb.t P
,

r°B
' .f

her than f°r ^eiency. Here
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as far “S
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by
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an early age after a merely elementJv
PTer
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cla$S g°eS f° WOrk f
of Ins father or a trade his father h*

y educatl0n
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dently of the boy’s fitness for it H
S

t°
Sen for him—

°

ften indePen
'

the masses to go on into higher and hUhT*
™onderful opportunities for

their education free or practically fre
8 er scbools and colleges, securing
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a boy immeasurably better
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The girls, too, have better opportunities here than at home. More

of them advance into the higher fields of education. The result is that

as a whole American girls are distinctly better educated than English

girls—not merely because their parents wish it, but because they have,

on their own part, a greater appreciation of education and a greater

desire for it. ...
If American teaching fails in any respect, it is in the matter of inculcat-

ing the power of correct and accurate English speech. Again and again

I heard children in the public schools give ungrammatical answers quite

unchecked. The teachers seemed content to receive correct answers to

questions in geography or history instead of being dissatis e unti t e

correct answer had been given in correct language. This was the one

serious defect I found in the public schools. The buildings were better

in New York and Boston and Chicago than in London; the sanitation

and ventilation were better; and I found highly commendab e facilities

offered in the higher schools for the pupils to pure lase ea 1 u oo

at low prices during the school recesses. The seats and desks are bet e .

Greater attention is devoted to providing such of these as have been

scientifically found best fitted for health and comfort. But the speech

of the pupil is often bad. . . . fi(lc

There is, moreover, too little attention paid, in my opinion, to atWctics.

In England the taste for athletics is carried to extremes A schoolmaster

is not chosen, as here, solely on his academic qualifications: he s asked

what his record has been in Varsity cricket or foo Wl ^d whether

he has taken his ••blue.” He is expected then to foster he a t.lc c tendcn-

cies of his boys. All the boys take part in one sport a
^

another. Hm.

in the high schools and colleges, small teams and crews o
1

picked youth

monopolize the athletics; the other students merely look on. A wider

athletic activity would be better.
. enhonk

The most interesting sights we saw on our tour were in the schools

of the great cities, especially New York and ^
aS0 ’ 'V • ^mcri-

arrived immigrant children were giving
^‘santld from Rufsia or

canism. It was wonderful to see the ra\ p , . cchool
Germany in a few months ato

Who were daily saluting tl.e flag, considering tl.eniselve part an parce

of the American nation. The teachers showxrf immense «*«*«.

teaching these little atoms of humanity, an the i ^ ^ cIlif(,rcn
and out of school, and flag salutes, and the

.
8 1

> ^ & m, trioli,m .

were decidedly effective devices to engen
^

P
Slatw ,f ladling

The same spirit is visible cvciywlicrc. The
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the immigration problem so successfully by assimilating the second gen-

eration of immigrants in the public schools that the American people

may well relieve themselves of any fear on the score of excessive inpour-

ings of untrained foreigners. It is an achievement the United States

has every reason to be proud of.

Whether it is advisable or possible to adopt in Great Britain any
parts of this or other features of American education, the delegates
will declare with some authority in their reports next spring. As a layman
with no claim to expert educational knowledge, I should say that the
American excellences are well worthy of being grafted on the present
English systems. After all, we must judge by results. The public educa-

• c
C States has had a large part in placing the countrym the first rank in the world, industrially and commercially, at the

ame time maintaining a high ideal of civilization. There is some disposi-

7 P?rt of
T
English observers to attack American materialism,

oftho^r:. „
ave seen is largely ambition. There is no more

The hurmnT
^ Sp’rit

? tbe Uniled States than in other countries.

Siirs CUl

^
re’

1

refinement are not neglected in the schools

are perhans no
s

^
ientlfic inquiry of the more advanced kinds

h,Shly deve,°ped here as abroad, but there is no
pr0grCSS is be*§ ™d- England might

out its problem.
^ 6 m wbicb the United States has worked

a single pcrsonal^note

11

!

1

"Y
imPressions °f American education by

Hop^ns G-m-
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American Education: A Chinese

Viewpoint

Out of a total population of 91,972,266 in the United States there

were, in 1910, 17,506,175 pupils enrolled. Few nations can show suci

a high percentage of school students. The total number o teac iers was

506,010. Educational efficiency on such a scale can be maintained on y

by a large expenditure of money, and from the stahstics of education

I find that the sum received from tuition fees was $14,687 192 go ,

from productive funds $11,592,113 gold, and 1
* “*,

Government $4,607,298 gold, making a total of $70,667,865 gold. I q

tion whether any other nation can produce such an excellent example

in the cause of education.
, , . 7

In every state there are very many schools, both public and pm. .

There am public schools in every town, and even ^smallest village

has its school, while in some agricultural states, such as
y .^ovem-

the population is very scattered, teachers are provi e y 8

meat to teach in the farmers homes wherever three or four children

can be gathered together. The public schools arc rce an p ' ’

but in some towns in the Southern States special schools ™ 0 «
for the colored people. Having such faciliUes for gaming knowledge

it naturally follows that the Americans, as a whole, am an educated

people. By this I mean the native A>nermar,

re
“

rvation s l,0nkl be
and negroes, but even as regards the la

» others
made for some of the negroes, such as Booker T. as l S

].

have become eminent through tlicir learning an c u .
•

,

The distinguishing feature of the school system is that » b «*»P

and comprehensive. In the primary and high schools he bo£»nd g rls

whether they come from the wealthy or aristocratic *»**««£
more straitened homes, arc all studying together m the same class-room,

"'ll Ting-Fang. “American Education
" ALpaav

”

Oriental Diplomat (New York: Frederick A. • P
d’Kong, CMnoc uilnlitrr

Author (1812-1922); Educated St. Fanis Odlcgc. ‘ u.nhlrr of Foicign
«• the Untied Stales of America. Spain. Peru, Mrncn.

ami C «

•

Affairs and Minister of Justice for the Gmeniment o ip P
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that the lad was adding insult to injury. However, ultimately, his master

was persuaded to go with him to his father's house, and to his great

astonishment he found there many gold-fish jars which were more

precious than that which the lad had broken. Househo d work however

mean it may be, is not considered degrading in China, but the difference

between China and America is that in America the people are com-

pelled to do it from necessity, while in China it is resorted to as a

matter of policy to make the young men realize the value of money,

and not spend it wastefully. ,

The curriculum prescribed in the schools covers a wide range of sub-

jects, and the graduates are well equipped to face the battle of He.

Not only are drawing, sketching and other fine arts taught but also

carpentry and other trades. I was once shown a fauly made box wh ch

was the product of a very small boy. I did not at first perceive the

use of teaching a boy to do such work in school, but I learned tha

its object was to instruct the pupil how to think and arrange his materials

^"he'Leption of those schools established by Chnstian sodeties

or endowed by religious sects, all educational mshtution ,
esp rally

those established by the state authorities are secular. Re! g on s not

taught. Neither the Bible nor any other religious work used in

schoolroom. The presidents, professor

^
"d

men, or very religious people, but, as a ru , "
.J r tb

to inculcate their religious views on the stu en s.

imnressed
young are most susceptible, and if no mora prmcip

should
upon them at school or college they are apt to go * tra)A »

=

be remembered that men of education without:
tafringc

like a ship without an anchor. Ignorant andM popb

the law because they do not know any better and then** of depmda

.. i / u _ B :iv found out but when men ot education
tion are clumsy and can be easily found o h ^ executed ^ it ,,

commit crimes these are so skillfully F ‘ hem . Jt has bcen hnorvn
difficult for the police to unravel and de

, nnrsons were
that frauds and forgeries perpetrated by such unscrupu ous pe^onswem

so cleverly designed that they
the more is it neces-

sary^fo^the welfare oTthe^tate^m^nstruct him how tojnake a inoper

use of his talents: Education is like a double-edged suord. It may

turned to dangerous usages Hit is not
ond in view

As there is no established church in t

nermit any par-
of the numberless different sects it *

"jj not ^nscnl ,0 allow
ticular phase of religion to be taught. But >
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that the lad was adding insult to injury. However, ultimately, his master
was persuaded to go with him to his fathers house, and to his great

astonishment he found there many gold-fish jars which were more
precious than that which the lad had broken. Household work, however
mean it may be, is not considered degrading in China, but the difference

between China and America is that in America the people are com-
pelled to do it from necessity, while in China it is resorted to as a

matter of policy to make the young men realize the value of money,
and not spend it wastefully.

The curriculum prescribed in the schools covers a wide range of sub-

jects, and the graduates are well equipped to face the battle of life.

Not only are drawing, sketching and other fine arts taught, but also

carpentry and other trades. I was once shown a fairly made box which
was the product of a very small boy. I did not at first perceive the

use of teaching a boy to do such work in school, but I learned that

its object was to instruct the pupil how to think and arrange his materials

systematically.

With the exception of those schools established by Christian societies,

or endowed by religious sects, all educational institutions, especially

those established by the state authorities are secular. Religion is not

taught. Neither the Bible nor any other religious work is used in the

schoolroom. The presidents, professors, and tutors may be strict church-

men, or very religious people, but, as a rule, they are not permitted

to inculcate their religious views on the students. The minds of the

young are most susceptible, and if no moral principles are impressed

upon them at school or college they are apt to go astray. It should

be remembered that men of education without moral principles are

like a ship without an anchor. Ignorant and illiterate people infringe

the law because they do not know any better, and their acts of depreda-

tion are clumsy and can be easily found out, but when men of education

commit crimes these are so skillfully planned and executed that it is

difficult for the police to unravel and detect them. It has been known
that frauds and forgeries perpetrated by such unscrupulous persons were
so cleverly designed that they bore the evidence of superior education,

and almost of genius. The more a man is educated the more is it neces-

sary, for the welfare of the state, to instruct him how to make a proper

use of his talents: Education is like a double-edged sword. It may be
turned to dangerous usages if it is not properly handled.

As there is no established church in the United States, and in view
of the numberless different sects, it is not advisable to permit any par-

ticular phase of religion to be taught. But why not consent to allow
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that the lad was adding insult to injury. However, ultimately, his master

was persuaded to go with him to his fathers house, and to h.s great

astonishment he found there many gold-fish jars which were more

precious than that which the lad had broken. Househo d work however

mean it may be, is not considered degrading in China, but the difference

between China and America is that in America the people are com-

pelled to do it from necessity, while in China it is resorted to as a

matter of policy to make the young men realize the value of money,

and not spend it wastefully. c ,

The curriculum prescribed in the schools coven: a wide range of sub-

jects, and the graduates are well equipped to face the battle o hfe

Not only are drawing, sketching and other fine arts taught but also

carpentry and other trades. I was once shown a fairly made box wh ch

was the product of a very small boy. I did not at firs perceive the

use of teaching a boy to do such work in school, but I learned tha

its object was to instruct the pupil how to think and arrange his materials

^““'exception of those schools established by Christian sodeties

or endowed by religious sects, all educational

those established by the state authorities are slcu . 6

taught. Neither the Bible nor any other religious work is^used in the

schoolroom. The presidents, professors and^umrs^may^ ^
men, or very religious people, but, as a

Th(j min|s of the
to inculcate their religious views on the

impressed
young are most susceptible, and if no moral principles are ™P^ed

upon them at school or college they are apt to

be remembered that men of education w. hout ^l p^.nciples are

like a ship without an anchor. Ignorant and*^^“2
the law because they do not kn"'V

f^d “mb.Twhen men of education
tion are clumsy and can be easdy fou h

^ ^ executed that it is

commit crimes these are so skillfully p
It has been known

difficult for the police to unravel and
i persons were

that frauds and forgeries perpetrated bym uns P
education,

so cleverly designed that they bore^ ttaLw neces.

and almost of genius. The more a man s

mike a proper
sary, for the welfare of the state to"^^l^Itm^be
use of his talents: Education is like a do g

turned to dangerous usages if it is not proper y^ian
in vicw

As there is no established church in the Umtca sta ,

of the numberless different sects it “ not consent to allow
ticular phase of religion to be taught. y
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that the lad was adding insult to injury. However, ultimately, his master

was persuaded to go with him to his fathers house, and to his great

astonishment he found there many gold-fish jars which were more

precious than that which the lad had broken. Household work, however

mean it may be, is not considered degrading in China, but the difference

between China and America is that in America the people are com-

pelled to do it from necessity, while in China it is resorted to as a

matter of policy to make the young men realize the value of money,

and not spend it wastefuUy.

The curriculum prescribed in the schools covers a wide range of sub-

jects, and the graduates are well equipped to face the batt e o i e.

Not only are drawing, sketching and other fine arts taught but also

carpentry and other trades. I was once shown a fairly ma e ox w nc

was the product of a very small boy. I did not at first perceive the

use of teaching a boy to do such work in school, but I learned that

its object was to instruct the pupil how to think and arrange Ins materials

With the exception of those schools established by Christian societies,

or endowed by religious sects, all educational institutions, especially

those established by the state authorities are secular. Religion is not

taught. Neither the Bible nor any other religious work is used in the

schoolroom. The presidents, professors, and tutors may be strict cliurc -

men, or very religious people, but, as a rule, they are no Pcr"”

to inculcate their religious views on the students. Tie mints

young are most susceptible, and if no moral principles arc '^pressed

upon them at school or college they are apt to go as ray.

lie remembered that men of education without morn princip -

le a ship without an anchor. Ignorant and illiterate people mfnngc

the law because they do not know any better, an t icir ac s P •

bon arc clumsy and can be easily found out, but when men of education

commit crimes these arc so skillfully planned an e'cci ‘

difficult for the police to unravel and detect them. •
-

re
that frauds and forgeries perpetrated by such umcnipu i p . .

SO cleverly designed tliat tbey bore tl.e evidence

and almost of genius. The more a man is educated the m

sary. f„r tl.e welfare of the state, to instruct him l.ow to make..prop( r

me of his talents: Education Is like a double-edged sword. mas
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and it is known that a President sent his son to study in a public school.

There is, therefore, no excuse for even the poorest man in America
being an illiterate. If he wishes he can obtain a degree in a university
without difficulty. Many of the state umversities admit the children of

citizens of the state free, while their tuition fees for outsiders are excep-
tionally low, so that it is within the power of the man of the most
moderate means to give his son a university education. Many of the
co ege or university students, in order to enable them to go through

eir courses of study, do outside jobs after their lecture hours, and
per orm manua

, or even menial work, during the vacations. I frequently

themolT
***** Summcr resorts acting as hotel waiters and found

and re,iable - DurinS a visit to Harvard University,

takine their ll? t,°°. J™
6

.
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is suitable for the majority of girls; but why should not the curriculum

be arranged in such a way as to suit both sexes? Is it not good for

both to leam the same subjects? That which is good for a boy to learn

is it not equally advisable for a girl to know, and rice versa? Will

not such a policy create mutual sympathy between the sexes? The op-

ponents of the co-education policy assert that it makes the girls mascu-

line, and that it has a tendency to make the boys a little feminine.

It cannot, however, be doubted that the system reduces the cost ot

education, such as the duplication of the teaching sta
,

a oratones,

libraries, and other equipment.

It is objected that the system has done more than anything else to

rob marriage of its attractions, by divesting man of most of his old-time

glamour and romance. It is claimed that this ear y contact vvi 1 e

other sex, on a footing of equality, and the manner in w ic t e majority

of the girl students more than maintain their intellectual standing wi

the boys, has tended to produce that contempt of the much-vaunted

superiority of man, that, as a rule, is reserved or t lose pos nupi la

discoveries which malce marriage such an interesting ven ure. 11 Y

forget that marriages are frequently contracted in p aces w ere gi

and boys are taught together, and where they have had ample °PP°rt™ '

ties for knowing each other intimately, and that experience prov es

such marriages are happy and lasting unions. It is interes ing o o >

however, that as the number of educational institutions has increased,

the number of unmarried women has been correspon ing y • g

It is easy to explain this by the fact that a arge num er

earn their own livelihood by going into business and the

As they become more educated, and are allowed to Participate in many

of the same privileges as men, it is only natumito
their independence by remaining single. Th

^ ^ ^
in any country, and we may expect a

1
T not

as greater facilities for instruction are a^or ° "
j ^

feel alarmed at the prospect; indeed, I would welcome I could

sec my country-women acting as independent y an as y *

-—T? "«,S
versiticS are useful in that they afford divenuon of * W “
from their school work. They should not however, be indued in

such a way as to interfere with their stu ics. a ,
‘ ^ cvent

boat racing; several months of preparation are ncccs^^ stu(]cn|s do
takes place, and during a great portion of

.. m r.nt Tlic
not think much of their studies; they arc all '

'"(lies' have but one
contest between the two rival parties is very
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the cardinal principles of morality to be taught in every si

following may serve as examples:

(1) Honesty is the best policy

(2) Honor thy father and thy mother.
(3) Universal brotherhood.

(4) Love of mankind.

(5) Charity to alL

(6) Purity in thought and action.

(7) Pure food makes a pure body.
(8) Happiness consists of health and a pure conscience.
(91 Live and let live.

/ 1

1

\ _f
sPec ^ a man f°r his virtues, not for his money or position.

should fall)'
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Educational Thought •• Implications

for Australia

We Victorian teachers are conscientious and skilful exponents of

teaching methods. From time to time we modify our attitudes and our

methods, but our educational system does not encourage us to think

on the philosophy of education and to express our thoughts fearlessly.

I have not found that it discourages us from so doing.

American educational visionaries look forward to the day when every

teacher will be a thinker who will have a philosophy that will shape

and inspire his work. But they are far from the workaday worH of

the schools, they are human, and they are Americans. i y

student who tickles them with their own ideas an “d

courageous thinker who is capable of wor ung y urise

quently, he is a sorry enough fledgling who parrots a few catch-calk

"a loud-speaker in a robot," or a spry salesman who sticks new labels

on old educational goods. He is far more reckless than our oirefu y g

schoolroom operatives and sometimes completely irresponsible. And y ,

perhaps he has a vision that has not come to us.

Californian teachers ask the visitor what is the phlteophy back of

education in Australia. Well, what is it? I mumbled some

collected at random in the course of my reading, we *y

dered. Then I asked for the philosophy behind ^r/ducaUon.Jhey

spoke confidently of/kheintcgrat'onof P^J* ^ schooI child .cen.

of learning, socializing the school, ana m fc>
ii - t ollt

.red," Butlv of them Understood

and I soon saw the cruelty of my questio ,
1

thought in
by that?”, and refrained from asking it. I didn t find rno e tho ght n

their jargon than in my mumbles, but it sounded more impressive

first

Jolm George Cannon. “EducaHonal Tlraught in
Mc]1)0,ln,c

WnilcI States o/ America and Vietona. Ansi (

pcrn,ission of the Melbourne
University Tress, 1933), pp. 24-28. Reprinted Ii) k,r,u P

University Press. Victoria, Australia. Technical College, Hawthorne;
Author (1902- ): Educated at Swinlioumc Technical u t,

Inspector of Schools, Victoria, Australia. ^
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thought, and that is to win the race. In this way, at least so it seems

to me, the main object of recreation is entirely lost sight of; it becomes
no longer an amusement, but labor and work. I am told that the coxswain
and the other members of the boat race generally have to take a long
rest when the race is over, which clearly shows that they have been
overworking. I favor all innocent games and sports which mean recrea-
tion and diversion, but if it be thought that without a contest games
would lose their relish and their fun, then I would suggest that the
aim should be the exhibition of a perfect body and absolute health.
Let the students, when they come to the recreation ground, indulge
in any sport they please, but make them feel that it is “bad form” to

d° ?ythinS which
> even temporarily, mars the perfect

,'
n

^
° 1 e ‘r Physical organisms. Let each student so train himself

the nn^T*
6

*

I
anC* stronS both physically and mentally, and

present h' °'if •

r

°i^
reasonable and wholesome exercises, is able to

prize.

SC m 1 ° m°St health should be awarded the highest
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a„d the transfer of lraininB; ^ “'u remat dm otlytogS justifications

die theories that were based on u

of big portions of tire traditional curriculum
^^^ more complex

(8) During the last fifty years < ’

limc t0 lime by adding or removing

school people altered the cumcu'urn When these changes were

subjects or by changing the contents of I ^ a„ or were not

made, sound educational principles were

followed consistently.
. , rcgard to the content placed

(9)

The building up °f lhc cur"
d ticc ondic subject matter instead

the stress in educational thought and prac ^ vaIu0 on the grounds

of on the learner. The practice of cst.m.
g acWcvcd in bandling the subjec

of the apparent degree of succ
f

s

't e wrong stress. The subject matter is

matter to his pupils accentuated the wrong ^ ,eoms and develops,

really nothing more than the materials
[orce of interest by providing

(10)

Teachers tried to secure
h lding before the children the promise

material rewards, marks and praise h liol^
g^ ^^ of punishment,

of material rewards to comc "
basis on subject matter, and schooling

These devices merely increased
rlndcsirable and harmful eifec

remained distasteful to the lenmer.
motive q{ , thought or action

child’s personality followed The onlyleg.t.m

is that it arises from felt n"d
,

u
(

nder"
partments the like of school subjects.

(11)

We don't separate life into
J^cacl , subjects separately m p

If, for several years of a child s life

^ Umes 5et out on a time-tab ,

constructed by teachers and Frov
f diese subjects intelligen y

cannot expect the child to use o t

between subjects and c*s

demands them. We must “break down^ [rom the whole present

aside the subject point o
h traditional school furniture

ieiping
arrangement of school work, from' devote ourSelves to he p g

schoolroom itself as far as possible, and m

the child’s personality to deve op. under a system 0 ®
t

(12) True moral training cannot be g£“ and the childran: mu t

punishment provided by an authontys Th
one of several possible

be free agents who have the opportcmV
noturally in the schoolroom,

lines of action presented by a situatmn that ^ ^ child's
schoolfellows

After he has chosen and acted, foolishness of his •

will help the child to see the ® problem with him before he

if he desires their aid, they will discuss

ch°°SeS
'

. l thinkers. There are many

These are the thoughts of the
t0 a very big majority o

indications that they mean lit e
-

can newspapers, business p P

American teachers and parents.
£ the people, and they

and public speakers determine the t0 obtain material

taught for years that the most worthy
ds of people, education

success. From studies of the incomes; of th
individua! eam.ngs

ists have produced graphs that s o
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We Australians live in a commonwealth, and we expect our country

to provide for the material needs of the people so that every indivi ua

will have the opportunity for spiritual growth. We expect each citizen

to contribute to the spiritual and physical well-being of himself an

others and to observe the laws that are made by his representatives,

and we provide checks and penalties which will restrain individua s

from anti-social behaviour. We look to our schools to prepare our young

people for life in our Commonwealth and to help them to understan

the feelings and aspirations of our km across the seas. We have no

strong disrespect for peoples outside our brotherhood of nations, but

we are a small, isolated community and we have yet a long way to

go along the road to world friendship.

We have a body of knowledge, organized under subject names and

set out in courses of study for schools, from the lowest primary grade

to the university. We have also generally approved teaching techniques

by the use of which our teachers help our children to learn the matter

listed under our subject names and to acquire skills, such as reading,

writing, and the handling of tools, instruments, apparatus and machines.

Wc hope and believe that the thinking powers and the characters of

our children and young people will be developed by the “social contacts
o the schoolroom and the playground, by the teachers’ treatment of

the subject matter and by the feelings and thoughts that the pup ils

w» generate from their study of records of deeds, descriptions of places
and events, and works of literary art.

lYmUSa
aU
Tpt t0 give a summarized statement of modern American

thought on education:—

When they
'Tin fT

,d d
r'°P P“>Pte who will be able to think and work

from the society o(

U

to-d^y

mberS 1 "“''T wWch may be Sreatl>'
difIeren

ofhiss!Sto|
i0"

'T,
ricn“ i" which the learner lives to the full extent

(3) sS„ fa

and P1^' Powers.

school should tL'd*
e(*ucat*on, and the learning process inside the

(4) The essenr^V,™
6 aS ** learning process outside the school-

because he sees thp r,°

me
f^

uca^on *s that the learner works and learns

(5) njsitsysf "orkins and ,eamin
s-

felt needs of the mr,m v
room situations should arise from the learner

(6) T1 «
c

.

ment.

defined classes aniTfh
sc^^°l was developed in a society of fairly well

structcd lo prepare .

e
.

C

^
m

f
u^ums °f different kinds of schools were con-

and office work or for i,r

S

,°f
ca^ngs such as the church, medicine, la'v»

(1) The traditional^,!"*
1
','1'””3101"50'

which was Grounded •» i

UmS were
i
ust'Sed by a faculty psychology 0

5 a complete faith i„ ,he lhe
'

ries o[ ,' 0!,tal discipline
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A Dane Looks at American Education

When I came to the United States I
by spea|

a people who lived not in cons'dcrations
^ J and ^ giye

ing about past centuries and wh.t thj g
wbat happened-and,

us, but a people who were fu y • P ^ and what they hoped
especially, what they made liappe ,

* ^
. of iife in the last

to do; a people that almost sens g revoiution took

decades of the eighteenth century, w
children that humanity

place, a people that frankly state ^^ ^
these last one hundred and titty ye

in all the ten thousand years before- m overwhelming role-
Here life of today, even in the sc , p y delight and pride

airplanes and radio, cars and ^‘
0n,” aL a

of the people. Often there is ment
conditions is on the

philosophy of change and of changing ^ g year in the United

lips of the common man. One canno
jt H

'

re is certainly the

States without becoming deeply imp
/ { w criticism—but

place to take old ideas up for new co^eration, for^^ cQncep.

perhaps also a place where one can co
b
P
een caued “culture.”

tion of the essentials In what there o
{nrt o!d traditions and

American educators’ almost restie b .

g a most interesting

a secondary school built upon no' ®
states that the schools

educational undertaking. Radically t
l.i t0 yOU—something

shall be of use; what you learn there s a
existence. I think that

which can be a means in the daily strugge
fnii d Vvill drive us

this, even if we disagree with the procechr e foli o
, ^ ^

Europeans to make up our minds why we have som

schools, and why we do not have sorae ot fL un„ people, boys and

And another thingl When thousands of new X 8 E
be broken

girls, stormed the old secondary schools, the walls

~
"

• n Fducation,” The Clearing House,

Johannes Novmp. “A Dane Looks at AmeJ«* Reprinted by kind permission

Vol. IX, No. 1 ( September, 1934 ) , pP- ,

of the publishers of The Clearing House, New
School Askov, Denmark, at

Author: Member of the faculty of the Fo '

g Columbia University,

time of writing; graduate student at Teaehe s Colleg ,

1932-1933- Principal of Magteaas Folk High School.
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increase considerably with a small increase in the period of schooling

and that the financial return from a small investment on education is

very large. For years school principals have used these graphs to persua e

students to join their schools. Influences of this kind are at work throug -

out the community. When prosperous professors and other school peop e,

many of whom compete for their positions with the methods of the

business world, express their educational beliefs, is it to be expected that

the public will regard them seriously? Can we even believe that the

people who issue these "thoughts” are serious? There is much evidence

that many of them are not.

Many parents and teachers expressed to me the opinion that the uni-

versities are a “racket ” or conspiracy to swindle. They say that many

professors and school people are interested mainly in the production

of text-books, newspaper articles and popular lectures for profit and

that there is much cynical carelessness in the granting of degrees. They

say also that teachers have to adopt or pretend to adopt the ideas fash-

ionable at the moment on pain of dismissal.
These complaints will not hold in many places that I visited, but

! f?
C muc^ justification of them. The widespread public discontent

with higher education is healthy, and is an indication that America

mov^n§ towards the ideals expressed by her thinkers,

c big hope for the future lies in the school”—one feels rather

ashamed as he writes the platitude-and it rests with the ordinary teach-
ers o e schools of the people rather than with the professors and
exper s. American teachers are faced with the great obstacles of their

knowledge, their attitudes of the past, out-of-school influ-

„ ? .?? !
lc children, and the charlatans who use the words of the

'

.

n
,

C

^

S 0r Pr°fit, but they are virile, courageous, intelligent and

whom the

C

\vork^
Possess a deep affection for the children with
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One of the tasks has been to mite new textbooks Do not be afraid;

the educators seemed to assure us, the skills 1’crc ll:
"f L™ ,

to be of importance for all in everyday life. No li.ghbmw star at

all. Pupils do not lose time. What we teach is of d.reet Factual value.

We have found out the one hundred additional facts w O' J
must know. We have analyzed cookbooks factory P^> f

“
ments, trade catalogues. We have asked ban -ers w a

y ^ bave
ought to know about banking. The spelling oo ’ *

‘

vpdren
to be built upon investigations of the words actually used by children

and adults when they write. oP,>ntific

In social sciences the problem was more difficult bu <

attempts were made. One educator tried to examine pol tica plattoms

from 1860 to 1916 in order to discover the

lems for the course in civics. Others tried by rea mg
„e0„raphical

magazines to determine the “social worth-wh.leness of ge<ograpl

and historical facts. Here, however, curriculum make
.^ wUch

more, to become analysts of America
!‘ ^understand contem-

generalizations and concepts are needed 1

^astilar study of child life it is^£^*5
possible to make textbooks conform to tl e .

the children. ,, , „ in the courses,

The task is not only to find out what shou e
^ wbat order

what material should be assigned to different gra
• ^ tes(. 0bjeCtively

and arrangement they should be presente , *
critically and

the results obtained from present and the

constructively the scientific investigations o cu
^ finally, when

accomplishments of these new types of course^ ^ practice, they
their findings and recommendations have P

tions Df school

follow their application in public schoo s, “
, by different orga-

people to the proposed program test resu
j> and flnal!y report

mzations of material found to be social y

these findings periodically to the school pub c.

easterns ought, as

It seemsVbe assumed that the different

much as possible, to cooperate with the spec
findings and modify

"The schools should always follow careful y t e n

^urses Q£ study should
their curricula in accordance with these. mr

0f curriculum
be modified continuously. Through a sPf“

1£

J guaranteed that the cur-

making within each school system, it might e
g edUcational science

riculum of the school keeps pace with the a vane

and with the ceaseless change of life. „ui,>.cohool system is,

We get the impression that the American p d out in every
« hopes to become, an apparatus invented and workea
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down. The Americans were faced with the task of building new, big,

practical buildings. The school plant, as it is often called, was the result.

An educator, writing about it, must give expression to his joy and pride

by saying: the structures that have been provided and the equipment

housed in them constitute some of the wonders of our day. We, v i°

have walked ourselves tired in them, suddenly have personal respect

for them. How well everything is laid out and arranged—with classrooms

and shops, special rooms for typewriting and stenography, for art an

music, and for home economics There are libraries and gymnasiums,

rest rooms and emergency rooms, assembly halls with stages.

If we look at what is going on, we discover a big machine working

in order to make everything function perfectly. We discover a whole

science behind the administration of the school, studies have been made

on the length of school days and the size of classes, etc.; psychological

findings determine much of what actually goes on; grouping of children

in accordance with intelligence, problems of child and adolescent psy-

chology, the construction of a curriculum, in which everything that is

to be taught first has had to prove its value—all these matters of

importance.

In the theory underlying the junior-high-school movement, we find

the idea of guidance playing a big rdle. In the junior high schools,

we constantly hear the individual pupil is supposed to find his special

curriculum. In order to find the interests, aptitudes, and capacities of

each child, exploratory or “try-out” courses in Latin, modem foreign

anguages, geometry, and applied arts are introduced. Through sys-

ematic educational guidance, an opportunity is given to each pupil

o iscover his dominating interests and limitations with reference to

jus future vocational activities or the continuation of his education in

‘g cr institutions. Provision is made for the rapid advancement of bright
groups- The school hopes to help each pupil to select the career that,

rcsu t of the exploratory courses, he, his parents, and the schoo

is more likely to be of profit to him and to the State,

of wau ‘

C ^eas *n American education, the one of elimination

to furr/ if
longest. Naturally, therefore, science is suppose

at one n •

c
,

metb°d to be followed. But right here we also stand

>n cducatT .

e 0Ur criticism comes in—the overemphasis on science

a highly l
S* ^0r instance, stated that curriculum construction is

riculum rvff .

tbin
S tbat claims experts in a specific science of cur-

crs steadikf
y°u bave numerous professors, assistants, and help-

in the scWf
SC1Cnli

S
CaWy worfdng in this field. You do research work

told about
a

.

arrangements of materials of instruction. We are

a"d evaluated,
°f thousands of courses of study to be examine
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this belief in what is average, what is “proved”? Every moment her

own inner life will be cut into pieces, because she cannot trust herself

and feel responsible, but has to build upon measurements and methods,

mechanism put in between herself and her pupil, the individual child

What will be the result of a nation-wide movement where the place-

ment of material, the construction of a curriculum and “nt‘n™“s

provement and replacement of its different park p ay a ar lgg

than the subject matter itself-a love of it-and than <be teacher who

have to interpret it, to teach it? How is it possible that a movement

such as this can go on without, in the long run narrowing not only

the relatively few scientists, but also—and this is o mue

tanee!-the thousands of teachers? How can the school become a fruly

cultural agency if the teachers are supposed to be workers on y sk. led

to the pit .and for the purpose of being able to put a e=lum

to work? In other words-and this is my real point-is this excellent y

elaborated curriculum not bought too dearly?
. , . i. j n r

What now is the conception of education underlying this hnd^of

curriculum-construction work? Education, we are o e

activities
nection, is primarily preparation for life and Weis a senes *~
The task of the curriculum maker will be to

objectives
are which make up man's life. If we find them, we have Mectives

of education. The underlying point of view is c ear
y physical

a statement as this, that "the analysis of -s
and mental behavior, together constitute some mg

.

^
living.” In other words/when by

^^ Cand m much i^orma-
a mans activities include so and so many sk ,

.£ an
tion, and some satisfaction from music or i era

,

]j th se

educator, have only to construct a curriculum which meets all

needs and you will have a complete curriculum.
;on of Iife_the

Behind this conception of education we
succeed

belief that we have given our children what ey
^

•

of men
.

s

in giving them a curriculum built upon “

n

“
bprn child the necessary

activities. But even if a mother gives her
love?

food, will it suffice, if she does not, at the same
mereIy as a series

There are human beings who cannot consider 1* ™erely^

of needs to be satisfied and abilities to be developed S
‘‘^ant

may be capable of earning a Uving and ave
“believe that a man first

and reasonably spent leisure time. They ra b
^ ^ or> better,

becomes a man at the moment he become ‘ P
e hc has Comc to

gets something to live for and struggle
schooI can be created

love something. Such people cannot agree
-

ftat the curriculum
by constructing a scientific curriculum. They
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detail by professionals, technicians, and experts. Nothing is to be here

by accident; everything fills out a place—-bought by the sweat of many

a professor’s countless hours of work.

The large centers seem to be the laboratories. The big leaders are

the technicians, the research workers, and the experts. From these labora-

tories, too, just as in a modem factory, the findings are to be realized

through the efforts of the principals and teachers.

An almost amazing example of the degree to which schools are made,

constructed, worked out in every detail, we get, for instance, from cur-

riculum construction in Detroit. Many Europeans will first become abso-

lutely mute when they read about the construction of, for instance,

a new course of study in spelling We are astonished by the American

phenomenal administrative abilities, their almost frenzied eagerness to

organize, to investigate, to solve practical problems, their desire to reach

new standards of efficiency. They do not spare anything, neither money

nor work.

However, even when I am most optimistic about it, there always

arise in my mind two fundamental doubts, a doubt in regard to the

kind of people who stand behind the whole movement and a doubt

in regard to the teachers who have to give life to this highly elaborated

sciool. I cannot help but ask myself: Is this movement an expression

o creative abilities or is it rather an indication of a certain spiritual

uryncss and narrowness? Is it not more likely a caricature of life, created

y our modem tested-facts” culture, where confidence in man has been
rep aeed by confidence in a method, which has little or nothing to do

i i rea thinking? Is it not an expression of a world which has no
ear idea of what direction it wants to go?

in
' t0 create a sch°o1 as a bving expression of leading ideas

to Z7 SUC^1
’ back upon the scientific method, they try

a \vnrlr.

m<
i

a CUrricu^um
’ a kind of machinery to be put to work by

only an escape?
tCacber’ Science without any vision behind it! Is it not

olher doubt. When we have seen to what degree Ameri-

influence i7u^°
CS °l

J

t ^rom laboratories and how these laboratories

teachers’ Can
C,>trainin8 institutions, what can we expect from the

creative enoueh' tn
7*°* exPect that they wiU be stronS %

not more \ ^

US° c^ucat*onal science merely as a means? Is i

American people lr
?° ****' esPecialIy when we know to what degree

thev in the norm l

C PrePare^ f°r belief in “scientific methods, tha

“tested facts"’
wil1 sllccu«nb to a spirit of “science" and

of becoming

*

a
a tcacher

» even if she hi had the possibiUties
becoming a harmoniously developed human being, be able to escape
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A Refugee Teacher Looks on Democratic

and Fascist Education

As hard as wo tried to avoid fascism and to restore democracy in

my small country-far away in Central Enropc-.t was injauu So it

might seem to be useless that I, one of the refugees, a or
, ^

.
t

surrender of freedom in Austria, write about demoera « and fa ts

education in America, the stronghold of individual liberty, and

believe, the hope of the whole progressive wor .

. m aralv
We—coming from Europe—the happy group o a

defend-
of refugees and prisoners, must confess that we 1 a

1

jiti_

ing the culture of our fatherland, defending the freedom of Politi

cal opinion, free press and free speech, freedom °f

minorities. I must admit that all our attempts to so P
e we

cal or educational problems failed. And yet, coming
eontribute to

have perhaps a great advantage which will help

the progress of democracy. We faced fascism,

and we Still suffer from fascism, as it is imposajWe ^
humar

i

whose hearts are not made of stone, to forget t leir re

to forget their people facing fear, terror and death
„ ^ke Toed

We had to pay dearly for this experience and we sha l make gcoa

use of it. We know the enemy. WeI?™". deeds^We haven't forgotten
for suppressed nations and we saw his re

-„
te t0 write

and we shall not forget. And so it seems to me ^iT^hTstl
about this experience and to try to serve my ne

can.

Rudolf Ekstein. “A Refugee Teacher Looks on [" fcjnd permission

Education, Vol. 60 (October, 1939), PP-
101-1

U

y - n p
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Author Austrian (1912- ): Bom in Austria,
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Analyst,
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nf Training and Research,
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must have a core, that the separate parts of it, in order to be valuable,

must be held together by a connective force, just as the child’s food

is just one special expression of his mother’s love. When we teach a

boy reading or social science, this must be just one special expression

of our love for the child or for the content of the subject we deal

with.

This demand will have to be fulfilled through the teacher. Therefore,

the education of a teacher or, better, the cultivation of a type of teacher,

is a or perhaps the—deciding factor in education. The teacher shall

be, so to say, an incarnation of the curriculum. The inner core in the

curriculum as well as in the teacher will, of course, in most cases simply
reflect an inner core in society life as such.

As a consequence, I therefore believe that the normal schools have
a greater task than to make professional teachers out of thousands of

girls. The normal schools should become more independent of labora-
tories and educational science. They should develop a tradition of their
own, s ou d become centers for American life, social and cultural. Here
C S U cnts

’.

w*^ help of mature men and women, should have

livimr^

0
^ meet today and cultural tradition as a

5
Pr°k‘ssors

> l°r whom ideas are driving forces, can create

with tifo

n0rma schools, bring the students into an immediate contact

Tlicr* ovoT a
^°r d *or t^em

> and awaken and stimulate interests,

meaning
mg
^ d° later on in the classroom will have a double

its rightful

US

t

1S excellently elaborated curriculum will come into

teacher ih™
SC

i

S n
°l

a curriculum much more dependent upon the

and swU TVnd
u
Pendent °f hcr? If a teacher is merely mechanical

CCt
* 1 fcar that even the best curriculum will fail.
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In that case we should better say “training” as their means of education

have nothing to do with intellect and mind.
, v *

The fascist means of education are not very complicated. You need

only one means, if you want to suppress all intellectual impulses an

to revive all aggressive, destroying instincts in young people. This means

is called power, unlimited power.
t

All schools, all youth organizations, all kindergartens, all educational

institutions must be in the hands of the government. No private school

no religious school, no free school organizations of workers. They

suppress now the last remainders of free organizations, u ley c

not only all educational institutions, they try also to destroy the influenc

^y^ay'tand they are right from their point of view) we: need

no special intellectual youth. The teacher must use his lessons chiefly

for propaganda. I need not mention that they force a eac

the fascist teacher organization. Every school sn jec °a
won

he used for propaganda. In history they are taug a
, Laval

all wars, that Germany is the greatest nation and on y g

through robbery by their inferior enemies did t ey o
vLorfcal

the sun. History is not used to teach historical fac s, u
outlook

)

facts (namely they leave those out which dont i

.

1
.

are used to prove that the leader, in reality the fascis y > 8

and that children and adolescents should trust him and m^t obey h nn

In geography they don’t wish to enrich the knowledge

about our earth, but they show them all

reaUty” to Germany, as they want to go on march g, ®
s

all is falling to pieces. That is also the reason t a ?
. . j p0]and,

in Germany, in Austria, now showing great parts o w ‘

’

an(j J0
Lithuania, Hungary and so on within the German

’ Qerman
also many colonies. But they don’t care for t e S“PP

m jnorjtics.
part of Italy, as they are not interested to help the

,h
In biology',hey are

7
taught the superiority of German Uooirf^

/\ryan race." A mixture of vague unproved assu
p

fs v
nnjustified presumptions. Children are made to ''

„ In Gcm,an
aasy to "go on marching even though all

‘

fj]CS

P
of the leader. In

they have to read and to comment on the p , t c}icmistry
French or English they read the translations o ns spe

^ aritjjmct jc
they arc informed how to produce and to use poi g*

trajectories
in algebra they have to be interested in caIcula mg the trjeto^

°f bullets. In science children learn all
household. But

l,mc
» and how to prepare substitute cconom)

J^ ,
.jj target

most of the lessons arc devoted to gymnastics: goose s p.
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I have mentioned already that there were many problems we couldn t

solve. I only want to make some remarks on educational problems, to

which I devoted my work and interest.

Usually when we were asked about the aim of education, we

answered. We want our children to get the right attitude for life, to

have the right personality, to become capable for the struggle of life.

This answer would be clear enough if our society wouldn’t change,

if all institutions would last, in other words, if we had to educate our

children always for the same surroundings.
The child is not fit for society and it must be fitted by means of

education. To be fit for society means to be willing to recognize the

same rules of living as all grown-ups. But the rules, the laws of society

are changing in different times and in different countries.
Different goals, different means’ So it is right to say that education

deals with the problem of bringing up the children, so that they are
wi ing to play our game of life, to recognize our rules and our laws.

l'

n'I
e must add ak° ^nd of game we want to play,

umerent games, different rules!—Different rules, different instruction,
we want to understand educational problems (I mean thereby all

„ 1

‘°n
^
con<

J

erning the educational means we need to reach a certain

i f
i .

6 U(' atl0n
) of democracy and fascism, we have to ask first: “What

I will
°

•

^eir e^ucation?” What is the goal of fascist education?
1

y
1 tiy

5 P°int * ou * in a few words.

refrain 'of

Underst
?
nd the fascis* attitude after I have translated the

Czechoslnvtv°
n
?

bave to sinS now in Germany, Austria and in

girls Nazi Yn
&

fh

*a'V kindergarten children, school children, boys and

even war cr‘°

U

1

' St
°,?
n trooPers>

policemen, soldiers, war veterans and

ment, marchin
^ 3 *orced *nto organizations of the present govern-

goose-step andsingi'
GVen kindergarten children marching the

We shall go on inarching,
even though all is falling to pieces;
today Germany belongs to us,

The
tomorrow the whole world.”

fighting killiiT
1 ®oa

\
^ascism 's to have youth willing for marching,

B°n in fascist stu ^v!
°U^ *s f^ing to pieces. The whole popula-

te followinc VV -
*° be

.

ready for war, when the leader orders,

trians: Germans ' u°^
G d^us^ra^es life of Germans and Aus-

Gne part marehes^th u
^ronders are divided into two great parts,

camps. The Youtl* V,

° otber Part s *ts
; not on chairs, but in concentration

blindly He "j
bc PrcPared . physically and mentally, to obey

so-called leader. This goal of education needs spelrf means.
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danger. The children, the youth are taught to “go on marching”; but

between the different aggressions in Austria, Czechoslovakia, m Ethiopia

and in Spain are intervals—and they want now to go on marching.

If there is no possibility to fight against another nation, they haw

fight against the enemy within the country. And as t ere is no ene y»

they invent enemies to satisfy the youth. Aggressive emo ons o

unsatisfied youth are directed against helpless nationa an r g

minorities, perhaps the most disgusting deed of ascism. ns
how the kazi children, boys of twelve, thirteen and fourteen. year of

age, were ordered to beat children of religious an na ona ’

to steal from the shops of invented opponents of t e s a e.

J
brown shirts forcing helpless old women and men 0 Cean

-

n , 5 1ctions
for hours on end. These events are not exceptions, but conscious actions

of the system to divert the discontent. r_mi>iv
The/try also to control the family life. Hiey cant trust he family

and so they try to win the children against them Pa«ntL
Parents kive

no influence against the orders of the youth movemen

for example a case where a mother took .everything away from her

son which he had stolen during one of the recen
had known

she brought them back crying to those people ", lom
jjie ri j,t

for many years. For fourteen years she tried to give

education, and now he had to go to this group nearly eve y mg]* and

every Sunday. She lost her influence and is womed about the hiture

Of her child They try also to win all parents, and children are ordere

to “educate” their parents for the Nazi ideas.
nerpressive

But in the German and Austrian youth there are not only aggressive

emotions, but also desires for peace and freedom, or u
con_

real democracy. And in spite of all fascist educa o
> sport ;n

trolled press, controlled movies, controlled boo s, co
g ajj

spite of all propaganda for heroism and :1

jj not dead; they
power of teachers and educators, the wish P

An(j tbe fascist
'vant freedom, their own life, they-"^'Jthe
system knows it. You will understand now y democracy.
Duce” recently declared, that in Italy and Gern

Jj r̂

' ‘

uth believe that
You will understand why they try to make

,i prrnqnv and Italy,
fiw other nations want to start war against peace u

^ ^ democ-
TTiey try to make the youth believe that they ar P intolerance,
™=y; they mix truth and lies. Suppression and propagan^ intol ^
aggression against helpless people, fear a" c°”

ere is n0 end; it lasts

2” thmr vnnth find of this educatl
against helpless people,

to “educate” their youth and of this education th

®d lasts: kindergarten, school, youth orgamzatiom ^ time and
stormtroopers, army, compulsory organization
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practice (all children of certain ages like to play with guns; and i

is not too hard to abuse these human impulses), so that they wan

to “go on marching, even though all is falling to pieces”; and so tha

they are willing to change their individual personality and private happi

ness for the fantastic day dream that the whole world will belong t(

them tomorrow.

They must not think, because the leader is thinking for them. The;

should not dare to be independent individuals, to look for the truth

They are not supposed to have their own opinion or their own faith

Every teacher has to be a little leader and he has all the power b
wants. He uses all his power to produce fear and anxiety in every indi

vidual, to suppress every independent emotion, to destroy all indepen-

dent thinking. They are taught to be heroes, but only under orders.

The teacher is not the children’s helpful friend who tries as far as possi-

ble to work by intellectual means, but the powerful authority, who has

to revive all aggressive emotions, gigantic fear of the single individual
before the power of his leaders great and small.

ut the fascists know that education is not only a matter of school,

t
,

ut
,,

life and recreation time, too. And so they try to control
e w ° e 'fe of the child. Every boy, every girl is forced to be a

member of the Nazi youth movement. And the Nazi youth movement
nes o attain what school couldn’t complete: to conquer the souk of

-2™
J?

S° l

f

hat can use their strength and their idealism. All
n Wren hke uniforms (unfortunately, also many grown-ups) and so

Anri t

66 0Ur Perman an^ Austrian youth marching in brown shirts,

ane mir ,

ak? ^lian black shirts from six to fourteen years of

toys W, m
^f

n *ce
> marching with rifles and daggers—not with

sinpinp
rea

i
nfleS; and 1 saw boys a httle older at about seventeen

back. It i«

marc ing to Ethiopia and Spain. Many of them didn’t come

lion. It is t°"\ ^ v .

P

*°r l^eir motbers to understand fascist educa-

can’t come back
& ™C*r Sons are buried far from their country and

pie. Thcv onnv'

C

J
n the

‘,
r y°uth organizations the so-called leader princi-

leadcrs. Evcrv
°

°°if
^caderS; ab leaders are nominated by higher

leader fears »

arS ^is kader an^ bas to obey. Every group

up to the ton nf

nC^ eadcr a°d bas to wait for orders, and so on

They do not b
° l)

^
ram‘d

’ the highest leaders of the whole system-

the whole non^-
t0 r

,

other lea<Jers, but they fear too. They fear

suppression
l°n SO they are forced to invent new kinds of

suppression!
P °Pa5anda; and the greater their fear the greater

means of education” do not suffice, as there is a great
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that crime and war don’t pay. To accomplish this we use all w e learned

from our parents our own teachers and when we are reminded

that it would be useful to grasp more modem ways of education

ask science for help in our responsible task we 1 e to answer,

education having been good enough for us an our own pare

also good enough for our children.” Many persons feel offended if we

try to explain to them the value of progressive science education which

as one of our youngest sciences has now to fight t e same re

as medicine did some decades ago. Science helps; us o p

to cure diseases of body and mind. Science should help also

better means of education for our goal of a democratic a e.

Since the great discoveries of Professor Sigmund Freud t

psychiatrist—living now as a refugee in London we
;

§‘
| family

from psychology and to see how important early c 1 o
moth-

life are for the whole life of every person. EducationM"
er's milk and even the first experiences of a baby m ue

education
All kindergarten teachers, all nurses, all mot ers

'n°w
school

does not start when the child at six years of age starts to g

that school is only one part of education.
. . , , formation

The family life is very important, probably*^*"*X?%
of the child’s attitude, and his first human relations are ry f

sponsible for his human relations when he is g10'™ P
surrounding,

is helpless alone and needs help and love of his grot P
. (i

But father and mother know that they have to demand—mri°

of their child. Love would be very short-sighted if the chdd ay

oould do what he wants to do. The infant has to lemm to .

correct way, to be clean, to talk correctly, to behave
’

wish0,f^nd
our rules, our laws. He has to suppress or to c

^Jway is very
urges we can’t permit in our society and *on

\ reacb our g0als.

Wd for the child. We use reward and pumshmen
]ovc ,hcir Jents ,

At first children do the right thing because y arc g00d
because they fear to lose the parents love an P

They haven’t
children cither to get more love or to avoid Pu"

t])at tll0 parents

>’ct adopted our morality. They suppress t c ''
because

don’t like only becanse the parents don’t like them, and

*l'cy condemn them themselves as wrong.
„„nidimcnt for wrong-

,

^c infant loves his parents and fears also the pun.””
’ rful

‘lolng. He wants also to be like his parents, as ce\
‘

ntiapt himself
^ they and so he star, to imitate tan. -d^to the demands of his parents. And nou

wrong-doing itself.

Punishment for wrong-doings, but much mo ^ ,hal pangs
**ie conscience originates from that time. And
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for all professions to control the whole life for one goal: always ready

for war, to “go on marching, though all is falling to pieces. You see

how educational questions m fascist states are interwoven with politics.

Education is only one of the means of enlarging the power of the system,

and the enlarged power has to be used to enlarge power again without

limit

I am very sad that I am forced to give such a bad picture of education

in Central Europe. I am not afraid to criticize fascism, but I am sad

for Germany and Austria. I owe all I know, all I am able to do to

my German education. I love German culture, German science and Ger-

man art. These years of fascism in my great fatherland are a terrible

set-back for the civilization in Germany and therefore for all mankind.

This system in Germany and Italy will not last forever; but it will be

very hard for us to repair the damage.
And what is the goal of democratic education? We also try to secure

our attitude for the next generations. Our conception of freedom is

to enrich the life of the individual. The state and its government should

be the servant of the people. In fascist states every person is the slave

of the power-hungry government. A government “of the people, by the

people, for the people” cant exist without free speech, free press, free

and secret vote, justice, tolerance, and reasonable solution of economical
problems. Democracy insists therefore on having thinking people able

to ave their own opinion. Democracy is therefore interested in educa-
tion or culture, peace and freedom. Our educational system tries to

ma c every child able to live his own happy life without injuring the
i e o others. Democratic education tries to make every child understand
he value of human solidarity enriching the life of all.

CI

f £
Cpeat Democracy.” then, I mean—of course—not to include

finkV. °i
*

i v
^ 0Ur Present institutions. Democracy is not yet

n

C a,

\ p
never be finished. Democracy is an attitude to come

as
i

Cr 0 * e
Soal we see—Humanity. We can’t stop our efforts

of

aS * Cre *S ^un8er and unemployment; as long as there is danger

aehievnnT'T
0 and war

5 as long as all our great cultural and scientific

so wealTriw
arC n0t °pen for a11 men and wished by all. We are not

institutin

at " C ^aVe t0 ma^e onrselves believe that our democratic

cratic altif 4
*° Pcr^ecdy accomplished. Only men with the real demo-

their faults'or^^ k^°
StT°n^ cnou8^ to see» to admit and to correct

We are p
'

per^laPs better than I the means of democratic education-

We m' T°
S
!
ly alonS °^d "-ays, successful for many generations,

sake of i
how to think, how to use science for the

anhind. We try to develop intellect and mind and to prove
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able to solve its own problems without a guardian. Perhaps it is easier

now to understand one of the great differences between democratic

and fascist education. We want to have free children, rce person a

to think and to act alone, able to protect themselves and to defend

the liberty of their people. . __

Fascists want people always being little children, in fear of the power-

ful severe father and hoping he will help, and be willing to follow

“wc must remember what we know about the importance of our

first experience in the family. We gained our free atti e, ou ‘

to form our own opinion not through intellectual means, kut through

our love, sometimes also our hate for our educators, our pa ’

teachers. But in times of troubles, many adults wou pre er

of their childhood and only national leaders w o use ei ’

the love of their followers, to make them free and independent, are

* M, Ufc »
5

—

time,—not to educate their people to become
!

grown
i p

, ^
helpless, fearful and minor children. And they n ’

much easier to keep people immature and childish in mind, than

to go the long way of real education, the way o ™
realize

I believe that democracy can be successful, must only r^ahae

that not only teaching and instruction, but also education a g d ,

influence and soul are building up the persona lty, theattrtude of our

children. We must use the love of our children eir r

,jem0Cracy
enee and our strength to make them free and mature for democracy.

Perhaps we haven’t been successful in Europe, ®cau
®

brains- our
stand how to influence the youth. We were ta ng^

°
didn>t reach

arguments for peace and freedom were rig
, d

the hearts of our children. And the way to the brain, the way

pendent opinion leads through the heart
conquered at first

The fascists began to influence the ne* • 7
action,

the heart to kill the brain, to destroy free thmkmg
blic itfe

We also need leaders. But these leaders in school andi in P^c I

have to use their love for education and not for trainmg, to bring P

free men and not blind subjects of a powerful machine. .

Fascist education is no education at all, only using^pnm ^
Stincts and wishes of people. They have succ ’

‘

of ]ess warIike
have to change these wishes. All healthy boys i e

-

n certain
games uniforms, guns, danger and secret group

^ na,ural and the
Periods of their lives are very aggressive. T / t0 an attitude
task of education is to change these dangero

Useful for our society.
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of conscience are a better protection for our society and our morality

than the strongest laws. The formation of the human conscience is mostly

completed before the beginning of school and all the child adds to

his knowledge and his attitude only supplements all these things he

accomplished in his first four or six years of life. And it is usually very,

very hard to correct bad features gained in these first years. The child s

early relation to father and mother and other members of the family

influences his whole lifetime, and later when the child grows up and

realizes that his parents are not as good and clever and powerful as

the parents of his early childhood, he tries to find new models, new
ideals as a kind of substitute and he divides his feelings towards his

father of early childhood between different people and we also repeat

constantly these situations of our early childhood. Many, very often

used expressions are a proof for that, for example, “The teacher is like

a father to me.—We defend our fatherland.—He is the father of our

nation.—My boss treats his workers like a father. He wants to live and
to die in the country where his father died.—He wants to be a good
patriot (derived from pater, Latin).—This general is the father of the

army. And if we can’t find help in trouble we call the mightiest father
or c p, God the father. Many well-known songs, poems and novels
are written proofs of our deep love towards our parents, of our fear
0 act in ways that would displease our father and mother. We want
to be as good as our models, as our father of childhood; but in trouble
wc won 'ke to be in the same situation as we were as infants, to

soul W
CU°n

’ heI? and l0VC from our father- We all have a double

1
.

C " ant to he like our idols (sometimes these idols exist only

them

r

,

im
j'^

ahon
) and also to get their help and love and to trust

of xinM

11 * *S *S 11116 ak° °f "’hole groups, of whole nations, not only

we see V,rr-
^ ^lard times, when we face great problems, when

In cood'r
0 1C>PC We caP very 0ften for great leadership in our nation,

arc ahl.fnT
5

"V'6 not vcry interested in great leadership, as we

we hone f

* CC°mP aP talks ourselves. If we can’t solve our problems

in danger
& ^eac^cr to ^lp us; as the infant who calls his parents

troubles Imi £ ** loader of the minor infant, help in danger and in

to think* hm • »

C

i
°

.

sh°w his child how to solve all problems, how

child lovintM
independent, how to become a real grown-up. The

their indrrvL i'

S

P
a

.

r^s and wanting to be like them should imitate

to obev iL n-
1 5 t*lcir eff°rts to solve all questions and not

members of th

n
'•

*^
c *cadcrs °f a nation should try to make all

slwuld think o\°
nat ‘on more and more free and independent. They

means to brin^T
l,.’ dedde and act with them. Real leadership

5 UP a child, to bring up a whole nation, so that it is
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Unity, Liberty and Education

The word school in America covers every type of educational institu-

tion. Being “at school" may mean being at a kindergarten or at arvar .

School, too, has kept much of its Greek meaning. It is a system o

organization and training for leisure as well as work. And it las ecome

more and more adjusted to its environment, underta dng to o more

than it can (which is very American) and doing much more than 1

seems to do (which is also very American).

The social and political role of American education cannot e un

stood if it is thought of as being primarily a means of formal nKfnicbo.

If it is so thought of, it will be overrated aud underrated. It wdl be

overrated because the number of college students or ig -sc 00 P P

will dazzle the visitor used to seeing opportunities for ng er c

doled out on a combined class-and-intellectual basis. wt

rated if, at any stage below the highest (that is, be ow e gt®
,

ties), the academic standards are compared with those o a
g ^

French, or pre-Hitler German school. If these millions of boys and girk

are to be judged by their academic accomplishments they w 1 g

harshly. But they me not to be so judged, for their schooIs are domg

far more than instruct them: they are letting them instruct each other

in how to live in America.
, , cmmim-nnts

Of those millions, a large section will be the c 1 ren

m;ll;'ons
to whom English is still largely a foreign tongue. Of t ’

a very large proportion will be the children of migrants tadita
Parts of the United States. Others will be the chdHren of rural bred

parents, forced to adjust themselves to the new ur an w •

‘a leant a common language, common habits, common

common political and national faith. And they do. It is

this success that justify the lavish buildings of the local high school,

Pennis tv. Brogan. "Unity and Liberty,” Part 2, Section
‘

Reprinted by
Wer

[1944] (N^ York . întage Boofa, 1959 edrUon), pp. 161 P

permission of Vintage Books, New York.
, riaseow University and

Author (i9oo_ Educated Rutherglen Academy, Ulasgow^^ ^ r^Rived
emy, Glasgow

.

rw ‘ }' Educated numv.6->- — TT„!„_rl.;tv where he received
B^ol College, Oxford. He also studied at Harvard

University College
1A in American history. Lecturer at Harvard

University, Fellow of

and at the London School of Economies I^.ndon
^stty

Peterhouse College and Professor of Political Science, Cambndg
SI
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as if they began the day with "I believe m God the Father Almighty

or asserted that “There is no God but God.

And that these daily rituals are religious has been at last affirmed

by the Supreme Court in a series of cases in which the children o

a fanatical sect, Jehovah’s Witnesses, had been excluded from schools

for refusing to give to the flag honors that, so their parents a au£

them, were due to God alone. In 1940, all the Court except Chief Justice

Stone held that flag-worship was among the things that were Caesars.

Since that year, however, by a majority they decided that the religious

rights of the children were being infringed. What is signi can in

cases is not the Court’s reversal of itself but the reality of the issue

presented to it. For to the Court, and to the overw e mmg m ‘i

of the American people, the objections of the Witnesses were

gible as the objections of the Christians to making aformalacnfice

to the Divine Emperor were to Trajan and Pliny. The school board

of Minersville, Pennsylvania, was faced with a rea Pr°
sacred

was asked to admit that children refusing to take pa in

rite of the day should be allowed to associate with the behewngchildmn

of the formally unestablished national church o e
,

too, was the state of Oregon when it found
^
atho IC a

.
.

, th
then refusing to go to the schools it provided. But both cases the

Supreme Court held, finally, that compulsory
, rican pe0.

Americanism at all, that coerced belief was not w a
^ ^

pie needed to sta^ united. This was not Germany or Russ.a but

country of Jefferson and Justice Holmes.
. • „ nation

The flag-worship of the American school and
Kr

‘he/afe

n
‘;“

o

n
de

na

t

t

h

I™
was brought home in war time to the British pu ic 1 P

]adies
>

11 hinny
g
was also very revealing. For *e ^^"were to-

underwear who adorned their garments with American g

cent of any insulting or even frivolous mtenUon. At the^me^t
^^

a revue choms in London was attired in Union Jac
jca more

nothing else to the public indifference But the fl

g n(al^ 0 f

‘han a mere symbol among many othc”'
d frteen stripCS and

a regiment in which all Americans are cn2'ed

o

“S

than tho complicated
fort)’-eight stars are symbols far better und

, Saint Patrick
heraldry of crosses of Saint George, Saint Andrcw.and Saints ^
mposed on each other in a way that only e

JP
c
’

fl was not dimin-
Lmcoln’s task to see that the number of stars m g

dttir lives and fortunes. I therefore believe it ^ 'n
J ’i,'' 'A fl-c, and 10 defend

10 support its Constitution; to obey its
J 0f patriotic religion, tlie

“ 1*e»blst all enemies." As a result of the e”icnt

phrase "under God” has been Inserted into the Amencan
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not merely the classrooms and the laboratories, but the gymnasium,

the field-house where basketball can be played in comfort in the depth

of the bitter winter, the swimming pools in which the summer heat

can be endured.

It is true that the teachers are relatively badly paid and have an inferior

social as well as economic standing, insecure tenure and politics making

their condition worse. More money spent on men might get better results

than more money spent on buildings. But it is easier to get the materials

for buildings than the materials for teachers. As long as American society

remains individualistic, competitive, confident that the answers to the

present are in the future, not in the past, it is going to take more than

money to seduce the right men and women in adequate numbers away
from the life of action. And, a point too seldom remembered, the neces-

sity for providing teachers for the millions of college students hampers
recruiting for high schools. In many cases, the colleges are doing what
is really high-school work and it matters comparatively little where the

good teachers are, as long as they are teaching.
The political function of the schools is to teach Americanism, meaning

not merely political and patriotic dogma, but the habits necessary to

American life. This justifies the most extravagant items in the curriculum.
Since die ability to play bridge is one of the marks of Americanism
m a suburb, it is reasonable that there should be bridge clubs in schools.
The main political achievement of the high schools and grammar schools
1S

«cTg V
0gelher lhe you"S of a11 dasses ™d a» origins, to provide,

urbtaally, the common background that in an old, rural society is pro-
vided by tradition, by the necessary collaboration of village life. The
elementary sehools-the “grade" schools-do this, too, but Is far as an
American town is broken up into racial blocs, the Ethan Allen Public

Welsh ol :,
mrly P0lish PuPils

' «» Zad>ary Chandler mainly

«„ ™oH
the

,
Warren G- Harding High School is a big enough

Some c twT “^ he made,

formally Mr ra 1

"leri
^

nizatlon 5s> of course, done deliberately and

flae-worshin and

1
^.ayes Poinled out long ago that the ritual of^ in

.

3n African school is a religious ob-

old sense is barrer!^ T ^S
’. !

n a S(dlool from which religion in the

the “American's cieTd^are ^ morninS and ^citing together
e performing a religious exercise as truly

the people, for the
U
^^e^W^ .

Aroerica 33 a Government of the people, ty
the governed, a democracy* in „ i^i

Powers are derived from the consent °t

states; a perfect union one an/
epUbllC,

,

a
,
sovereign Nation of many sovereign

of freedom, equality justice a^A ,
mseParahle, established upon those principles^ y> 1CC’ and humai*7 for which American patriots sacrificed
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For the task of an American school in many regions is to teach the

American language, to enable it to compete with Spanish, with French

with Yiddish, with Polish, with German, with Swedish. Another task

is to give, through the language and the literature of the language,

a common vocabulary and a common fund of allusion a e, an sen 1

ment. With a fluid population this has not been easy. And the count e

teachers who have labored, pedantically, formally, wi c°mp e ® “

erroneous conviction that there were correct standar s, ave een e

as important in the mass as was William McGuffey, whose EgeHc

Readers sold over one hundred and twenty m' 'on C0P'^S an

to make the Union. The teachers were heroes because, althoug g

won against all its rivals, it was itself going throug 1 impor ™ ’

in vocabulary, in grammar, in sound, becoming t e new g>

are beginning to call American. The teachers w o s ic y ’

who worshipped at the New England shrines in oncor »

to lose, but their struggle was not pure waste. For t e co

hammered out by millions of immigrants, by mi 10“ 0
’

, jjeneken
have been poor in vocabulary and structure but for the M”
called the dominies and who call themselves '^“^^"Xible
of general literacy and a common written and spo -on 6“

>

as
everywhere except possibly in the deep South, is a

or Hcj.

remarkable as the creation of Mandarin Chinese or

; franca
lenistic Greek, and this tongue is certain to be the ne g /

°£

^e matg of American has been mixed-up in

the making of American slang. Slang, as we s 1011

slang. And
the great sources of language. French is

.

imPr°'’e

js # neration since
slang has contributed a good deal to America -

. English
Mr. Dooley said that when his countrymen had finished wd “g‘

language it would look as if it had been run over by a mu ^1
comedy

Since then it has been run over by ^'^"i^or ’

aSd more
indeed very easy, to overestimate the roleo ^8'

, prosc mas.

the creation of professional arhsts, makers. r
an(j gir]s ,

ters provide a current and often short-lived jarg
, ^ ^ groovc> may

men and women, who wish to be on the e. ^ whistlers classi-

murmur with admiration: “I wish X had said '

.p Qscar—you
oal answer to Wilde is certainly appropriate: ’ somc words

"I
111" But not for long. Some slang will enter

®^qll’ be loosened
"all lose their meanings or acquire new on ,

} ^ important.

JJP*
®u t formal speech as taught in schools

, r
s as much a

The high-school English teacher, for all her pc »

’ q.j Iara Two
^alcer of the American language as Messrs. Run)
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ished by eleven during his term of office. It was the discovery that

the flag flew over Fort McHenry, despite the British fleet, that moved

Francis Scott Key to write:

Oh, say, can you see by the dawn’s early light,

What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming;

Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro’ the perilous fight,

O'er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming?

What he wrote in 1814, tens of millions of Americans have since sung

or tried to sing. And when Barbara Frietchie in Whittier’s poem rebuked

Stonewall Jackson with:

‘Shoot if you must this old gray head.
But spare your country’s flag,” she said,

she was speaking for all Americans for whom the Stars and Stripes

was still their country’s flag as it had been, till recently, that of General
Jackson. And the most celebrated ritual moment of the last war was
t e oisting of the Stars and Stripes on Iwo Jima, caught, in a happy
moment, by a quick-witted San Francisco photographer. The three fig'

and symbol"
8 ^^ Sag erect

’ were ‘<the sPirit of 76” 1x1 aclion

nf
ky ritual is an important and necessary part

out in Jr i°

n ° ^merican school. And because it is best carried

so widenpd° th
lbat the high-school curriculum has been

sdri was i ,a

a
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n
,° longer means a S^eat deal that this boy or that
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haVC been karned
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f
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1
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il is not mere y

debased by the tone of a high school
1“ P?8"® held UP “"d d16’1 accen‘

° 001 largely immigrant in composition.
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Latin, emblem of functionless “culture,” plays something of the same

role; it is a symbol of liberation. It is said that the only high school

in New York where everybody takes Latin is a Negro high school.

Study is not the only way up to Americanization, to acceptation. Spor

is another—and one that does the job more dramatica y or e new

comers gifted with what it takes to excel in competitive contests, with

what is needed to win personal and community and institutional g ory.

When Fanny Ellsler, the ballet dancer, came to Boston her perfor-

mance was solemnly inspected from the highest motives y merson

and Margaret Fuller. “The dance began; both sat serenely silent;

last Emerson spoke. -Margaret,
1

he said, ‘this is poetry. No, Waldo

replied Margaret; ‘it is not poetry, it is religion. - An e^grea ‘

games of today are religious ceremonies in this sense. It is s g

That the graduating classes in Muncie High School a generation ago

took such mottoes as “Deo dace" and today take mottoes stres mg the

“Bearcat Spirit,” the “Bearcats” being the school basketbaU earn. But

a Greek would know where he was at a basketba game 6

and girls, parents and civic leaders, in a common passion f" 'c0
“£^ It

achievement. It may be hard on the academic work of^th

may even slightly annoy a schoolboy who, as r.

on
combines excellence in gymnastic and music, to fin

football,
literature are less interesting to the other sex than s pro

children
But sport, school sport, college sport, does unite the parents,

and die community. And sport is rigorously democratic The^sonsjf

Czechs and Poles can score there, can break throug
„ d

stand in the way of the children of “Bohunks" and Polacks^ And at,

though Harvard may secretly rejoice when
^Mayflower, it would

8
rather

on to Soldiers’ Field whose names suggest the Jji
“Yankee”

put on a team that can beat Yale, even though it 15 a

a

“
£

team, than go down to defeat with the descendan g oljon
Brahmins. And in the Middle West, sport is a real means f

The Ohio high school that produced the great N g J

Owens, was prouder of him than if he had made

Ohio State; and Hitler would have made a less se

Bad snubbed a great American scholar

he did by sulking at the Olympic Games whe
strength

beaten by a Negro. It is a frontier tradition; Line
®^

iticjatl . The
gave him a prestige’ that helped him as a lawyer . P

Poat athlete performing for the glory of the scl,oo ,
colkge .

nation. is a less egoistic figure than the great scholar pursuing

’
11Welt Wendell: A Literary History of America, p. 301.
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streams of language may run roughly parallel, but in time they will

merge; they will provide America with many interesting variations, do

for American what its dual Germanic and Latin character does for En-

glish. That time has not yet come, but it is on the way. And the future

character of his truly national tongue is foreshadowed in the drawing

by Mr. Peter Arno in which an indignant citizen tells another: “I consider

your conduct unethical and lousy.”

Most American parents do not want, or are not able, to send their

children to anything but public high schools, and the life in such a

school is a training in life for America. It may be and often is a training

in life against Europe. For Europe is the background from which many
of the children are reacting and from which they must be delivered
if they are to be Americanized. For nearly all immigrants, America is

promotion, and this promotion is more clearly felt by their children.
The old people may hanker after the old country, but the children—
w a*®v®r sentimental feelings for their ancestral homes they may have,
especially when provoked—are, above all else, anxious to be Americans.

Necessarily something is lost here. The least-common-denominator
Americanism of the schools is not a complete substitute for a native
cm ure What the flrst-generation American children learn to despise

in ",eir mora! diet t,,at are not replaced. A new

the hrhite 'Iw' Pnde in t'uu promotion involves mere contempt for

L no t

meriCan
J
S CaU ,he "folk"^" or “mores” of his parents

pride in the*

311
^ H

American. So attempts are made to instill

n
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of various EuronP^
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mayTSaSr la ,he “•* «f the Greeks, the room

is felt) a shrine’of EobertBurnf
'* ““ °f 415 Scots (it my such

immigrants the nlrl m . . ,

S may serve - But for many of the peasant

children it is merely backward
aCkward though bel°ved, while for their

of slovak or

And that assimilation may take the ,

lall°n to “American” culture.

the American world obvLsly vdu2™„° h
C“°n fa

“^‘"Crethere may even be a tPnmhK 1 the narrow sense of culture,

immigrant stigma on them Thus°T
S0 l?*°se courses that have ”°

navian-American that it is difficult ?
by an eminent Scandi-

literature and language at th* it •

^Ct ^ooc* students of Scandinavian

of the students have fairty l""”? °f Minnesota, though most

study French but not Swedish for
connections. They will

’ t0r French is not a servants language.
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the old intellectual order of things were entered for. It was a decisive

moment when President Eliot of Harvard (which had ong ceased to

concentrate on providing for a “learned ministry )
intro uce e e ec

tive system. The college abandoned any idea of imposing a hierarchy

of subjects. The student could select what he wanted from the menu

provided; & la carte had succeeded table d hdte. But in newer, es

secure, less rich institutions than Harvard, the change 'vent ar a

that, for not only was the student free to choose from what wa

offered—he was entitled to complain if the college i no o

he wanted to learn, or even what he wanted to earn in ie se”se ‘

it was all he could hope to learn. As more and more s u e

to college with varying school preparation, as life grew niore
,

and the techniques of life and business more impressive in their results

the unity of Allege life disappeared. Boys and girls were no longer

taken in hand by a successor of Mark Hopkins and given S
much

ethical and philosophical ideas suitable to a wor s i P
j

agreed on fundamentals. They were visitors to an

to have more in common with the Mark Hopkins o e
^

than with the Williams College of a century ago, an
0rld

walled bar, “The Top of the Mark," they could see the

the bridges and skyscrapers of San Francisco, an a
f au

lights of Berkeley, where the University of Cahfornia prov^de or aU

tastes from addicts of the Greek theater to the most modem b.olog.ca

a .h. on
Amencan world, much was lost, or not provi

>

0f information
a common standard of reference for educated m >

. ieally ass0.

was stored and techniques were imparted in 1 P
^ coueges ,

ciated for historical reasons. But of course t e uni
en(js q r

Uke the high schools, served other than a

“/Xn lee any-
Totan illustrates high-school mating which wou

takine cookery
way. The Miracle of Morgans Creek shows a

^

suitor taking coo^

^
so as to be close to his beloved during her hig

.

g (The
was hound to be close to her anyway. But the

^ phenomenon
Boor Nut), and novel rightly illustrate 1 e mor P^

who other.

of exogamous marriage, of bringing toget y

'vise would not meet at all. .. A extracurricular)
Besides all these activities (formally dese

Work done. And
there is, of course, a great deal of first-class a

wjj{s> \s given
m

,

Qne very important field the Amencan pu
about thc modem

admirable opportunities for learning reie
*

esen t. No charge
external world as well as about its own past and p
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studies with an undemocratic concentration. And the Negroes, whose

greatest hero is Joe Louis, not Paul Robeson, are not substantially wrong

so far. In American society as it is, a Negro heavyweight champion,

like a Negro tap-dancer, is a better adjusted figure than a great Negro

artist—or America is a less maladjusted society for them. Of course,

this will not and should not last. The Irish were rising when their great

hero became Governor A1 Smith, rather than a successor of John L.

Sullivan, the “Boston strong boy.” But to get asset to a Negro’s right

to be heavyweight champion is something—as those will agree who
remember die frenzied search round 1910 for a “white hope” to save

the heavyweight championship from the indignity of being held by Jack

Johnson Great Indian athletes like Jim Thorpe, great Negro football

heroes like Paul Robeson in his earlier days, the polyglot teams put

on the field by the great Swedish coach Knut Rockne for the ''Irish”

o otre Dame these become “All-American” figures in a wider and
deeper sense than that in which the Yale of Walter Camp understood
the term. Indeed, when Mr. Camp put Paul Robeson of Rutgers on
his All-American team, he was marking, very effectively, the rise of

SitevipTp

l01
™/

^e&ro- And Negro pioneers in big-league baseball, like

in h
a
|^
e ^onumentum rere perennius), are more important figures

tJ j,
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th

,
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exht

h

s

e

to

n
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S
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' all ‘he same and

in America is perhaps the only branchYl
k™’ °f aCademi° leaming

isc of rapid progress upward has be
°
f Amencan life where the Pr°m‘

easy to define the nature of that uro^
consIslentIy lt is not *

Tilings have changed a great deaf?
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monarchy, it should never be forgotten that, politically, they regard

it as a childish institution. Mark Twain, a very pro-English American

refused for that very reason to write one of his amusing, critical trave

books about England. But he did write two hooks about England al

the same: The Prince and the Pauper and A Connecticut Yank

the Court of King Arthur. How deeply anti-monarclucal, anti-clencal,

anti-traditional, those books arel
. c ,

And in Huckleberry Finn, the traditional American view of royalty

as expensive foolishness is admirably set forth in uc s rei

JJ

ar
, r

ger Jim: “Sometimes I wish we could hear of a country thats out of

''Tgreat many Americans still think like Huek FJm Andl it must be

remembered that for Americans the great event o ieir

jjj
world history was the destruction of the roya power o

and the establishment of a
^ghf tha^the modern

republican form of government. It is in cna s

world is seen by nearly all Americans. American as-

Nothing is more natural and understandab e an
Qr unim.

sumption that all modem historical events are edherA^ ^ ^
portant. The Pole who wrote a book on The t p

, beinc.
Question was not merely a typical Pole but a yp1

‘

b
There are remote academic subjects that we study, and

iects that concern us. “Listen to my bomb story and 1 11 listen to yo

as they said in London in 1940. Therefore the inc”
‘

Second one
the First World War really began in 1917, and that the" °

began on December 7, 1941, is simply an American example of^agenem

illusion. We know that the Chinese were fighting J P
|

before we were, but we don’t fee, it. We could rememben if^
that the Poles were fighting the Germans

, , r i any urgency
long before the Russians or the Americans, but we

to recall it. The Americans who, in March 1944, *«*** *“,W
hymen had bombed Berlin for the first time were

omcally, hut
who bombed Berlin in 1943 included tc^ally
the ‘We ’ who bombed Tokyo didn t me u

Russians, with
or psychologically. This is all part of human no1 •

, expected
httle experience of navigating on the high seas,

invading are not
‘o appreciate that croslng The English Channd and mvadmg

_ ^
quite the same thing as crossing even a wade J

in 55 „.c.

terranean sailors, after all, had to learn a
extravagant lengths.

Of course this human attitude can be carnc
would certainly be

A Frenchman might or might not be amused, but woum
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can be less well founded than that which holds the American school

of today up to scorn for its uncritical jingoism. It is no longer true

that American history is taught as a simple story of black (George

III) vs. white (George Washington). A generation of critical scholarship

has borne fruit in an objective and even slightly cynical treatment of

the American Revolution and other great crises of American history.

If the old simple story is still told and believed, that is not the fault

of the schools. And contemporary American life is treated with the same

candor. Nothing could be in more striking contrast than the legend

of Southern life as it is told and retold by politicians and preachers

and the grim, courageous, critical studies of the contemporary South

that come from the universities, above all from the University of North

Carolina.

It is not only American problems that are studied and analyzed with
such learning, acuteness, and candor. World problems are, too. There
is no country in the world where discussion of the world’s affairs is

carried on at such a high level as in the United States. (There are
also few countries where it is carried on at such a low level, but that
is ano er story.) Serious discussion, in great newspapers and maga-
zines, in orums and on the air, in universities and institutes, is in-

An
f

d lfc is discussion by real experts. Unfortunately, it is often

trV°I eXp
l

er

,

tS
’ not for the People. For them, as the Saturday

intern

P

ointed out
, the most complicated subjects in

cur!TZnW r
CS?e iUSt an0ther “study object,” the theme of ac-

curate and elective but rather chilly debate by those who like that kind

can 'young
°f *5® SC

.

ho01 system m Americanizing the Ameri-

the cult of the r
^ kdling of natural curiosity. For example,

political concept identification

f *

a paper constiUon
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^ whl,e Canada is not - For Canada

thirds of the AmeH™
3 mtmarel> at the head of it. Some two

Canada pays taxes to Ihitahe'

aecordin81y. qu‘te recently thought that

minion, about half the Ameri
eV<m

l™
'he s,ales bordering on the Do ‘

word "repuhlic” has anttaos t ^ ^ In Sa™ ^
Plutarch, as Mr. Wells once .

glCid “gniflcance for the Americans,

this; but, whatever the origins oS a good deal to d°

can credo that only citizens of a r
^ ’ “ ls n0'v Part of the Amen‘

what romantic interest Americans !?•T b° free ' And "°
fmay display in the human side of
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camaraderie which is so charming at twenty palls a little at thirty and

may give superficial justification for the sour remar o a uropean

critic that “what the American woman suffers from is too much poor-

quality attention.” It may even justify another view— t rat merman men

and American women are better company apart t an toge er, an

the men are better company than the women. But t ese 1 usions

solutions attained, in politics and in life, are a tribute to the success

with which American life has been made attractive to erica >

the vast majority of Americans who feel at home in menca a

consequently swept away from their moorings in a s range w
,

standards they cannot understand and from whose apparent moral and

political anarchy they long to escape by going home.
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surprised, to learn from a handout of the National Geographic Society

that it was “Decaturs courage [which] paved the way for colony-minde

France to annex most of Barbary to her African empire. 3

Such an attitude can be very irritating, yet the assumption that won

history is part of American history is healthier than any belief that

the two are completely separate and that the one is real while the other

is merely interesting. It is only when the heads and hearts of the Ameri-

can people are touched that they can be induced to listen to a call

from the outer world for leadership. And that leadership will be given

only if moral as well as material interests are involved. The only appeal

that will be listened to will be the appeal to come over to Macedonia

and help.

“It will be no cool process of mere science. . . . The feelings with

which we face this new age of right and opportunity sweep across our

heartstrings like some air out of God's own presence, where justice and

mercy are reconciled and the judge and the brother are one. . . •
Mens

hearts wait upon us; men’s lives hang in the balance; men’s hopes call

upon us to say what we will do. Who shall live up to the great trust?

Who dare fail to try? I summon all honest men, all patriotic forward-
looking men, to my side. God helping me, I will not fail them, if they
will but counsel and sustain me.”* Till that note is stuck again, no answer
can be expected from the plain people.

But in the meantime millions of young Americans, serving their coun-

ty,

it not any general cause, were exiled in a foreign world for which
neir training in a sense had unfitted them. Even today, when the neccs-

.j t
dealing with the outside world has had more than a decade
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a
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es a 'vorl>* in which, as a wise American friend
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kn0Wn PUms°" lin“ in most fields of conduct,

happily cultivated
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•Woodrow Wilson: First iZugmd
( 1913 ).
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pendent than they, practically excluded them from having any status

of leadership in the Negro community. In so far as their teaching is

concerned, they are, however, more independent than it appears, ns

is solely because the white superintendent and the w lite sc oo °ar

ordinarily care little about what goes on in the Negro scoo
*

<

®

are still counties where the superintendent has never visite e majori y

of his Negro schools. As long as Negro stool pigeons 0 no a**S

reports that she puts wrong ideas into the childrens ea s, e

Negro school teacher is usually ignored.
. , , *

In cities the situation is different. Negro elementary and high schook

are better; teachers are better trained and better Pai ‘ n
,

community teachers have a higher social status, s in vi ua

also achieve a measure of independence because t icy are usua ^ ,

mous to the white superintendent and school boar . n e ’

white community as a whole does not follow so c ose y w
,

among the Negroes. The Negro principal in a city sc ’

is directly responsible to white officials and watches is

closely than do superintendents of rural schools.
-,nfM«irs

In state colleges the situation is similar, except *at the professor

have a still higher social status in the Negro community and except

that the college tends to become a little closed eommuni ty

<jenCe
with its own norms, which tends to increase somewhat the in p

rp̂ a«e colleges there is much more

white opinion within the limits of the campus. J
students

man binging to the interracial movement recentty old the srnde^

of Atlanta University, in a commencement addres
,

colleagues
there enjoyed greater academic freedom tha”

. The influence
at the Georgia state institutions, and this is pro . y who have
exerted by the Northern philanthropists an

Southern white lib-

contributed to the colleges—often exercise r
? S

conservative Negro
erais and interracialists and through outstan 1

g npholding the
leaders-is, to a great extent, effective as a means of upholding

independence of Negro college presidents and P™ '

thjs influence is

As conditions are in the South, it is aPP“^
teachers themselves

indispensable for this purpose. Neither the gr
‘ ^ bacj.ing effec-

”.0r any outside Negro institution could Provl L tside white control
hve enough to keep off local white pressure.

cven (0 incu].

gives the Negro teachers a considerably grea er
allowed in pub-

oate a protest attitude—if it is cautiously done
_ ,he Southern

hcly supported educational institutions. But it is m
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ing status and future possibilities The American Creed permeates in-

struction, and the Negro as well as the white youths are inculcated

with the traditional American virtues of efficiency, thrift and ambition.

The American dream of individual success is held out to the Negroes

as to other students. But employment opportunities—and, to a lesser

extent, some other good things of life—are so closed to them that severe

conflicts in their minds are bound to appear.
Their situation is, however, not entirely unique. Even among the

youths from other poor and disadvantaged groups in the North the

ideals implanted by the schools do not fit life as they actually experience
it.' The conflicts are, of course, accentuated in the case of Negroes.
Often they become cynical in regard to the official democratic ideals
taught by the school. But more fundamentally they will be found to

have drunk of them deeply. The American Creed and the American
virtues mean much more to Negroes than to whites. They are all turned
into the rising Negro protest.

The situation is more complicated in the South. The Negro schools

1

Negro scho(d system is controlled by different

of nrecpn
1 er6

u
1 interests and opinions concerning the desirability

as rST£°^tanging
,

the caste status of Negroes. Looked upon

Negro cream V e^ucation in the South is, like the successful

and Northern niT\t
n m

?
erracial endeavor. White liberals in the region

up Negro edure>!

,an
.

r°P
^
sls ^ave Siven powerful assistance in building

education has hPPn i ,

mam
> however, the control over Negro

power of the regin
ty °'her whites representing the political

pres^ts thrfZu'rJ^T
'1 —nt-the college

now practically all NeLes 'ta

S

th'

he
i

Pr0feSSOrS
' and lhe teachers7ara

schools they are exelusiL 'n ™e elemen,ary schools and in the high

indeed, necessary to ,£ N
'
*"* ™lh this aa‘-P> * - natural and,

accommodating pattern
6®r0 scllool adhere rather closely to the

Negro teachers on all level. a
leaders. This dependence I.

C
, ,

pendent on the white community

school teachers in rural districts tv
”’7 f

ron6 in the case of elementary

as to tenure almost nothing Th
sa'aries are low

.
and their security

whites’ expectations and dern ,,.

e
J ,

USed as disseminators of the

extreme dependence and novertv^t"
NeSro “““"““ty But

the existence of Negroes who .
* raral NeSm school teachers, and

t= are somewhat better off and more inde-

' Caroline F. Ware, Greenwich Village < IQseise (i935
).pp. 4SS-461.
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the marks of having been developed in a colture where education was

awarded this prominent role. And it was in lmc with American cultu

potentialities when John Dewey turned it into a tieory o e

No philosopher from another country would be likely to express him

as he did in the following:

The philosophy of education is one phase of philosophy'in gene
,

may be seriously questioned whether it is not the mos 1 P
.

phase of general philosophy . . . the whole philosophic problem of the origin

nature, and function of knowledge is a live issue in education, not ,ust

problem for exercise of intellectual dialectic gymnastics.

At least since the time of Horace Mann, Americans have been

in the development of pedagogical thinking. The "'“"8
America

philosophy and pedagogy in Dewey and his followers
8 Un(]er

the most perfected educational theory developed in mo er

whole
the slogan "education for a changing world” and supported by^a whole

science of "educational sociology, it requires t a e
introduction

relation to the society in which the individual lives

J
h int”“

of this value relation into discussions of educa ona
g remaine(j no t

is a paramount contribution of America. And >s

, ut ])as> t0
only an achievement of academic speculation an

*
Jn the e(juCa-

a large extent, come to influence policy-making ag
d experi-

tional field. America has, therefore, seen more of

mental progressive redirecting of schools than ias a
y estab-

The dutf,of society to provide for

lished in America, and private endowmen s
provides its

have been magnificent. America spends more mo
y ^er country

youth, on the average, with more schoo ng^
higher degree

rn the world. America has also succeed
old democratic principle

than any other country in making real
t0 t]ie most

that the complete educational ladder shou
nrivate means and

intelligent and industrious youths, indepen en
increasingly be-

support from their family. Education has een, a
j t js entirely

coming, a chief means of climbing the social status ^ ^
Within this great American tradition wh

efforts on
wanted to help the Negroes, have concentrated their main

improving Negro education.
American faith in education.

American Negroes have taken over the

' Dewey, "The Determination of Ultimate v“'"“ ?^J^uiry,” in T/ie Srien-

MA
.
Priori Speculation or through Pragmatic M J „«,),/National Society

fo Movement in Education, the Thirty-Seventh Tcarbooi. ’

for the Study of Education, Part 2 (1938), pp-
-475-47b.
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caste situation, and in the traditions of the movement to build up Negro

education in the region, that even this control is conservatively directed

when compared with Northern standards.

In spite of these controls, strongest at the bottom of the educational

system but strong also in the higher institutions, there is no doubt,

however, that the long-range effect of the rising level of education in

the Negro people goes in the direction of nourishing and strengthening

the Negro protest. Negro-baiting Senator Vardaman knew this when

he said:

What the North is sending South is not money but dynamite; this education

is ruining our Negroes. They’re demanding equality.
3

This would probably hold true of any education, independent of the

controls held and the direction given. An increased ability on the part

of the Negroes to understand the printed and spoken word cannot avoid

opening up contact for them with the wider world, where equalitarian
ideas are prevalent. But in the South there is not much supervision
°! Negro schools. And as we shall see later. Southern whites have been
prohibited by their allegiance to the American Creed from making a

perfected helot training out of Negro education.

Education in American Thought and Life

^e8ro school exists as a separate institution it is,

°
,

eSro institutions, patterned on the white American school™ 4 J

.

s different only for reasons connected with the caste

overtypLl, AmericLf
thtnVin8 0!1 education

'
are l>Tica1 '

ot

role nf r.d f°
r our discussion we shall have to remember the

has alwavTh!.™ T
Amcrican democratic thought and life. Education

theZL? f
ea‘ hope for both individual and society. In

of opportunity
7° baS been tlle main ground upon which “equality

bc bS S'°,
r individual” and ‘tee outlet for ability” could

the way most ro

'°n a 50 ,Jccn considered as the best way—and

prove society.
pahble with American individualistic ideals-to im-

pedagogy anUciplIed t!!.™

SS,Qn

,

°f' education is prolific. In America,

mcntalism in the social
^17°' Ecn

fa,ions the recent trend to environ-

human beings. It gave a basT f
“1 U'e bclief in the changeability of

expressed the social optimum
hc

.

bcbcf in democratic values and

can contribution to philosophy!!*"
1

.?
0”" bberalism ' The ma

J'

or Am
.??* P > the theory of pragmatism—bears visibly

’ Cited by Pay Semiuni Baler. FoHmrfng tfle Color Une {1908 , p.
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extent: education is one of the things which has given the Negroes

something of a permanent advance in their condition.
.

The American zeal of education has always been focused on the indi-

vidual’s opportunity. The stress on enforcing a basic minimum s an ar

of education for all young people in the nation has een ess. n e

tion as in many other fields of culture, America shows great disparity,

there are at once many model schools and a consi era e amou

illiteracy and semi-illiteracy. Bryce observed:

If one part of the people is as educated and capable as that of Switzerland,

another is as ignorant and politically untrained as that o ussia.

And a similar statement holds true today.
t v

This disparity is partly explainable in terms of size of^the country

and in terms of the administrative decentralization o e

J
But when one observes the tremendous differences in

of education between some of the cities and some o
believing

in one single state, as, for instance, Illinois he cannot avoid belong

that more basic still is a general toleration by "lerica

these
status between regions and groups of people. In any

’

;mp0r-

larities in educational facilities for whites in di eren
g as a

tant for the Negro problem. A differential treatment of
g ^

group has been less spectacular and has seemed ess 1

th

Th
a

:r

a

e

S
-“:S

doubt that a change of American

is under way and that an increasing stress is p'ace P
„ns tQ greater

of raising the educational level in the sub-s <
i tendency

equality
S
This change-which is part of a much ™regeneral tende

J
of the American Creed to include ideals of grea

d educa-
tion-has taken form in the proposals for greater

„ bound
h°n. The Negroes’ chance of getting more equ y

UP with this movement. . .. _ America, it is

Considering the importance attached to e uca
1

, , status in

surprising that the teacher has not been awarded a higher irta ^
American society. Learning has never given mu

economic level

recently the teacher has been held on a re a 1 y
n today he

Without much security of tenure, in most p aces.

secure particu-

relatively speaking, not well paid, and his tenure * allowed
Iarly ^ the South. Teachers in America^ schools as

? ^ave as much power over the governmen
-.^-lovees is stressed.

^7 have in comparable countries. Their status a
qqie teachers

applies to all teachers, though in differen g

op. cit., Vol. 2, p. 320.
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Booker T. Washington’s picture of the freedmen’s drive for education

is classical:

Few people who were not right in the midst of the scenes can form any

exact idea of the intense desire which the people of my race showed for

education. It was a whole race trying to go to school. Few were too young,

and none too old, to make the attempt to learn. As fast as any kind of

teachers could be secured, not only were day-schools filled, but night-schools

as well. The great ambition of the older people was to try to learn to read

the Bible before they died. With this end in view, men and women who
were fifty or seventy-five years old, would be found in the night-schools.

Sunday-schools were formed soon after freedom, but the principal book studied

in the Sunday-school was the spelling-book. Day-school, night-school, and
Sunday-school were always crowded, and often many had to be turned away
for want of room.4

Campbell observed in the ’seventies that . . the blacks are very env-

ious to leant—more so than the lower whites.”5 Bryce remarked some
eea es ater that there is something pathetic in the eagerness of the

Nepoes, parents, young people, and children to obtain education."* And
Baker wrote at the beginning of this century:

to sohoon!™
0*5

nfr

l^e co'oure(f people for a chance to send their children

of“reth
!"S a!

;
onishte

S Md pathetic. They will submit to all sorts
of inconveniences in order that their children may get an education.'

envrmni!'!r^
0Ven'e

^ through business or social improvement through

come to afli

api>Care<* so mue'1 kss possible for them, Negroes have

tnie^hat m adeven longer trust in the magic of education. It is

cX becaTe ,h
Srs

,

ma)' la,e'y haTC >°st *eir faith in education,

quatc or-ta tt v
h^ available ,0 *<= South-are so made-

things they honed tod
ba

.“;use achieve education but not the

ably part of the exnli°
^ U' ^IS attitu^e of dissatisfaction is prok-

lugh school more than do whit^lSh
Children

f^
nd t0 dr0P

he removed, there is reason
' “urces of dissatisfaction cou d

revert to their original belief in
that American Negroes would

faction and eve/cynicism the
duCatlon

- Atld
. “side from such dissatis-

na.vc, almost rclighms faith in
°f NeSr°es shmv even ,oda>' 8

misplaced: many Negroes honed 1
™' T° an extent

'
this falth WaS

alone. But it is also true that IV r

!
™,pC

5

drudgery through education
mat this faith has been justiBed to a large

Booltr T. Washington Un Fmm ci
* Sir Ccorge Campbell, White and BJaefc7lS7n\

lj edjtion
. 1900), pp. 20-30.

*jam« Br^ce, The American ‘.
9 )> P- 259.

P. 520.
' Commonu:eallh (1910; first edition, 1893), Vol. 2.

1 Op. cit., p. 53.
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of participation in the wider community must depress interest in con-

tinued self-education, except when it is vocational or pro essiona an

motivated by narrow considerations of individual economic ac vancemen .

America is, however, prominent in the type of passive mass e uca 10

through such agencies as the radio, press, popular magazines an m0V1®®‘

The rise of the Negro population, not only to literacy but to a r t

capability of consuming the spoken and printed wor ,
an ie rncre^

efficacy of those agencies, must have a strong influence in rai!

j

ing

culture level of Negroes. Through these media, they are ma e

American.

The Whites’ Attitudes Toward Negro Education

There are apparent conflicts of valuations between whites and
^

N
g ^

in regard to Negro education. These conflicts, t ie in
i

’

and the theories expressing them determine the forms of Neg^o educa

tion. But the situation is not so simple as just a Terence of opm.om

In fact, many whites are as eager to improve NeSr
°.

,, other
any Negro, and there are some Negroes who are ra

lccommoda-
side of the fence, at least for the purpose of an opportum

«on. The situation is complicated by the fact that ^th wh.tesjnd

Negroes are divided in their own minds. They har 0
, jn mfnd can

tions within themselves. Only by keeping t ns con
Jorrect]y evalu-

We understand the development of Negro educa

ate future prospects.
, N child or

The American Creed definitely prescribes *

. as is offered
youth should have just as much educationa opp

trained to be-
anyone else in the same community. Negroes s

, cuitUre high
come good and equal citizens in a democracy w n P

gtr enough
m its hierarchy of values. This cqualitanan valuatm ^ that

g
probab

S
ly

to dominate public policy in the North m spi e
$ tQ be inferior

most white people in the North, too, believe S ^ possibilities
and, anyhow, do not care so much for their p° eri

discrimination

f
8 *or those of whites. In the South the exis 1 0 g

^ inat }n rr white
m education is an indication that another vaua on

American
people’s actions. But it is a great mistake to

of southern
cjeed is not also present and active in

Negroes would not
whites. Behavior is as always a moral comprom

•

the South
be getting so much education as they are actually getting

1 the cqualitarian Creed were not also active.
would motivate

% itself, the interest of upholding the caste sy
ajj or would

Southern whites to give Negroes practically no edu w make
strict it to the transmission of only such lowly skills as
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in grade schools, mostly women, are socially and economically placed

at a disadvantage compared with other professionals with the same

amount of preparation. The professors at colleges and universities are

generally accorded middle class status, definitely below that of a success-

ful businessman.

The Negro community is, in this respect, more similar to northern

European societies. The teacher generally has a symbolic prestige from

the importance of his calling Because of the scarcity of business oppor-

tunities and of successful businessmen in the Negro community, the

teacher is also more free from competition for prestige. It should be

recalled, however, that the great personal dependency of the teacher,

particularly in the rural South, and her low income tend to deflate her

position in the Negro community.
Another peculiarity of America, which is not unconnected with the

relatively low prestige of the teachers and of learning, is a common
tendency to look upon education as something produced by the school
aa

,

m^od by graduation. The ordinary American does not conceive
ot education as a process which continues through adult life and is

dependent upon the individual's own exertion. To few Americans does
it seem to be an important goal in life continuously to improve their
e uca ion. cw schools on any level direct much of their attention to

E™5 and de™'°ping the "educability" of the student. The very

Student rn
° ^kooks and too much teaching is likely to make the

‘,
n his a,lafam“> of knowledge. Too little is gener-

‘y
ehet Th ;

demS; ,0° much-in inching—is required of the

csul trdo U
F aps

’ °ne of ,he reas<™ why the final educational

go “mo schlwT!
Up ,0 ,hc Sreat amo™t of funds and time which

differ from white sehtdTln f

In

t

,h
?

reSpect ,he NeSro schools dt>

schools, afford to disregard the
' hey

.
Can

'

,

even less wel1 tha" whl“

for experimentation,
8 lh m°re fonMl requirements and go in

of a civic aduU^ediKxition^,
^ "°ICd thc reIative absence in America

of the people LmseC WcTmCm
,

Upheld ^ the c°"“rt!!d ***,
passivity of the American cilix ,

relaled thls t0 *0 relative political

of American municipalities docs not ri'"™ .

elections ' The government

ity to a great number of boards
"° dcctnl

',

aI,ae power and responsibil-

forc, much opportunity for narrie-

d <

;?
uncils

- and does not ofIer’
lh“':'

decreases the functional imtF
c,Pat,on to the ordinary citizen. This

also thc relative absence of^---^
Clvi° adult eclucation >

as doeS
organized mass movements. If this is trueof the white Americans if o t

* -*—**“• *• —

particularly in the South who ”?i'
SC

' mild ' m0rc tn,c of thc Ne&oa ’

l > bouth where they arc largely disfranchised. Lack
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convergent interests have molded Negro education in rural districts.

The low standard of Negro schools is the result. But even in the rura

South the observer sees the impact of the American Creed. Often it

is revealed only in a bad conscience. This is apparent everywhere,

most localities there also seems to be a gradual improvemen o
^

eg

schools. In practically all places no obstacles arc p ace m o *

of outside help if it observes the proper Southern forms and it

even be encouraged either verbally or by matching it wi 1

cial support. The scattering around the entire region o ie
,,

schoolhouscs is a ease in point. Exertions by the egroes
,

money among themselves for educational purposes are nerer isco ‘

but applauded by almost everybody. This is not sai )
wa

> '
,

the bald and illegal discrimination in the rural sc oo sy
.

South, hut only ^stress the fact that the white caste interests are p

cally never driven to their logical end. ,
,

In the urban South, whites of the employing c ass o
j^ve

same material interests in keeping the Negroes lgnor . y

rather to gain if their Negro servants and laborers have at east some

education. The poorer classes of whites have scarce y
Y ^ ;>s

to reap, however. They are interested in keeping egr
interest

possible out of competition on the labor market. The "
of keeping the Negroes down to

present in the cities too. It is shared by all classes,
more

most strongly by the poorer whites. City ,P°PU
'

“nal traditions are
closely integrated in the life of the nation. g

.

, tjie Ameri-
somewhat weaker, the cultural level among whites is g >

can Creed is stronger. So we find that

(

Southern c,tbesoff« .

* substantially better education. In the Bo
Greed are still

m the national life and the strength of the me ^ avaiiable to
stronger, and we find also that the educational

Negroes are more nearly equal to those of the w 1

in tj,e South
The primary rationalization of this graduo

usually phrased
the policy representing the crude carte"

‘ educatio/of the

® P0Putor theory of the American Creed th

^ them5e]ves but
youths of the poorer classes is beneficial Y

Southerners' atti-

o s0CIety
. Thomas Nelson pa presented the l’“

ago:
tode toward the education of the Negro masses many y ^

Ikere is much truth in the saying that unless
,

t*1®
in [he full sense

yp> the Negroes will drag them down, though 1 is
white must

which it was intended. It is not true to the ext * ^ (hat he must
the Negro up to his own level: it is t™e 0

debased. If he
"ol We him debased-at least must not leave him here
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Negroes better servants and farm hands. There is no mistake about

this interest, it is real and has economic importance. Charles S. Johnson

gives an account of it as it appears in the rural South:

Literacy is not an asset in the plantation economy, and it was not only

discouraged but usually forbidden. The belief that education spoiled the slave

carried over with but little modification for many years into the belief that

education spoils a field hand. The oldest members of the community are

illiterate, and in those working relations which reveal least change from the

past this lack has proved no important handicap. Reading and figuring carry

elements of danger to established relations. Since the detailed direction of

planting and handling of accounts are the sphere of the planter, theoretically
it is he who can profit most from the technique of literacy. Too much attention
to reading about the outside, and particularly to figuring, on the part of

Negro tenants, would surely make them less satisfied with their status and
bring mem into harsh conflict with the system. The need of enough education
to read and figure arises largely among those families desirous of escaping
from the dependent relationship under the old plantation system.*

tA?e C
^

sses whites in this respect have interests similar

, 'r

SC 0
. .

e P anters . They are in competition with Negroes for jobs

nerior^ml
01
^

Status
' 9*1® the things which demarcates them as su-

fact that JTE, the futUre Potentialities of their children is the

to fine cnntS ft T Publicly suPP°rted school buses are taken

what amo t

6 SC

J°°
S wb,le oflen Negro children are given only

or old Neern eb

&
‘U ^ ec*ucation *n dilapidated one-room schools

The observer vi^K
& underpaid, badly trained Negro teachers.

the traditional caste or<L The °j
"'hltes who want to Preserf

in addition, allows a “t”1 SyStem °f ‘h
!

S°U‘h’

low.
substantial saving by keeping Negro education

selves that\fe
e

ttorwni™ake
y
tr°N

0miC '^ WWteS h“Ve '°Id
^iTh

he should not know about It\vM
C™scious of "riShts

' 'vh ‘ch

been happy and accommodated I J l™ dissa
'j
sBed ",hare he h“

whites in culture. It will

‘ * e some Negroes above many

ions. The supremacy of
Negr0es “"PP 1*” and °bn°'1'

norance. If the Negro stays in tl "'’’‘i
..‘

S

,

bound UP "’ilh Negro ’S'

then he does not nSed any education"

1

'-™,
P'aCe" 'Vhere he sh°uld ^

in the light of the white caste's undonh.^T
6 °Plnions als° malie senS6

away from the Negroes.
ubted interest in keeping education

The white people have among themselves all the power, and so their

’Charles S. Johnson, Shadow „f the Ph„Mim (1934) p
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of the former type of Negro education is mainly motivated by the inter-

ests of preserving the caste order. -Industrial” education for Negroes

in the formula upon which Southern whites have ecn a e 0 - 1

a compromise between their belief in education, w nc l s ems ro

American Creed, and their interests as white Southerners in presers ig

the caste order of the region. f

The argument runs: The Negroes are, and must be, servar •
‘

laborers, and industrial workers; they should, bow ever, e ‘

do their work better; then, in their “place," they would be better citizens

too. What is needed, consequently, is a Negro e ucation w 1

less with bookish learning and more with life in a um ®
’

, •

duties, and the building-up of character; the Negrc« fe
at the bottom and they will probably stay low ,

bu
> d

given the chance of moving upward slowly. The “
industrial training of NegToes also stresses the very material nterest

of the better elasf of white people to have more efficient wnflmb

play of these arguments can be observed today, w en,

unty
one accompanies die State Agent for Negro Education >" a ruraUounty

hying to persuade the local white leaders to spend money to nnprose

Negro education. „ , has a different
The formula, “industrial education for Negroe

, genuine
meaning for different white people. There are some

,. pjjc educa-
belief in the superiority genially of a practical"ta^ns for this
bon. There are many more who see strong p*

pcrroes Many have
educational goal in the actual situation of

£ suC^ anj know
their 1

anonai goal m the actual situation ^ ~ h an(j know
primary interest in improving Negro educa

‘
this way,

^at it is politically much more feasible if it is Pr0P
, discrimina-

To many die formula is, however, only a rationalization for

hon and for holding appropriations low for Negro sc o

Industrial education becomes a byword. In the mini °f
distance between

that the negro should be taught only to know’ e
becoming behavior

hvorows of cotton or com, and how to deport hrmself***** .„

,

^°d the chair while his white lord and mas er
^est powers and

™e mind of another it stood for the awakening
meant that the

possibilities. To the white man of the South it ma>
^

amenable
oegro was to be made more serviceable to m

, .. may have meant
o his imperious will. To the white man of e i

. equipped with

Z*
** -an was to be made .

‘ However
Ihgence and skill such as are demanded o

. f industrial educa-

tî

nant ma>' have been the interpretations of th®^e
higher culture of the

^there was a general agreement to discredit the hig

Miller, Out of the House of Bondage (1914). PP- *
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does, then the Negro will inevitably hold him, if not drag him down. No

country in the present stage of the world’s progress can long maintain itself

in the front rank and no people can long maintain themselves at the top

of the list of peoples if they have to carry perpetually the burden of a

vast and densely ignorant population, and where that population belongs

to another race, the argument must be all the stronger. Certainly, no section

can, under such a burden keep pace with a section which has no such burden.

Whatever the case may have been in the past, the time has gone by, possibly

forever, when the ignorance of the working-class was an asset. Nations and

peoples and, much more, sections of peoples, are now strong and prosperous

almost m direct ratio to their knowledge and enlightenment. . . .

Viewing the matter economically, the Negro race, like every other race,

must be of far more value to the country in which it is placed, if the Negro

is properly educated, elevated, and trained, than if he is allowed to remain

in ignorance and degradation. He is a greater peril to the community in

which he lives if he remains in ignorance and degradation than if he is

enlightened. If the South expects ever to compete with the North, she must

educate and train her population, and, in my judgment, not merely her white

population but her entire population.”

This has been the main argument through decades for improving
the educational facilities for Negroes in the South. Usually it is restricted

by assertion of their lower capability of responding to education. Usually
also it is qualified by the insistence on a particular kind of education
as more suitable for Negroes.

There is petty pressure on Negro education in the South, but the
truth is that the Southern whites have never had the nerve to make
0/ Negro education an accomplished instrument to keep the Negroes

,

t ,el CaS
J
C s

!
atus- 11 would have been possible, but it has not been

done. The Southern whites’ caste policy has been halfhearted all through,

nr!»

*CU
T\

S
°-

'n educa *ion - The explanation is again that they
g°od Americans with all the standardized American ideals about

Sr;^^Lof

butrin

s
g

!£

e Ners

i°

become

i rr
’ bUt Southern whites have not even at-

S -lkC CffeCh
.T

in FracHco - lnsterf
. they have merely kept

^aMU. ? F°0r^ tad
' And °" *at point they have been

thedee
y T"S “P r

tT'ance "> command of the Creed. This is
the deeper dynamics of Negro education.

-Industrial' reran, “Classical" Education of Negroes

triK“r
den‘ °f h°"',th0 S|?CCifc “f "vocational" or “indui

fte c E ™ d H Trr* "1,h a m0rc ,iberal education, is viewer
there is no donht that the popularity among white> as earlie :

"Thomas Nelson Page, The Negro.- ,he Southerner-. Problem (19(H), pp. 295-29-
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What if the industrial education of the Negro should be found to conflict

with the interests of the white laborer or skilled worker? Does any one suppo

that it is the purpose of the South so to educate the Negro (or even affow

him to be so educated) as to enable him to take the '>-adfrom esshne

man's mouth? And does any one suppose that the al»n"g white man

of the arrogant and aggressive Anglo-Saxon race wi s an
y

jnt 0j

folded arms while there is danger of its being done? This is the . p

the whole situation.”

By and large, in spile of all the talk about it no

(raining was ever given the Ncgrocs mthe
vocational

except training for cooking and menial service. • P
white

training, which conflicted so harshly with the interest of the^ white

workers, has never become much more than a s ogan. g

has mostly remained "academic” and differs only m * >°w ,evel

expenditure and effectiveness. , Twl-Ptypp the

Even at the well-endowed centers of Hampton an
e

’

0 f a
industrial training offered was in demand a mos s ^ of the needs
need for teachers in the lesser schools, rather ran

tQ reahze,

of modern industry. This explains why they *vc
have, without

m some lines at least, the vocational idea as
‘ WOrkers. The

coming into greater conflict with the inter“ s

, are now going, are

schools to which those teachers have gone,
. called “voca-

usually not nearly so well equipped that they
f schools,

tional" in any serious meaning of the term. They y j„ Qr
•0lassi-

not deserving much of a classification into the,
-[

st some training
cal.” A few exceptional schools excluded, they o

‘

reasons, meets
in domestic service for girls-which, for

undemtandab'ejeaso

more encouragement and less fear of compe
.nmetimes adjusted

in the technique of rapidly disappearing handicra
> k„ the

slightly to modern times by courses in “automobile repair wor

v,ave a vocational or a

The discussion of whether Negroes snou
partly it is a cover

iberal schooling is thus only in part a rea *ssl

^

e,

lsJ es should have
for the more general problem as to what exten

^.gument for

much education at all. The lines are blurred bee
want t0 havemuch education at all. The lines are blurred d
want to have

vocational education is used both by the Pe0P
. restrict it. The

more education for Negroes and by those vv 0
American Creed,

ma*n conflict is between the ever present ‘

‘ actual situation
011 the one hand, and the caste interest, on the other. The

(iSS®
1* H - Collins

» The Tnith cbout LUnching °nd ^ NegW *

uyi
8), pp. 154-155.
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This has, among other things, the implication that in the South the
“

' not,

ad-

and

necessarily involved. And the type of education to be given Negroes

is always and necessarily connected with the amount of education and

the financial obligations to be undertaken.

Two factors complicate the issue even more: the high relative costs

of modem vocational education and the white laborers' fear of the Ne-

groes as competitors. In the period immediately after the Civil War,

vocational education was—a fact now often forgotten—motivated also

as a less expensive way of giving Negroes some schooling. General

Armstrong, when founding Hampton Institute, stressed the agricultural

and vocational line, not only for the reason that such a training best

fitted the occupational possibilities of the freed slaves, but also because

it allowed the students to earn something toward their maintenance
at school. In his appeals for funds for Tuskegee Institute, Booker T.

Washington likewise always emphasized this element of economy, and

particularly how the students, by their own work, erected many of the

buildings and provided much toward the support of themselves and
the school.

problem of “industrial versus ‘classtcal education for Negroes is

and has never been, discussed merely in terms of pedagogical

vantages and disadvantages. The political caste problem is always

,

pedagogical aim of vocational education outside agriculture in

those days was to continue and build up the artisan tradition from
slavery and to turn out young Negroes skilled in the old handicrafts-
man them to be carpenters, masons, blacksmiths, shoemakers. When,
hem ever, the Industrial Revolution finally hit the South in full force,

thn fir?
°f ®ffic,enl indostry was no longer for the artisan but for

• .

C
.

I

^.

aC ine °Per£dor. The old handicrafts became relatively leSS

N n lnKr,

'1° £

*P*
CU

!
lure did not show much demand for skilled

salficd srith
£" Plan‘a“°”s ,he employers continued to be best

ions V” ‘S"0rant field 'vho were not disturbingly ambi-

l™™LwratrS1(r“SCd Neg™ 'and0'V-r4 turned

to ho cTivf»n
“ Negroes—outside domestic service—were

elaborate enuinmon? f

' OCa*iona
J
education, this would require such an

tha > il '™>d "ore expen*

ofAewWvv^Wr'' ?
artI>

;,

f0r lh8 sa™ ^ic reasons, the interest

stronger ,
“"“"'‘"S Ntg™es to acquire skills became

laborrvas not wowT- a"
* staS"ating crafts, new skilled Negro

jobs should be reserved for ihc
beCam° “ P™"*'6 ‘ha‘ aU Ski"Cd
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able. But the observer finds also that there are a few upper class Negroes

who express about the same opinion as whites, that common i egroes

do not need and should not have much education. This is rare, c\ er,

and the opinion has to be concealed.

Much more important is the split in the Negro s' or as 0 '

hind of education is desirable. On the one hand, ter sense e

motivation behind most whites’ interest in industria e ucation or i

groes. They know also that they can hope to win the resP“‘

whites and take their place as equal citizens in American cm -

only if they are educated in the nonvocational cu tura ' u

broader society. On the other hand, they see the actua cas e '

as a realit)’ and know that many lines of work are c os

tQ
In order to utilize fully the openings left, and in or er \

open up new roads into industrial employment, they
realize

that Negroes are in particular need of vocationa training.
.

also that the great poverty and cultural backwardness o. then people

motivate a special adaptation of NVgro educatio^On
man

is a possibility of striking a compromise \

In the North most Negro°es will not
Sou* arepm-

means aU Negroes, perhaps not even a
stress at same

pared to take the stand. Even the ones \ >

imnroving
time the necessity of raising educational opportunities and of imPn» g

fhe schools. , Vaimm are

Concerning the content of teaching
‘"“^"^Xt-hat the Northern

also divided. On the one hand, they are incline ^ ^pendent
system, where a standardized teaching is

thin<L On the
of whether they are whites or Negroes, is e 0 > ° about
ether hand, they feel that the students get to kn ^ toward

problems
7
They thus want an£****f£g** weak

the status of Negroes, usually not in oraer iu
about^good nig-

and otherwise fit into the white man’s wishful pi
ed to fight

gers but, on the contrary, to make Negroes e
accepted

far tiieir rights. They feel that education shou!d not onty be a P^
passively but should be used as a tool of eonce’’

^ not most, Negro
equal status they are seeking. For this reason m. y, m Negro
leaders desire that Negro students should get special trainme b

Problems. r

; the most uncompromising advocate of
Du Bois, who originally was the most unevnip*'-'*

teaching Negro
idea that no difference at all should be mad

il t Necroall should ne

out with the opinion that the Ngr^
and white students, later came out with the

sociai subjects
student should not only be taught general history

J and Negro
“ lhey were taught to white students, but also N gr
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is different between regions, opinions are divided and confused within

almost every individual Let us, as an example, have a Southern liberal

survey the field of opinions, as he sees it, and attempt to formulate his

own attitude:

It is surprising to note the prejudice with which a great many southern

whites view the whole subject of Negro education. Their sincere opinion

that the Negro should not be given educational opportunities comparable

to those which are provided for the white children is at least partly due

to the strong belief that better facilities in the colored schools would not

yield a proper return in human values. This belief is a heritage from slavery.

Of course there is also the attitude that the educated Negro will lose the

humility which has characterized his relations with the southern white man
ever since Reconstruction. The white laboring man is no doubt influenced

in his opposition to better educational facilities for Negroes by the fear that

Negroes will enter skilled trades and thereby create a new and very effective

rivalry in a field in which the whites have not had as much competition
as they have where the task requires less training and education. However,
certain farsighted leaders and some others realize that the Negro must be

g^en better schools. They believe that improved colored school facilities

will benefit not only the Negroes but also the whites. They feel that the

colored man is entitled to a good high school education in subjects which
may be selected with a view to the peculiar social situation in the South.

ie
,. i

.

e£ro
,

tramed for the jobs which are available under present
conditions. Cultural training in the arts and sciences must for the present
be subordinated to an education which is more suitable to his needs. In
this way the greatest number will be benefited. The curriculum for the colored
schools needs a great deal of study with a view toward revision.”

Negro Attitudes

Of Nw
attlh

i

deS
.°

f the whites are of Sreatest importance for the growth

ever nnt
tbey baVe P°wer. The Negroes are, how-

thomselvoT?^
1^?^

'

T

00
*
partIy because the whites are divided among

“nd dlvlded in own conscience. The remarkable thing

Lsnes.
^ ar° SP ‘ mUch lhc "™y and on the same

slrcLed" with' thc

b
M
Sm 'Vltl1

’ ,ha' 'ha American Creed interest is more

Negroes feel that thcjfw Lht'r
fa S°U,S f

Jion. And the sanc.it/of the AmeriS,

X!iT°" a0d
'T055 ‘hc 'vh'JL concSsfoLTe stress

on educafon m Amencan culture makes the Negro protest most respect-

" Ch“’" S
- I'’ U&' S,“to f >'* A’rgm (1910). pp. 132-133.
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dom are equal, and in that case, Sympathy, Knowledge, and the Truth, out-

weigh all that the mixed school can oiler.**

Other Negroes prefer the mixed schools at any cost, since for them

it is a matter of principle or since they believe that it is a means of

improving race relations.

Trends and Problems

Schrieke, surveying Southern education a few jears ago, sum p

the situation in the following words:

. . . although there is some sort and some amount of Negro ed“C

n

a“™

everywhere, Negro education still does not have a fixe ,
egi ™‘ ’ ‘

,

edged place. It is realized that something must be done m order to keep

the Negro satisfied and in order to uphold die American s °San
interest in

for every child, but it is rare that a community as an
y politically,

planning or building a wise system of education for ei
^

it is not generally admitted tliat the Negro has a ng °
citizen despite

public services. . . Tl.e Negro is still not recognized as a citizen despit

the Civil War amendments "

This somewhat pessimistic evaluation is warranted by
reeions

educational facilities for Negroes, particularly in m^y
§ ^

are scandalously poor. The white community o e
. important

entire matter. Lt in appraising the situation .

to recognize that there are dissimilarities in the
unward,

facilities offered Negroes, and that there is a t e ni^ <

y^ Northern
This trend is gaining momentum and is pu

, ^ the
philanthropy and the intervention of federal agencie

growing force of Southern liberalism. The
the whites in the region gives an increasing

skillful strat-
the necessity of doing something for Negro e uca 1

,

n^ wages
egy Of the N.A.A.C.P. is probably going to enforce

• ^ ,

f
, f does

°f Southern Negro teachers over the next eca
compel

T the door of the graduate schools to Negroes, ^
the Southern states to initiate some sort of gr.

_rac]unte training
s ‘-supported Negro colleges. In the b«gin”1“8

for

S
further advance

,J J
Perhaps be merely a sham gesture bu

‘

u hc]d on all levels
tall have been created. Segregation will prob. y P

ceeregation will

S* ^tscrimination is lJin| fought and decreased Se -ga^
less and less be a means of economy; gradually it will,

; a means of economy;

“3 E; B. Du Bois, "Does the Negro Need Separate Schools?.” Journal of Aegro

” E -

,9361. pp. 166-167-
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problems and, indeed, a special race strategy for meeting their individual

and collective problems in America Negro youth should even be taugnt

to have pride in Africa.
14

,

This opinion, except perhaps for the last point, is not commonly s are

by most Negro intellectuals. The institution of “Negro History Wee

has emanated from such attitudes. Negro colleges and high schools are

devoting an increasing interest to Negro problems. White interracia "sts

condone these things. Other whites do not care but feel, as we have

said, that it is the Negroes’ right to discuss their own problems if they

want to.

There is a further controversy as to whether Negro education ought

to be segregated or not. In the North the official opinion among whites

is that segregation is not compatible with equality, but, as we have seen,

much segregation is actually in effect as a consequence of residential

segregation and of gerrymandering districts and granting permits to

transfer. In the South direct segregation in schools is a necessary means

of keeping up the tremendous financial discrimination against Negro

schools. In recent years not even Southern liberals—with some rare ex-

ceptions—have stated that they favored mixed education. Segregation

is usually not motivated by financial reason but as a precaution against

social equality.

Negroes are divided on the issues of segregated schools. In so Hr
as segregation means discrimination and is a badge of Negro inferiority,

they are against it,

15
although many Southern Negroes would not take

an open stand that would anger Southern whites. Some Negroes, how-
ever, prefer the segregated school, even for the North, when the mixed
school involved humiliation for Negro students and discrimination
against Negro teachers. Du Bois has expressed this point of view

.„i ’
1* NeSro needs neither segregated schools nor mixed” ' n

?
eds

.

is Education. What he must remember is that there

with noor and
” schools or in segregated schools. A mixed schoo

teacherS
’ Wlth ho^e option, and no teaChi°g^ A SeSreSated sch°°l with ignorant placeholders,

Other thinps^hi^

men
’ *a'aries

’ and wretched housing, is equally bad-

ha fo Zo^ ?-
CqU?\*e m“ed school is the broader, more natural^ ^

dU
:
a 0n ° f 311 y°Ulh * 11 Sives wider contacts; it inspires greater

•confidence; and suppresses the inferiority complex. But other things sel-

problerra°may "be ^found^ in' r !?
r the Negro special training to meet special

proems may be found in Carter G. Woodson, The Mis-Education of the Negro

“See. for instance, Robert R. Morton, What ,J1C Negro Th!nks (1929)>p. 114 .
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effort has gone into improving teacher training in the South. Southern

state and private Negro colleges largely serve this purpose. Many o

the small Negro colleges in the South are inadequate an t e w o e

system needs to be systematized. Many of them will, perhaps, succum

in the financial strain of the present War, and this might turn out to

be a blessing in disguise if the remaining colleges are increase

improved correspondingly. The establishment of a new mo e ea

training college in the South would be a great service which a farsighted

federal policy could undertake in order to equalize education °PP0^
ties for Negroes. Meanwhile the raised salary scales to w ic >

will be compelled, will probably raise the standar s o raining

teachers. Negro teachers need not only better b-atning a

salaries; they also need more security of tenure. I e r ‘

could be given a greater independence and a hig er pres g > ’

itself, would make her a better teacher and, particularly, increase the

influence of the school over the community.
. , 'hilitv

If the federal government undertakes

for education, it will be up against a problem w ic as

seldom
the philanthropic foundations for a long time, a

, sine local
discussed openly: How is it possible to aid without decreasing ^ocal

responsibility? In the author's judgment, Northern pi 1

' ^
gland-scale charity toward the South, incidental to its posit

plishments, has also had a demoralizing influence on the South.

South has become accustomed to taking it for g™
]d d

*h people in the North, but also poor church ^
money South, thus eternally repaying the re V

South\ave been less
for Reconstruction.” Thus far, rich people in

ses>
inclined to give away their money for Phl'™ ^TfedS government
For these moral reasons it is important, wh

much as possi-
steps in, that local financial responsibility be

' Prese
rnmenf nail certain

hie. Tiie ideal solution would be that the federal g costs and
uric costs all over the country,

such as ongma
0 qia t, as

® basic teacher’s salary. It is, of course, of special i

for oirf.

ar as possible, absence of discrimination he in

^ education is

herwise the idea will become establish© ‘ m of the state
o business of the federal government and less a

d the Negro
aad the municipalities. In this sense there is a danger that tn

People might become “the ward of the nation.
. iareer appro-

Pur assumption was that, to improve Negro e •
>

an(j trajned
PUaBons, better buildings, more equipment, e

nt altogether
achers are essential. By this we did not wan

retain

Problem of the direction of Negro education but only
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a financial burden. It is not unlikely that segregation will then start

to break down on the highest level. In the total view, the prospects

are thus not entirely discouraging. In fact, there have never been, since

fleconsfrucfi'on, fewer reasons for a defeatist attitude in regard to Negro

education in the South.

In spite of much and heated discussion regarding the type of Negro

education, its actual development has never followed any plan or theory.

The main problem has always been not what sort but how much educa-

tion the Negro should have and how much he gets . Even today the

chief problem is how to get increased appropriations and improved stan-

dards. As we have hinted, the theory of “industrial” training for Negroes

has had its main function in being a bait for the powers of the purse

in Northern philanthropy and in Southern public budgets. And the truth

is that any type of improved education for Negroes is salutary.

There is an immense need of new school buildings for Negroes, par-

ticularly in rural districts but also in most Southern cities. There is

also need for new equipment of all sorts, for consolidated schools and

for school buses. After the close of the present war there is going to

be, in all likelihood, a great necessity for public works to mitigate unem-

ployment, and much of this activity is bound to be directed upon erect-

ing buildings for public schools.

The only sound and democratic principle for distributing the benefits

of the post-war public works policy in various districts and groups would
be to build for those districts and groups in the nation whose old build-

ings arc worst. Such a policy would, in the South, mean concentrating
almost the whole activity on building Negro schools and other buildings

?
r

??
ro®s ' Negro schools are generally so bad and inadequate

tnat this kind of public construction would suffice to occupy the unem-
ployed for quite a while. Such a policy will probably not be followed
or political reasons. It is, however, not only a Negro interest but a

general democratic interest that his policy be pressed, so that Negro
sc 100 s get the maximum out of any post-war unemployment emergency.

s communities usually want to have buildings erected independent
of their purposes if they do not have to pay for them—because they

a
1
d

-

mCOme for lhe community—and as Southerners are

federal m
° ° much ‘f Negro school buildings are built with

not I?n rT y' 11 should b« token up for deliberation whether it would
‘° distrib'lte aid to education in the form

S
. r lhe tosPonsib'l'ty for erecting and furnishing the buildings-

.jj , v
°S important condition for progress is to improve the

T aCke'S - This hM seen by the Northed founds-
hons and also by many of the Southern state authorities, and much
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Meanwhile, Southern Negro schools are going to remain inadequate.

The North will continue for many decades to get untutorc an cru e

Negro immigrants from the South. These uneducate masses o ou

em-bom Negroes will be a heavy burden on the socia an economi

order in the North. It is, therefore, an interest for Nordrem cities, and

not only for the migratory Negroes, that a program of a u e

be instituted to teach the migrating Negro masses the eemen s f

can culture and also,
perhaps, elements of vocational skills.

More significant in the dynamics of Negro education than the low

average standards in some regions are the high stan ar s 1 ’

and the general trend toward improvement. The American

not have peace with its conscience until inequality is s ampe

the principle of public education is realized universally.
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true proportions. The main fault with Negro education is that it is under-

nourished and inadequate. As it is improved, however the problem

of its direction becomes important. Even when Negro education is o

a low level, as in most rural districts at present, it is, of course, importan

not to have misdirected. But the choice seems, for the most part,

still to be between an antediluvian "industrial" education and an equal y

antediluvian “classical” education.

The Jeanes teacher movement and other constructive attempts in

Southern Negro education have tried to work out a makeshift po icy

in which the emphasis is laid upon maintaining and enriching the rela-

tions of the student to his community. This is all very well, and entire y

in line with modem educational theory as it has been developed in

America. But one main point seems forgotten. With the present trends

in Southern agriculture and American agricultural policy, it is fairly

certain that many of the children bom in a cotton county today are

going to live and work not in cotton districts but in Northern and South-

ern cities. Many of the children bom in a Southern city are going to

live in the different environment of the Northern metropolis. If the

American economy and economic policy are not going to stagnate, Ne-

groes are going to work in new occupations within the next generation.

What is needed is an education which makes the Negro child adaptable

to and movable in the American culture at large.

Even the Negro child who will stay in Southern agriculture will need

to use various types of machinery, to follow popular journals in his

field, to deal with credit institutions and government agencies, and suc-

cessfully to take part in organizations. He needs to be able to read,

write, and reckon, and to be lifted so high above illiteracy that he

actually participates in modem American society. Before all, he needs

not to be specialized, but to be changeable, “educable.” And he needs

if more than the white child, because life will be more difficult for

him.

The right balance between “industrial” and “classical” education can

be struck if due weight is given to the prospect of mobility and change.
The masses of Negro children are going to be laborers on the farms
and in industries; some are going to be skilled laborers. We do not know
where and in what occupation they are going to work, but we know
there is going to be much moving around. They need to be taught
skills; but the value of any vocational training should be judged in

terms of the extent to which the skills acquired are transferable into

skills in other trades. They need to be familiarized with the printed

word and culture that is found in books, and, indeed, to get as much
of the general American culture as they possibly can.
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Do American Schools Educate?

The whole theory of modern education is radically unsound.
„

nately, in England at any rate, education produces no e ec w <

This weighty dictum fell from tire lips of Lady Bracknell m Wildes

The Importance of Being Earnest. Whether the goo a y

as forthright today in denunciation of the theories an resu
, f

tion on either side of the Atlantic, it is impossible to guess. It ,
’

certain that she lacked that essential humility which mus
country's

the observer who dares to put pen to paper a ou an
^tief.

educational system, after a visit which was as crow e a

Whatever is written here in way of honest doubt is q™Med by warm

admiration of the buoyant belief in education, the eager
_JL,n scene in

and the astonishing vitality which characterize the American scene

schools and universities alike.
, , Treat Britain

One of the surprises facing an inquiring pi g11111

,1 Harvard

5 emphasis placed in the United States ^ ^^
Report on General Education in a Free Society s y «

tj,e civiliz-

monness,” and the extent to which “social indoctrina o
^ exp]ana-

“g work of preparing for American life’ have g0"6' Jb]em 0f welding
bon is, of course, that America is still faced wit P

’ rompts the
a nation out of many nationalities, a considera 10

right-thinking
conscious use of education as an instrument to pr

and C"- ••• r l Jor«nor3PV. J-

On
cooperative citizens of a great democracy.

*r3inine grounds

' r "• distrust a use of the schools »«J highly
t},p schools as* o

«°r c^ddren as social beings, and note with ismay
c^|^rerlj not for

progressive” teachers make no bones about e uca
see danger

societ
y as it is, but for society as they mean to

» Whiteift School, ’

Gloucester; Head of Engl.sn *'ePart,
j5j. IIcaLaster,^Traveling Scholarship to the United States,
}

994>
School, 1013-19C0 '» School, 1935-1942; Headmaster of Bristol Grammar

'* *undt Fellowship in United States, 1952.
jjg
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a fifth as much per pupil as New York, must clearly present a less

rosy picture. But Americans are still far ahead of us British in constmc-

tive thinking about how to pursue the two goals simultaneously. It is

when the Harvard Report asks the question, How can genera e uca

be so adapted to different ages and, above all, di ering a 1 ies

outlooks, that it can appeal deeply to each, and yet remain
,

and essential teaching the same for all?” that different answers .

to come from the two sides of the Atlantic.

Theory does not always produce the results it desires or deserve^

Because in these days education has no enemies, it is ie m
°

j

"

sometimes to defend it from its friends. If the slower ehildren have

a fairer chance in the United States, it also seems c ear o •

observer that a far greater number of clever and inte1 ectua ly able cM

dren have a better deal in the United Kingdom. In the best

.

ersities

schools, whose pupils are trained for and accepted by su
f

as Harvard, Columbia, Yale, Princeton, Chicago and the Uruversity^t

California, and such colleges as Williams and m er
> number

darcls probably obtain as £ the best schools in Britain. But the nu^
^

such schools is in smaller proportion to

It is furthermore difficult to resist the conclusion
t£an the

schools set a far higher standard of intellec a
_ establish the case

Public schools. President Conant in his enthusiasm to
^ their

for the lawyer’s son to rub shoulders with t e ar ^ t0 those
formative years perhaps gave more support t an

js that

influences which were hostile to independent schools ®
^ wijj feel

public schools will so improve their standar
Secondary educa-

that a real alternative exists. The development 0 5 ‘

, the example
Kon in the United Kingdom since 1902 has owed much to

0 standards set and maintained in the indepen en
ratjve indiffer-

Nothing surprised me so much in America as e
When I use<*

^Rce concerning the education of the exceptiona
described, not

e term, I was told that in its American conno a
^ handicapped

e child endowed with rare intellectual g1^* u
, pm jsrn is revealing

0r ‘a some way underdeveloped mentally. The e“P
f ,|ie Ameri-

ot *o difference between the two countries. The
1945> has

“u system is on the social and average; ours a

e
!
n fundamentally intellectual and geared for is

publications which

J* there a moral to be found in comparing P
of the United

<?
fo*h the life stories of candidates for the

^nd written for

States? When Andrew Jackson’s in 1828 was
, ^ aphy" was

^ electorate which could read, Harry S. Trum
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in a too conscious indoctrination of any political ideals, and believe

rather that the good is often better achieved as a by-product. The citizen

of the world is more likely to emerge from a proper study of history

than he is from a course in international understanding, and the man

of civic virtue from living in the ethos of a good community than from

a course in citizenship. The Squire in Tom Brown s School Datjs wante

his son to “turn out a brave, helpful, truth-telling Englishman, and a

gentleman, and a Christian.” The Harvard Report defines the good man

as one who possesses “an inner integration, poise and firmness, which

in the long run come from an adequate philosophy of life.” Expressed

differently, the two statements boil down to the same thing, and the

Tom Brown of our times, whether his home is in New England or

Old, is more likely to achieve the way of life appropriate to a democracy

by exposure to the right atmosphere than by any “social indoctrination

through teaching.

The diet most suited to the taste of the nonacademic pupil is much
more carefully catered for in America than in Great Britain. The system

is more flexible, and the interests and aptitudes of the individual child

at fifteen are more important than the dictates of the timetable. More
thought has been given to how to reconcile the interests of the fast

and the slow, how to give a fair deal both to the quarter in the high

schools who proceed to further education, and to the three quarters

who leave school without a university career. A brave and determined
bcinS mad« ^ find a binding understanding of the society

which the two groups will possess in common despite their different
interests and abilities. More has been done in finding new and authentic
treatments of traditional subjects for the less able.

In England the course given to the children who leave the modem
secondary schools at fifteen is still too often a watered-down version

?• 11

IC
-

1C
f

CT?'C course °f the grammar schools, whose function, substan-
la y, is to educate the cleverest children for entrance to the universities.

lCn
, ^

ar
\
a bcPort says: “The tendency is always to strike a

somewhat colorless mean, too fast for the slow, too slow for the fast,”

n »
0001,110111 on the uneasy compromise existing in Great

r 7
f

1C” ** ^ntinues: The ideal is a system which shall be as
fair to the fast as to the slow, to the hand-minded as to the book-minded,

;TTtinS the scParate needs of each, shall yet foster
hat fellow-feeling between human being and human being which is

" proci:,ims a ut°piM Meai which

The quotation rightly implies that America still falls far short of the
ideal, in varying degrees in varying States. Mississippi, able to spend
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read all Jane Austen, most of Dickens and Scott, and a good deal of

Shakespeare. He was also a good member of a group, a qua 1 y w ic

had been added as a by-product of bis education.

A professor with whom I had the privilege of staying to me reS r

^
fully that his son was a typical American boy in t lat e never ac

hooks at a higher level than comics and magazines. At a famous private

school, whatever literary values were inculcated in tec assroo »

the bookstall in the school shop I found a remar 'a e range o

novels, each in its provocatively pornographic dust-wrapper, wi
*

such as Nude in Mink, The Harem, and Sin in Then Blood. A member

of the school told me that all the boys bought sue tras ,

“The trouble about this place is that there s so muc e,

tjiat

isn’t time for living.” His complaint seemed unfair w en 1

janee!
the school authorises paid $2000 for an orchestra for the school dance!

Is this the boasted American maturity? nnnetite
The boohs on the school bookstall seemed to stimulate serial

pp^
*

{

rather than to provide healthy meat for goo mm s.

under-
America Sir Richard Livingstone found "the dewr chd

privileged class.” An American undergraduate des,=nbed our hgh scho^

products” as "well-adjusted morons.’ This ju g™e
"

j the American
sweeping. Another critic said that “when he leav

matnre.”
is sociaUy more mature than the Englishman, intellectually

This is probably true if the emphasis is upon social adjustment

than
l _ t ^ ^

‘ung Americans are certainly kept less
"ZVtit of American

Britishers. One teacher in Kentucky excused the w B
home for

textbooks on the ground that they never a 0
.£ homework

purposes of study. A family in California to m
xvit]1 Us, the

Was ever set, it was the parents who in ettec 1
'

v>lind. I very
one-eyed television set is threatening the king om

made up. At

”!\ch d°ubt whether this leeway of learning is

teen months

^ghteen, Americans are intellectually anyt mg
universities they

to two Voorr V>nL.VJ »..M itmiTKT r»pnnle. and at the u
^ „,,id

have

have done

/imencans are uueiieciua.*/ —v -
t^e uniVersities ui

-J years behind our young people, an “
EncJand tliey won

v« to make up two years of education w
_ hoJ the preparati

. - ,
,n ' u„ ? the preparation

—™.o at school. They arrive at college w
jast two years

°r work at that level which the specialized work
a
ui

10®1 gives to the English student. „mriva1ent of ours,

"Tide the B.A. degree is rarely the intellects 9 better than

postgraduate schools in the United States are
A similar

‘ The difference is a matter of spread over
cj, longer time

,

U * may he achieved in the end, hut it ta e ‘
nation. It >nust

attain it-which is of course a privilege of » " ca y
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presented in comic strip technique, all the more terrifying for being

adroitly done. Does this mean that a man who aspires to the Presidency

can only hope for success in so far as he can persuade his countrymen

that, far from being exceptional, he is actually the common man whose

century this is supposed to be? England’s Labor Party has improve

on the original dictum, which originated in America, by saying: I

this is the 'century of the common man it must be made the century

of the common child.” It will be—if our levelers go their purblind way.

A more profitable ideal would be to set about making this the century

of the uncommon child, and to plan how to increase their number.

The root fallacy seems to be a refusal to admit that there must always

be a governing class, and that men are not all capable of appreciating

the best even when they are exposed to it. The evidence of newspapers,

advertisements, cinema queues, radio, the near pornography of the book-

stalls, the so-called “comics,” and the recreations preferred by the ma-

jority prove that education, however well intentioned, can produce stan-

dards of taste and good judgment in only a minority. As Matthew Arnold

said, the highly instructed few, and not the scantily instructed many,
will ever be the organ to the human race of knowledge and truth. Knowl-
edge and truth, in the full sense of the words, are not attainable by
the great mass of the human race at all.”

It is the task and the responsibility of the small creative minority
to hold fast to standards, to hope to widen the area of their acceptance,
an to ensure that the salt of the centuries’ heritage of culture shall

not ose its savor. Equality of opportunity there must be, regardless
° * e Par

^
n^s ability to pay. That is no longer a question of debate.

What we have to guarantee is that the best quality of leadership shall
be available for the service of the state from whatever class it may
come, and that the most satisfactory means of education for its attain-

accessib e. If society is to avoid the creation of a community

-h,

^
'c °i

a easy current of life, education has to produce

tl.andicSoriil'XSJlta^
innUCnCe U rationally Persuasive

rather

th^TTniTTcfl
vdlltdl now has to be posed is whether education in

intelWn^T?^
t^ ts calculated to produce an elite of leaders of high

shin On7h
T 1C h,gWy

r

,rained m!nd must be a prerequisite of all Ieadcr-

scLl
\°' a

e°y
>“st ka™g elementary for junior high

earn nu, hist.
P
^v

U hM Wn Pla«d helping him to assist and
cany out Ins respons.bdit cs as a member of a group " Splendid! But he

cover that

1

h f’ “V"" * '™*™1 in his home, I could not dis-

^n^Eta^haTd^ 10 read
-
a
-
book- godson, before

years of Latin, three of Greek, had
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in appreciation of beauty in the arts in nature; be a good citizen, be

a good family member; use leisure time wisely. The aims are unexcep

tionable, but are they not wliat Johnson called an ill digeste Piece •

Subsequent study of the publication fails to reveal any priorities or

any indication of comparative importance. Much is ma e o t e ea

Services. “The mental and emotional health of teachers an s u ®

"

is being given careful consideration.” By the same doctor, ure y

who are fit to teach can look after their own mental and emotional

health, and surely much that is called health instruction “nst;“es

J*
n

' impertinent invasion of the responsibilities of parents. ie

hols all, the state can demand all.
. r

A Californian mother summed up the compulsory su ]ec ‘

and Safety” as meaning that a child could men a use, %
.. .

a street, and know how to avoid V.D.” The captions to attractwe dlustm

tions run: "School programs are adapted to meet the c 1 s n

onment
haps a lesson in wise shopping?); “Schools provi e nc

attention
for the children” (teacher and class appear to be concentrating attenhon

on a canary in a cage); "Education for intelligent par 1C1 P‘
cereals);

hfe” (teacher and class beholding what appear to e P
. repair

'Home Economics classes encourage students to care
( t0

clothing” (young men apparently pressing trousers, ^ wjien
dating?); “An opportunity to engage in creative aciv ^ this is

has listening to gramophone records been acrea m ‘ >

n jook happy
admirable, but does it add up to education? All the

.
,ous But

.and have photogenic smiles that would make the sun

‘f “re beinS prepared for life, is hWn“S ““U
f
®
r in both our coun-

The heresy of free activity has much to .

. r who was being
>es. A current story in Great Britain tells 0

‘

nrithmetic.”
Where-

Rspected, saying to her class, “Now it is time to s ar
« ^ children

upon the inspector interrupted, “How do you
. te its require-

Want to start arithmetic?” If the child is to choose an
h children

^
ents

> what is the merit of maturity? If ed
JL

ca !°’

” hat sort of prepara-
jhat they can abandon whatever they find difficu ,

,0

^/
or are we giving? , ^nn-iHon should assist

Children are naturally addicted to egotism, an
‘ ^ free disci-

cir emancipation from its tyranny. Progressive e “
‘ wcjj aS a calcu-

seetn something like a reversion to barbaris ,
«

f toid me
?cd debasement of cultural values. One Amen

_c i,;c erhool
feat the

essive education
. lcu_

reversion to barbarism, as^^ toW mc

ux wui«.uxal values. One Amena
{itjc 0f his school

at the word “progressive” had been omitte r0™
**
education's lunatic

£<*** it might lead people to include the school in c ^ q( thdr

^g
e

- Now that university authorities have oi
and Gf tearing

^ lcSc entrants are incapable of self-expression °n P‘ P
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Through Soviet Eyes

On December 12-13, just as they were bnnging to a close dieur™
tour of U.S.A. schools, a team of 9 visited

in Washington, D.C. In those 2 days they e ‘ P ^ di(j a jjttle sight-

the National Education Association hea qu<
’ Commissioner

seeing; but they put most of their time in o se

Q£gce 0f Education,

of Education Derthick and staff mem ers o
exchange that

which had sponsored the visit as the second half of an g

last spring sent 10 U.S.A. educators to e - • •

’
jj^sions in the

Both at their press conference and y
sjons 0f Ameri-

Office of Education, the visitors told s°m® 0
vad not ,.et had time

can schools, although they emphasized t a 7^ inions> and that

to synthesize their impressions and cry
-

report when they had

they would formally prepare a more °“g
0£e 0f the similarities

returned home. But they informally and y ^ tjucational effort and

and dissimilarities they had noted between
^ hadn’t. To the

theirs, of die things they had liked and the **
as they were

extent that space here permits, their com™
naramaphs here are “com-

repeated by the interpreters; but many o P
^ person 0r of answers

posites” of statements made by more an o
main report,

to several questions. Chairman Mar -us ievic
other members,

hut it was supplemented by brief talks from ail tn

About the American System
• . r .1 A
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the guls out of a book presenting difficulty there are signsi of

=

reaction against the solemn nonsense of these traitors to tr

We have them on our side of the Atlantic as well, and o

are faced with some parallel problems. How can schools

from public funds and yet be kept free from the dead hand ol' b
™f

“

cratic tyranny? Do those who pay the piper call the tune. I w

one school which had been done to death by remote control from a

office desk. What is the limit to administrative pipe dreams. What

the correct emphasis—extravagant buildings, or a salary scale for eac

ers which will win them the respect which the community gives

other professions'* All schools in the United States are much et er

housed and equipped than the vast majority of ours. I often won ere

what American teachers and pupils would make of some of the sma ,

dark, and ill-ventilated classrooms at Eton and Winchester. But, let us

make no bones about it, men not walls make a city, and any schoo

is as good as its staff. Recruitment of men and women of ability an

virtue, to what is in very deed a vocation, is the consideration which

must perforce override all others in both our countries.

A Cambridge don asked Erasmus: “Who would put up with the li e

of a schoolmaster who could get a living in any other way?” and Bacon

was of the opinion that “to have commandment over children, as school-

masters have, is a matter of small honor.” How wrong they both were.

To those who have heard the call, it is a life of unique honor, limitless

fulfillment, and weighty responsibility. The job of the teacher is to excite

in the young a boundless sense of curiosity about life, so that the growing

child shall come to apprehend it with an excitement tempered by awe

and wonder.
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contributes ,« - -.K »

rational combination of school instruction an P ‘
‘

, .

in no way reduce die amount of academic education a student gets.

In our opinion TV has a great future in

‘“ff we have f^d many
through extension; and here, in the Unite a ,

‘

j

ideas for using it, as well as other media, as an educat.onal tool.

About Ability Groupings
distinctive features

Segregation of children by ability « one
^ interesting variations

of the American schools. Of course we no *

> form or

Of it in Chicago and San Angelo for mstance-but^
^^ ^

another it seems to prevail generally, im r

USSR Team

THE MEMBERS of the USSR team of educators were-

A. I. Markushevich (chairman of the team), firHdeputy minuter

education, Russian Socialist Federated Sovret =P
of

s. K. Kartsev, director of training programs

the USSR
'

• ,he Academy of Pedagogical

A. S. Makhov, scientific collaborator in

Sciences, RSFSR.
Fducation, RSFSR.

N. V. Mostovets, inspector of the Ministry o

K. R. Rashidov, assistant minister of education.
Education,

S. s. Sagindykov, member of the board of the Ministry of

Kazakh Republic. Academy of Peda-

S* G, Shapovalenko, corresponding mem er

gogical Sciences. Qr-iences
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seem to us to be much more unified than it did at a distance In its

meat scope and in its effect in raising the educational level of all the

people, it shows itself to be based on goals akin to ours; for we, ,

wish to make education available to everyone. And everywhere we

found two trends. First, a widespread public interest in education, an

a general desire to raise the level of education; second, an increasing y

critical point of view toward many educational practices that it e 0

have been accepted as sound. Both of these trends seem to us to

positive factors because only through critical appraisal of our per or

mance can wc hope to improve.

About What They Were Shown

Quite naturally, our American colleagues have shown us what they

think best—the schools and developments of which they’re most prou

We’ve seen many admirable things—fine school buildings, equipment,

and shops; dedicated teachers and enthusiastic children. In genera

,

we’ve seen fine large schools, with 2,000 or 3,000 students apiece. But

whenever we’ve asked to see something that may have been considered

less than top bracket our American hosts have always been quick to

gratify us. Yesterday, for instance, outside Milwaukee, we were taken

to see a 1-room school—at our request. There we saw one energetic

young woman working with 30 children in all 8 grades. It was clearly

a hard job, but she was clearly doing the best she could. Yes, we have

1-room schools in the Soviet Union, too, but never for more than the

first 4 grades.

About Practical Training

\\ e were impressed by the way in which some of your schools give

students an opportunity to get a realistic combination of theory and

practice. We noted it especially in home economics, automation, and
hotel and restaurant management; and we found the training in the

building trades especially reflective of the high level of education in

the United States. The work experience programs you have for preparing
technicians—wc saw them in action at General Motors and AlHs-

Cinlmcrs—impressed us a great deal.
In some cases, however, it seemed to us that practical training 'va*

real y available only to those who were willing to stop studying and
start working. In our own country we aim at combining practical educa-
tion and study for everyone. We do it—and this point wc want to

stress—not only for practical results in our labor force but for what
we consider sound educational reasons: it is part of our pedagogical
faith that productive Labor is part of education, that practical work
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the Sth grade and ends with the 10th, hut Soviet children go to schod

6 days a week.] In the United States physics ,s _ttanght only m th

11th or 12th grade; but in the Soviet Union it begins *. the 6* grade

and continues for 5 years. As for mathematics, a se

„L,metry
graduates complete a full course, including plane ^ sohd g«^netry,

more algebra than the algebra 1 and 2 given here, and “Son™et,7
a

The freedom of your students to elect subjects results myovuhavmg

many graduates who know nothing of science an
fri„onometry and

data”that’s been given to us, only 10 percent
“
d

solid geometry, and a similarly small propo ion P

^The Sordet system proceeds from the position that

e
of science and mathematics is an attribute o an

e(Jucated person
[the chairman] have a hard time conceiving

n that he must
who doesn’t know science and mathematics.

work. I'm talking

necessarily put those subjects to practical use in
. fining that

about the ideological thinking, discipline, and intensive tr g

such subjects give.

About the American People i nn.vnr
. • ic «?aid bv some unknown

We have seen nothing of the iron curtain t
. remember the warm

evil spirit to hang between our two c°untne
1
t ,

ave come to feel that

reception we have been given everywhere.

Americans are close relatives of the Russian peop e.

About Peace , up

Teachers here, like teachers in the Soviet Un‘°"’
t00 Ze work-

children in the spirit of peace. And the American p p -

ing for peace. colored film that had

In a small school in Salt Lake City we
.^

a
'T ^ t

activities of the

been prepared for the parents and told a a
made—draw-

school. In it were some of the drawings t e c
^ these showed

ln
Ss that portrayed some of their real wishes.

side, joined
the U C A - ' •' XT r. r> n land masses, _

y
.If ,VP

hat portrayed some of their real wishes.
. j by side, joined

•S.A. and the U.S.S.R. as two land mass
, ^ words we

with a land of line. And along this line were writte

^n’t fnrrr/sf. —»—

4

;«tt TTripnrishiD. Peace.
* a kind of line. And along this line

t forget: Understanding, Friendship, Peace.

Aesthetic EducationieUc Education
ion providcd in

' wcre favorably impressed by the impressed with the

secondary schools; in fact, we were favor.J Jon[lcrful concert

J«>hcUc education generally. Well never forget
apprcciation

children in Chicago-a concert that combined a m

We
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two countries definitely differ. In die Soviet Union, where we do not

consider ability groupings significant, we mix the children in sc oo

just as they must mix with each other m life.

Then, of course, as a concomitant of ability grouping, you make

much use of psychological tests—intelligence tests, aptitude tests, an

achievement tests. We, however, don’t use such tests at all; we trie

them for 20 years and came to the conclusion that they do not measure

adequately. We have other means of measuring ability; and because

we don’t go in for segregating by ability, our need to measure is not

so great.

We evaluate our students by the work they do, the interests they

show; we have a whole series of extracurricular institutions where stu-

dents can develop their talents. For instance, we have training programs

outside the school system and we have the technical stations—some

for the budding chemists, some for the naturalists, and so on—where

students can explore problems and set up projects; and from which

they carry their work to a national exposition for display. We have

also music and art clubs for children whose talents run in that direction.

About Mathematics

I must say [this is the chairman's statement: he is a mathematician
and teas the principal spokesman on the subject] that in the classes

1

°J
se
/
ved the teachers presented their subjects with skill and knowledge

and the students were enthusiastic. But when I compared the tempo
of instruction here with the tempo in the Soviet Union, it seemed as

if I was watching a slow motion movie. Your usual training in mathe-
matics seems to present students only with standard problems: if the

problems are changed in any way, the students are lost.

A'(n it?

e^enlary schools the pupils are hampered by an unnecessary
aimculty: They have to translate all measurements into the English
system. In the Soviet Union, before the Revolution, we had the same

v? SyStems of weiShts and measures—the old Russian

’
,

G
,

^ system, and the metric system. Believe me, it was
. great relief to the children when they were relieved of the first two!

About Science and Math Curriculum,

^erence between our two countries is that in the U.S.S.R-

?
lrG a

f
ur students to take both science and mathematics for

ln *e ni,':^r:
y°\permit ,h™ '° choose how much if any.

for I W u
is “““% ‘aught in the 11th grade,

VT* Uni°" « begins in the 7th grade and
years.

[ n the U.S.S.R., secondary education begins with
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that we have had many, many favorable impressions in addition to those

,- ,<« -
dren. We have admired the great scope o your p o

educatjon -\Ve

studies, where both young and old can comp e e
physical

have been impressed by your interest in sports, an )'

)
;nstitutions

education fadlities. We have seen that your teachc-traanmgmsntut.

are working just as hard as ours to prepare
^

good teachers,

salute the dedicated spirit of your many sp en id eac
children

Above all, we’ve been favorably impresse
> relaxed. And we

we’ve been meeting everywhere—friend y, ree
‘

friendjy
contacts

count as one of the greatest benefits of our
education,

we have established with our American colleagues
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lesson with a symphony concert, for the conductor was not only a fine

conductor but a fine teacher.
. nuT

[One of the team, however,
had a word of advice about a

schools.) America has a great history m the arts and ^produce my
great painters and other artists, we have seen and admired their

in your museums. But in one school we visited we saw an exhibi

8th grade art. I personally could not understand a single piece, °

they were all made up of lines and dots meaningless^ to me. I e

the teacher what these drawings meant. “I don’t know,’ she said, you

have to ask the children.” And as the children had gone, I was never

enlightened. In a country such as yours, with so great a tradition in

the arts, children should be discouraged from abstract art.

About Belles-Lettres

From what we observed, we are inclined to think United States educa

tion in world literature casual and incomplete. .

When I [the chairman] looked over the collections in high schoo

libraries, I usually missed many of the works that I think should e

available to high school students. I’m not talking about Russian litera-

ture—that would be immodest—but I’m talking about Stendhal, Flau-

bert, Anatole France, Balzac. And the American students I talked to

seemed less interested in and knew less about foreign literature than

Soviet children of the same age. In San Angelo I talked to one of the

outstanding students and learned that he knew of no French writer

in the 19th century, an 11th grader in Boston who impressed me with

his intelligence knew of not one single Russian writer. When I asked

him if he knew of any French writers of the 19th century, he could

mention only Hugo.

About History

I [a member of the team who is also a historian] noted that American
children are well-grounded in the history of their own country—and
that is commendable, that is as it should be. And they knew some world
history, too, though to a much lesser degree.

But apparently the United States school pays little attention to the

history of the Soviet Union—and even less to the history of Kazakhstan,
my own republic, though great events are happening there. In the

courses of history that I observed, the history of the Soviet Union is

referred to as Russian History -an outmoded lerm.

About Many Other Matters

.

You have asl:ed
,

to P<™t out what we judge to be defects, and
in our efforts to oblige you we may have obscured one principal fact:



12

English and American Education

For the past three years I have been engaged w«h

of the Central Advisory Council on Education m ng
some of my

hensive study of the English education ^ ^ a frequent visitor

own education in the United States, and I
«

, j • me a growing
to America ever since. This double experience has bred &

sense of astonishment that two countries which s are

^ political,

so many of the same cultural traditions and ways
» ^ should have

religious, and social aspirations are so large y 1
’_ , basis

educational systems so utterly different as to provide almost

for a comparison between them.
. t trv to justify

That is a strong statement, and my present PUIP _ u atever of trying

it. Let me Erst say, however, that I have „o intenUon whatever^^ ^8
to show that one national system is, on balance

realized,
only that they are much more different t an

different in

The American and the English educationa sy
nurp0sei The two

purpose, structure, and method. Let us start ^ and needs. In

systems grew up in response to very differen p nee(j to build

America, you have always been very conscious
bigger, richer,

up a new society. You have wanted to construe s°
in the Ameri-

better than you have. This is said to arise rom s ^ |0gic upside
can national character, but that seems to me 0

, as arisen from the

down; it is the American national character a
found themselves.

circumstances
in which the American peop e

m ;n i sters of religion,
‘ mate a supply or n

necessity oi nieuijjvi ^
~

,i Versus
GcoKrey Crowther. “English and American Eduction: Hcprinted by

^ Atlonlfc Monthly, Vol. 205, No. 4 ( Apri 1B® ,

' p„ston,
Massachusetts.

Permission of the publishers of The Atlantic
£ ®, 0undle School, Chtc

Author (1907- : Educated Leeds Grammar Schoo
• President.

Cambridge Uuiversily, as well as Yale and ™umb
M931 .

joined Mart o

^abridge Union, 1928; Commonwealth Fund Fellow^
c!,airnMn

Centra

^.Eeo„„ml„ i032
’

and servcd 05 editor i?
3
chahman. The T.conoclit

Council on Education, England,
195&-10CO. Chan

'"’Paper Ltd., London, England. j35
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is that the sheer size, the volume or quantity, oi

^L^^Walrompu"
is very much smaller than American The age at

j ^ is an

sion to attend school expires is still only
r g e ;n fact

effective leaving age, and more than our
^^ age group_

leave school before they are sixteen. Or
-

Orlovs only 22 per-

those between their sixteenth and seventeen
^ r_0ids> the figure

cent are still in full-time education. In the seve 7 _ eigh-

falls to 13 percent of the boys and 11 percent of the gnls. Amo g g

teen-year-olds, it is 8 percent of the boys an • Pe
h figures is

wLt strikes Americans, I find, as even Jhough
the fact that we are not, as a nation, grea

y cannot assume that

many of us think they ought to be larger.
whetger there would

public opinion is on our side. I am very
i-ceDing the majority

be any support in public opinion for a po icy
that you would

oi children in school after sixteen, and
d0i jn keeping

find hardly anyone in England who be ie\es,

^ represent about

all children at school until eighteen. Our co eg
ion program in

3 percent of each age group, and there
sug

P
Jed that

hand that will raise it to about 5 percen . > -trongest resistance,

we needed any more than that would meet with the strong

and not least from the universities themselves.
foj . our children.

This attitude does not arise from any nc

'
proportion of our

It is not because we think we cant a or 1
*

services—social se-

ctional income that we spend on genera
' ^ the world. It is

cwrity, health, and the like-is about the mg ^ confine education

not from lack of generosity or lack of means
we sincerely believe

after the middle teens to a minority. It is e 1

children themselves,

that it k tko tkjr» rr tn rln in the interests o
^ Mnlindv be-

uie miuaie teens to a minority. It is beca
children

themselves,

that it is the right thing to do, in the interes s o
.

Qn jsj0hody be-

After all, there can be no a4°’Ute
™!!n ttavc"l at twelve . I

heves that any child should be allowe
in America, it wll

not suppose a time will ever come w en
>

-

n full-time
education

ime legal or compulsory for everyone
those limits is surely

1 twenty-five. Where you fix the age e
\

age for all chil-

a matter of judgment. And why should it e
what can be got out

Our belief in England is that, balancing ^ boy or girl

°f school against what can be got out ot^^i^
0f schooling—

and

nmhnW
do i

£.u^a«iU ~ * r ufp the average ^

5C»ool against what can be got out or
»

fS 0f schooling—
anu

has probably had the optimum dose after c ev
£

‘

t thc age of five.

t*
not forget that we begin, by legal compulsion,

^^ 0 f the

meven years, after all, is one year out ot 7

average lifetime.
_ ,

, .. c mcd;

— U11V1 Ull, A3 /
—

v°ragc lifetime. . . medal. Because education

Now let me give you the other side o ^ minority gets ever)

after fifteen or sixteen is confined to a minon )

,
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into your society. Still later came the great task, in which you

engaged, of knitting your varied economic, social, an ? c

into the harmonious and balanced society in which t e pnn p

democratic government can work properly. «

Consciously or unconsciously, American education has a a ^ ^
been designed to serve these social purposes. It has been regar

an instrument by which society can build its own future. From 1 s >

it has inescapably been concerned with the rank and file o t e P
^

Its chief concern for many generations has been to do some 1 &

the masses—and I think the word is to, not for—in the interes

the American dream. ..
e

AU this, of course, is platitude in America. What may not
^

* ... uug, ui UlUiK, U pilUUUUC 111 j
1 J

so familiar is the contrast in the historical situation in Eng an We

have never been very conscious of the necessity to build a new society

already
At all relevant times we have had a fully developed society

^ ^in being. And at all relevant times we have also, I am sorry ^
been on the whole pretty satisfied with the society we have. Eor

^

^

of the last two hundred years, American education has been es'S°
•

to do a job of construction, English education has been designe P

marily for maintenance, with improvement coming second. In t ie

latest period, perhaps, those attitudes have started to change. As with

of amany aspects of education, there seem to be the first signs

tendency to change sides. Your education is becoming socially mo

conservative just when ours is becoming more consciously
radrcal.

But that is a speculation for the future, on which I will not enlarg

am a ing of the influences of the past, which have shaped the s

withnf
l°day ' American education has always had to concern

jNvrth the common man i„ his multitudes. The concern of English educa

the wL i
fry recently been with the maintenance of socre y,

>

,.
s of 'he old prayer which „™. .„;ll „c.„„ heir in school a

college Cha 1 -r.
prayer which y<™ will often hear in school »

rel ege chapels, that there mav never he . „.eeession of P«soOS

duly oualiR a V
e raay nev<ir be wanting a succession ot p»‘

which
q
d

serve G
?
d in church and state." This is a concept

”

which rWc nor ,
enurch and state, this is a w i

Th re fs a fin
emWe thc education of the great n*s

a tr

n
?\Wd educational tradition :

Engird-

tude.^ Bost-'prirnary Education

11

’

aWe ** minimum leve1' "“-S
in England- it

llas always been thought of as a Pm ’ "

tU» for aU
** *= Principle of secondary

educa

Let me pmL hf
’ and il is hardly U effects

of the consequences, of^kfch I* '‘“l,
fUrtheI ' Let me

>'°u ’

while the other may perhans in

1
•

ld guess lhat one W‘ * 7

I will start with thVsh
yOU more favorably.

t with the shocker. The consequence of our different
attitude
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pie of selection upon which °ur
from

the minority in fee-paying schools, go to
, , nropor-

the age of five to the age of ekven. At e even oj er ^n 20 and
tion of them, varying from area to area bu . 6 8 , . . include

25 percent, is selected for what we call grammar

’

.

]s stay that

children to the age of eighteen, though 110
, modem schools,

long. The remainder go to what are called second^ modern^^
which include children to age fifteen and mcreasi g y

„ fa_ thi, a... «* "S'

£

child is at the age of eleven or a little more.
-

s SUpp0sed
applied—the famous or infamous eleven-p us exa

any suspicion

to be a classification purely by ability and ap 1
» ^ course, every-

of being derogatory to those who are not se ec e ’ r numbers
body wants to be selected, and with the growing p has been
as a result of the post-war bulge of population,

. the Labor

getting steadily more competitive, i

^
the resu

examination
Party has adopted the policy of abolishing

,rhools the so-called

by sending all children at that aS® 1

0

*
f *

Party has moved toward

comprehensive secondary schools. 1 he d
tbe joca] council,

this system in several of the areas where * “ movement to experi-

and even in Conservative areas there is a msm
t0 different

ment with systems that do not involve sen mg

Schools at the age of eleven.
t d in America as evi-

I have several times seen this movement q selection. I think

dcnce that English education is turning away
to selection at

this is a grave misunderstanding. The public o
^ objection on the

eleven is social and political, not educationa
.

di fferent
schools, not

Part of parents to having their children sen
jjes that are being

'o their having different educations. An ®
terms of the education

applied are wholly in terms of institutions, no
eomprehensive school

“ey provide. I know, for example, one large ne t
'

school is tested

built by a Labor council. Every child
d b ,hc childrens

and placed in one of fifteen "streams,
, the teachers; the

intelligence and aptitude. This selection is
' arc not even sup-

Parcnts have nothing to do with it; and t e
® grading. A chi

Pnscd to know which stream is which in in
, st wholly dilfcren

placed in one of the top streams will have a m
streams. If

^“cation from a child placed even in one o
^ thc term. But

13 not selection, I do not know the me. S
M#nJ.

people m
2"5 1S "hat we mean by a comprehensive

has bccn copied

England will tell you that thc comprehensive
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assistance that the state can provide. It is nowadays, to an overwhelming

extent, a minority chosen for intelligence and attainmen . ’

of course, still the independent schools, where very substantial tees

to be paid. But the pressure of numbers upon them is such that a P

boy or girl will have great difficulty getting in. And in the s a e sc >

selection is by merit only. But once selected, a boy finds

his foot not so much on a ladder as an escalator. He wi ave

^
best resources of the best schools concentrated on him. If he can secu

a place in a university, and that also is a matter of selection y ’

the state will pay his tuition fees and his living expenses, not only ur 5

the session but during the vacation as well. There is no sue

as working your way through college in England. We do not
_

nee
_

^
National Merit Scholarship scheme because we have one already. 0

is this a recent thing. It has been expanded in recent years, but it 13

always existed.

Let me move on to structure. The outstanding difference here 16

in the fact that we have a very much smaller degree of local contro

than you do. There are about 50,000 school boards in the United ta e >

each of them, I suppose, more or less free to run the schools as 1

thinks best. That gives a total population in the average school boar

area of about 3500 persons. In England there are about 130 local e uca

tion authorities, which gives an average population per area of a oU

300,000. Moreover, there are two other differences, apart from this s aIP
difference in size. Your school boards consist, I believe, in most states,

of persons specially elected for the purpose, with no other duties.

England the schools are run by the county council, or the boroug

council, which is the general-purpose government of the area.

Second, your school boards raise their own money by direct taxes,

or at least the greater part of it. In England about 70 percent of »
expen lturc of the local education authorities is met out of grants r0

the central government in London. There are advantages and disadvan-

aDcs in t is. It means that we do not have the enormous range

standard, between rich areas and poor areas that you do. It mean
a muc 1 greater degree of standardization of conditions of employ1

^
6

.

among ic teachers, and therefore of interchangeability between sc 10

and school and between area and area. But it also inevitably ™ca

a grea er egret of uniformity imposed from the center. Wc thin 0

s. s cm is eecntralized, because it allows much more local free 0

and variety than exist in the school systems of most Continental Eur

pear, countr.es. fin, thcre is no doub/thal it is much more highly cen-

tralized than the American system.
.

The other great difference under the heading of structure is the pAicr-
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knowledge, and teaching competence is high. Up to
after

have been able to maintain that standard. It >s par
;

”,
of numbers. In the whole of England last >ear

would have

260,000 schoolteachers. We were a little short, bu 300,000

given us all we need. And this is in a conn ry a
i
tcacilcrs there

size of the United States. I do not know how mil
y ^ more than

arc in the United States, but I am very su c
jmve coped

four times 300,000. I do not see how you coult p y Jn

P
thc

with the enormous increase in the American sc \

of young men
past forty years without being willing to ta c t

^ bcfore they

and women who needed close support 1

, s in the schools,

could teach. Indeed, under the pressure o nsl
. ? ,0 give the teacher

1 fear we shall find before long that we s la
>

tr0] on his teaching,

more assistance, and that implies more externa c ^ numbers.
This particular contrast is not, however, cn ire y .

^ training,

It is partly also the result of a different trad.bon of teacher^
^ £

Which, in England, lias always laid a mue^P^
and much ,ess on

content of what is to be taught than

questions of pedagogic method.
. Eneland of the

The second difference in method is the a s ^ colleges. Indeed,

course system which is so universal in your sc
hv0 countries,

the word “course” has a wholly different meani
g ^ was tayng, he

If you asked an English school child wha c
wjiat subjects he

wouldn’t know what you meant. If you
:1S c

atbematics,
history, and

was taking, he would answer English, Latin, m,
America, that those

so forth. But that would not mean, as it wou
bg (he subjects

were the subjects he had chosen to take, i y
tbat bR was taking

that his form, or class, was taking, and there
fifteen Qr sixteen ,

with the rest of the class. Until the boy
j

‘
jn the choice

^ is unlikely that he or his parents have ia
have any say

of form in which he is placed. And at n0
higher ages, there is

in deciding the curriculum of that form.
, hut each curricu-

? choice between three or four different curr^>
lum has to be taken, within narrow limits, as 1

qvstem.
Perhaps it is

Here, indeed, is a contrast with the men
rinCjple, as I observe

not quite so sharp a contrast in pnfctice as 1 i

wh0 have ambition

that, more and more, those American boys ana
g & 0f courses m

J°
gain admittance to a good college fin

requirements.
But

hfgh school made for them by the college e
t is Worth bringing

there is one important consequence for teac ' g that one is wha
°ut- In an English school, in any year but o

< or fifteen),
you

the fifth form year, about the age of fourteenWe
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from the American comprehensive high school, some meaning
,

it as

^
compliment, some as the reverse I have often told them that they

hardly be more mistaken
. . .. j

Nonselection—it that is the opposite of selection—as it is pm

in America is totally unknown in England. By nonselection mean

principle of treating all children alike, allowing them to sort t emse v

out by their choice of courses, by what they find easy and cu
^’

or by their varying ambitions—with counseling assistance, no ou >

but without any compulsory segregations. I am sure that your sys

seems as odd to us as ours does to you. There is no retreat from se ec

in England, the only change is that a growing number of peop e

still a minority—think that the selection should be within a common

school, not between schools. , i

The differences between the two countries in educational me*.°

make an enormous subject, and I must restrict myself to four p°

out of many that it would be possible to make. ,

The first of these differences in method lies in the position o

teacher, in the relative positions of the teacher and the textbook.
^

of the things about American education that most strikes the Eng s

visitor is the importance you attach to textbooks. We have no para

to that. To begin with, I do not think there are more than two o

three, at most, of the local education authorities in England that e

their schools what textbooks to use. That is left to the teacher, occasion

ally the principal, or the head of department in a large school. n

in the higher grades, more often than not, there is not a textboo 1

all. A teacher will often recommend a book as covering the su
]

e

pretty well and as being useful for reference but will not make a /

t0 S° through it chapter by chapter. , i

is system places a much greater responsibility on the indivi

teac er, and I have often been asked in America whether we 0

ave a lot of trouble with it. So far as the political and social responsi

!ty o t e teacher is concerned, I cannot recall having heard of a sl£S

,

case arising through a teacher’s being accused of using a book w
seems offensive or objectionable to somebody in authority. That is

per aps mainly, because our system of large authorities and rather

moe an indirect public control puts the individual teacher
ou o t e reach of vigilance committees, whether of parents or o

local chamber of commerce. There is also a strong tradition agatfl

anything that smacks of political interference with the schools.

Educational responsibility, however, is another matter. Quite clearly-

a system like ours, which places so much responsibility on the Individ

teacher, cannot work well unless the average standard of inteliigeIlC
’
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dren. 1 cannot honestly say that the children themselves clamor for

examinations, but employers do, and therefore so o e p.

the question; that Americans ask and answer in terms of the number

and variety of courses a student has taken we as an ans\

of the examinations he has passed. .

I have left to the last what is the sharpest difference of aU between

our two systems. This is our system of specialization, in '
.

is, I think, unique in the world. A student w.l take the exarn.nation

for the Ordinary Level of the General Certi ca e

^ both from
age of fifteen or sixteen in a wide range o

] ^ has ed
the humanities and from the natural scienc

. devote two
that examination, he will specialize. That is to say he "vote
thirds, or perhaps even more, of his time in scho°

Tnd mathe-
of subjects. In one boy’s case it may be P'1

^.
1

'?’
Qr jt

^’ay be history

matics; in another's it may be chemistry and
miaces and phiioso-

or modem languages and literature, or classic. g"
pIys attention,

phy. But, whatever the choice, the greater pa
tQ jjs specialty,

in the classroom and in his private study time, S
b js special

and he will take the advanced level examination at e.gh^nm^
.

P^
subjects only. When he gets to the umverst

J’ lly get any narrower,
more intense. The range of subjects does not usna y g

hut the student gives 100 percent of his time to 1
.

ationalists from
I have found that to Americans, and indeed to edue

^
every country in the world except Englan

’ beueving that I really

system indeed. Perhaps you will have difficu ty
js now more

mean what I say. So let me cite my own case, B ^ For my last

than thirty years old. I was a modem languages p
^; bteen> J studied

*ree years at school, from tire ages of ht,een
perhaps three or

mostly French and German language and i er.
’
ture on Sundays,

four hours a week of history, and one hour ’ Fj^ Scripture

For another two years at Cambridge, even the *.
vel„ Five years

were cut out, and I studied French and Ge™an
nerience was perhaps

0 my life were given to those languages. y contrasting subjects

a little extreme; I think the admixture of Sf
n

.

er
^. r gut the difference

would nowadays, in a good school, be a little igg
’specialist from the

would not be great. tL EngUsh boy or guff « a SP

°f fifteen or sixteen. , . n was specifically re*

Fhe advisory council of which 1 am chai
svstem of specializa-

ffoested by the Minister of Education to tf®" /jt at great length,

'°n. We examined it most carefully and is

d we came to the

bo>h with witnesses and among ourselves. In t
that it was

oonclusion that we wanted to see it continued. We
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can assume that the pupils who are taking a subject in one year will

be taking the same subject next year. The study of a subject can there-

fore be planned as a continuous process over a period of years,

is what we mean when we use the word “course. We mean a w o

balanced curriculum of six or seven or eight subjects, planned to con-

tinue over three or four or five years. Once a boy or Sir* en *er*
°!)

such a course, he or she will normally pursue it to the end. n a

the boys and girls in a course will take substantially the same subjec ,

with perhaps slight options, as between a second classical or a secon

modem language. You will therefore understand how bewildered

are when we contemplate one of your neat, packaged, self-containe ,

nine-month courses, such as high school physics. It is no good asking

an English schoolboy when he enters college how many years of Frenc

he has had at school. Two boys might both truthfully answer nine yea
^j

But they might mean totally different things, and neither one wo

mean what you thought he meant.

How, then, do we measure what a student has accomplished, if we

cannot count up the number of courses he has satisfactorily taken? T ®

answer is that we rely, to an extent wholly unknown to you, on genera

examinations. Every year—sometimes every term—the pupil has to ta e

a written examination in all the subjects of the curriculum, and his

further progress depends, sometimes entirely, on his performance >n

that examination. Most of these examinations are set and assessed within

the school itself, by his own teachers. But at three crucial points in

his career the examination is set and assessed by an external bo y*

The first of these is the eleven-plus examination, which determines to

which sort of secondary school the child should go. The second comes

at fifteen or sixteen and is called the Ordinary Level of the General

Certificate of Education, set and assessed by one of nine examining

boards closely associated with the universities. This examination can

be taken in any number of subjects from one upwards, but the most

USU
?.

1 P™ctice is t0 it in from five to nine subjects. Third, there

is the Advanced Level of the General Certificate of Education, which
is taken at eighteen or thereabouts and which plays a large part w
university entrance.

• \i^
aV

t ^ei
}
describing the practice of the grammar schools; that

“* 016 sch°°b for the brightest 20 to 25 percent of the children. Examina-

,!?
ns

’

f

espec*a ty written examinations, play a much smaller part in t e

Me of the less intelligent children. Even in this case, however, they

play a much larger part than they do in America; and there is a rising

eman or pu lie examinations, at lower standards of intelligence t an

those of the General Certificate of Education, for these less gifted chib
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interests him, but insist that he must work hard at 1
,
go P

it, follow it up in the library or the laboratory, get aroun e

stage scenery that defines the formal academic su jec
, >

ou ‘

be teaching him how to use the mind that God has given^ Th

sort of intensive study takes a great deal of time -d that is why

can only be applied, for any one student, to a restne e u
g

Tesu\t

No doubt you will say that the boy must be very narros
.

That may be. Arc you sure that being narrow is worse than being

“that English education has a high reputation^g Ameneans.

I am often asked
8

for example, whether it is not true

year-old boy in England is a year or two ahead f^l^
askjng some

porary. I always answer that question, or ’

. eighteen he
others. What boy? If an English boy is sti

J you fompa’ring
is necessarily in the upper quartde m mt >g ^ wh' is 0f average
him with the average American high schoo g , .

. he has been
intelligence? And ahead in what? In the su jec

f woul(J be
giving nearly all his time and attention or y

0f over the wh0le
strange if he were not a long way ahead n ’

_ t tbjngs ,
by

range of a broad curriculum? He has been aug
different sort

different methods, with a different purpose in vie ’

of school. There is no fair basis for a comparative ju g
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being pushed too far, and we have made a number of

removing what we think are abuses. But we have reported m fevm

of this system of specialization. And that is a unanimous conclusion

reached by a council made up of educators of all kinds. Perhap >

will find that fact as extraordinary as the system itself, ana

try to give you some of our reasons for thinking that, in this ma ,

we in England are in step and the whole of the rest of the wor

out of step.
. Ti.

Let me begin by telling you of one argument that we rejec .

is the argument that every intelligent citizen, or every educated man,

ought to know something about each subject in a range so wide a

it compels a balanced curriculum; that no one can afford to be ignoran

of history, government, science, languages, and so forth. To this, "e

would give our answer in two parts. First, it is true that there are

certain elementary skills and knowledges that everyone must have rea

ing, writing, arithmetic, and several more. But these essential elements

can be, and should be, provided by the age of sixteen. If you go on

with them after that age, you will be wasting your time, because the

knowledge you instill will be forgotten unless it can be attached to

the main intellectual interest of a boy’s or girl’s life, which begins to

emerge at about that age.

The second part of the answer is that it is only when you have got

these essential elementary skills and knowledges out of the way that

you can confront the real task of education. The acquisition of factua

knowledge is by itself a poor test of any education and a lamentab y

poor test of the education of boys and girls of seventeen and eighteen-

It has been said that the process of education is not to be compare

to that of filling up an empty pot, but rather to that of lighting a fire.

The proper test of an education is whether it teaches the pupil to thi

and whether it awakens his interest in applying his brain to the various

problems and opportunities that life presents. If these have once been

done then factual knowledge can easily be assimilated. If these have

not been done, then no amount of nodding acquaintance with wide y
varying field of human knowledge will equip a boy or girl with an

educated mind. We in England argue the case for specialization not

primarily on the score of the information it provides but because it

awa ens interest, teaches clear thinking, and induces self-discipline
study. b

J.^
e

1|
3e^eve ^at’ ^ y°u can find which of the recognized intellectual

disciplines most arouses a boy’s interest—we confine his choice to five

or six recognized disciplines, chosen for their intellectual content, no

for their vocational value-if you can let him spend his time on what
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A Frenchman Appraises United

States Schools

Any Frenchman who studies the structure of Al™"c™
s an(J coneges

at first much surprised. He beholds in"u"ie
f

l 6

“”Jd that 30 percent of

that seem prosperous and well attended; e is
proportion

the youth get the benefit of a college educatronand

will soon reach 50 percent. Yet when he as ' u 0f. Which
the answer is: “It all depends on the universi y y P

institutions

colleges do you mean?” He then r
f»

lize* at

of trustees or by a

are private, being administered either by a
. ^ Union,

church, while others are controlled by the vanou
^ ^ many places

He is informed that there is no uniform program
,

. ets ),e wishes
a Student himself chooses, from a vast cata oguc,

£eterja; and also

to study, as he would make his own menu m
when conferred

that a doctor’s degree does not have the sa®*®
when bestowed by

hy a comparatively unknown university as 1

Harvard or some other institution held in hig 1 reP“
poes not the Minis-

How is that possible, tire visiting Frenchman as
of exams for

t^ of Education in Washington determine e p

the whole country? to do with educa-

.

When he is then told that Washington has non. b
Fec,eral Govem-

tion except for statistics and that the subsi
'f

s
,

increascs.
He has

™ent are given through the states, his astoms
centralization. F>B '

een accustomed in his own country to a comP
dic University of

10 French Revolution, and later Napo eon,
^ onc solid body,

ranee, primary, secondary, and superior e uca
^rap0Icon’s

idea

controlled by the Minister for National Educat ^ ag0 doing

"'oald have been to see all young Frenchmen
Latin lesson or the

11 die same time all over the country the. s»
docs nol in 19G1

Samo problem of geometry. The rigidity of the
> __

• T;>r Saturday

ntS** Maurois. “A Frenchman Appraises United>

S
Um)

permission of

44 (April 15, 1951). pp. 51-55. ncpnntcri
. ^

’ PohMicrs of The Saturday Review, New 5orl. ^ajlsl; member o

(1885-1907): French scholar, nos-elist, end

Franeaisc. 147
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lions for the specialized schools which give access to all WghposWons

in France. The Ecole Polytechnique and the Ecole Centrale remmdone

of MIT or Cal Tech. Big business in France is run mosdy by^
students of the Ecole Pohjteclinique, so-called X, and they

themselves with other X. From the Ecole Normale Supeneuretcometh

best professors and lecturers in humanities and sciences;.that school

has an immense prestige. The Ecole dA mm r

the first

ambassadors, administrators, treasury exper s.

wu
twenty-five years in the life of a Frenchman i

thrive buries are

and talent resemble an obstacle course
-

s tbat most

competitive examinations. The
^“^“^heTanger iT that the student

men in high positions possess real culture, tne u b
efficient man

Who shines in competition will not necessanly become an eihcie

of action.
. American educators,

Whenever I explain the French organization 0
se]ect the best,

they reply: "We do it in a different way u
jj first-class uni-

In point of fact it is not easy to enter any o
a brilliant school

versifies. There is a long waiting list and l
jiocrities to outer

record to get in. Only you seem to throw bac
nce[)ed for brilliant

darkness. We think that brilliant universities
-

(u(jcnts . Jn America

students and mediocre universities for me i°cr
, they will feel

bad students will be accepted by bad universi 1

more comfortable and usurp nobody’s place.
education makes

Bet us add that one of the aspects, o
0f college life.

a great impression on a Frenchman; it is t ® s
~ t society. It is a

French university is not a small and se
WOrk in a labora-

group of buildings where students attend c<b arc, few social activi-

'°ry. The student body is not self-governing-
they are perhaps

ths- Our students have more time for their s ^ j happened
lcss prepared for “togetherness.” While 1 w

^ gftcen or sixteen

,0 take part in a debate with high school boys . b
tlieif respect

years old. I was deeply impressed by their eas
took in current

f°r the rules of public discussion, and the interest they

“haire.
F nch educators would

Here \vc come to a third difference. Most
'

yjy own master,

“>’ that current affairs are out of place a
he resolutely m

*o Philosopher Alain, used to say, "Education
is t0 transmit

“rroots." He meant that the task of school and
by ccnturics.D1 and umvwv

muaiic mm uiu uw*-
.

. -cumulated *V
cc

,

0 tlic young generation die culture patiently
. Shakespeare and

» in school one does not study Homer andP'aW.^ ^ ^ rr and maw, — » ... cvc
-*iuoi one aoes not siuuj , chance be 1

—» Dickens and Tolstoy, there is a 8
, current affairs, lR

read tliem at all. If one neglects history m f»'
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come quite up to Napoleon's dream, but the unity of programs remains

complete. Whether a young man studies m Pans °r in '

Grenoble or in Aix, he must study the same sublets and his diplom

will have the same value as any other diploma. Every year a en

Competition takes place between all French lycecs (high schools),

best pupils of each lijcee write on the same day on the same emes

a French composition, a Latin version, an essay on philosop y, e c

The prizes are solemnly handed over, at the Sorbonne, by the Presi en

of the French Republic. On that day Napoleon’s dream comes true and

it often happens that small provincial towns outrank Paris.

Is French unity better than American variety? The advantage o ®

French system is to force upon all a basic culture without whic i

would be for a Frenchman impossible to get a bachelors degree an

to have access to higher education. Yet I realize the French plan wou

never work in the United States. You cannot impose on Mississippi a

type of university that suits Massachusetts. Between populations, tra »-

tions, needs, the differences are too wide. America is a continent. More-

over, one cannot compare the American system, whose object is to give

the same education to all children, with the French system, which, after

each cycle, requires a successful examination before allowing the puP
!

to proceed. As to superior education, in France it is intended for a

small intellectual elite, French universities arc similar to American gradu

ate schools. The first two years of an American university would be

in France the last two years of a secondary school.

A second deep-seated difference between the two countries is this-

In America, where education is meant to be essentially democratic, a

school children, whatever their I.Q.s, are treated about the same way.

I heard American teachers say, “Let us beware of being ostensibly partia

to brilliant minds; slow-witted pupils might then acquire an inferiority

complex.’ Their unconfessed desire is that the bottom boy should fee

equal to the head boy. In some extreme cases a dunce may be to

to stay in the same grade for a second year, but an American educator

doesn’t take such a decision without reluctance. The child might feel

humiliated. The less gifted child is given easier work suitable to his

interests and abilities.

In France, high school years are a permanent ordeal by examination,
vep’ wee there is a test, either in French composition, or history, °r

mathematics, and each boy is told his position on the list. The bottom
ones will not get on to the next grade. The French baccalaureate is a

difficult examination which at the end of the secondary education

eliminates 40 to 70 percent of the candidates. Once a Frenchman has

got his bachelors degree, there begins the time of entrance examine
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studied long enough for the student to reach the
'chosen

enjoys books and conversation. A foreign 1 gu § . r onjv
very- early in life and studied for many years. To study A or o^y

to years is useless. I must say that in many

and especially in girls' colleges, I found the French department ry

Preform of the French educational system is now in

main object is to open more widely the doors o se

^ n
and universities. Legally all schools are open

ch
'

ildren

Frenchmen; in fact the percentage of worhe
„;vprxities. Why?

is only 7 percent in secondary schools, 2 percen >n
among them.

Certainly not because there are not exce en s

-\vhy then, do
Many men of genius came from the P°P““

j because a taste for

they not avail themselves of their chances.
> mostly be-

culture develops more readily in cultured surromW^
^ s00n

cause a workman or a farmer wants his son 0 e

t0 beep young
as possible. In America unions help, becaus

> prance there is

men outside the labor market as long as possi
>

t waste some
a very little unemployment. Yet the nation as n

of its best minds. , , . ieave school at the

Until now a young Frenchman has b®en ®
later eighteen.

agc of fourteen. From now on it will be ’

tJ,eir eapaci-

Classes of "orientation” will channel the pup 1 a
?
C

ation.
Unfortunately,

ties toward classical, scientific, or technics ec
teachers. Many

the reform is made very difficult by the lac o a
. efs necessary: (a)

causes converged to increase the number o e
young nation;

fte high birth rate, which makes todays
sion 0f the school

to) the democratization of education an c ^ experiencing an

Jcars;
( c ) the development of new sciences.

biology. Private in-

cite shortage of teachers in mathematics, p } »

. cpers arc tempted

ostiy kidnaps a good many scientific gra ua
*

b too numerous,
t“ eccept better pay. The result is that classes

. ancl that one

?“t there is no one to take the place of a
scss neitlicr the

ha' to trust students to very young teachers 1 imperative in

n_?«ssary diplomas nor the experience.
“
n 0f die teacher,

as in the United States, to better the pos.uo

fit in prestige and in salary. mr)tcd to sacrifice
liumani-

ficcause we lack technicians wc may be tcmP
diat no technician

- - remember ui
Itoliert

-V.IU5C we lack technicians ~ mat nu ^— , ,

,0 technical education, but we must reme
a]

^porc. Itobert

an efficient leader of men if he h“ n
?ch j„ France:

'“chins
gave this example, which I 0011 ‘

j meeting the needs
fi*

California State Board of Education, desuoi
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initiate students in timeless affairs.
be n0 suc.

The British professor Whitehead remarked tlrat u»cr

^ ophfc

cessful democratic society till general " J mosriy

outlook.” In France the last year of a sccona ry
professor

devoted to philosophy and for many ^udente assum^ P

of philosophy proves worthy of hui subject totis the mo P

'

year of all I remember with gratitude how I then found^A^ ^
more than a professor; I mean a master.

•
sbou]d teach all

losophy is more or less left to spcciahs ,
w

, r without

men the art of thinking and the art of living. Technical pow« ^
moral power is dangerous. According to his plnlosop

y gt his

man can use or misuse the new forces modem scic P ^ 0[

disposal In times as difficult as ours men should be made
J

>rth

T^
their increased strength. A modem country needs.

) improve
able to apply the new techniques; b) research workers a

them, c) philosophers able to teach how to ally efficien y >^aybe
America produces, better perhaps than we do, the first two typ

she doesn’t attach enough social importance to the thir yp •

A heated debate has been taking place in France for s

es

between the champions of technical studies and those of c as^ica
^ 0{

Before the French Revolution education was entirely in the a _
the Church. Jesuit colleges in the seventeenth and eighteen cen

.

formed all great French writers; Greek and Latin were then *e

of education. The results proved good. Not only Corneille u ^
Voltaire was educated by the Jesuits. Today the need for scientis

technicians has become so urgent that more time must be given ^e.

tific studies. It is possible, in a curriculum so heavily loaded wit
1

^ure]y
matics, to find time for ancient languages? Many doubt it, u

some sort of literary culture is still necessary. In order to ea

whether it be in industry or in public services, one must un er
?

them, their feelings, and their passions. Where does one leam to
^

men if not in the works of philosophers? I once heard a great r

administrator tell younger men: “You will never be able to S°
^

France if you have not read Balzac.” He was right. Moreover, a

ary and artistic culture is necessary to enjoy all forms of leisure.
e

travel, and music.

The question is: what form of culture? Can modem languages su^
at least part of the enrichment ancient authors brought to the 1̂

^
of former generations? I believe it. Any translation is a useful exe

^
and increases the nimbleness of a mind. But a language should
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Some Irish Impressions of Education

in the U.S.A

.

I arrived from Ireland in Washington, D.C., on
!_*'

e„t almost

and left the U.S.A. on the following 10th

the entire intervening period in visiting sc oo
Texas> New

garten to University, in Washington, D.C.,
Buffalo, Boston

Mexico, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, S'
discussions on

and New York city. Throughout the tour
*

0f tbe general

education problems with educators and wit m
jj,e American

public. I had also, thanks to the State Depar m •

^ Americans

Council on Education, tlie privilege of visiting

™ their homes.
, ,

„r ,vhich the facet that

Life in the U.S.A. is a veritable kaleidoscop
> friendliness of the

impressed me most strongly was the extraor
tbe feeling that I

American people. Not for a single momen
, . unreasonably

Was Vtofrarr .. J « r^rfl 1nPtOrV WaV, 3s ml§ s.rifh

iwoocu me most strong^ —
, j j

feeling *

irican people. Not for a single momen 3
-

e]lt not
unreasonably

was being passed along in a perfunctory way,
4iUally dealing with

be expected at the hands of persons who ar ^ contrary, there

a multitude of visitors, domestic and foreign.
is accorded,

^uld be no mistaking the genuineness of the we c

*The Structure of the American Educational System

Ration 0f educa-

Unlike the systems of Ireland and France, a
^ England

tion jn tt c A J^onfrnlised. even mo
, „n,mpnt)

Inlike the systems of Ireland and France, a
^an in England

1 in the U.S.A. is quite decentralised, even m government)
°t West Germany. In the U.S.A. Federal (that is,

|mbling and

isikiliK. « limited in the main to tne
. ]ly

- - any. ... „ — _ ral (that and

responsibility in education is limited in the mal
which, incidentally,

Publishing of educational information ( a 'U1C

^ . _vjsc,
public educa-

aPpears to be performed well and thoroug y)*
,

—

.

‘ ~
u.s.A.i” WSh

ScIST'
°'Rltfeily-

"Some Irish ImPrf
Si0
%i\f8

dU
Bcprintrdbykinjp

cm,i5!’°n

o 45 (December,
P

A.'.i"
Jil

.°,s oi ‘be High School Journal-
^ Universitv 0( Ireland,

Doblm. P
( |[|fh

vumai, vol. 45 (December, xvvi./, ??
-ditors o! the High School Journal.

AllW- ): Educated at National stalc

Sebont
PJbick's Training College lor Teacher

, penement Head. P
.jember

EJ?*; cblef Inspector oi High Schools; S«re<aO'Ah Historical
Society.

c[
a,‘»n. Duhlinf Eire, President 19GS-I9SG of the

,ht %»1 Irish Academy. 153

;ity Of Ireland.D^ r/,^h
iblin; Stal

.
c
t ^oepartment of
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of fhe Aircraft Industry, asked the industry to> ™<»^tfic

courses, one manufacturer replied that he nan
„ j agree

more mathematics, history, literature, and English composi
'

[ f t0

with that manufacturer. If a student knows how to thinl

work, has a good command of language and has grasped the

of mathematics, then he will easily learn any new technique.

French school children have been accustomed for years to ‘°nS

in the classroom and heavy homework, with very little time or P

and outdoor life. Part of die new reform might be to gb'e mor
.

to games and sports. An experiment is being conducted in one

newly built lycees (the one at Vitry), with sixty children w 0
.

devote twenty hours a week to classroom lessons, three hours to m
^

work, and seventeen hours to games and sport. Homewor ' wou

abolished, an innovation that goes against a centuries-old Frenc

tion. (As a child I had to work very hard before and after suppy

until 10 p.m.) The Vitry children are forbidden to take schoo o

home with them. We shall see how it works.
,

ij

As to the difference between French and American students, I s °^
sum up by saying that French students are generally one or two ye^

ahead of American students in general culture, but that American $

dents seem more unspoiled, keep a fresher mind, and know better io

to get along with people. It would be madness to ask either na o

to act or teach according to the tradition of the other.
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the U.S.A. are becoming very conscious that no ,onger
'

better education be thought of lightly as for leisure, but rather

it is the cutting edge of national survival. not

On the debit side of localism is that teachers sahry scales v^
only from State to State, but from county to'

covm
y^^ ^ taxable

to school district within a given State, in .
‘

tn
.cj,ers are thus

capacity of the area concerned. The better qua i

unqualified

attracted to the better off centers and the less
talent

become relegated to peripheral points. This is a sen
0f neglect,

which would respond to good teaching may t ms
. chances of

centers ami the less i ror talent

;Moreover, the poorer the area tlie less ‘
,

t w^at education

further education and so it is due to such c i r(L
nr0blem is similar

ibey do receive be of the best quality aval a e. ^ perjod
before

to that which obtained in Ireland some years ag
> ^ time there

recruitment of untrained primary teachers had cea
of trained

was a tendency here for the remoter areas

teachers • ^ n

This

lers
*

• „ interesting instance of a

-ais situation in the United States is a
an(j the exigencies

conflict between the tradition of local lndepen
^ ^ free world

ef the great national responsibility which ea
.

ssu0 vVjU ultimately

bas thrust, willy-nilly, upon that country. lfl

, £rom the vigour

be resolved satisfactorily is certain, if one n ’

,
confidence with which it is being

approached.

fnblic and Private Schools
erican

educational

To Irish eyes a second strange feature of A®
„ schools.

Perhaps

scene is the distinction between “public and P
r there are both

„
e question most frequently put to me was

, ,vas wont to exp am

public” and “private” schools in Ireland. In rep
y wWfih in origin

_

are

ah with the exception of our vocationa sc
’ both pu 1C

public” foundations, Irish schools are at the
,j receive

State

"d "Private,” since none is a State foundation but

Slstance and employ State-paid staff. university,
are pu *_

c

American “public” schools, from elementary
are

established,

°°ls in the primary sense of the term, that*
unities. The public

patrolled and entirety supported by the P"bh
“ a"

hildren of all «««“*

and high schools are open gratis to the c
usually hav»g

State concerned, but the “private seta* ^ [he su.tab.Uty

“ S
,

atisfy the State or other accrediting “*0"^ r(>ceived no
pubbe

sir accommodation, curricula, staffing an
ndo\vments,

su sc P

S*** and so have to keep going by means of

U0ns
tuition fees.
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tion there is almost entirely in the hands of each

even within each State responsibility » far

extended in turn to tile counties and school d'stncte.

; dMon
from there being any incipient trend towards cen rah bon

and opinion (low strongly in favour of continued loca' ”d^ority

To the European, accustomed to think in terms of a n
. is

in such matters, the intensity of Americans feeling in ‘hls §

startling. Fear of “control from Washington appears to be deeply

bedded in the American character, and where, as at the m '

education, a crisis in local financing is threatened, this fear is agg

by any talk of a need for Federal subsidies.

For this localism there are a number of obvious historical re. >

on which it is not necessary to dwell here. Among its virtues is

existence of an unparalled civic spirit. Americans genera y are

only proud of their local educational institutions ( as distinct some im

from the education provided by these) but take a lively and prac
c

interest therein, so much so as to render the finding of the

sinews of public and private education a much less difficult tas
*

it would otherwise be. One result of this attitude is that the

is the home of private educational endowments.

It is a stock joke among Americans that when two of them are in r

^
duccd these immediately found an organisation for the promotion o

something or other. Certainly the country is prolific in useful educationa

and cultural bodies. Of these, the parent-teacher associations, w ic

operate at local and national levels and in which the parents (usua y

mothers) appear to predominate, are an outstanding example. As a*

as an onlooker may judge, their concern is not so much the rights o

particular parents .as such—those rights are rarely challenged, in theory

at any rate—but rather improved provision for schooling and other e u

cational matters of public interest. A teachers’ body of nation-wide im

portanee is the National Education Association.
Recent years have seen an intensification of public interest in schoo mg

and it is no exaggeration to say that the U.S.A. is at this moment m
the throes of an educational upsurge, a mighty wrestle with an immense

problem. In all parts there is a drive for more and better teachers m1

schools. The university Departments of Education, which have become

the chief suppliers of qualified teachers, arc straining every nerve °

meet the demand. Discussions with Deans of these Departments and

with school superintendents and school authorities generally cannot al

to leave an impression of the utter dedication of these men to their

task. This drive has enormous achievements to its credit during t c

last few years, but is probably still far from its peak. The people ot
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1

reasonably good accommodation and equipment, almost all e
m

incidental to the work done in class. It was, therefore.-my printapa

care, with the permission of tlie school authorities an c.
> ^

down into the classroom, remain there during t ic cn 1 1
’

how the individual children tackled the work set them

'

tion the pupiLs generally with a mind to' ™™Pa

f

""S
as knowledge

with what might be expected from Irish, ant »
* croup,

and experience went, other European clult reni

°
a nove]ty to

As there are no school inspectors in the U. • •>

many teachers, but one and all welcomed the idea.

How do American and European standards compare
^ 4<^e standard

As every school inspector knows, one cannot
£ continental

of education” in any wide area, not to a ®
w0Jd be as absurd

size in which the system is decentralised. 1 ^egt / Qr the worst)

^ to say of any particular country that it ias e ^ generalize

system of education in the world.’ The mos
‘ ^ is lineven.

about the standard of education in the Unite a
, riementary schools

With those reservations, I would say t at m
there is not

1 saw, in which I concentrated on English an
was s0 even

muc^ to choose between the U.S.A. and ourse v
•

fea(j^y imagine
of the multi-racial school already referred to. ne

.
the various

its staff of excellent teachers busy at their tas ' an , ' school

Physiognomies nnd hues, the children busy at theirs m some g

mIreland
-

. j American elementary
In subjects other than the two mentione

, ^ rather teach
schools have a somewhat broader curriculum a

,in(j Geography, f°r

e usual subjects in a wider connotation, is 0IY , a good deal

example, extend far into the realm of sociology.

0 civics and a mass of general information an ac

^ ^ high schools, as

In the main, however, my attention was S1V®
r ,sional interest.

U'at type of school had for many years been my p neither our secon-

nat very American institution, the big °
' glimnasitttn;

nor is

daty school nor the French lljcee nor the Germ. “
hool. It is called

‘ °nr vocational nor the English secondary mo
would bc entirely

.Pen to perform the functions of all of t lese,
t0 bave any hut

" “nUict with the American concept of d«"°®J f upfl.
Anyone

school, even at secondary level, for all ^ pulsc there

Jl? been to the U.S.A. and has, so to spe.
. {or tho system

1,1 be aware that whatever advantages may be c
. ^ jng

American

thiM?™
°r hvelve or tbirteen plus any a“

a
™?

criminativc basis won

,

n to two different types of school on .

°tbe tolerated by their parents or by public opinion.
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This difference in trealment arises

fining of State assistance to schools from which the teach
g JS^

is excluded. The pattern, therefore, is the French one of P ^
and Me libre, but there are some important distinctions betwe

French attitude and that obtaining in the U.S.A. There is

J
e”e

will towards the “private” schools, as there is a strong strand o

tradition in favor of having education remain outside pu c con

While there are some schools which elect to remain mdependen

the sake of so being, the great majority of the private sc °°

Catholic foundations, as might be expected in view of the a

principle that education should be informed and vivified t roug

by religion. It is interesting to note that the Catholic schools 8ene

^ /

have a high reputation, among all sections of the community,
.

or el

spirit of application and discipline, so much so that they receive many

non-Catholic pupils.

Many Americans, accustomed to the idea of an absolute dichotomy

between Church and State, were puzzled by the Irish practice o

(and of course impartial) State assistance to all denominational sc 00

by contrast with the American principle, a curious instance of

interpretations of the constitutional separation of Church and a e

which is common to both countries.

Conduct and Discipline in American Schools

In the schools I visited, which were of all shades and varieties, includ

ing an elementary school containing children of twenty-three races an

situated in a poor quarter of a very large city, I did not come^ across

any sign of rudeness or brashness. No doubt there are many
pupils and tough” schools in the great cosmopolitan cities of the U. •»

as there are in all the great cities of the world, but my invariable expen

cnee was that American youth is very well-behaved and attentive m
the classroom and extremely polite and helpful on the campus. In v«*

° c blackboard jungle” type of sensationalism which has receive

so much publicity, this testimony may sound strange, even to American

cars, but there it is.

A noteworthy instance of training in civic spirit and helpfulness is

ic not in requent practice in suburban schools of having the senm
pupils take charge of the traffic outside the school gate after the las

class so as to ensure a safe crossing of the road for the younger children.

Die Standard of American Education

teacher and former State inspector of secondary (

canicc high) schools, it is second nature to i to believe that, g*'en
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versed in the more intellectual d
j

s^in“ European lan-

literature, mathematics, science subjects, ‘

’ ohhoueh the

guage, history and geography than would

formers programme of general studies and *

*-rSitr
tjzzz scr.rs$“r 1-«£ Sffii
and there is some wisdom in this dictum. Before entering « b

must

Classrooms or attempting to make any detailed
compansons,

examine further the structure of the American s>s cm.

“College”
”
C0’lege”

• hr the place of the

The American education system, and in Pa

^

tl™]
lout an understand-

high school therein, cannot be properly assessc ^ ,Q College

®gof the term "College" in the American sense,
but it ;5

h the ambition of most American parents or
Jjstinguisli

between
not easy to find a cut-and-driod definition tha

'
js jmprecise in

College” and "University,” as American opinion ^ “Liberal Arts

ttle matter. Roughly speaking, "College” apP“
not empowered

oourse up to the primary degree, with many - 6 jncludes a

to award degreeS
F
beyond that stage. A Univ”

in "Liberal Arts

College,” but provides also a postgraduate cu ^ in the U.S.A.

and the professional courses. When, therefore, oneJ ^ difficulty in

of our Tri.u tt_: ,,— -.li...™, the American near
American

» COmP,et
1,.:

m
ir:

y
to say “Cork Uni-- -c***6 «mi each of these is a comp

, . en to say
Sense

- So much is this so that one is final y the disadvantage
versity’ and “Galway University” but again

University
College,

1 *^ahing confusion worse confounded in t ie c<

^ often ta^en °

^lin and Trinity College, for “Dublin University
xvith the

“IS
Liberal Arts '

[, ts, i,
pn-

;e, if any, t0 b
‘

es For teaching.

.
.^fpcsional cours •

. i,nimie,

id Trinity College, for “Dublin Un.veis.v
bUn with the

not Trinity College, but University College,

^verse of equally frequent occurrence.

However, that v.® “f!.

1 Arts” (

of the professional course, it a»>/>
rOUrses. * —

, .

obligatory as a preliminary to profession*
^ ^ ^ a technique,

siness 0ther professions which are as r

^ | c0urse. *

may, however, comprise a full
is that, as alread)

' shortcoming in the system of entrance o
matriculation

esa ‘

(

Wkoned, there is often no leaving certificate
[cd by ,l,c

Collcg
f

autt,

a5
-'VC falow them - Students are usually •

d This metho
“thnri«« on the basis of their high school rccor

nci|ut/u. _ t\VO tO IOl* 1 J . ,

^-wever, that may be “College,” that is, a
some preliminary

n Liberal Arts” or in a mixture of “Libera^
^ ^

* 00

yents of the professional course,
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There has, however, been great confusion, even in the United States,

over the issue of the high school, with its comprehensive curriculum

and virtually indiscriminate admission, versus the European selective

secondary. Often both the defenders and the critics of the American

high school fail to distinguish between the principle of its being com-

prehensive and the quality of the work actually done therein.

Now, while in the matter of organization there may be some draw-

backs to tho comprehensive school, educationally there is nothing wrong

in principle with the idea of a single school for all pupils of a particular

age group Common sense will tell us that normally there is no necessary

loss or gam as between having the pupils in separate classrooms under

one roof and having them in separate buildings. Comprehensive secon-

dary schools have long been the rule in Scotland, a country with a

reputation for high educational standards. What matters is what happens

within the school, and there is no law of nature whereby a selective

secondary school must cater more successfully for all its pupils than

a comprehensive high school for its pupils of talent. Much will depend

on the quality of the teachers and on staffing and organization. The
real issue, therefore, is whether the American high school is performing
well and fully its general function, that is, the preparation of all its

pupils for their place in society, and its special functions, the provision

of an intellectual discipline of a reasonable standard for the academic
type of pupil and the catering for a diversity of abilities other than

academic.

Two differences between the European and American systems, with
at nrst sight the advantage to Europe, strike the observer immediately,
n t c irst place, the American high school course is normally a f°ur

year one and so the European pupil who completes his secondary school-
mg has usually spent a substantially longer period at the secondary
man has his American counterpart at high school. In this regard it may
ie rnentioned that in many parts of the U.S.A. junior high schools are

coulc"t feWrend.'
he Fart P"ri>OSe °' len8theninS the hiSh scho0'

.i' T.

r° ’mPortant than even the extra year, however, is the fact that

ahreast^r^p
SCCOIU*ary school pupil carries all or most of his subjects

‘v
, ,.

c °r more years, with a fairly stiff final examination,

I/”] -'
V
i

t lL
!

>'ounB American has no final general test, but

four vf-m
15,

**!.-
SC10°1 rating by class attendance, often for less than

house examinations.

56' 0”1 a"d by concurrcnt end-of-semester

,,

then fore be expected that on leaving high school, at eighteen
,

* agt or so, t ie average American pupil would be less profoundly
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standing. They arc a particularly pleasing feature of the American educa-

ti0" S>'Stem
' nud “University,” it may be

Lditumg. umy mu n i o

Before leaving the subject of “College” and

t0 ^"curo admission to a

worth mentioning that where a student fai

. ^ a public
public College within his own State and has o 1 ‘ P

CQst pis

College elsewhere or in some private College,/ “

j

h
“

high income level in

College education, allowing
“ **•" """ 1 'nnd {or thc hlg

thfi US A tirwl r\n Rio nfVtor

college education, allowing on thc one hand for the h'Sll ‘ac

0bably

the U-S.A. and on the otlufr for the high extent

about three times what it is in Ireland. T « «wor]c their

for the large number of American students w 10 ^ jbut the prob-

way through College.” Many American paren
, gurope than

bra of university accommodation is even more
. Irish or

in the U.S.A., speak seriously of sending their children

other European university. therefore he viewed

American high schools and their curricu a mus
^ school stu-

ra the larger context of high-school-cum Co ego.
total,

receive

dents who proceed to College, a large propor ion

e;ther
miss alto-

diere something that European secondary schoo P P
^ jargely

cultural

gether or swallow at a less mature age, for
,

°
“

id

‘

t0 exist in Europe,

pe-professional university course can hardly e
become the finished

Those American students, therefore, who survive
( very 0£ten are,

pioduct of their universities ought to be, an n
counterparts,

better educated men and women than their 'i P

Tbe Curriculum and Work of the High School
e in the

To come down now to the high school classroc.ms^^ qualified

y
nhed States, as in all countries, a chrome short- i, ^ is merely

eachers of mathematics and science subjects.
’ ^ jnj as in

extension of the pattern of industry an u 1

. portage of qua
e

rountries except Ireland, there is a subs a“
, That said, it may

‘e

t

ache« of subjects other than the two mentioned;
Uy therc is

oaae be added that in the U.S.A. high scho g ^ j did not

E°°d ®d thorough teaching. Weak classes there ^ a„ those I

^rae across any listless teacher. On the cent
^’regard as an urgen

y
i<W was a spirit of commitment to what they reg

Phonal
responsibility. u „ much more attractive.

Moreover, the clasLork there generally is ote ^ ^ tradition^

.. .

'ess humdrum, than in European sc
such a “pr0)

c *

ft!

thod of teaching Latin is rarely enlivened by * ‘

Ule
maVinw _i—a- c nf Roman soldiers, b

f j ^

numarum, than in . suCh a

ftl

thod of teaching Latin is rarely enlivened by
gc„emls,

senators,^ ° E P’-«ccne figures of ^Hannibal won Cannae,

“"rat Or the like, or the demonstrating ot ho
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selection can at its worst degenerate into Me .ore than a^ ass=t

of the anoheant’s attendance record at high scnooi

some students, if not admitted to the College of their choice keep appty-

ing to various Colleges until they are accepted somewhere Not

of

g
these triers are ill-fitted academically for their prospect!

^
(For such some Colleges provide a “grind ’ colloquially called -boneheacl

El

Large 'numbers, therefore, fall by the wayside in the first year °r

two of College, especially as many students, finding part-time emp y-

ment as waiters or the like in the evenings or the weekends, ave 1

time to devote to extra-class study.
. ,

Nevertheless, the whole idea of "College” as a cultural course in me

absolute or as a pre-professional requirement is Newmans i ea Pu

into practice on a very large scale, although Newman might n0*^PProv „

of the intellectual content of some of the courses concerned. o ege

is undoubtedly a very unpoitant contribution to the general eve o

American culture That Europe could not afford such a procedure is

simply Europe’s loss.
. .

The great numbers at “College” give a swollen figure of university

attendance in the U.S.A
,
30% or more of the age group 18 to 2 as

against the European figure of 5% or so. For this reason no valid compan

son between European and American university undergraduate stan

dards is possible, since when one speaks of 30% of an age group an

of 5% of the same age group elsewhere, one is speaking of two quite

different things. Any random comparison would be unfair, as the margin

between the really good European students and the remainder of the

5% is small, whereas in the U.S.A. the margin is the difference between,

say, 1% and the remaining 29%, within which range there is room for

standards to fall very low. If a comparison is insisted upon, all that

can be said is that it is well known that at the postgraduate and profes-

sional level the quality of American published work, not only in science,

but in such traditional subjects as English literature, history, Latin and so

on, is at least the equal of that of any country.
From all this it may be surmised that in the U.S.A. there is no very

clear-cut dividing line between the standard at the top level of t e

high school and that to be found in the lower reaches of "College-

A virtue of this, or perhaps of the American democratic idea, is that

American College and University staffs think it useful to consult from

time to time with their high school confreres. The very constructive

discussions that result, at one of which I was privileged to be present,

make for the allaying of mutual prejudices and a greater mutual under-
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fiist doing wrongly now this part, now the other. (It °c“r^ re d
incidentally that it is doubtful if

^^“^.'perhaps, however,
teaching how to wrap and tie a parcel as its

more broadly

the Americans are right in defining education somewhat more >'

On the other hand, some of the history and

not but enrich the students’ knowledge an miag
‘

diat educa-

the best teacher could achieve. It should be men ion

^ wor]d history

tional films dealing with the part played by t e
,-
t t0 the spirit

are characterised by an objectivity that does grea

of American education.

Textbooks
^ -tbooks They

A matter worthy of special note is the quality 0
strated and pro-

cover their subjects lucidly and thoroughly and ar

ed t0 use them

duced most attractively. Teachers and pupi
are

be contended
that

to the utmost and this they do. It could, iowev ’

_ a drawback,
the very excellence of the textbooks is in s0n"

0 f them tends

At any rate, one receives the impression t ia
„]ved in classwork.

to take from the intellectual effort that shou
j can explain it.

An example might illustrate the matter e
®

sonliomorc
(Second

*n the course of questioning a highly inte lge ^ hands of an

**> hig^ school English class which .

had be ^ English poets

a

J
le and earnest teacher, I asked for the "am<*

, «oW but eventually

°! lhe first rank. A few pupils volunteered Long
wcrc elicited.

tfic names of Shakespeare, Wordsworth, Shelley
‘

d whcrc they lived

® c^ass knew quite a lot about these, w e ‘

ronT1ation
that I iat

?d died and so on, including a good deal of
* fc%v lines from

’0rgottcn or never knew, but on being asked <1
tcxtbo0k had sup-

an) one of the four, they were unable to do so. w
^ could not, o

P k’d a plethora of information about the P°^
‘

’

csS must depcnc

,

‘each appreciation of their work. the pup*
"n any textbook, but on the teachers art o mp

reg.,„l
shoo

5" «*» feeling for poetry. Part of his methofim' ^ p0<
.nl5 or

V
,0 '»vc them repeat 7nd leant by rote some of

.
_ (]r,

,, wa>

so that they would come to appreciate
]ong anil o flc

a(
”ne con,es to recognise good painting >

a
‘ Hootl paintings. of the

• 1*11 pupil might well experience U'C con
inlo l«'r

|j

A,! anthology, not a textbook wool 1

,il(
„ of dilfici '

o
" on the lives of the poets and on hi

,,,ck.

"'"'"ixx would, as likely as not. be in *»« l’"’"
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Such digressions from the conning of the parts
'be

to maintain lagging interest. Diversions
strong movement

too frequent, and in fact fhere - ^ Bp,re

away from “Deweyism (so calle
/ bc „iven his head

who is taken to have preached that the ch
towards the tradi-

in whatever form of activity he or she prefers)
•

contcnt rather

tional processes of teaching and learning, towards ^bicet con en

than teaching methods. But while "Deweyism can
violent

alleged, has been overdone, a happy mean is
:

preferable

swing of the pendulum to which teaching methods arc> KK,Um^
Incidentally, I should perhaps mention that I saw a hig

of mc.

(First Year) Latin class in which the teacher combined th

chanical aids and traditional methods and that, with a ong
P ending

of inspecting the teaching of Latin in Irish schools, where the
g

y

given is often very good indeed, I have never seen a better irs ^
Latin class. As a matter of special interest it may be adde

^

only Greek class I happened to see in the States made an equally
g ^

showing. Admittedly the pupils concerned were—heretofore a ran^V
j

the United States—selected groups of what we would call very g

Honours standard.

Mechanical Aids

Mechanical aids, especially the film and the recording machine, are

widely employed. One use of the recording machine is the reproduci g

of the parts taken by the various members of the class in the

that is being studied. Mistakes in pronunciation and in dramatic emp a

sis can thus be noted by the offender. This emboldens the girls to *

prove their efforts, but the boys seem less open to its influence-

any rate the boys I heard under the test were inclined unblus

to repeat their errors. Another advantage of these machines is t iat

large schools they save the time and voice of the teacher by repeals
to a number of classes the instructions for homework, based on

textbook.

The more one sees of educational films, however, the more one doub

the efficacy of some of them. For example, in a Domestic Science clas

(the American term is Home Economics) there was a lesson on

to wrap a parcel properly. The film had everything to make it attractiv »

a mellow speaking voice, coloured ribbons, a pretty label addresse

to an aunt and so on. It ended with a neatly and prettily wrapped

packet. In reality, however, it appeared to be so much time lost,

the children were quite passive and the teacher would have to ^

all over again, with many of the pupils only attaining perfection after
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slandald usua,ly

experience will have been that the boy o
g ^aV

-

ng to attempt the

feels more relieved than otherwise a
*

jit„ will not suffer unduly

“Honours" course. Certainly Ins or 'cr P
andary

school days is no

thereby, if my recollection of my
. ; in this regard, an

awry. American parents, however, are sens.
„ on ^ basls of

is only recently that a movement toward 5

in its favour by the

ability has set in, following on a pronouncem

distinguished American educator, on.
U.S.A., as in every 0

All this boils down to the fad ^ in a vacuum,
but strong y

country, the system of education does therefore be

reflects the outlook of the community. » of full-fledged^
Pass

to suggest the importing into the examinations. e v

and “Honours” streams or nationwide State^^
^^^ unworkable,

of the country would render the a
vveU be insu e

Nevertheless/to a visitor, who
To/more

widespread testmg;

formed, it does seem that t ere 1

f academic
subjec

bsent
on a regional basis, in a ^ » Where this » abse

moment towards the end of the h ghsch ^ studlent to show .

there is often no adequate incentive happen ‘hat it « V

academic paces. Sometimes therefore ^
f
when many of tn

the Junior (that is. Third) year£ Wayside, that sueh motivation,

weaker brethren have fal en y rourse in

Americans would call it comes ‘ P
a solid hig

ld bc
For those capable of benefiting

‘tracted course m
this

the traditional disciplines » general test, »nd '
of crcdits for

called for by such a final year b
tbe present system

^
would be educationally soun

school
course a cn

of w!licli

having at various stages of the ^ # vancty ot suuje

number of semester ho"S “
kctual content. stlldcnts of higher

some may have no gre.
lWs vicW relates ° „ t0 be

It is desired to stress present amu t, .. j 0 { catcr-

ability. As circumstances arc the P
on,y

feasible method

the more suitable and PCT''“P "
„f students

concenied.

ing for the majority of the millions o

No General Comparison Possible
,ude that the comprehem

day school, which
. (hcrcforc

be mad
lir[(

,rm, function.

No valid comparison can
,

t aIld so h.vs

Each has sprung fmm a different
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sbe „ mighf not read them. At the cn^oMhe school^
^

might not on the spur of the moment
t somc ot his best

Wordsworth died, but very probab ) P
that in

sonnets and under a good teacher would have come

these she had acquired a possession for ever
mineralization is

Once again, however, it must be stressed that^ ^ Irish

dangerous. While the learning of poetry by rote ^
schools, the incident cited is not necessarily yp overmuch

It is introduced here merely to show the undesirability of overm

dependence on any textbook however good
eall

One educator (the term used in the U.S.A. for win

an educationalist—the latter word has a slightly pe|orative
,u<jents .

felt strongly that Latin should be compulsory for all high sch

"But” I ashed, “how could you possibly find enough qualified teatM

for this?" “We wouldn't need qualified teachers, he replied,

boohs are so good that a little Latin on the part of the teacner

S
°ThT LabAeXoks are very good, but those for the teaching

science subjects are, as might be expected, a sheer delig'at 0

and the mind. At the risk of apparently contradicting the opini

^
pressed above, it must be said that it would be almost impossi .

a reasonably intelligent American schoolchild not to acquire a
g ^

elementary knowledge of the natural sciences and, more impor an ,

interest in them, from the textbook alone.

The Courses Taught in High School

To go into any further detail on teaching method might be

to the reader. In any case, the finer points of method will vary

the individual teacher, but it may be repeated that the teaching ^en
^jien

is good and thorough, sometimes indeed inspired, as, for example,

a class of young children, tired of routine, were asked to take the ^
to a musical recording, with each of them expected to create is

individual dance form and rhythm. ..
f

It is not teaching method that strikes the visitor as unusual, but ra

the impact of public feeling on method and organization. The P^\°
S

?^e
that insists on a comprehensive post-primary school is also behin

view that even within the comprehensive school there should e^
clear-cut distinction between the kind of courses taken by the ^
and by the less able pupils, lest any such form of separation 1111

^
set a headline for social segregation. European educators, accusto

^
to the dual stream, or “Pass” and “Honours” classes, or whatever

^
may be called, would probably have little fear on this score, as tn
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S0Mr. HUSH iMi’iinssioss 01
• ^ threaten to

loudly enough that he does not like tin to*
.

. '

josc the tuition

remove him and the school has to relax .ts d.sc.pl.

fee on which it depends for its existence.
t,)c US .A., is a more

The other type of Johnny, "ho l
’1

'

pllcrto lticans or Chinese

serious problem, lie is the great mass
Italian any more,

or Slavs or Negroes or other (««* «« ™
Jrish extraction which

except for the occasional colony ot tan.
othcr than those of

has remained at a low social level) " P,
tion but not yet assimi-

thc Negroes, arc recent immigrants or
tQ Rpend their cilildhoo m

lated Americans, and "'ho arc cone (

' f one 0 f the great cities,

an extremclv crowded and squalid V"?0

atjon 0f the rural or recently

While there is also the question of th
cxist here and there some

rural Negro in the South and
callcd the ‘'hillbilly type

pockets of near-illiterate
whites ° f

/ 0[te„ the parents speak no

in the main the problem is an 11
‘

^ circumstances it wou

English and the child very httle. In ^ (o read English (which

more than surprising if these Pl'P' ^fore eleven or twe ve y .

is what is meant by “learning 0

°f

£e immigrants or

arises from the constant drift ° f

j^
g

,t where, as m Washington

These also tend to dwell in eokm'es
} the population. Unlike the

the capital, they are up to
W

English, of a sort and whde

others mentioned, the poorer Negroes
£ ^ diffcrcnt from that of die

white, elementary school wto***^ floured” school, although

“f“sc"0 of equa'* rovision of additional schools

In the deep South the
quesnono^Sm £ ^ ,,ntegration- problem.

and teachers is, of course, «-”P

N
°™;

Asp

r:
rhetoricalQuestions

on casily and fluently and why docs

i ..
* “Whv cant nt-

litter is the case, it is certain*;

does it mean, wny where the iau
oxtromelv

, fnr readmgt VV1 ‘V>

f American schools are extreme*;

a «**£z&x* «* ** -
well supplied in that r
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The European secondary school pupil P^a% taows iDOre about less,

but with this less comprising mainly academic
,
g
more foliar

that, American pupils address themselves in an c ‘

‘

rcspect> and

way to the teacher, without bashfulness but w
adjustment.” The

have had more training m what is there called •
1

ance,

European pupil would probably be the better of a little' ™orc
a(e

while it might be to the advantage of the American pupil to concent

on a narrower and more academic front.
.male

With the greatest hesitation, I would venture die oprnion *at wm

the European tradition has been to stress the intellectual and to n g

the psychological and physical in education, American prac ^
be suffering from an insufficient recognition of the place due

.

intellect in the cumcular hierarchy. Pace the wisdom ex ore w
.

f

already referred to, it is the primary function of a high schoo o 1 1‘

“a lot of stuff out of books” (The practical application of this m

case of individual pupils will, of course, depend on many ac
°_ *

^
Many Americans themselves have come to this conclusion, an

j
partly for this reason and also, of course, partly because far a''^

ence
are green, that the American public generally has an excess of e cr

for a European education and is sometimes inclined to speak slig

of its own system, The main cause, however, of the disesteem m
many of them hold the schooling given there is not so much by referen

to the high schools but rather that the system generally has for a num

of years been subjected to a fierce barrage of the “Why cant Jo /

read?” type.

The Problem of Reading

Now Johnny generally can read, and that at quite an early a8e‘ ^
least that was my experience. Incidentally, Johnny can also do his an

^

metic pretty well. Over and above good written work, I saw exce
,

C”

e
practice in mental arithmetic in several elementary or as they are t

called, grade” or “grammar” schools. (For the benefit of the America

reader it may be mentioned that “grammar” school of the Europe
^

side of the Atlantic is the academic type of secondary school. u

confusion in educational terminology, of which there is much, can

very misleading.)

There are, however, two hinds of Johnny who at the age of ten °

so cannot yet read. One is the "poor little rich boy” who up to the

has been at a nursery type of “private" school where the pup* 0

kept occupied somehow but receive no regular or skilled instruct1

This sort of school is found in all countries. The trouble with > l ‘

that if Johnny or Sean or Jean or Giovanni, spoiled at home, comp a

At
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however, to be noted that they are given an equally important place

the English language as a medium of in—J
the elemen ry

school, whatever the child s home languag 1

) r y 0f the

this is the difficulty of finding teachers with a command of any

various other vernaculars.
ritizens of the U.S.A.

A drawback to this justifiable effort to mou
tQ mixed,

into one homogeneous whole is that sometimes va ue
.. te interest

An instance of the kind, I was told, is the chspropmtmnat^^
of history Students in the American Civil War (or,

«

_ tivejy
small

the War between the States). Such, however, is a ^ s jmple people

matter in relation to what is fundamentally a g00 ‘

h get their

^ho are by no means given to chauvinisrn an v
'

Qne may care to

national values less confused than any ot ier na
1

t
.

Qnai circles, of

name
* There seems to be no feeling, at least in ^ national vice

mat sense of superiority which history te s us
0 f w0rld leader-

°f Spain, France and Britain in turn during t eir P
]e 0f the U.S.A.

s% The -1- r

and their

'•‘‘jpain, f ranee and Britain in turn during their P^
0p]e of the U.S.A.

% The absence of a superior attitude among me Pi
- find them

^ad their acceptance of themselves and o o ie

fundamcntal
^ probably due in the main to their innate seI

^ a ]s0 be due in

equality of man, wherever he may be foun
• n0t

all-sufficient

part to their r
—11 ** “fortress of Amen y TJ ,•$

.... /
aiaw -

. .

man, wherever he may be touim. »•
^ not all.sufficient

. ... meir realization that the “fortress o me
world and is >u

“ the face of a rival who controls almost ha
{he other hand,

Possession of weapons of immeasurable destruc 10
^ 0f using

'*

„„ neoole, to whom tne
* Would «

^
Dns of immeasurable

destruction ^ .jea 0f using

d seem that the American people, 0
ansion is

anathema,

^
eir giant strength for the purpose of impenah * P‘

. and resources

are,
rightly

,

• - —- ^nt their mig™

are s
- 1

7

of

ir giant strength for the purpose of imperialist exp
and resources

• rightly or wrongly, quite certain that
an obvious target

.

sudl as to forbid any total cataclysm. In Ch g of the recent

""mediate attack, it was interesting durmg
thought that almost

an
conference debdcle, when it cou

rnnficlcncc
on the pa

7> “W* happen, to observe this

“f^ofessors to »<-

iv

SCc*10ns of the population, from

as >s
Th

' Vcial Contribution of the U.S.A. to Education ^ bc_

SP«M American contribution “> c
f
UC“

b
°”,. It ma.v rather be,

lni” claimed, the comprehensive lug >
•>

]c g0
to Co eg

3,1,1

' ' l lat such a high proportion of young

?

)00 1
education » a

‘

j

A’****, that a complete course of lug’
‘

, jn t|ic
schools (

'ml

I

8”*15 ,0 a"> in s0 far as room can bC
- of places)- I* 15

u‘ Year »„,• nrOVision l
sees

III SU Jill il=> ww...

.
greater and greater prow
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of the teachers, although there is a certain tendency in American schools

to emphasise the importance of “looking up references ra er
_

‘

sustained reading. Th'e great reason for Johnny

tag is the tremendous emphasis in American life on physic.

of

g
some kind and on the watching of games on the campus or o

ems" and the like on television In school life particularly game* a

part of the picture to a degree that is almost incredible to Eumpeans

who have not been there to see this for themselves. This “

the Americans are still to a great extent endowed with that pioneering

active nature and exuberant vitality that is at the root o c •

greatness, partly because the average boy or girl in any coun
jy*

accorded the degree of liberty given to American children, '

scarcely choose reading as a principal pastime and part y
ecausc

the enormous prestige enjoyed by schools which distinguish t emse

in games It is a point of honour for an alumnus to be a voci er01

and lifelong supporter of bis school’s team. Intcr-school and inter-varsi y

football and baseball attract huge crowds, and favourable notice o even

a high school boy m football or baseball may open the way for

to a lucrative profession as a player or coach.

A somewhat different aspect of school life there is the important p ace

given to the national flag All schools fly the Stars and Stripes, as °

many churches. In Ireland the general feeling would probably be t a

to fly the flag on schools or churches would savour of an over-emphasis

on nationalism. Not so in the U.S.A. There an outward (and, it may

be assumed, inward) emphasis on the flag and, perhaps to a slight y

lesser degree, on the Constitution, is held and felt to be a matter o

supreme importance. One reason for this is that the U.S.A. is still absor

ing powerful streams of immigrants of many origins. The task is to

weld all these into one nation, and the flag, being the obvious nationa

symbol, is put forward as such at the most impressionable age. In
^

the Americans are probably wise in their generation. It will be reca e

that when the Comte de Chambord was offered the throne of France

but would not stomach the tricolour. Marshal MacMahon remarked

to him that if the fleur-de-lys were to be run up, the soldiers ri es

“would go off of their own accord.”
That the American constitution and American history are also stresse

very heavily in the schools is similarly understandable, particularly as

the history of the country, brief though it be, can boast of a large

number of very remarkable leaders renowned for their efforts, not in

war, but in the cause of peace and concord. ,

The flag, constitution and history probably fill part of the void created

in the public schools by the absence of religious teaching there. It is >
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or six French classes I saw were in the hands ofgoodJ^cheKivh^

spote French well. Unfortunately, the great is an
evidently not

the great expense of the journey there are senous (but y

insuperable) obstacles to the attainment of oral fluency.

Conclusion
time

These are a few impressions, based in part on llote

^ jntended to

hut they are no more than that. Certainly 1 ty
Education that the

bo categorical judgments, for it is “
'if: ^t0

'p
rove ill-informed,

raore categorical the critic, the more hkel> is 1
authorities even

I should add that at no time did the State or o
j had seen

nut that they expected me to give any ac
comments while

M thought, but it seemed a pity not to jot down

my memory of the visit was still fresh.
at tjie end what

Like our Gaelic poets of old time, let me repe
was of the

1 have said at the beginning. My most vivid imp
’ ^

There is a

menvhelming friendliness I was privilege t0 e *
. res at one from

not an

:

S

ed

A
ucXal-pon

:

.b2

h°oh called The Ugly American which everywhere
^ ^merjcan vice,

bookstalls, evidence enough that complacency Y t0 be over-enti-

ndced
> as far as that goes, the people of the U. •

, responsibility

° of their own achievements in the enormous e
r and resolve

7* h theirs and which they are facing wlth °
t0 'The Ugly

,
b worthy of their best traditions. To return, ’

ber of people

7e*an.” I met none such
,
but did meet a arg

,0 have as

?.
a" crocds, classes and colours whom I "'“U

j -The Good American

There is room for a book to be called The

ioh would do justice to this great people.
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however, to be supposed that everyone between the

^

ages

18 who could attend high school is doing so. The

more than 15 years of age who are to be seen plying the,,

r

public places from Monday to Friday' ore evudent y not nt lngh hoot

or any school. Again, of those who do attend high school probably

more than a third leave before completing the course. A large numb

take up fulltime work at 16, while others leave high school

age to attend part-time at vocational schools during their industna <

ing. Finally, the price that has to be paid by Catholics and os®

other religious denominations who believe that the teaching 0 re 'S
1

,

should be an integral part of education is the building, st ng a

maintenance of their own schools. Here it may be permitted to a nen y

visitor to wonder whether a great and godfearing people mig 1 n0

find some alternative to the official exclusion from the curriculum

such formative institutions as its public schools of the teaching o

eschatological values, which in the belief of very many millions o e

American people are the supreme values. For the moment strong ami y

religious traditions doubtless continue to hold the fort, but if the young

mind eventually becomes a no man’s land of the spirit, it could quic Y

be occupied by many evil forms of materialism.

Vocational Education

As vocational education has been mentioned, a few words on it may

not be amiss. In Ireland vocational, as distinct from technical, education

is generally understood as referring to full-time continuation pre-techm

cal courses for the 14-16 age group. In the U.S.A., as in most countries

concerned, vocational education usually means the kind of part-time

education that goes with post-16 industrial training. In those countries

it is often provided by and within the factory. Where in the U.S.

it is given in a school, on a part-time release basis, it falls mainly into

two sections—business training of many varieties and manual skills wi

a good intellectual content. As far as I could judge within the time

at my disposal, the work done is of a highgrade character and 1( '

teaching excellent, although in the manual skills the student material

is not always of the best, a result of the attraction of “College or

students of high quality.

I would have liked to have visited many vocational schools but time

forbade. It was likewise not possible within the time available to ma e

any assessment of the position in modem language teaching. The ve

There is no high school on Saturdays. This loss of morning classes over a period

\ears is substantial. °
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In the Schools of America: Notes

of a Soviet Educator

Bravo, Soviet Friend!
e,evator flies up.

A huge spaceship stands on the launching pc
•

ring from the top

ward, its doors fling open, a crane removes o
„ stronaut

.” The eyes

of the ship. All is ready for the reception ot the
afc the prepara-

the little Americans, girls and boys, stare wi

tions for the flight.

Are you ready to fly?” asks the guide.
cjap their hands.

Yes,” is the friendly response of the chile ren a
spaceship launch-

Such scenes were repeated daily at the mo e

^ “Technical and

tog area that was being demonstrated at to ex 1
America.

Artistic Creativity of Soviet Children in t e n
conjunction

with

The exhibit— -•

—

1 .V... Viecdnning of 1 ... Soviet

the ag

Union

,
Children” in the

,

Umte
injunction with

was organized at the beginning
between the Sovic

; agreement on cultural and scientific exena B
Arnerican

cities—

Union and the United States, and was shown in
in each city.

If"'
Torh, Minneapolis and Washington—with th

Kst in public

^ auth« of these notes worked as a guide and sp

'““ration at the exhibit.
,

, :ntcrest with which the

t Was gratifying to observe the delig * a”
. The exhibit was m

„
Vlct exhibit was received in the United States. ^ vjsit0IS

Progress for nine weeks, and for nine wee
York people W°r

'““ed. There were so many of them that m
into the ex n 1 •

’ ‘ged to Wait in line for a long time in or e
cortjjng to the ma

cxl'ib>t in Minneapolis set a unique record- presented,
mor

r^T
nt 0f thc loca' museum whcrc "’C “

ole exhibit in the history

were attracted to it than to any other single

"lu>“ museum.

173
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Americans themselves ironically call such people provincials.

^
"beep-bcep-beep” above the heads of Americans in 1957

them They suddenly became aware of a technologically powerful

try, which yearly shakes the world with new achievemen s. ^
Now they want to know “everything—everything a 011

'

is what they call the Soviet Union): What is com
;s

is the meaning of ‘from each according to his abiliti
.

?„ A
no private property in the country, what induces Pe°P

countless number of questions every day! And the most frequent

Do the Russians want war?”
. aq Americans.

The question of war and peace is now o con(

j

em
ns> considered

TW was a time when America, protected oy
j

house with

itself invulnerable. But now war threatens even e

^ ^ war became
ihe traditional lamp in the large window. T is

g tates made the

apparent when the Government of the
wgre w jtnesscs to

decision to renew testing of the atomic bom
• placards reading

[he fact that American women in New Tor car
. an un iversity

No to the hydrogen bomb!” and “Stop the insarn y.
mjc armaments.

students organized a march on Washington pro es
on their jackets

eople came to the exhibit wearing buttons a
pieces?” and “Dan

sweaters with the words: “No to war! Peace 1

* ® tydrogen bombl” „ asked of us by all—

The question “Do the Russians want war W;
‘ public fig«rcs -'

P°
hhCS

, account of the

^uesuon uo tne rvussiuua w.—
l°ung and old, people far removed from

ler hearing a decisive “No”
" *l * in<'

roveu i

j an
-• -icanng a decisive ino as the answer, an

warj Americans

endured by the Soviet people during^
cm and must Uvo mendured by the soviet pwr” “ can and musi -

"°uld say: “Yes, peoples do not want war. We ca Wo need

In order to do so we should know one anothe

"'toal exchanj
the exhibit “Technical and Artistic

. tow
“ accepted by the majority of Americans as . I

My Tllc pages

of rt,

mand!n
S. and the work of the CXhlb,t

r’wve exclamation
marks.

I so we , .
’

exchanges, we need exhibits such as t * ^
“Technical and Artistic

as this one.
children”

In toward m«tu»

k or rnc cam.—-
cXChunauu..

visitors’ book glow With words with “tgi
cr

„Bcaut ifur Am

, "“standing exhibit!” “Remarkable! I an ..Ternfic!

course are the exclamations of chddrcn. G
bing_tlicsc

a

rr

u
c lcngthy rcmarks: 0,.,“.:^ •££

m>* words that can
ft.’T'V'

are more lengthy remarks:
, cVliibit.

"-ords that can express my reaction to the
,

fricr,°l|

Slratcs
y°ur people arc simply gr •

“end! Send us more of these exhibits!”
• .—

Jhlo : ,
b“"ic, now stuayi

X
. .

^ "’hh enthusiasm
riends. York Scmnan,

\« • u;i inore oi rnese . looked su

V. L(n'.,
gradc

' no"' studying geography ''^ ,0 know y
has looked “•Jitter

mi enthusiasm and delight. AW*
„

York Scmpan, geography te£lc 1
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He exhibit was beautiful, gay, and of interest to cvejone-bo*

adults and children There were especially arge numbers of —
They came singly, with their parents, and w.th ent.re classe . They

were, of course, attracted first of all to the working models of trains,

planes, ships, satellites, atomic power stations, and many others.

"Miss," said a boy pulling at my sleeve, “please show me that mac

over there,” and he pointed to a huge model of an excava or \\

took np half of the hall. I know that this boy has been «ming '

the exhibit practically every day and that he has seen all the models

in action more than once. But his eyes are so pleading an is voic

so entreating that I go over and start the model. A huge crowd gat ers

in an instant The excavators crane turns, the scoop rises, an tien

the whole excavator, waddling from side to side like a huge mons er,

takes a stride forward.

“Gee!” resounds loudly. Thus American children express their hig es

degree of delight and surprise.

The artistic work of Soviet children aroused great interest among t e

visitors The Americans stood for long periods in front of drawings an

funny figures made of cones, acorns and straw that had been done

by pre-school children. Artistic articles made of wood and bones, sculp-

tures, pictures and embroidery, sent by schoolchildren from all the union

republics of our country, were examined with delight.

Americans went to the exhibit not just to see the displays. Many

of them came in order to talk with Soviet people. It must be said that

American propaganda gives very distorted information about the Soviet

Union. Daily, from the pages of newspapers and television screens,

Americans are deluged by a flow of fantasies, lies and distorted facts

about the life of the Soviet people. This misinformation often is so crude

and stupid that even relatively simple-minded people see the threads

that knit it together. Americans came to the exhibit to obtain, as they

would say, information at first band. Filled with all kinds of fantasies

from newspapers and doubting them, they usually began their questions

as follows: “Is it true that in Russia . .
.” and then some cock-and-bull

story would follow. How many times at the exhibit did the guides

c othing become subjected to careful examination? “The skirt you re

wearing is it Soviet?’ asks an elderly American woman, draped wit

bright beads, as she captiously felt the material of my skirt. “Is the

blouse also from Russia? The shoes?” I take off the shoes and show
her the factory marWParis Commune.”

Just think, exclaims the woman, “you dress the way we do!”
ut people such as this lady, who ask whether or not Russians wear

actory-made shoes and whether homes have radios, are becoming fewer.
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A young American woman in shorts (the customary \veai

women in warm weather) is in a great hurry.
^

u s e
.

her
B
smau

the stand with the textbooks. “Tom, come here, she calls

son. “Look,” and she shows him a textbook.
tt

“They solve problems in multiplication in the first
book

“Isn't this a mistake?" says a girl wearing glasses, 6^ de .

with a label in English on it which states: P ysies '

„ ^ received

Do your pupils reallv study physics in the 6t gra
•

fith-graders

a positive answer she exclaims, “This is unbelievable! Our 6th g

don’t even know the word ‘physics.’ ”
, stand entitled

A tall graying woman removes a tcxtboo r0
cnends a long

Nntiue Speech [Rodnaia rech'], for lst-grade use. She spends

time leafing through it and then approaches me.

Is this book to be read in the 1st grade?

“Yes.”

I suppose that it is used by only the most able pupi
-

a little
better,

Oh no! This book is read by all pupils- om

“filers worse, but all of them read it.”
. nnversation. It gr0

'vs

Surprise shows on the face of my partner in co
s that texts

*fi is accompanied by loud exclamations when s
classics—by

* »#»• Speech are excerpts from the works of Hi*

“shhin, Tolstoy, Nekrasov, and others. a “00 you realise

am an elementary school teacher,’ says t e ' , with difficulty

“at your children in the 1st grade read texts t a
.

teachers
achieve

School children in the 6th grade? How do your

such
success? How do they teach the children to read

skiHs.
More

, 1

esm to explain how our youngsters acqui
ant flow of <l

u“s

,1

m°re people join our conversation. There l «
„^joW ]argC

are '

d° chil

f
cn

,

begi
.

n atte

"chool?” ”D0 they 8et
h°

d
™

•'™Vhat

With a pupil who cannot read?
tion had heard o

of the people involved in the conversatm ^ lca„W *

rCtPI‘h]is,Kd b°°* by Professor
.

Trace
e f

f
.f"lies

^published hook by Professor Trace c" l, C

0fcssor
of Eng

'SJ

,1 ,0,'nn
'J Decent. In this book the Cleveland P

^ ^ )lUman Urt

oj
“refill analysis of textbooks and cum

]ic
reaches (

is ,
,et an'l American schools. This the c0"

|c
American c 11

lU advertisement on the book cover)
•

tj)C
same age aPP^|

reUs
‘C

,

hi" «'ith Jack and Jill, Soviet child.ren
ofE

0 ^
<i r

‘he ’re-fght ofJ hill, its mmcral • * ^^
e the tune Uw *

.... ’ height or mis ill",
, ,, ,

*n,
*

"’tcmational affairs. . . • Our children

1 Oidy in mathematics and natural sconce.
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And here are some remarks by children: “I think the exhibit

^
great,

rye picked up a lot of information here, Ricky Karten g ‘

"Soviet children do very good work and these are the best educated

children of all the ones I know. Rene Zapotti, age eleven.
„

“I was very pleased, and your children arc great. Boy age ten.

“I thought the children m Russia were simpletons, but they are ta -

ented,” wrote a young man.

Tire visitors' book is full of such remarks. They constitute 90 percent

of all entnes and indicate that simple Americans want to know as muc

as possible about the Soviet Union, that they dream of peace, hate

war and want to live in peace with the Soviet people.

These remarks are also indicative of the high estimates that Americans

place on the Soviet system of education. So at this point I shall move

on to what was of chief interest to me in the United States the schoo

At the Textbook Stand

There was a section at the exhibit that was not bright with colors,

that did not include a working model of a pneumatic hammer or elegant

works of art made of bones. But this section was always full of people,

and lengthy conversations and heated discussions were held here. This

section was called "Public Education in the U.S.S.R.” Interest in it was

not accidental Since 1957, one of the most popular themes in the Ameri-

can press has been the “Challenge of Soviet Education.” The Soviet

system of education was discussed as the basic reason for the success o

science and technology in the U.S.S R. At the same time, criticism began

of the American schools. Many books appeared which spoke of the

crisis of the American school, of the fact that it does not provide its

pupils with fully adequate knowledge. Many famous persons made

declarations concerning the superiority of Soviet schools in comparison

with American schools and the challenge presented by the Soviet Union

to the United States in the area of education. Their sensational declara-

tions spread throughout America. That is why every American, even

though he was far removed from pedagogy and schools, knew something,

had heard something about the “challenge of the Soviet schools” and

was interested in visiting the section for public education to see per
'

sonally what it was that helped the Soviet Union to catch up with

the United States in the areas of science and technology.
The Public Education” section included charts, diagrams and figures

that demonstrated the achievements of public education in the U.S.S.R-

Films about the Soviet school were shown, and examples of school text-

books were displayed at a large stand. This stand attracted special

attention.
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tisement by one of these companies which we heard daily °n

family

“Are you preparing vour son or daughter for co ege.
f a

the cost of education is the largest expense after the

home. You can avoid worrying if you begin to put as y Y

and utilize the services of our company.
l!ie exhibit

How many sweet and intelligent boys an gi
‘

havin t0 drop
who spoke of their inability to go to college, o

, nds 0f capa-

H because of the absence of funds. These are ie
lamented

We Americans of whom President Kennedy once spo

tiie loss of potential Einsteins.
^-school institutions—

The Americans were greatly interested in our pr
^ we exlude

tiie kindergarten. There are hardly any in the United^,
tiie small number of private kindergartens. ^ ‘ Y

school institu-

10 the exhibit with erroneous impressions abou ou
p

^ ineS> where
boos, impressions they received from newspapers a

monster that

the Soviet kindergarten is depicted as some m
communjst propa-

ears ohildren away from their parents and con
that children

?»<ta But seeing films about kindergartens an
• good time,

*n kindergarten are fed four times a day that ‘hey have
,.yes ,

Ffh s'n g, and dance, the visitors quickly chan?
Aroericans

were

^nergartens of this type are wonderful things
thc upkeep

“funded by the insignificant sum that parents pay

0 their children.
, i-mderKartens. “I am

mothers were especially attracted by the

f
o

cWld was

a young w0 with two children tells me.
.j workcd
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can 4th-grader leams to read 1,500 words from the standard reader,

the Soviet child in the 4th grade can read at least 10,000 words and

is ready to dig into history, geography, and natural science. The fact

is that when Ivan is reading Tolstoy, Pushkin and Gogol, Johnny is

still reading the adventures of Jerry and the little rabbit who jumps

about Tiop-hop-hop.’ The Soviet schoolchild begins English as a foreign

language in the 5th grade and studies it for six years. By the 10th

grade he may, possibly, read more in English than the American child

is required to do in the 12th grade” [Retranslation from the

Russian—Ed.]

Leafing through the Soviet textbooks, my schoolteacher friends say:

“Yes, Trace does not exaggerate. Trace is right.” Our conversation is

interrupted suddenly by an angry man. A stack of algebra, trigonometry,

and physics textbooks are in his hands.

“Are you going to maintain that all pupils in your schools study these

subjects? Do you really think that all people are able to understand

physics and solid geometry?”

The American is not pacified by my explanations.

“Do your schools include pupils who do not keep up?”

“Yes”

“What do you do with them?”

I tell him of the methods used by our teachers to encourage pupils,

to evoke in them an interest for knowledge. Then I tell him of the

system of mutual assistance, where the better pupils help the lagging
ones.

“It is the state that forces them to help the lagging pupils,” remarks
the man. “As an individual I cannot understand why these talented
children should waste their time on the lagging pupils when they could
spend it on their own studies and achieve much better results.”

Yes, it is difficult for us to understand one another. The American
schools base their work on a completely different philosophy. But I
shall come back to this later.

The Americans, particularly young people, always stopped at the stand
with the sign: “All types of schools in the U.S S.R., including the higher
educational institutions, are free. Students at higher educational institu-
tions receive government allowances ” They would stop and sigh: “How
lucky your students are.”

A university education in the United States is an expensive thing
and by no means can everyone afford it. This cost of instruction at
good universities approaches 2,500 to 3,000 dollars a year. Many Ameri-
cans who wish to educate their children at a university begin to save
money for their studies as soon as the child is bom. There are banks
and companies that specialize in this type of savings. Here is an adver-
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tisement by one of these companies which we heard daily on television:

“Are you preparing vour son or daughter for college? In every family

the cost of education is the largest expense after the purchase of a

home. You can avoid worrying if you begin to put away money now

and utilize the services of our company.

How many sweet and intelligent boys and girls came to the exhibit

who spoke of their inability to go to college, or their having to drop

out, because of the absence of funds. These are the thousands of capa-

ble Americans of whom President Kennedy once spoke when he lamented

the loss of potential Einsteins. . . ... .

.

The Americans were greatly interested in our pre-school institutions--

the kindergarten. There are hardly any in the United States, if we exlude

the small number of private kindergartens. Many Americans would come

to the exhibit with erroneous impressions about our pre-school institu-

tions, impressions they received from newspapers an magazines, w lore

the Soviet kindergarten is depicted as some kind of a monster that

tears children away from their parents and conducts communist propa-

ganda. But seeing films about kindergartens and learning that children

fn kindergarten are fed four times a day, that they have a good tune,

play, sing, and dance, tl.c visitors quickly change their minds. Yes,

kindergartens of this type arc wonderful things! The Americans were

astounded by the insignificant sum that parents pay for the upkeep

of their children. . . , . . , .

Young mothers were especially attracted by the kindergartens. I am

a teacher,” a young woman with two children tells me One child was

sleeping in the carriage and the second was holding her hand. I worked

for a year, and then the children came. I had to give up my work.

There was no one to leave the children with. I can t afford a housekeeper;

they’re too expensive, arid there aren't any kindergartens. So I stay at

h

°The visitors would leave, carried away not only by the exhibit itself,

but also by the system of education in the U.S.S.R. and by the work

of the Soviet school. Most of them understood that the compheated

models and artistic creations that they saw at the exhibit could have

only been made by children who had been well educated, who possessed

skillful hands and clear heads. The Americans wrote of this also in

the book for visitors.

No matter where we were in the United States—on the streets, in

museums, schools or private homes—the overwhelming majority of

Americans displayed in their attitude toward us. Soviet people, great

hospitality and sincere friendship. We were given broad opportunities

to familiarize ourselves with the school system of the United States.

Wo were able to visit various types of schools, to attend classes, and
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to converse with teachers and students. We learned about the work

of out-of-school children’s organizations, visited universities and teachers

colleges, local departments of education and central administrative

organs. In learning about the American school we first of all wanted

todetermine its more characteristic traits At the same time, remember-

ing V. I Lenm’s words that we must bring back from abroad with

full arms all that is favorable, we tried to find everything that could

be of use to us—to Soviet educators.

Problem Number One

Meeting with American educators of various ranks, from ordinary

teachers to heads of sections of the ministry of education ( for the sake

of simplicity we shall refer to the Department of Education, which

is part of the Ministry [sic]) of Health, Welfare and Education, we
would pose the following question: “What is the basic problem facing

American schools?” To this question everybody would reply in the same

way: “Money.”

The lack of sufficient funds is really the number one problem of Ameri-

can schools. The United States has a so-called decentralized system

of school administration. This means, first, that the selection of textbooks,

the drawing up of curriculums and other factors in the work of the

school are matters that are resolved by the local community in which
the school is located. Second, schools exist on funds that are collected

as a tax on the local population. The school budget is made up of

the following parts: 552 from the tax on the population; 41% from the
state; and 4% from the Federal Government.

Until recent times this system of decentralization was lauded in every
way. It was said to be the most democratic system. Only recently has
the opinion been expressed that this system is more suitable for the
eighteenth century than for the twentieth.

The division of American cities into poor and rich areas is very clearly
seen. When showing us a city the Americans would usually say, “The
rich live here.” And we would see splendid residences, far from the
dust and smoke of the city, in the suburbs, and hidden by clumps of
trees. “And this is where the poor live.” This could be guessed without
explanations: ramshackle houses squeezed against each other, garbage
containers under windows, laundry on the lines, and children playing
right on the streets.

It is quite obvious that if schools exist on the basis of local resources,
then the schools in wealthy areas are in better material circumstances
than in poor areas. Actually, in the suburbs, to which businessmen and
the highly paid intelligentsia have moved, the yearly expenditure for
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each pupil is twice that of the expenditure in the poor areas. This is

what we were told at the National Education Association. It was enough

to look at the exteriors of schools to sense the difference. In wealthy

suburbs we saw magnificent schoolbuildings built in the contemporary

style. This is usually a group of one-storey buildings connected by pas-

sages. These schools have plenty of light and air Modern materials

are used in construction; they are light, strong and beautiful. The con

stmetion of schoolbuildings in the United States is guided by the rule

that it is better to spend more initially and then no have to expend

money on current repairs. The planning of a school is well thought

out. There are many rooms for various purposes Clusraom fu^
is light and movable. Some schools have swimming pools. Americans

show these schools with pride, and they have reason to do so. The

buildings are really beautiful. However there is one but. You

sec such schools, as a rule, only in wealthy areas.

We visited a scventy-fivc-ycar-old school in the large city of Min

neapolis. Three classes study in one room at the same tl"le; a ’lbra

^
of 200 books is located in a small storeroom. In °*er ehools we saw

i . ai in the corridors because there were
pupils studying on the staff: and_> h

d the schools do not
not enough classrooms. According to o

, , ,

have room for two million pupils. The situation is particularly bad m

the southern states of the United States We were shown a hart a

the Ministry of Education that indicated the percentage of illiterate

or partly Iterate in the adult population. The figure for the southern

St

M:"
20

is

tO

n?ed^
C

:o

n
huild schools-much money. Local school com-

...
'

. x.rifh this nroblem on their own. That is why the
munities cannot cope with tms promts

American public is now demanding, with greater frequency and per-

sistence, that the Federal Government increase its share m the financing

of schools. And not just schools. There is nothing in the United States

that resembles our out-of-school institutions. The few centers for children

that exist depend upon private contributions and experience an acute

nC

The° Congress of the United States has more than once considered

legislation for increasing school allocations. But it has been rejected

every time: congressmen, half of whom are people with an income

greater than fifty thousand dollars a year and a fifth of whom are mil-

lionaires, do not wish to spend money on public education.

In an Elementary School

I went to one elementary school, where I was very gladly received,

nearly every day over a period of three weeks. The children became
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used to me and, when meeting me on the street, they would greet

me as they would their own teachers with: “Hi, Mrs. Maikova!

The school is a one-storey brick building in a poor area. The people

who live in this area are Negroes, Puerto Ricans, and whites, all of

them at the lowest rungs of the social ladder. The school has 750 children

ranging m age from five to twelve years. Compulsory education in the

United States begins at the age of six. But part of the children attend

preparatory grades before enrolling in the 1st grade. These are called

“kindergartens” in America. But they have very little in common with

our kindergartens. The school that I visited had three preparatory grades.

They function three to four hours a day. Looking through the glass

door of the class, you can see tots drawing, listening to a teachers

story, or singing. These are “kindergartens"—preparation for formal

instruction in the 1st grade.

The elementary school in the United States is usually of the six-year

type and exists apart from the secondary school. One teacher teaches

all subjects in each class. True, the pupils get a new teacher every

year, since teachers specialize in a definite grade and do not “lead”

pupils through the six years in a row.

The school has a good library with a large reading room. But it does

not have workshops, study halls, or laboratories. All study activity takes

place in the classroom.

Each classroom is an independent unit. It has chests for storing teach-

ing aids and simple instruments, a wall closet for the children’s clothing,
shelves under the windows for textbooks and books, and also a wash
basin.

The furniture in the classrooms consists of little tables and chairs
which are grouped either in a semicircle or are scattered chaotically
around the room. Each classroom reflects the tastes of the teacher. In
some classes I saw small sofas with covers and a mountain of pillows,
or tables covered by a white embroidered tablecloth. Everywhere the
walls are decorated with the children’s drawings, their various other
efforts, posters entitled “Winter,” “Our Breakfast," “What We Know
About Animals, and so forth. The classrooms usually have two or three
blackboards, and in front of the main one is the mandatory fixture in
every American school—the national flag.

The school day begins at 8:30 a.m. The 1st and 2nd grades begin
their classes a little earlier because there are two sessions of these grades.
Once a week the school day begins with a general meeting of pupils-the
assembly. All the children gather in the auditorium of the school, sing
the national anthem, and swear the oath of allegiance to the flag. Then
follows some kind of performance—the 6th grade depicts a scene
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from the “Life of Lincoln,” the 4th grade relates the story of their trip

to the zoo and the lmhits of the animals, and so forth. Sometimes a

guest of the school addresses the assembly—which is what happened

with me, for example.

The school day ends at 3:00 r.M. There is a thirty-minute lunch period

in the middle of the school day. Most of the pupils eat in the school

lunchroom. For thirty to forty cents they get a small carton of milk,

a "hot dog” (that is what the Americans call their most popular food a

hot sausage on a bun), and jelly. School ends an hour earlier on Wed-

nesdays. The school gives the churches a special period for religious

instruction. Usually, however, school is let out at three o clock. On y

the prolonged-day* groups remain. These groups now exist in a number

of schools located in poor areas of large cities.

Special teachers take charge of the prolonged-day groups. Pupils get

sandwiches and milk in the classroom itself and then special activities

are organized with the children (music, dances, an lan lera s or e

The 750 girls and boys in the school are assigned to classes according

to a whole series of classifications. First of all, the school has a class

for the mentally retarded children, a class for children with poor eyesight,

two classes for the so-called emotionally disturbed children. The remain-

ing children are assigned to classes in accordance with their intelligence

quotient” [koeffisient umstvennoi odarennosti].

More than a half-century ago American pedagogy came to believe

deeply in the theory of intellectual endowment and since that time has

built its work on this theory. According to the theory, people are bom

with definite intellectual abilities and only one-fourth of the people can

cope with intellectual activity. At that time, half a century ago, mea-

surements were established-tests for measuring the intelligence quo-

tient. The overwhelming majority of American schools now usl- thes<=

tests and assign pupils to various classes in accordance with the test

results. . . . , ,

We examined dozens of tests that were being used in the schools.

They included the following problems: find the words similar in meaning;

insert the suitable word missing from the sentence; underline die number

that does not fit into the given sequence of numbers; and so forth.

Dozens of specialists, American and English, have proved convincingly

that if the tests measure anything it is certainly not innate intelligence,

but only the skills acquired by the child in classifying the systematizing,

and his store of words.

Obviously, in taking these tests the best results are achieved by chil-

dren from well-to-do families, where parents could afford to buy them
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toys and books, in short, to develop their children. A low intelligence quo-

tient is received, as a rule, by children from poor and, particularly,

Negro families. Many progressive educators in the United States with

whom wc spoke protest strongly against measuring the intelligence quo-

tient of pupils, and consider this system faulty because it categorizes,

without foundation, a large number of children as slow and deprives a

great many children of an education.

Frankly, we Soviet educators were staggered by the harshness of this

system. A youngster enters the 1st grade and takes his first step in

school. But already in October, on the basis of his test results, he has

been labeled “slow” and assigned to a specific class.

The school referred to above has the following gradations in the 1st

grade. 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, and so forth up to number 7. The “intellectually

gifted children arc in the 1—1 and 1-2 sections, then follow the “average,

and at the very end the “slow” children whose quotient was lower than
ninety.

The labels able and “slow” have a tremendous influence on the
status of the children and on the work of the teachers, even of those
who arc against the system. As a teacher once said to us: “I am against
testing. But knowing the intelligence quotients of the children in my
class, I cannot force myself to be unbiased. I still look at them through
the prism of this confounded quotient.” We saw what this system of
classifying children by abilities leads to in practice when we attended

“Here Are the Slow Children”

\Vc heard this phrase from a teacher every time we prepared to attend
a c ass wal. an index of 4, 5, or lower. The teacher conduct, his class
with tlm bought ,n mind It is considered that the "slow” children
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The teacher placed before each child a thin magazine consisting of

several pages. This periodical is published once a month and is used

as a supplement to the textbooks. We saw such magazines in all of

the classes. Thev contain stories about things in the childrens environ-

ment, and there are technical and political articles for the upper-grade

students. . .

The magazine for the lst-gradcrs had pictures of various buildings^

The children would examine the pictures and relate the use to winch

each building was put. "This is a skyscraper, sai a oy, pom mg

the picture of the famous hundred-storied Empire State Building Do

people live here?" asked the teacher. “No.” "And what do people do

in this building?" Silence. Several of the children are resting on the

little tables, others are rocking in their chairs. “People work in tliB build-

ing,” prompts the teacher. “You don't know the word to work she

continues. “I'll write it on the hoard. Let's read this word and Mike

will try to find it on a card.” The boy approaches the cards and searches

for the word for a long time. He finds it with the help of the teach :r

We saw the same in the 2nd grade. Singing of the anthem and the

oath, the magazine-textbook with pictures o various mac,in .

teacher wrote several words new to the children: machine, st g,

and “shadow." The children read them and found their, on the

Then the teacher distributed the readers. Ihey read the in \ h c

the same words were repeated in various combinations:

"Listen Jane,” said Dick, “I have a hall, I can play ball Come and

play ball with me” “I can’t play ball ” said Jane . . . ,
and so fort .

Reading in most American schools is taught with the method of whole

words.” We were told that up to the 3rd grade pupils were not taught

the alphabet and sounds. They learn the word as a whole as, for example,

they memorize hieroglyphics in some Eastern j^guages.
,

Instruction in reading is a slow process. The texts are so arranged

that words arc repeated and there arc not more than three to five new

words on each pace. , , . , c . .

While examining the readers we were struck by the poverty of content

and the simplicity of the texts. Wc began to understand the exclamations

of surprise of American teachers when they learned that our lst-gradcrs

read excerpts from Russian classics.
. .

The problem of reading instruction is considered to be a most senous

one in American schools. A large portion of American schoolchildren

cannot read when they finish elementary school. This rs a result, first

of all, of the "whole word" method, the fallacy of which has been written

and spoken about by many American educators. This also implies, I

think, that American schoolchildren write very' little.

The American schoolchild’s notclrook is a thick folder, the pages of
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which are fastened with metal rings. This notebook is for recording

episodes and for tests. The children write with a pencil, as they please.

As far as exercises and problems are concerned, the teacher mimeographs

them beforehand—as a rule, the schools are equipped with mimeograph

machines. All the pupils have to do is to place the required number

or word in the blank space provided.

Such mimeographed sheets undoubtedly save time. But it is also true

that the schoolchildren do little writing and, as a result, are slower

in learning to read and spell. It is not surprising that even in the higher

grades of secondary schools ( 10th to 12th grades ) we saw groups learn-

ing to read.

The inability to read handicaps the study of other subjects. We talked

with a teacher in a 6th grade with an index of 5 about the teaching

of social studies. She told us that the pupils learned all the material

by listening to the teacher. 'That’s because they can’t read the textbook,”

she explained. “It’s true that at times I ask one of the better pupils

in the class to read a paragraph from the textbook out loud. Or I simplify

the textbook material and mimeograph it so that the children can read

it”

An 8th-grade teacher of natural science in another city and another

school told me the same thing. “My goodness!” he exclaimed when we
asked whether pupils used their textbooks at home. “They can’t read.

All of the material is covered only in class.”

A characteristic trait of the American school is work on so-called

“projects” or “themes.” Every teacher, in planning his work for the year,

selects five or six projects or themes. Work on these themes, according
to the educators, should combine various subjects into a unified whole.
The themes generally combine social studies, English, drawing, and
handicrafts. In the 4th grade, for example, one such integral theme
was “Our City in the Past and Present” The children divided into teams
dealing with “Transport” “Communications,” “The Professions,” “Re-
ligion” and so forth. The teams arc supposed to read the literature,
meet with specialists, make up albums with magazine clippings, draw
illustrations, make models, and the like.

In fact, the latter—drawing and handicrafts—supplant all the other
forms of work. The class was turned into a workshop for an extended
period. Whenever we would come in the children would be painting,
building, or drawing, but would not be writing or reading. Observing
this class during its period of work on its theme, I would continually
think of the lines from a book called A Teacher Analyzes the School
Crisis by an American teacher, Wilma May: “Our children spend too
much time in the building of little houses at the expense of time assigned
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for arithmetic, reading and writing." [Retranslated from the Russian-

Ed 1

While telling us about tire work of the class, the teacher explained

the following: “This is a class of slow children; they can grasp things

only in practice. In building this," and she pointed to a model of a

covered wagon in which nineteenth century American migrants raveled

and which seems to be a symbol of masculinity in the United States

(these wagons and wheels adorn the entrances of restaurants, parks

and private homes), “the children can leam more than they would by

re!

Regarding

S

'the children as “slow," teachers in classes with: an index

of 4, 5 or lower teach arithmetic according to a reduced syllabus. The

demands on the children's knowledge here are not great.

Upon hearing that we were going to a lesson in class
, _• y g

schoolteacher, stressing each word, warned us: ear m mm .

children are slow." We sat at a low table at the end of the room and

began to watch the “slow” ones. Sweet and shining face®; Laughing eyes

turn to us from time to time. There are thirty-three pup U: in the. lass

sixteen of them are Negroes. We noted an interesting pattern, the highe

up the ladder of class “ability,” the fewer Negroes.
arithmetic

The children have pieces of paper with printed
s

The teacher attempts to check the answers but unsuccessfully..
There i

a terrible noise in die classroom and even the voice of the teacher cannot

“
The teacher distributes pieces of paper

"'g^t’wT with ' the

Strict:
remove the fish from the first bowl and P^e e

, . jj„
many fish will there be in the second bowl? Amidst the noise, s g g,

and shoudng the class solved the problem in twen y min ' .

The 6-4 class had a young m“n “ “ ^he teacher explains th^ divi-

by 12. The p.piU ,11 <p,fctly but ibd.H.r^l to oil tbot lob,ne

place. Five or six of them listen and do the work
... .

Boys sit with their coats on at the back of the room wa.hng fo

the bell. The girls, opening their handbags, look at themsehes in

mirrors, file their nails, and comb their hair.
,, ,

Having finished his explanation, the teacher gives the following prob-

lem to the elass: “8,274 pieces of candy were divided among 42 to.
How much did each clifss get?” Another three pupils open their note-

books. The rest continue to occupy themselves with their own affairs.
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The teacher walks around the class, observes how the problem is being

solved, and quietly passes by those who are not working. Not a single

remark!

We were astounded by this, shall we say, mild, neutral position of

the teacher in the class which we observed fairly frequently. As we

noticed, the teacher seldom uses methods to force the pupil to work,

to encourage and stimulate him Being under the influence of the theory

of innate endowments, the teacher does not attempt to somehow pull

up the pupil, to give him complicated problems. His reasoning is simple:

“What can you expect from this boy? He has an intelligence quotient

of 75” The boy looks upon himself in the same way, since all of the

children know whether they are “able” or “slow.”

The indifference of teachers is also attributable to the fact that it

is school practice to transfer all pupils to the next grade. At the end

of the year the teacher effects not a transfer but a so-called reorganization

of the class. He writes a report on each pupil, similar to the following:

"Williams reads poorly. He is poor in arithmetic. But his quotient is

80. In the 2nd grade he should be placed in the 6 ( or 7 ) index group.”

And there he will study in accordance with an even lower level syllabus,

with very low demands on the quality of his knowledge.

We were invited to a conference of teachers and parents in New York
where pressing school problems were discussed. In their speeches many
said: “The elementary school is the root of all evils. It does not provide
the basic knowledge. The children cannot read, write or count. They
are not prepared to continue their studies in the secondary school.”
To get a complete understanding of the American elementary school

we must become familiar with yet another part of it—the work with
“I.G.C.”

Those three letters -I.G.C.—were to be seen on classroom doors. They
are constantly being mentioned in conversation by American teachers.
The children also say: “We are from the I.G.C. class.” They are the
initial letters of three words—intellectually gifted children. According
to American standards these are children with an intelligence quotient
higher than 110 to 120. They are assigned to separate classes where
the content and methods of instruction are very much different from
the ones described above. Attending these classes and talking with the
children gave us the impression that their knowledge is at the level
of knowlege of our good pupils.

In the I.G.C. classes we saw real exercises and serious work in arith-

metic and the native language. When at these classes we almost felt
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os if we were back in our own school. Class 4-1 had 22 pupils including

only seven Negroes. A spelling lesson was in progress. Tile teacher would

pronounce a word and the pupils would name its etters. rom line

to time the teacher would ask them to make up a sentence with this

or that word, change the tense of its verb, and explain the forming

of tenses. , . , ..
-i v„

The pupils found the prefix and root of the word triangle, and di -

cussed the origin of the prefix. The teacher imperceptibly moved from

grammar to mathematics. The pupils discussed various geome nc gu

and determined their properties. .

Class 6-1 has 24 students, five of them Negroes. The arithmetic lesson

is progressing at a quick tempo. The teacher rents t e pro' eI" ‘

the pupils make brief notes on their sheets. One boy is at the bloc -

board. Two or three minutes pass; several persons raise lei ‘

and supply the answers. The next problem follows; brief notes; a •

There is no waiting for the late ones; the solutions are arrive a q ,

without explanations, without long notes, and amos
f

.1

labuses in I.G.C. classes are rich and serious. The teaching of mathe-

matics, for instance, is conducted in accordance wi
*

arithmetic
the basis of which is the theory of numbers. T e teac ing o

has been reorganized to accord with this theory, beginning with the

Foreign language instruction is introduced in the
^fen^and

the 3rd” and 4th grades, with the broad utilization of tel— and

radio. Independent work by pupils plays a
fans a series of

Just as in the grades for the slow, tn ”,
attention

integral themes for the year. But while studying ese i

^
is concentrated on independent work in reading an e g

««—r «*,r-3*
ft? » ft ”i£,.

£

the library when writing reports. Once a
c , {nfnr.

library. The children are taught to use catalogues, to find

niation, make notes, etc. ... . , . - .1

Pupils in the higher—5th and 6th-grades, while studying the nati.

sciences, do two or three so-called projects per year. P

a small "research” paper on a subject selected by the pupil andusual y

related to the syllabus. We saw finished projects by 6th-graders on the

subjects of "Space,” “Atomic Energy," “Man’s Nervous System and

others. These reports present material gathered from books reference

'vorks, and museums. They include charts, diagrams dmwmgs, and de-

scriptions of small experiments conducted by the children. Bibliographic
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information is attached to the reports. It is interesting to note that Ameri-

can teachers, as a rule, do not evaluate the pupils’ responses in the class-

room. Only tests and independent “research” papers arc evaluated.

The school year is divided into three or four periods. The evaluations

of schoolwork are recorded on a special card for parents at the end

of the year.

When one moves from a class for the “slow’ to an I.G.C. class one

gets a literally physical sense of the difference in the level of knowledge,

the demands made by the teacher, and the atmosphere prevailing in

the classroom We also felt this difference sharply when we visited

schools in the wealthy suburbs.

Montgomery County is one of the most fashionable suburbs around

Washington. Here, in beautiful residences surrounded by green lawns,

live highly-placed officials, businessmen, lawyers, and university professors.

They have built schools for their children that match their residences.

The teachers here are well qualified and children are not divided accord-

ing to abilities. Only within the classroom are the children grouped

according to progress in their studies. Thanks to the small number of

pupils in each grade, the teacher can organize work with separate

groups. For example, at an arithmetic lesson of the 5th grade nine pupils

were working independently with problem sheets. The ten remaining
pupils were working under the supervision of the teacher.

Learning to read is also fully individualized. There is no common
textbook. Each pupil makes his own selection of a book to read. Having
read it, he discussed it with the teacher, shows her bis record of books
read and the list of unfamiliar words that he is compiling. Each pupil
must read thirty to forty books during the year. He draws illustrations

for some books or makes a dramatic presentation to the class.

In the natural sciences each large topic is covered through the same
sort of independent work as we had seen in the I.G.C. groups.
The teacher also behaves differently in these schools. He is active^

he employs many methods to stimulate the pupil, to force him to work.
The parents are sent not only the childrens grades but also their work.
We observed the same kind of educational work in private schools.

These are institutions where an education costs up to 2,000 dollars yearly.
They are accessible only to children with very wealthy parents. There
are no “slow” ones here either, and each child gets his needed share
of attention and encouragement from the teacher.

We also had the opportunity to become acquainted with the secondary
schools of the United States, but we shall talk about this in the next
article.
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II

In the Junior High School

The junior high school in the U.S.A. consists of the 7th, 8th, and

9th grades. Teenagers from 13 to 16 years of age study here: 16 is the

age up to which education is compulsory in most of the states.

The school, in which I spent many pleasant days meeting with con-

stant attention and a willingness to be shown everything, occupies an

old but sturdy building. On both sides of the long corridors are classrooms

with glazed doors. The corridors arc lined with students wall locker .

American schools do not have cloakrooms for genera use. sac s ^

has his own locker, which he keeps locked and in w uc e s ores

«. *1- - if
indicate "Mrs. Lacy-English Language,” "Mr. Crop-Natural Science^

But there is no laboratory for physics or chemistry, sma r r ‘

a pets' comer. The third floor contains well-equippe roo
, , .

economics classes. Downstairs are wood and meta wor s P ’
‘

room, a gymnasium for girls and boys, a cafeteria an a

The school is clean, but rather dark. The school is c eane y

sons. It is centrally heated, and the heat is Mnbearable in

™

snow and freezing weather. Not only the children u

the teachers are dressed in short-sleeved blouses an s lir s.

The children, 950 of them, are as a whole from famihe ,
«.it

in America, of the lower middle class. Their parents are bus dnver

,

unskilled workers, airport service personnel and store sa e '

the students stud; the same subjects: in the 7th
,f ^notes

matics, natural science, world geography, shop (
oys),

the same
(girls), physical training, music and art; in the 8th g^*-**™
subjects except that American history is substituted for worid geog aphy

nnd in the 9th grade-social studies, which 'ncludes the select on of

a vocation, traffic rules and the country's economy. The

subjects appear in the 9th grade—typing, chorus an p y

But thelmicd subjects do not at all indicate ~
the same knowledge. As in the elementary sc oo ,

s ‘ ‘

to classes according to their abilities as shown in test resul ' “ch

level has three classes for slow students three for average stadent^

and three for above average students (the sc oo as a

classes). The students study subjects with identical ‘‘'les^
tents, scope, depth and requirements are different me g P •
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The school principal, in describing this system, calmly stated these

words, which to the ear of a Soviet educator sounded simply blas-

phemous “The students from the slow group will become unskilled

workers anyhow. That is why they do not require the same depth in

the study of subjects as is required by the able students. We adapt

the subjects to the children’s needs and abilities.”

Wc saw this system in operation in our visits to the school. Wc ob-

served how the “slow” students in the 8th grade were engaged in con-

sumers’ arithmetic” and were calculating the price of Christmas dinners

and presents. At the same time, their “able” friends in a neighboring

class were engaged m mathematics in accordance with a new and re-

cently developed syllabus, including rational and irrational numbers,

equals and non-equals, an introduction to statistics, graphs and elements

of trigonometry.

As in elementary school, all students here are promoted to the next

grade. The school principal said: “Wc feel that there is no value in

keeping students in the same grade for a second year. We promote

everyone, but make the notation that, for example, an 8th grade student

is on 4th grade level as far as his arithmetic is concerned.”

Independent project work by students in classes for the “able” occu-

pies an important place in the junior high school, as well as in the

elementary school. The point system is also made a part of it. In class

8-1, the English and social studies teacher (these subjects are usually

taught by the same teacher) selected the theme of “The Civil War in

America.” She gave each of the students a sheet on which was indicated

the time to be taken in studying this theme, what the students were
to do and the point value of each assignment. The sheet, for this exam-
ple, included the following statement: “1) Compile a chronological
table—50 points; 2) draw a map of military operations—50 points; 3)
describe one of the episodes as if you had witnessed it yourself—100
points; 4) read these books (a list of books is given) and write a review
on one of them—100 points; 5) construct a model (a list is given) from
50 to 100 points,” and so forth. Some tasks are compulsory for all, others
are not compulsory and are completed by the students who wish to
obtain a much higher grade.

Having received their instructions, the students work independently
in the classroom or may go to the school library. They must prepare
a brochure with tables, charts and stories—always with references to
source materials and a bibliography—by a certain date.

Independent work by students in natural science is organized in ap-
proximately the same way. But we were surprised by the absence of

a laboratory in the school. The students can only observe the demonstra-
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tion of experiments in the classroom but cannot “perform the laboratory

work themselves. While studying natural science they arc restricted

hooks, encyclopedias and petty practical tasks wiic co no req

equipment and can be completed at home.

Practical subjects are compulsory for all students in the 7th and 8 h

grades: shopwork for boys and home economies for gir s. s»e ec

familiar with tile workshops we felt that their equipmen eou

richer, inasmuch as shopwork in American schools as a ns or;

than half a century. We were surprised by the small amount of mechanical

eq

Boy™Tn 'the workshops work on individual tasks and project. These

are articles for personal use and for the home-lamp bases bench^

shelves, etc. Group work is rare. Sometimes something is ™deforthe

school. We asked what we later understood to be a naive
>

q ^
for America: “Do the students ever make socia v use u

principal looked at us in surprise. “Of course not. Because tto the

students would be competing with adults and depriving them of work.

No trade union would permit this.” Worp .n rfm _

We were very pleased with the home economics room
’ wQrj,

hast with the workshops, the equipment was m0^™; '

cook
tables, wash basins, and sewing machines. The gir o.

j

keep house efficiently, and how to dress **£»££ relatLshS
9th grades the girls take a course in child c. , Y

^ for
and hygiene. American girls as we

t

g
"fXll education, no? only within

marnage practically from the diaper stage. A
,lrs that

the school but also outside of it, is so structured that^appears that

the sole goal of women is to marry and^create «
age aIreildy

not surprising that American girls of 12 > j
sks wjth

look like little women. We saw girls, sitting rig •
.

s jn
’„

ais0
painted lips and eyes and with manicures, nd . « ? technical
that there are, in the fullest sense of the word, b

“We call the junior high school a
;

sĉ °°1

^“^dent"’^^^ 9th
for selection,” the school principal said to

• himself
grade must make his choice for his future: S iou P

^king trade
for college or will he choose another path leading 10 '

„
S

or office vocation? Counselors help him to ma e is c ioicc.
.

There are two counselors at the school. Both of them, after sevend years

of teaching, completed a special course at a un.vers it) There they

studied psychology, testing methods, vocational onentat.on mcAods

ole. The school, aT was stated above, has 950 studenLs Of eou^e we

om not in a position to work with individual students, as it should
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divisions. Here, for example, is what the syllabus of a 10th grade, which

I visited, looks like. ,
.

The compulsory subjects for students who have chosen the acadcm

course arc: English, a foreign language, geometry, c lemis r> ,
moc e

history, military training (for boys). Elective courses are: typing, art,

drawing, chorus and orchestra. , , ,

The only compulsory subjects in the general course are. ng i
, P

ical training and military training. The elective su jec s mre, .

language, world history, business correspondence, e prm g.
’

biology, general natural science, sewing, cooking, ypmg, ’

chorus and orchestra. . , ,, rnl ,

The compulsory subjects for students in the third- he galled fun

damental-eourse are: English, mathematics, physical trammg and n di

tary training. The elective subjects are: business correspondence, sewing,

cooking, art, drawing, chorus, orchestra and typing.
, , . j

The essence of the matter is that under the one roof of^gh^
there are various types of schools, each preparing students n a ddfere

manner although all students receive a diploma cer ifying to the com

pletion of high school. It is interesting to note that m suburban school^

where the well-to-do live, 85 to 100® of the s men ‘

. from high
courses. Almost all of them go to college after being gr*

The atmosphere in the school is “adult. Perhaps ll

Their
school has only the uppei

:

grades: and the

^

!d^onable hairdos and
appearance, particularly that of the

that of schoolchildren. College
abundant makeup, is somehow no longer t

. „ncj <jis-

methods of instruction are used extensively—lectures,

cussions with the teacher on a subject being cov ere •

... occupy an

.

Compositions on freely selected topics and

important place in the literature classes. Our “if
s

‘

ub^rb] schools, “is
ln 0ne of the Montgomery [a Washington,

• While studying
io teach the childref to Express ^^ ^right^ntensif/his
Physics, chemistry and biology, a student -

®
js why wc saw

studies in the subject which interests him m
.

‘
, aIK] 0thcr

children in these schools studying bioch
r^he usua i high school curricu-

suhjects which ordinarily arc not part of
wUh university

um Meetings with specialists and sum
jaltcr casc> students

teachers are arranged for these students.

from various schools are combined. . _ McCro
Tile school which I visited over a long penoc o 1

'

h
»rna. Only 20® of the students are taking the academic^course here

»d only 15* of the graduates go on to a university. The school
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be/’ said a psychologist. “Our fundamental task is the group testing

of students and the checking of tests and control over the conduct of

their personal affairs.”

The psychologists’ office has large file cabinets containing information

on the students’ personal affairs: the condition of health, progress in

studies,' subjects studied, participation in competitions, election to office

in student government, and many, many other facts dating back to the

1st grade. These files contain numerous records of test results. In the

8th and 9th grades tests for determining aptitudes and vocational inter-

ests are added to those for determining the intelligence quotient. At

the same time, a course in “Learning About Vocations’* is conducted

in the 9th grade. AH this comprises the so-called vocational orientation

of students.

At the end of the 9th grade, the counselor arranges a meeting with

the student and his parents. The aim of this meeting is to advise the

student what to pursue after the 9th grade. But the results of this meet-

ing have already been determined a long time ago—in the 1st grade—

when the students were divided into groups according to “abilities”

and when instruction had begun in different ways. The “able,” having

been solidly prepared, demonstrate better knowledge during tests and

are recommended for the academic sector of the high school, which

leads to a higher educational institution. “Unfortunately, however, our

recommendations very often do not carry any weight,” sighs my partner

in conversation—the counselor. “Money is the chief counselor. If parents

can afford to pay for their son’s university schooling, he will choose

the academic course. If they do not have the money. ...” and the

counselor gestured with his hands. He continued: “Each person in our

country receives as much education as he has money for.” We were

convinced of the truth of these words at each step we made—for example,

when we visited a high school.

“Social Dynamite”

The high school (10th to 12th grades) is a many-faceted school. There

are usually three divisions—academic, general and vocational- These

fully correspond with the division of ^students in the elementary and

junior high school into the “I.G.C.” [Intellectually Gifted Children],

average and slow. The subjects studied, their contents, the demands

upon the students' knowledge differ in the separate divisions ns

elective system for subjects exists in the high school. Characterise

callv more subjects are compulsory than non-compulsory for the aJ
students. This relationship is exactly the opposite in the non-acade
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large: 1,500 students, from 16 to 18 years of age. There are 300 students

in the 12th grade. Only 40 of them study physics. The rest limit them-

selves to courses in general science which, we became convinced, had

a descriptive character.

An interesting conversation took place between myself and a physics

teacher after I had attended several of his, I must truthfully say, good

classes. But I was again struck by the teacher’s indifferent attitude in

the class The lesson proceeds at a quick tempo and the teacher is

not even interested in whether or not everyone has solved the problems

or completed the report.

"If a student does not keep up with your class, what do you do

with him?” I asked the teacher.

“I tell him ‘Goodbye’ ”—and the teacher waved his hand. “If he can’t

keep up in physics, let him choose another and easier subject.”

Students arc not encouraged to study difficult subjects. “I teach biol-

ogy in the 10th grade,” said an old teacher to me. “The courses are

for the slow—this is a dilution of the curriculum. And even in this

course 1 have children who arc outstanding and talented. It would be

better for them to study more serious things.”

"Then why don’t they study them?”

“Why?” the teacher shouted at me angrily, as if I were in some way
guilty. “Ask our counselors ‘why?’ They are the ones who create the

flow. They say that these children will not go on to college. Well, what
of it!” the teacher shouted again. “Is that any reason to keep them
on a watery soup? I am an old teacher and do not understand this.”

One of the most vulnerable spots in the American school is the absence
of students interest in knowledge. Teachers complain about this con-
stantly. We saw some students wearing buttons reading: “I hate school.”
These buttons startled us in spite of the fact that we had become used
to seeing inscriptions on buttons and right across the fronts of shirts

and blouses, such as I am an alcoholic. Well, what do you want from
me?'; "1 like boys”; “I’m from the gang of cheaters”; “Let’s do the twist.”

Considerably more than half of American students leave high school
without having studied physics, chemistry, algebra, a foreign language
and other general education subjects. Students select other subjects in-

stead of these, often substituting chorus for physics. We must give
American schools credit for the excellence of tlicir choruses and orches-
tras. These functions included in the schedule, are regularly conducted
with special teachers, and listening to the performances of school
choruses and orchestras is a real pleasure.

Students in non-academic courses arc not only deprived of a good
education but are also deprived of the training necessary for getting
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In the physics course, for example, students are not given prepared

facts; the course is so structured that students have to conduct investiga-

tions and acquire knowledge on their own. The purpose of this course

is to develop the students’ scientific thinking. Many topics are excluded

from it but, instead, the number of laboratory tasks and mathematical

calculations are increased. Physics is being taught in 500 experimental

schools in accordance with the new syllabus. The teachers in these

schools have taken additional university credits to improve their quali-

fications. Despite the common practice whereby teachers themselves pay

for courses to improve their skills, physics and mathematics teachers from

the experimental schools studied at government expense.

The initial result of work according to the new syllabuses demon-

strated that the reorganization of teaching is being retarded by a short-

age of teachers and their insufficient qualifications. One fact alone—more

than half of the mathematics teachers do not have the necessary train-

ing—indicates a great deal.

Recently, in connection with the shortage of teachers, experimental

uses of television, teaching machines and programmed instruction have

become especially popular. We saw movable television sets in many
schools which could be easily transported from one classroom to an-

other. Programs that supplement school courses are shown on television,

in accordance with a schedule. We observed how children in an ele-

mentary school, through television, learned songs and saw a program
of “Mexican Dances” (when they were studying this country).

Closed circuit television systems, intended for just several schools,

are to be found less frequently. This is purely educational television.

We attended a lecture on geometry which was being televised. Students

listened to the lecture in a hall. Then they dispersed to their classes

to do their practical assignments. The superintendent of the school dis-

trict which had such a television system evaluated its merits in the

following manner: “We feel that one good teacher gives more to 300

students than 10 mediocre teachers, each working with 30 students.”

Teaching machines are still at the experimental stage. We became
acquainted with these machines at a branch of the National Education

Association. The basis for these machines is the psychologist Skinners

theory of confirmation. The mastery of materials, in accordance with

this theory, takes place considerably faster and more effectively if the

learners immediately receive confirmation of the correctness of their

solution of set tasks.

We saw a machine which, theoretically, should teach spelling. A sen-

tence with a word missing appears in a slot in front of the student. On
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the right, in another slot, is a list of three words, one of which is written

correctly; the others contain errors. The student has to press a u on

opposite the word which he considers to be corrrcct. ie is correc
,

a green light goes on and a new sentence appears in t e s o ©

machine has a time counter which indicates each stu ents eng

"
After we had inspected all the machines, we were led to the last

exhibit displayed at this branch. This was a thin hoard. We read t

note on the board and laughed together with our hosts: Thist is the

most effective teaching machine. To be applied agains la P* P

which the student sits.”
,

r .

The theory behind programmed instniction is t e same as
\

machincs-to enable the student to go through a course mdependently

and in a way whereby lie receives confirmation o 11s pi
’ g .

mastery of the course. However, the authors of program
material

have rejected unwieldy and expensive machines. e

textbooks
is giver! in portions (programs) to the student in:

special textbooU

The programs are so set up that the student himself can check up

his mastery of the material.
, .

The attempt to overcome the teacher shortage and increase the proper^

tion of the independent work by students is icing P

U.S.A. by the popular Trump Plan. It is named for its
;

anthor '

known educator Lloyd Trump. Trump and his *ss°cl
'_ , students

conclusion that 60% of the study materials can e e.

independently. Some of the material can e ma
rf
g
students .

and some requires a teacher to work with g P
practice Gf

So-called “team teaching” has been introduced into the p ache

a number of schools. The teachers of one subject form a torn, a

divide the work in accordance with their abilities

reads lectures for a large group of students; others conduct practic.^

tasks and give guidance to small groups. One mot g - ‘

teaches it; another is stronger in literature and takes this area upon him

self. These teaching teams include teacher aides, w 10
p clerical

technical functions that do not require special traiurngi they do clerica

work and find the errors in compositions, while the teacher just checks

*T
m
hemar

U

emh” plans for improving the work of the school. However

ah these attempts to raise the level of instruction arc not aimed at

the whole mass of students but only those possessing a ig > *n c ‘S

quotient. No wonder that one of the main problems °f Amencan

school is to improve the methods by which students are divided accord
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mg to ability, and Congress, which usually does not allocate a cent

to schools, recently became generous and allocated supplementary sums

for the testing of students.

"Smile”

Student behavior in the American school appears to be rather strange

to a Soviet teacher. They do not rise when the teacher enters or when
reciting. Each one sits as pleases his fancy during the lesson. Some
lie on the desks, others practically put their feet on the desk. The lesson

goes on, but the children stand up, walk about and leave the classroom.

This type of discipline is supported by the theory that the child should

not be repressed; let him feel free during the lesson and then his

thoughts will work freely too.

Perhaps this is fine in theory, but in practice this simply leads to bad

discipline. We saw classes where the teacher could not work because

of the children’s laxity. Student discipline in big city schools is particu-

larly bad. Teachers in New York and Chicago experience tremendous

difficulties. The matter has gotten to the point that legislation for cor-

poral punishment has been introduced into the State Senate of New
York. We noted that these punishments arc not at all rare. While taking

children on a tour around a museum, a teacher will take a misbehaving

boy into a comer, slap his face and threaten: "And you’ll get more!”

Wc often asked school principals whether or not corporal punishment

was being applied. We did not hear a categorical “No” in reply but

an evasive "Perhaps—with the parents’ permission.”

Student behavior in schools in smaller cities is better. Superficially,

the children are courteous and one constantly hears them say: “Thank-

you,
”
“Pardon me” and “Please.” This surface propriety, we feel is the

results of the broadly disseminated theory in the United States that a

man’s success in life depends not on his knowledge or skills but on

whether the man can get along with people. The results of a survey

have been broadly publicized which, it is claimed, indicate that success

in life depends 85" on the ability to conduct oneself properly, to be

lively, courteous and well dressed.

“No matter bow you feel, smile. Smile! A smile is success in life.”

Such posters bang in schools, in offices, in taxis and at railroad stations.

However, the surface courtesy is deceptive. I was talking with a counse-

lor in a school where at each step one hears "Thank you” and "Pardon

me.” Our conversation is interrupted by a policeman. “Again,” sighs the

counselor. “Well, what is it?” “A week never goes by without some
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kind of incident,” he explains to me. This time a student in the school

had stolen an automobile.

Figures are incontrovertible. They show that come among teenagers

in the United States grows with each year. Practically every day news-

papers report violence, killings, burglaries and ot icr crimes c°
, .

by school-age children. When we became acquainted with the

in which American children grow up, we came <0,11.0 inclusion that

it would be difficult not to become a criminal under these

The theme of violence resounds everywhere persis en y

movies, television and in games.
, ™Wfn1

The first thing you see in bookstores is a stanc o oo s

stabbed
glossy covers. There isn’t a cover where someone isn g ’

killed or shot. These arc books about "strong people who kifi a 7
step. Alongside this stand, a prominent space nea^ic c^ ^ books
up by a section with a notice reading To ^ ^ . written
and magazines with the purest pomograp

. >• ^ vivid Jscription
a good deal about American television. But _ . these
does not indicate one-tenth of what actually cms s.

[u] ,incj the
television programs in order to

n they become subservient
best of mans inventions can become wh

J televisjon screens
to the dollar. From six in the morning to lat . 8

some-
show unceasing fights, killings, poisonings, t e s "

'..w '

wjll count
times joked, sitting before a television set ^ an hour we
up to the twentieth killing and then go

vampires with bared teeth drinking P^P^ Some ters have the
you from the publicity posters of movie

r„rPive a prize.”
warning: “Those seeing the film up to ' e e” W ‘

hown t0 children in an
The movie Wax Figure Museum

_

was
,nvo]ved . a WBX figure

overcrowded hall. The content of the fil

blishing it> kills people
museum had burned and its owner m ^ together
and covers them with wax. A continuous flood ot mume ^ S

with all the finest details, takes place during e

^ here. We visited
This cult of violence andI

murder -ou^ve^vhe^^ ^
an amusement park for children. Even

horse but
escaped the general fate. A child does not simp

^ figures of
has a pistol in his hand and, as he

instills the outlook
people in black masks. Such a situation grauna

y Derson
‘hat killing and violence are normal

' P
of

‘

view of ordinary
ls a natural and simple matter. From P
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common sense, all this seemed horrible and inexplicable to us. We often

spoke about this with American intellectuals. Many agreed with us: "Yes,

it is horrible. This is shameful for a civilized nation.

"Can't anything be done against this obvious corruption of children?”

“Something is being done; committees have been established in some
cities which convene meetings and write protests. But those who produce
films and television programs receive large revenues. And the dollar

in our country' is stronger than the arguments of reason.”

Our partners in conversation continued to tell us how they as indi-

viduals, in their own families, strived to protect their children from
the corruptive influence of television, films and books. For example,

they do not buy television sets and, actually, we did not see television

sets in many of the homes of the intelligentsia. But quite frequently

we received other answers. Wc were told: “You arc outraged by books

about killings? But have you seen the good books in stores? This is,

in fact, our freedom—the freedom of choice. I, for example, do not

read the books and did not see the film which you spoke about and

which is, in fact, horrible.”

“Well, all right,” we would say, "you do not look. But what about

the children who are still unaware of what is good and what is bad?”

“Don’t you see,” they persuaded us, “that in order for children to

become highly moral people, they should go through all obstacles and

temptations?”

“Well and if they don’t hold out?”

At this point, our conversation partner would become quiet. The
answer was obvious: these children swell the ranks of teenage criminals,

which are growing from year to year.

Where Can the American Boy Make a Radio?

American society, in attempting to fight against the growing criminal-

ity of youth, now talks a great deal about the necessity for the organiza-

tion of children’s out-of-school time. Various kinds of clubs and neighbor-

hood centers are being established for school-children in the large cities.

We visited several such centers and were staggered by their poverty.

The center in one of the areas of New York is located in a basement.

There are several smallish rooms for home economics, photography and

drawing. A large hall is both a place for sports activities and evening

dances. There are two teachers. The equipment is pitiful and primitive;

poverty stares from every comer. We were heartened only by the

teachers’ dedication and love for this cause. We became interested in

whether or not this center had technical groups.

“This center is supported by private contributions,” explained our
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leader—an energetic young man. “They are not large and \\c cannot

afford to buy equipment for technical groups.
. 0.,

“What if a boy wants to assemble a radio—where could he clo this?

asked one of our comrades, the director of a station for young technicians

which has all the necessary equipment, at the disposal o oviet c n ren,

for the most complicated construction. ,

This question nonplussed the American teachers. They began to confer

and then said:

“At home, buying the necessary components.

“And who will help him?”

“His father.”

“But if his father is not a specialist?

“What if the neighbor is not a specialist?

“Then perhaps a neighbor.”

“Then he will not assemble the radio. ,

Our comrade put this question everywhere—in sc oo s:

*

iza_

dren’s organizations. The responses were the same. i r -

Hons in the U.S.A. are supported by philanthropy. It » well known that

one does not thrive on philanthropy.
, . .

We became acquainted with the more popular ou o s

Yount;
Hons in the U.S.A.-the Scouts, Young Farmed Club [4-H he Young

[Men’s and Women’s] Christian Association. We were left wrih the m
pression that all discussions and all activities in these organizations

volved around where and how to get money.

Exhibits of children’s work are organized once a year W” a

one of these exhibits. We saw beautiful fevvers huge fm.b and artcles

for home decorating. But we we!l ^^dio Airplane models
work connected with technology. We did

chi ldren
?
s exhibits in

or machines nothing of that whieh usu
y

{ creativity
our country. And this was not accidental, for teen s

materials, equipment and specialized leaders are nee

Who Must Educate?

We got into a conversation with an Sth grade supervisor. She con,

plained about the lowering of morals, that children become interested

m sexual matters too early. „ . * ri n vo„
"We saw several girls with painted lips m your class. Why do you

allow this?’ we asked.
-j havc no right to

This is not my business, replied tnc teat

interfere if the family does not object. . . teachers
We became convinced that the viewpoint among Amencan tcacheB

is that the moral education of children is the business of the family
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and the church. The church in the U.S.A. is an influential force. Despite

the formal separation of the church from the school, religion actively

interferes with the schools’s work. To begin with, parochial schools exist

in the U.S.A. Catholic, Protestant and other churches have their own
schools and their own colleges where teachers are trained. But the

church does not limit itself to these. It wants to embrace all children

with its influence. I do not speak of the fact that in many public schools

meetings and meals in lunchrooms begin with a prayer or a Bible read-

ing. But schools also assign time in their schedules for children to go

to church once a week. Each church has its Sunday School. While adults

listen to the service, children study in the classes. The studies are placed

on a broad footing, with textbooks, tests and promotions.

When we came to a lesson in the first grade of a Sunday School,

the children there were occupied with art. They were drawing illustra-

tions for Biblical stories; some were preparing a visual aid: “The Tomb
of the Lord.” In a class for older boys and girls a discussion was being

held on “the role of the church in contemporary society.” I do not know
exactly what percentage of schoolchildren attend Sunday School. But

as far as we were able to observe, Sunday Schools are being attended

by an overwhelming majority.

We once asked a teacher—an intelligent and educated man—why
his daughters attend Sunday School. His answer is typical for Americans:

“The church fills the moral emptiness in our society; it provides the

foundations for moral conduct.”

The church in the U.S.A. has evidenced particular activity during recent

years. The matter has come to the point where it is demanding subsidies

for its schools from the government.

We must note that an interest in questions of ideological education

has now Increased in the U.S.A. Indicative of this was a conference

held in Washington in April of this year [1962]. At the conference it

was noted that American youth is not ideologically educated, that it

is not able to value the “advantages” of the American way of life and

is quite unprepared to counter the influence of communist ideas. Con-

ference participants talked about improving the teaching of history and

social studies. There was talk about improving the recently introduced

course on “Communism” in the schools.

The content of this course is such that it should be called “Anti-com-

munism." It is a clot of lies and distorted facts about the Soviet Union,

about its politics and about the lives of Soviet people. One is swept

with a sense of outrage and concern when one becomes acquainted

with the textbooks of this course and secs Aims that supplement it.

For this course can only contribute to inflaming hate between peoples

and to a sharpening of relations rather than peace.
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Intelligent American teachers understand this and are outraged by the

introduction into schools of this provocative course in anti-commumsm.

Meetings with American Colleagues

These meetings occurred often: at exhibits, in schools, in homes and

at lectures. And no matter where we met, we always found a common

la

The majority of American teachers impressed us as being people dedi-

cated to their cause and liking children. Many o tiem give

strength to the school. But their work is poor y re\var e
'

. '

f

teachers became very surprised when they learned that the work of

the teacher in the Soviet Union is remunerated m the sa™e ?

that of the doctor, the lawyer and the engineer. A eac >

the U.S.A. is the lowest in comparison with other specializations dia^t

require higher education. Teachers, particular y me
,

natural
take supplementary jobs after school. We visited the^ °f

science teacher. He works in school during the ay a

e]ectric ap-
knocks at the doors of homes, publicizing the ware

.
(jQ

pliance company. According to official statistics,

‘’“The working day of the American teacher begins at ei^o^ock

in the morning and continues until three o cloc ,
wi

nnthe-
He has five to six classes every day during which he may teach ma

matics and light athletics EHglisb and singing.
We gave

American teachers evidence great intere
Dozens of questions

many lectures on public education in the •

•

p „orn; n{T n teacher
followed each lecture: What are the

comprise‘d Qf stu-
m the U.S.S.R.? How does a teacher work m a cla F

dents with various abilities? Why are you agains
How

gence quotients? What is the ^ason for the aehoo
^
rg^

compu]sory
is schooling tied in with production^w° k? W

jnstitution?
for students who will be going on to a g mlWHvc and
What is a eoliective: does a conflict-rise be^een the «£*»*£*
die individual and how is it resolved? W y , , Soviet cbil-
hotter trained physically than American children. Wh.

dren know about the U.S.A.?—and a host of other questio
.

,

Many teachers would come to us and ask us or a •
‘

.

>o study the Soviet school. Will you recommend the

have to make a speech about the education of children in S

'Tell me, how is a collective established?

We talked a lot about peace and about what the
‘f

°° ™ <’° <°

strengthen friendship between nations. The American teachers agree

dial the future of the world depends a great deal on how youth
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educated. They often expressed a negative attitude to the course on

anti-communism and spoke about the necessity of giving students true

facts about the Soviet Union. But, they would add, under present condi-

tions in the U.S.A. not every teacher would decide to talk about the

Soviet country objectively. This is not without danger. “In one school,”

we were told, “a teacher received a reprimand simply because she stated

that the territory of the U.S.S.R. is larger than that of the U.S.A.” The

John Birch fascist organization is gathering strength.

We were all the more happy to meet courageous teachers who invited

us into their classes to talk with the children and to tell them the truth

about the Soviet Union; to meet teachers who protested against atomic

armament and teachers who were on strike in order to achieve better

living conditions.
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A Polish Educator s Observations

In one of the talks in the Report on United States Education radio

series delivered over Voice of America last year [1961], Professor James

Conant, former president of Harvard University, comes to the co"c"*'on

that the United States educational system, although extreme y t

from the European, and although sharply criticized y n’ i'n
y>

]

s

^
system for the United States, and that it does not need drastic chang

in the direction of Europeanization in order to meet the goals which

“srrszs ... . f ...——‘s—

:

discussion in recent years in newspapers and on ra 10 a p

Never before have Americans been so vitally interes ec ‘

on in the schools, and never before have there appeare ‘

ments pro and eon on the condition of education in the United States

One of the problems of utmost importance in these discussions « that

of increasing emphasis on the subjects of chemistry, no ogy, . P

These three”sublets, embraced under the common title o *°***£™
long constituted and still constitute one of the weakest areas in the

“ 18W, secondmy s.hwls
TuSd^f n.hunlKl™®

...» of leaching «?«l.ri, brafghl ah.™
to the practice of treating science as a single subject And miJot,

Sputnik
P
exerted a pJwerfuHnfluence to raise the level of these combined

subjects in educational programs.

Wojcicch Dindorf. “A Polish Educator’s Observations,

29. No. 18 (January, 1965), pp. 189-198. neprinted by “1*™”““;“'
editor of The Educational Forum, (originally published in

I9

Ao’lE
4

(Hm- ) Teacher of physics in Opolc Teachers College In south-

western vZl asvarded ^ degrees of Magis.mr of “enr^nd Mag,s,„r of

Education; memlwr of the Tolish Physics Association and of the Soci >

jariaatfon of Science. During 19G1-62. he visited the United State, an.1 part ctplteu

t" the International Teacher Dcsclopmcnt Program of the United States Office

of Education.

207
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This word Sputnik, appearing suddenly in almost all discussions, came
to symbolize, the new trend in American education—-a trend of thinking

about education more seriously, talking about it more loudly, and acting

in its behalf more energetically. For Americans, Sputnik came as a genu-

ine shock which they frankly admit they will not soon forget. The fall

of 1957 made Americans realize that Europe extends considerably be-

yond France and Germany; that the frontier scientific progress from

which one may learn much of importance is by no means limited to

the fifty states of the United States. Thus in the future, an incident

like the following will not happen any more: for a U.S. educator to

show a movie camera to Japanese teachers or a tape recorder to Euro-

pean teachers visiting the United States and to ask them: "Do you know
what this is?” This was precisely the kind of question asked a group

of several hundred teachers from numerous foreign countries paying

a six-month visit to numerous American schools. I was one of them.

The United States public school system is so intricate that I have

grave misgivings about my ability' to give you a clear notion of it without

oversimplifying or generalizing overmuch. Considering the breadth of

the subject and the scope which an article on it may have, I will touch

only on certain problems dealing with elementary and secondary

schools there.

The 175-year-old U.S. Constitution does not mention education. Mat-

ters which it neither mentions nor forbids are left to the competence

of the individual states. Thus the entire responsibility for the condition

and progress of U.S. education depends primarily on State officials—that

is, in the United States, fifty ministries of education (called "State De-

partments of Education”) direct the destinies of the free public elemen-

tary and secondary school systems. These departments also decide the

age limits of compulsory school attendance. (In most states, ten years

of schooling starting at age six is required.) These departments also

decide which subjects and how many hours of each are to be taken,

as well as the requirements for public-school teachers.

This local board of education holds authority over schools in an area

known as a school district, which may include only one school (as in

small, widely separated communities) or over a hundred schools (as

in a large city). About 50 percent of these districts have fewer than

fifty pupils, but only one-half of one percent have over 25,000. The

tendency of the smaller districts to consolidate has resulted in a 50

percent decrease in the number of districts in the last decade: at present

they number nearly 50,000. Local boards are chosen by the local citizens

and are typically composed of a superintendent and several administra-

te This local board has the greater share in financing school opera-
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tions—56 percent against 40 percent state support and four percent fed-

eral support.

It is no exaggeration to point out that the school principals have

a primary authority in U.S. schools. Within a loose framework winch

is proposed rather than imposed by the state departments and local

boards, the principal organizes the school program according to his abili-

ties and those of his teaching staff, the local school budget, the needs

of the community, and the like. The result is that schools differ exten-

sively from one another—even schools in the same school district!

Alongside the U.S. public school system, about 20,000 elementary and

secondary schools remain practically outside all government control.

These are the private schools, run hy various religious and secular orga-

nizations. About IS percent of young people attend them. Tuition fees

for these schools are often higher than for university courses; their cur-

ricula sometimes approximate those of good European sc oo s. s a

rule, they are not coeducational. About 10 percent of elementary and

20 percent of the secondary schools are now under private control.

The highest school office is the U.S. Office of Education in the Depart-

ment of Health, Education, and Welfare. This office occupies an enor-

mous modem building in Washington, D.C., with (according
j
to 1960

data) over a thousand employees and an annual bu ge o $ > ,

Its head is called the Commissioner of Education. In general, it gathers

and disseminates statistics and information, directs e ucationa researc ,

supplies advisory and consultation services, and distributes foreign and

domestic scholarships. In no sense does it issue rulings or decrees about

the control or administration of schools. While this is probably the insti-

tution with the best orientation to the complex of U.S. education prob-

lems, it probably exerts the smallest influence on them.

I seem to remember reading somewhere that the American school

is the least controlled institution, but the teacher is the most controlled

worker, and there is a good deal of truth in this. The school with great

independence; the teacher with a minimum of authority—this is the

character of U.S. education in a nutshell. It is extremely difficult to

generalize about U.S. schools: school attendance requirements, the cur-

riculum, teacher qualifications, the textbooks, the length of class periods,

pupil regulations—these are different in different states, and even in

different schools in the same state.
, ,

Two systems predominate in the twelve-year public school: 6-3-3

(six years of elementary school, three of junior high, and three of senior

high—the latter approximating the gymnazyum or lycce); or else 8-4

(elementary and hjcie respectively). A clear-cut distinction between

elementary and secondary school appears only starting with ninth grade.
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Out of every 1000 pupils beginning school (according to 1959 sta-

tistics), only about 580 finish grade 12; for what is required is not to

complete a certain number of grades or to acquire a certain stock of

knowledge, but rather to remain in school until age 16. (Even this

requirements is not always fulfilled!

)

Here are several interesting observations I made while visiting U.S.

schools.

I observed dozens of lessons, and I saw hundreds of classrooms in

many different schools. Nowhere did I see any benches. The children

(25 to 30 per class) sit individually in chairs at little tables constructed

of bent metal tubing and wood or plastic. These units are not always

arranged in rows facing the blackboard; indeed, the blackboard often occu-

pies several walls. I have seen these units arranged in fours facing each

other. Each foursome usually included one good pupil whose task it

was to help the slower ones (homework is relatively rare). This was
one solution to the problem of the slower pupil. Another solution is

to group the class members according to their rate of learning into

faster, middling, and slower, the teacher working with each group in

turn. This is especially common practice in the lowest grades. For ex-

ample: a group of first-graders is sitting at a round table, each reading

silently from a separate book—the faster ones. Around another table

sits a group wearing earphones plugged into a tape recorder and lis-

tening to a story the teacher taped previously—the middling ones.

In another corner of the room sit the ten slower ones. Surrounding the

teacher in a semicircle, they follow the movement of her lips, repeating

in a whisper: "Water, W-A-T-E-R. . . . Butter, B-U-T-T-E-R. . . •

Mother, M-O-T-H-E-R. . . After a while they go to do silent work,

and the teacher listens to the faster ones reciting on the story they’ve

just finished.

If there are enough pupils in the school, three parallel classes may

be formed according to this faster-middling-slower distribution. Here

as elsewhere, the ability grouping is determined by tests taken by each

student several times a year. Courses of study and requirements set

for students differ substantially in these parallel groups. Further, a stu-

dent making little headway in class 5-B may be transferred to class

5-C. This type of demotion occurs much more often than does not going

on to the next grade. This simple system does not wholly solve the

problem, because in groups A, B, or C there are apt to be those for

whom arithmetic comes easier than English, Therefore each class may

be further divided into various groups for lessons in different subjects.

While this most certainly presents serious problems for the teachers,

(he pupils view these divisions quite passively, treating such a state
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of affairs as altogether normal. They may pass to a lower group with

the knowledge and approval of their parents, and without meeting jeers

from the better students. Often they are really the school heroes, since

it is frequently from these classes that most of the, best football or base-

ball players come. .

In the elementary school, children spend the whole day (8:30 a.m.

to 3 p.m.) with one teacher, except for gymnastics and (sometimes)

singing or music. In class they feel very much at ease. They get up

from their chairs during their work; without asking permission, icy

leave to go to the washroom or to get a book from their hall lockers.

Yet the children do not take advantage of this freedom all of i

takes place quietly. They dress altogether as they please; they ea ry

no bags with slippers in them, nor do they genera y c ange oo \\ <

in school. They write with what they please (pencil or ballpoint pen)

and how they wish (about 25 percent of those I saw are left-hand d .

In the first grade, I have seen little girls with manicures and Pf*
10"®5 -

and at which grade they start using cosmetics it would be hard fo

me to say. Smoking is prohibited on the school ground—even teach

are forbidden to smoke in the halls.
, ,

, f

In many schools, a bell rings only for die start of echoed and for

lunch. Lessons last around fifty minutes. During recess e. (

to thirty minutes) the pupils re™jn

f
* 6 “

j t

"S '

replace the fresh
(in operation summer and winter) is supp l

ai

Nowhere
m
did I see (and I have strong professional attitudes against

cheating) any one prompt or copy from someone e
.*

teacher wanting to check the exercises which he had
.

aSS/^p

t^P '

ous period, read off the correct answer and theni as

student
that answer would raise their hands. Several hands went.up. A.stud

.

answering a question does not rise; he does not even ^er his usually

comfortable (sometimes almost reclining) position. e e

note anywhere his appraisal of the student’s answer; he asksi onty for

the purpose of getting the pup-no^nepea^the ma
^

aswe“ e teacher’s skill.msts supplied by the state or distrietboard

of education are used. Oral examinations are used almost nowhere .

The^elenuintary-sehool curriculum generally consists of the English

language (not going much beyond reading and writing); U.S huitory

geography (in a very limited sense); natural science (so-called general

science, including clLcntary biology; physics through meteorology and

astronomy; geology; and very little chemistry); arithmetic; drawing;
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handicrafts; singing; music appreciation; and physical training. Religion

is taught only in private church schools. I noticed particularly that the

elementary-school curriculum does not encompass the teaching of a

foreign language. Gymnastics is limited to between three and six hours

a week. The children devote much time to drawing; they paint rather

well; they sing frequently. The)’ go to school eagerly, and the)’ like it.

Schools are in session five days a week; Saturdays and Sundays are

free. A school year includes about 180 teaching days. Teachers in ele-

mentary or secondary schools (and also many colleges) work 2o to

30 hours per week. The number of hours of work beyond the required

norm ( around 25) depends on the needs of the school and has no rela-

tion to the salary scale.

It is a fact that in the elementary schools one teacher teaches virtually

all subjects. This has a decided influence upon the quality of teaching,

which is sometimes incredibly low. There is much recent talk about

an experimental attempt to correct this condition: team teaching is what

the Americans call this new method of elementary-school teaching. As

its name indicates, it is a matter of teaching as a team, an arrangement

which permits the teacher who feels quite sure of himself in physics,

for example, not to teach the history in his class. This is a most sig-

nificant move in its effect on the role of the teacher—a role which is

emphatically otherwise different from the teacher’s role in our own coun-

try [Poland].

In the United States, school is considered to be a service institution:

children must be taught. Thus the entire burden of teaching is borne

by the teacher alone. We must remember that there arc no outside

incentives for pupils as, for example, the pupil’s awareness of his sub-

ject-matter deficiencies, the parents’ signature in the daily report booklet,

and the physical punishment which Polish students often receive from

parents for poor schoohvork. As a rule, there is also no homework in

the form of written compositions, or (to put it bluntly) any obligation

to learn actual material found on a given number of pages in a textbook.

Further, textbooks and notebooks are typically locked up in school lock-

ers. The severe teacher, the exacting teacher are quite unfamiliar types

to American young people.

Let us return to the team teaching experiment. In a large room, one

teacher is teaching a biology lesson to a combined group of classes

3A 3B and AC. Other teachers who would have had a free period

t this time now occupy themselves with smaller groups or even indi-
a

.

j 1 pUpils, helping the slower ones or arranging special work for
Vm

*

t canable. I saw one of these experimental centers, consisting

o^OTpupS. a complex cf Public sch°°,s in one scction of Pittsburgh.
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That Americans consider this experiment important is indicated by the

fact that the Ford Foundation had granted $400,000 to this center for

a three-year period. It is still too early to predict the future of this

new system, yet it is beginning to solve the problem of a shortage ot

qualified teachers; it makes teaching somewhat easier and more attrac-

tive; more essentially, it promises to give good results.

Let us turn now to the secondary school. The basic principles of

high-school organization may be expressed as follows, t te con ltions

and curriculum must be such that each pupil may deve op is interes s

as much as possible. Each standard curriculum required for thousands

of pupils and aimed at average abilities will include, from the viewpoint

of any individual pupil, ingredients which are too easy or mi an m

gredients which are too hard for him; no two pupils exist with identica

study habits or identical learning abilities in all directions.

As in the elementary school, all responsibility for the education o

the young falls on the school and the teacher. One should give the

pupil as much as possible, but in such a form as not to tire him over

much; one should give him what he likes; one should not take up

much of his time after school; after all, his farm y may lave p .

for the rest of the day. The notion that the pupils ‘

minor influence on his progress in learning is a genera
>

a P

one. ( Occasionally parents are of a different opinion, and one may find

then a pupil bent over a book at home. This is exception^ ,
owever.

Here is how the school meets the need for individualized teaching

Each pupil is required to take certain basic subjects as well as to choose

from among others proposed by the school which a Wl in P P

personal interests, the whole program to total a given num er

(The unit or credit paint is 180 class periods of lessons in a given

subject, five periods per week throughout a school year )
Among “e

required subjects are (usually): English language two units; ehmantoy

algebra, one unit; U.S. history, one unit; one of the three sciences (b.ol-

he ve;.^.’d°0f:e"naLt:
CI"rPrnt p^imarity on' the school’s

finances and the schoolrooms available.

Larger schools (numbering sometimes several thousand pupils)

a somewhat different system. Here ninth-grade candidates are given

a choice among the courses of study offered, each course having largely

different sets of required and elective subjects. The courses are typically:

(1) the academic course, laid out for those headed for college in the future;

(2) the general course, which gives a general education;
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(3) the business course, for those who will seek employment in business

or industry, and

(4) the vocational course—a trades course.

Finishing any of these courses means only finishing secondary school.

There are no final certificates of mastery; and vocational diplomas for

technicians and repairmen are only received after additional schooling

or from specialized vocational schools.

Simple arithmetic shows that the American pupil is required to take

slightly more than half as much school work as the hjcce pupil in Poland.

Further, if we compare the U.S. pupil’s total time in elementary and

secondary study with the typical Polish pupil’s, I should estimate the

ratio as one to three. These differences are clearly reflected in the level

of general knowledge of high-school graduates.

The 16 units sufficient for graduation do not, strictly speaking, guaran-

tee the right to enter college. Schools of higher learning generally have

different requirements as to the number and kind of credits. Thus know-

ing which department of which college he is aiming for early enough,

the pupil arranges his program to fulfill the requirements of that in-

stitution. In most cases, the pupil finishes high school with from

one to three more than the required number of units. His choice of

college must sometimes be made at the beginning of ninth or tenth

grade. In other cases, the pupil chooses his course according to the

credits he already has, or else he makes up the needed credits in his

senior year.

The school principal or the PTA [sic] may increase the required minima
of units for certain subjects. Most often, physical training is increased

to two or three units. These hours are spent for the most part in sports:

basketball or football (which young people go overboard for anyway).

Each pupil takes four or five subjects a year. Typically, physics is taught

only in grade twelve, chemistry in grade eleven, biology in grade ten.

The math requirement for pupils not preparing for technical or physico-

mathematical studies is limited to elementary algebra—or sometimes

merely arithmetic. A complete picture of a typical American secondary-

school curriculum includes driver education. Most high-school graduates

receive, along with their diplomas or certificates, a drivers license. This

is much better than in our country [Poland].

Many changes are being made in most school curricula. In the pre-

Sputnik curriculum (like that above), only one credit in the three sci-

ences was required. Foreign language study was less common. Russian

history, the Russian language, world history or world geography, new

science teaching methods are emphases or additions of recent years.

Universities have worked out new textbooks, and U.S. industries for
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example, Bell Laboratories, are producing new audio-visual aids. All

these trends arc in the direction of modernization and raising of stan-

dards. Americans may owe much to the creators of the first arti cia

moon.
.

At a certain time preceding a new school year, each pupil is required

to determine his program for the next grade. With a guidance counse or s

advice based on test results, his parents’ wishes, his own interests, his

future plans, and the list of subjects which the school offers, the pupil

registers for the following year, selects his courses, and agrees to com

plete the required number of selected subjects. Of course, the pupils

interests and plans may undergo some change from year to )
ear.

may then change to a different course, leveling out the possi e curricu

differences in the years that remain.
,

,

Registration completed, the school principal produces a schedule to

the following year and informs the teachers what subjects and grad

each will teach. A high-school teacher is prepared to teac wo °r P

sibly three subjects—a necessity in that system. A specia is

j

in the field of geography, for example, could hardly find enough

in any school for a full program. Teacher education under such a system

is so comprehensive and intricate that it would require a separate

^In^the"American school, a very important and responsible function

is fulfilled by the guidance counselor in
but’ ^ithJiut ’teaching

or preceptor. He is a regular school employee 0
, nn

duties. The number of pupils per counselor vanes greatly, bettween 400

and 1200. The boys' counselor is always a man and the ff
i ,

•

A good counselor is the pupils's confidant and, as .

‘nil’s
may often know more about the pupil's private concerns than the pupd s

parents, often mediating parent-child conflicts which some ‘mes occur.

Although I didn't get to see conflicts between pupil and teacher, I

gathered that these are rare. . * nnrri n c

The system of national standardized tests c osen y *
. ,

education by which the teacher as well as the pup. may be ewhuted,

the. absence^ of a recitation grading book in the teaches hamK his

social position—he doesn’t earn a great dea ie g IP
... j

.

school regulations make for treating the teacher as an oldc:r b

I never smv a teacher call a class to order or interrupt a pnp s -Pj

nnd tl,c title Miss or Mr. often preceded the name of the pup ca 1

upon—a title the pupil would rarely be called by ... any other

circumstances.
, ,

Boards of education are busy with research into genera ci uen x ‘

“nd teaching problems at all levels, special guidance reports, the tap,-
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ment of psychologists, consultants, psychiatrists, and specialized teachers

whose duty it is to help the guidance counselors. These teams prepare

tests to measure the intelligence, ability, and interests of pupils. They

conduct pupil testing programs several times a year, beginning generally

with grade six. Test results arc turned over to the guidance counselors,

who add them to the personal records of their charges.

Yet I still have not touched on many matters connected with the school

system. In this necessarily brief article I have had to omit reference

to teaching aids, school texts, school buildings (with interesting construc-

tion designs), teaching through the mass media of TV and radio, teacher

education, vocational training, and the whole field of higher education.

I hope to return to them in the future.

I wish to conclude, with pleasure, that everywhere I went, in every

school and every home, I was met as a teacher from Poland with an

extraordinarily sincere welcome. In hospitality and sincerity my Ameri-

can colleagues broke the record. Everywhere—at official meetings as

in private conversation—they emphasized the communion which exists

among educators all over the world; they spoke of the ideals which

unite us: the attainment of a fuller life through universal education,

and a strengthening of peace among all men on earth. Another statement

was always added: “Say hello for us to all your teacher-friends in

Poland.” This is what I am doing here, and with genuine pleasure.
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A British View of U.S. Education

Educational policy is an important public question in the United States,

but it is something more than an exclusively American national affair.

The rising generation in the United States, and in the Soviet nion,

seems likely within its lifetime to have a decisive say in the determina-

tion, for good or evil, of the long-term destinies of the human race

The populations of these two countries, even together, are ut a sma

fraction of the population of the planet, and they will be a smaller

fraction of it by the end of the century, if the statisticians predictions

are correct. But the United States and the Soviet Union command e

tween them about 80 percent of the effective power m the world. I his

means that current educational issues in the United States are

of world concern.
, , . , , .,

.

The American people has always been egaUtanan-minded; it has now

become affluent, too; and this is making it practicable for the United

States to apply its egalitarian ideal to education on a large scale. T

target today is education for everybody up to the stage o gra ua

the university. It is only at the post-graduate stage that it s ti ^ac-

ceptable for education to be specialized, and for the opening ‘°

severely limited to students who can show that they are capable of

Pr

Shortof the postgraduate stage, the United States is now aiming at

Providing for every boy or girl those educational amemt.es that in Europe,

bom the Renaiss.mce
y
untd the early twentieth centu^ were enjoyed

by the aristocracy and the upper-middle class as a m.

but by these higher-income brackets only.
.. . r i~

Libe the eighteenth-century European aristocrat, the U.Sc^oMs
‘hat a higher education is one of his human rights. He would be; ind g

nant if he were to be told that a higher education is

J»*

not “ a S •

but only if lie succeeds in passing an exacting intellectual test.

Arnold To,ail.ee "A Brilisl. View of U.S. Education” “"d »£
in 6hbc and Mail (Toronto) July 29 and

Permission of the publishers. The Obserser Foreign News
Winchester

Author (1889- ) Statesman historian, anti author; educated at Winchester

College anti Balliol College, Oxford, Director of Studies, Koval nsti u e o n

tional Affairs, London.
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Americans in general combine a high regard for education with a

low regard for intellectual ability.

While a majority of U.S. state universities and colleges impose intel-

lectual tests on candidates for matriculation, some—mostly in the Middle

West—are bound by law to accept any candidate who has graduated

from a high school within the state’s borders. The faculty in these state

universities is free only to weed out intellectual incompetents in their

freshman year.

Thus, as a tribute to U.S. democratic egalitarianism, coupled with

an aristocratic disdain for intellectual standards, the faculty in these Mid-

dle-Western state universities is compelled to waste several months on

this frustrating process. This is a tax on time and energy, and a for-

midable handicap to the raising of state universities’ intellectual

standards.

An attempt is now being made to remove this handicap, or to reduce

it. Some states—California, for instance—are setting up a number of

two-year state colleges, and these will relieve the pressure on the state

universities by drawing off many of the weaker candidates for a uni-

versity education. Already the University of California accepts only the

top 12 percent of the candidates for admission.

The eighteenth-century European aristocrat expected to pay his way
at the university. It was his ability to pay that gave him his entree.

As a matter of fact, at an Oxford or Cambridge college down to 1914,

and perhaps even down to 1939, a commoner did not pay his own
way entirely. Like a scholar, though to a lesser extent, he was partly

paid for out of the college’s income from endowments. The present-day

U.S. citizen's education at the high school stage, and at the pregraduate

university stage, is also partly paid for by people other than the student’s

parents. It is paid for not out of the bequests of medieval benefactors,

but out of current taxes.

The American people, which is being indoctrinated by the U.S. medi-

cal profession with a horror of “socialized medicine,” has accepted

“socialized, education” as a matter of course. In the United States “social-

ized education” is a going concern on a scale that dwarfs that in any

other country.

Yet even at a state university, the taxpayers’ contribution does not

cover the whole of a student’s costs. A state university does not charge

tuition fees for students domiciled in its own state, but there are ap-

preciable incidental expenses, particularly for sport and other extra-cur-

ricular activities; and, since the American way of life is lavish and costs

re high maintenance of a child is a considerable financial burden
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for an American parent. Scholarships are still relatively rare in the United

States. . .. ,

Consequently, the incidental costs of an American university educa-

tion, even at a state university, put this stage of education on o r <

of families in the lower income brackets.

Perhaps about one-third of the rising generation receives a pregradu-

ate university education of one kind or another. is is, o course .

enormous proportion of the population, judged by the correspond g

performance of any other country to date. ... io

I have been told by a leading authority on *e subject that h 18

million Negroes in the United States have more students at "" *

than the total present number of university students m Bntam Even

so, the United States is still far from having achieved her ideal of

a university education for everybody.
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School Boards Run System

If I were a teacher is a U.S. public school, I should be envious of

my British and Continental European opposite numbers I should envy

the British teachers for their national salaries scale, for the nationa

Ministry of Educations effective control over the local er ueation au

ties, and for the National Union that defends the teachers rights.

In the United States the Federal Government has hardly begun

gain a foothold in education. The state legislatures o contro e s

colleges and universities; but they have no contro over t e pnv e

versifies within their boundaries, and the control t ey exercise °™r

cation at the pre-university stage seems to be perfunctory eve y

standards, while by Continental European standards, it

'^Britain, the Ministry of Education controls the

J°

oal

authorities through the purse. The local authorities can
raised

grants from the
8
national treasury to supplement their locally mised

funds. In the United States the local school boards are la g y

dent financially, paying their way fromi
loca

i y ral
-j

ed
‘

behaV(J as
quently they are virtually sovereign authorities, and y

such—sometimes arbitrarily and tyrannically.

For these school boards' are mostly small-scale bod and the naen

and women elected to serve on them are, on the aver.g , p P
-

s
fit to exercise the formidable power they wie

. but in the
abused it is the teachers who are the

‘Ton the whole
long run, the victimization of teachers has a senou

;
Ul?the

e

teTchers, the faculties of the**££££&
collective academic prestige and by the support of ‘hen

The most distinguished of the state universities a
p on t ]lc

able private endowments that make them not w o j P
j board

s‘utc legislatures periodic grants. In some state ^ ...

o[ regents is not periodically appointed by the sta g ___
^Arnold Toynbee "School Boards Bun System," Globe end Moll (Toronto), I

£21
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a self-co-opting body. However, only a few years ago the regents of

some state universities imposed a loyalty oath, and dismissed any profes-

sor who declined to take it.

The political position of public school teachers is worse than that.

Politically, a public school teacher is perpetually on the defensive. He
never knows whether a child may not carry home to its parents some

story of something ‘pink” the teacher is alleged to have said in class.

The parents may then complain to the school board, and the school

board may arraign the teacher, and perhaps reprimand or dismiss him

—

and if he were to be dismissed on the charge of having expressed

“pink” sentiments at school his chances of being employed in any other

school might be poor.

If a British school board behaved like that it would have to reckon

with the national Ministry of Education and the teachers’ union, and,

if it were convicted of having acted improperly for ideological reasons

it would be the school board, not the teacher, that would get into

trouble.

Such cases do occur in the United States. It is difficult to judge how
frequent and how typical they are, but it is clear that the public school

teachers profession is a politically dangerous one. I also suspect that a

school teacher need have little fear of trouble for airing conservative

or even Facist views instead of liberal ones.

Parents who disliked seeing their children indoctrinated at school with

the ideology of, let us say, the John Birch Society, might be shy of

complaining to the school board about this, for fear they would be

branded as being “pink.” The sovereign U.S. local school board is, in

fact, a fortress of McCarthyism that has not yet fallen, and the U.S.

people can hardly afford to leave this fortress permanently standing.

Though a majority of the school boards perhaps have in common

the same conservative ideology, they are in competition with each other

for hiring the best teachers, and the richer school boards are able to

secure the best teachers by outbidding the others.

School boards differ greatly from each other in affluence owing to

the topographical structure of U.S. society. Since the original Americans

have been outnumbered by the influx into U.S. cities of immigrants

from Europe and of Negro migrants from the South into the great indus-

trial cities of the North, the well-to-do minority of the urban population

has tended to move out beyond the administrative limits of a city and

to incorporate a number of new miniature municipalities in a ring round

the old city’s outskirts.

Since the average wealth of their ratepayers is cvccptionally high,

*cy can afford to pay their teachers higher salaries than can be afforded
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by the school boards of slum districts. So the slum districts, which

particularly need the good teachers, are apt to lose them to the suburban

districts.

What was once said by a British member of parliament about the

power of the British Crown is applicable to the power of the U. . sc 100

boards today. Their power, like King George Ill's, “has increased, is

increasing, and ought to be diminished. Ought not the states to exercise

a stricter control over the school boards? Constitutiona y, t is is ie

state governments right, and therefore their duty as a matter ot crucial

importance to the nation.
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American Education and the WorId

Every favoured visitor to the United States, when once e las recot

ered from the delirium induced by American hospitality, goes
lrou

I>

_

a lengthy period of contradictory experiences. He is impresse )

vastness, the beauty, the variety and tile monotony o tie coni ‘

slice. He wonders at the grandeur of natural resources an o <

ingenuity. He is confused by the nation-wide scale of ““

the petty repetitiousness of small-time parochialism, e is m
the universality of friendly welcome and the intense one 1I1ess

one
who happen to be by-passed. But amid all these con r.

Qn
thing stands out; a passionate committedness to the fu . J !

a sometimes unquestioning trust in American entei7ns
^

in e
‘

re.

What is this enterprise? Where is it seated? What arei ts in ^
sources? What are its aims? Nearly always the read) answe

they are discernible in the school. Yet if the survey a

^
c™P c

(] ir

“tide has meant anything, it must suggest that schoobi take ™ them

possibilities and limitations from their context in
change,

where else. The American schools circumstances are in

^j M
To be true to those, the schools momentum must be ejally^ynamm

In fact, we ought to remember ad nauseam to
situatedi

oan school” generically but of "American scl o
d differently

differently composed, differently financed and a
•

services
oriented and vasty different in their achievements or the serv

_
offered. We cannot think timelessly, but in real terms of real peop

er
,

e
, now. and especially tomorrow. . i ims however,

American books about schools, school P”'*** 1™, re

‘

d like ancient
commonly continue to talk in universalist terms.

> daily
devotional books intended to serve disembodied souls w. hjew d X

Problems, little family or social context, and only the thinnest p

J. King. "American Education and the
.JSJ'*’™ 219-236^Reprinted

Z\ r

°F
aS lh°V.S.A. (Oxford: Pergamon P'^

s Oxfoid England.
permission of the publishers, Pcrgamon Press

i , university: Reader
A^er: Educated at University of Manchester Reserved as

"Comparative Education, King's College, London £ h Columbia,

an n
S protKM' « the Universities of Tokyo, Syracuse, Harvard, tl

n<i Puerto Rico.
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commitment to a world which is too dangerous to meddle with. Better

save ones soul (or at any rate avoid controversy) by staying uninvolved
in any but the most transcendental terms. Of course, professorial plati-

tudes are challenged less if thus presented; and profitable textbooks

can be smoothly distributed from college to college or school system

to school system. But is this pragmatic trueness to context? Is it really

the logic of local self-determining ruggedness? Is this what the little

red school-house finally gave to the world?
In point of fact the little red school-house (both literally and ethically)

is likely to be encountered only among the Amish, the Mennonites,

some exclusively Negro sections and some poor white backwaters. The
yearly struggle of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania to enforce com-

pulsory attendance above the age of 14 on conscientious objectors among
the strongly Christian “Pennsylvania Dutch” is evidence that the old

static idea lives on, but that modem America cannot logically tolerate

it in fairness to the children. Are schools only an extension of the family,

the kitchen and the workshop? Are they solely a supermarket for the

personal shopper? If so, who chooses the range of choices? And whose

labour or skill makes the choices available? To Whom do the Schools

Belong

P

asked Professor W. O. Lester Smith in England and Wales.

The same question is urgent in the United States, with the implied

corollary "—and what for?"

It is useless to give the teachers’ college textbook answer that the

schools belong to the children. Manifestly, they do not. They cannot.

Obviously some “child-centred” communication and acting-out of percep-

tion is pedagogically necessary if only to secure and retain children's

interest. In pioneering or efficiently exploiting interest-centred methods

of schooling, American educational innovators have performed a world

service; but there is nothing sacramental about method. Pedagogy is

the servant of purpose and principle. It is the spirit of innovation or

trueness to a developing context that really moves education; methods

and institutions appropriate to one circumstance are deadening in the

next. This very conviction brought the Pilgrim Fathers to Massachusetts;

and a similar faith brought millions of immigrants to a land open to

new perceptions. So even in the childrens school preserve there can

be no timeless inviolability of procedure. Still less can there be any

unchangeable content, or indifference to a rampagingly different context

around the schools. Schools are like parents. Some “over-protective” par-

ents smother their children’s development, though allegedly devoting

their own lives to them. That is only another form of selfishness, rein-

forced by ignorance of the more truly educative environment surround-

i„g everyone. Supposing the schools really did belong to the chddren,
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childrens very needs would similarly require the fullest barrage of con-

textual influences.
,

, .
, one place is

Therefore any one classroom m any °"c
becoming aware of

doomed to atrophy unless the children uri,
•

_ .VOrld .
Thcoreti-

their home, their circumstances, their country mu
United States.

ra"y ‘his outward-rippling exploration P \ rc,„ional or national

In fact, relatively few Americans know
Seeing before them uni-

context in any but the most superficial s
’ _j

thc universal

venal automobiles, universal stores and c0™"'
(q assumc that (apart

possibility of going somewhere else t icy
American way of life

from minor idioms of custom or legts
« Harlem, or jour-

goes on much the same everywhere. T™M^,ntains, they view the

ncying through the picturesque Cui
* not cven see poor

“inevitable” ghetto with some dctaehmc ,

white destitution and ignorance.
unlikely still that in their

Leaving aside such extremes, it is

„aIjcs of local "autonomy

travels they cast a penetrating eye upon
‘ ^ tj)0se thus eyed, they

or its implications for Americas en irc y-
jcism js ventured by other

frequently repudiate whatever construe 1
, j » “
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On this public elementary instruction were founded the railroads, the

‘know-how,” and the technology that not only became the workshop
of the world but gave the entire world the possibility of a quite reoriented

life pattern.

These men and women pursued the children’s and "the people’s” inter-

ests by a public overview of opportunity, need, and method. They did

not behave like villagers or a world-renouncing priesthood. Administra-

tion, expertise and policy of the type and elevation required lay far

beyond the ordinary parent’s or the ordinary teacher’s competence.

Despite myriads of local and temporary setbacks, and despite the jde-

crepit persistence until now of contradictory influences, the American

public school ideal discovered appropriate instrumentation. It has there-

fore prevailed to be an inspiration and conceptual model for mankind.

The United States’ “great experiment” in nation-building, in claiming

a future far beyond its own realization at the time, is centred on the

public school. More than any other country, the United States has a

nationhood achieved by conscious contrivance, with the school as its

mainspring. If American democracy had done nothing else, it could

be fiercely proud of this.

The American School and Its American Alternatives

‘The school,” we find ourselves saying once again; but that generaliza-

tion seems less reprehensible now because we remember the immense

variety of experimental adaptations for any one age range, the great

extension and branching-out of later opportunities, and the restless en-

deavour to perfect in higher education the potential of the most ele-

mentary beginning. Unfortunately, the more enterprising the better

American schools and colleges became, the further the others were left

behind—in financial resources, in committedness, in awareness. Yet even

the best of school systems in the United States or anywhere else has

been surpassed in power and cultural influence by its own products and

implications. This is a world-wide tendency worth a fuller examination;

but it applies with most crucial reference to the American school system.

The recognizably respectable teacher (often associated with a vener-

able church role) once known in pre-industrial days, when “school

meant one kind of prescription in one place, has long ago given way

to the paid professional expert whose learning can be challenged and

whose service can be assessed. For the progress of education this has

been a good thing. Instead of being a multipurpose friend, father and

civic guide the teacher has in some ways become a greater help by

restriction of his function to one area of specialized competence-pro-
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vided that his professed field is firmly grounded, and surrounded at

all points by true awareness of the world.
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we look towards the future we can sec a more devastating comparison

still. The continued efficacy of the schools will be altogether dependent

upon their competence to serve unprecedented needs. What is more,

their work will feel its way forward temporarily and on a hypothetical

basis, with the schools’ justification further dependent on a “fulfilment

education” given continuously to adults throughout a scarcely foresee-

able future. This cannot lie within the purview of purely local responsi-

bility, any more than hurricanes and floods can be safeguarded against

by a few sandbags before the door or a few ropes and rocks securing

the roof. Far-ranging vigilance over many lands, electronic sensitivity

and long-range prediction are the essence of an)' security that may be

afforded. The same is as true of education as of everything else. Long-

range calculations so complicated as to need computer analysis are the

daily stock-in-trade of every' modem business. Unseen but powerful, they

lie behind every can of meat, every book, every child.

Freedom for Personal Choice

Strange inconsistencies appear in anyone’s life and character. No one

will presume to take Americans to task for being as human as every-

one else. Looking back we see that one of the greatest American

contributions to mankind was not the idea itself that ordinary' people

count but the implementation of the idea, and the devising of apparatus

to require that implementation. People needed to have guarantees

for the opportunity to become fully developed, to contribute their

hunches significantly to the community’s deliberations, and thereafter

adapt daily living circumstances to whatever unprecedented challenge

arose. According to this view, identity of interest is not required; in

fact it is undesirable. Every man is his own frontier. His birthright

is to have an unhampered view, free scope for his arm, equal prospects

for his dear ones, and an ultimate collective protection against unpro-

voked disaster.

However, gone for ever are the days when great events or issues

could be simply or distantly seen. Thermonuclear annihilation may be

less than 4 minutes away. There need be no questions; there can be

no personal or community reply at that stage. Yet every' question asked

about eveiy'thing in homes, schools and political decisions in the United

States (as in every democracy') leads on potentially to a chain-reaction

of responsibility for whatever happens. Even if people shut their minds

to the unbearable gravity' of this responsibility' for choice, they cannot

nossiblv close their eyes to the facts of life surrounding the choice.

F
Apart from the risk of nuclear war as an imminent threat, there is

the lontf-range responsibility' for avoiding a build-up of antagonism «
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which large-scale destruction seems inevitable or worth risking. Inflam

matory situations develop all over the world all the time because o
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is more shrewdly or sensitively carried on at the topmost level; but

this very kind of discussion (on the assumption that all hunches have

the right to be reckoned in) is the very thing stigmatized by local or

conservative opinion as revealing the diabolical perverseness of Washing-
ton "socialists” and eastern professors. Conclusions carefully arrived at

are stated to be "false” (just like that) or even "a pack of lies” arising

from the wish to subvert “the real America,”
There is no need to go back to McCarthy (who still has his loyal

supporters). At the 1964 Republican conference in San Francisco, the

watching world was told that “extremism in the defence of liberty is

no vice,” Governor Rockefeller was barracked and howled down when
he begged his fellow delegates to repudiate such “communist and Nazi

methods" as wearing down opposition (within his own party) by "mid-

night and early morning telephone calls." He also referred to threats

of violence which he himself had received. Some distinguished scholars

in the United States, of unimpeachable American loyalty, have similarly

been subjected to this incessant attrition by telephone calls at all hours

by a roster of women conservatives for no better reason than that they

have worked with UNESCO and other “communist” organizations. This

was an attempt to “drive them out of town”—as far as these patriots

could think!

Several county school systems in the United States have in fact been

forbidden to make any teaching reference to UNESCO or other interna-

tional organizations to which the United States Government lends

notable support. This has happened not only in anti-evolution funda-

mentalist centres but in California itself—the seat of the first meeting

of the United Nations! Obscurantism of this kind plays false to the

American past, undermines the future of the United States in the world

and denies American children their birthright of knowledge and deci-

sion-making. In a graduate class of my own in an American university

in 1956, only two students knew what UNESCO was, although American

generosity towards overseas programmes is an example to the world.

Though clear-sighted American writers often refer to the brooding

sense of violence still lurking in the backwoods of their country (and

at the back of some ignorant minds), it would be grossly unfair to

suppose that these outbursts and examples of persecution truly represent

"grass roots” opinion. In matters of segregation, political decision or

educational choice “the people” are often stampeded by professional

“leaders” (Russians would call them "activists’) brought in from some-

where else. Any observer not primarily concerned to apportion blame

but more eager to pinpoint the locus of critical decision will note this
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ing on earth (as in heaven) to pay tithes to local church or civil leader-

ship than cleverly to claim a soul and mind of one's own—in other

words, than to claim the heritage of the Pilgrim Fathers, the Founding

Fathers and the common people’s school.

The Common School and the 'Dialogue” of Democracy

Before that can happen nowadays it is prerequisite that everyone

should have the most alert and thorough education available, particularly

in a country so totally committed in principle to the idea of education

as a birthright and the major public instrument. Giving everyone the

basic opportunity and the essential data are only the beginning, of

course. The Soviet system believes it does this for its citizens. The dis-

tinctively American difference has been to provide for nearly everyone

the political, legal and educational opportunities which Europeans

dreamed of for the minority from the time of the Greeks onwards—but

which they never really succeeded in providing for the ordinary people.

This endeavour, even partially fulfilled, is rightly a source of pride to

the American people; but once again it differs from communist commit-

ment to education only in its restless determination to provide oppor-

tunity for constructive difference. Merely parochial difference and differ-

ence-through-backwardness are not constructive; they have become a

denial of die basic freedom for personal choice. Even more antidemo-

cratic is an insistence that respectability is determined by one faction,

or one district, or one state.

In so far as these observations impinge on the government of school

districts, and on some states’ effective unawareness that the world is

in motion, they may be called political. But some such observations

are merely technological or social. Already militating against the honour-

able ideal of personal integrity and uniqueness is a growing idea that

the private lives and opinions of employees arc a proper concern of

corporation managers. Others think they may be a normal concern of

the community, whether that is the sorority, suburbia, or local govern-

ment. The McCarthy episode showed that they might become a congres-

sional concern, with perhaps more justification in so far as politics were

politically scrutinized. But when purely personal preferences, intellectual

interests and social relationships are politically or industrially black-

carded by having pejorative labels stuck on them, that is a graver

matter for the country as a whole, as well as for individuals. It is gravest

of all when any possibility of change is outlawed in advance by being

stigmatized as "socialistic” or 'atheist.' Such benightedness is a denial

of America’s most characteristic contribution. It makes impossible the
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But these decisions are crises in the educational arena of the whole

world, which has long been indebted to the example of the determined

revolutionaries and patient administrators of the United States.

The United States is a world power far more potent than military

might could make it. The outside world is dazzled immediately by its

technological “know-how,*’ its high standard of living, its ability to dis-

pense financial investment and technical aid. It is at this level, at the

summit of its achievements, that the outside world most readily but most

superficially admires the United States. If American hegemony of the

Western World is to continue, the progress of the United States must

maintain its momentum. This it cannot do by “fa ther-wi ]1-fix-i
t” methods

in technology or education. There is something far deeper than tech-

nological expertise in the American example. Responsible political

choices at home and abroad depend upon a kind of penetration and

awareness which most American educators have by implication, but

which they have not made explicit.

This awareness is transcendent in world terms. Like the Declaration

of Independence it thinks, talks and acts in terms of “all men/’ It is

not messianic presumption which makes American stamps show die

Statute of Liberty with the caption “liberty for all,” but rather a deep

conviction that inner security for Americans depends on the prevalence

of humane regimes outside. Equally, the triumph of a humane example

abroad depends inescapably upon the universality of sound political,

social and educational principles within the whole of the United States.

No amount of gimmicks or rocketry can be a substitute for these.

Fundamentally the message of the United States to the world is that

government and learning are based upon the daily exercise of opportunity

by responsible citizens. Idealism and pragmatism found a new home

in the New World and produced a robust race. Of that race the most

vigorous offspring have been institutions bearing the likeness of their

ancestors yet capable of venturing upon unrecognizable endeavours.

Among these the common school and the widespread access to useful

higher educational opportunity are the most remarkable—partly because

of idealist commitment to a principle, partly because of pragmatic

readiness to evolve.

The fierce criticism by Americans of so many points in their educa-

tional system shows a healthy recognition that evolution has lagged

behind the ideal, behind need. If that were not so, there would be

no necessity to spend so much money on restorative programmes nor

so urgent a determination to reform (like Dr. J. B. Conant) the educa-

tion of the educators. Though this really does look like a purely domestic

matter it is of much more widespread importance than many will recog-
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required to give ordinary people a publicly provided educational mini-

mum, then a good secondary foundation, and finally a higher complement

if they could claim it, are now being transformed into a multipurpose

and nationwide apparatus of a quite different kind. They are variously

expected to be bastions of the Pentagon, trainers for technology, sup-

pliers for commerce and industry, and social therapists for the world

of automated riches and leisure. Whatever we or the Americans as a

whole decide about their schools, this last catalogue of demands is a

reminder that the world in which the school system evolved during

the past century has since evolved further and faster. If only the imple-

mentation, and not the principle, has fallen short of expectation, the

prospect is still hopeful.

At this point the interests of the world and of the American people

coincide to a large extent. The questions asked are not prompted by

alien sympathies; they concern achievement. They are questions of qual-

ity, of mechanics, of administration. They query only the present idiom

for implementing time-honoured but necessarily adaptable principles-

How is America to achieve modem self-recognition? What of priorities?

How can the nation direct itself? What is to be the “image," the civilizing

and peace-securing example for the world?

For answers to some of these questions there must be concerted en-

deavours and far-sighted striving together. For this enterprise at present

no official mechanism or agreement exists. To reach purely American

decisions today is a grave responsibility for the loyal and alert American.

Today he must inevitably measure decisions by the criteria of the world

outside, and by all the tomorrows of mankind. No other nation has

ever before been so pivotal to civilization—at any rate in so far as that

has turned upon the schools. It is on schools that mankind increasingly

depends for reorientation. With these thoughts we do not attempt to

transform the role of the United States; we simply return to the uni-

versalist tone of her basic Declarations.
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stating that all is well with our schools will ever again fool the American people

into believing that education can safely be left to "progressive educators.”

The mood of America has changed. Our technological supremacy has been

called into question, and we know now that we have to deal with a formidable

competitor.

Parents are no longer satisfied with ‘'life-adjustment
1
' schools. Parental objec-

tives no longer coincide with those professed by "progressive educationists.”

I doubt that we can ever again be silenced.

So here we have an identification of the wrestlers. On one side is

the group known as "progressive educators,” on the other side are people

like Rickover who believe in solid, European-type studies.

At this moment in American educational history the "progressive edu-

cators” are held guilty of seriously weakening academic studies in high

schools and colleges throughout the land.

Put simply, the case against them is this: By pandering to sentimental

theories about children they have thrown out or watered down such

solid subjects as mathematics, science and modem languages; in their

place, they have inserted driver education, family relationships, local

history, civic development pep club, freshman problems, marching

band, and dozens of similar “life-adjustment” offerings.

The average American high schools are very pleasant places in which

to idle away one’s adolescence. Their function is to make children happy,

socially mature, outgoing. No one is to be made to feel inferior or su-

perior (except in sport). In a sense they are not educational institutions

at all but co-edueational youth clubs.

In fact, most of the schools are anti-intellectual in tone. Clever children

are cut down to size by providing them with subjects which do not

call for intelligence or application. This fact explains the awful cloud

of boredom that one encounters in so many classrooms in the United

States.

Never-ending, shapeless “nattering” about “family relationships,” “dat-

ing patterns,” “democratic procedures” occupy most of the school day*

My wife one day was asked to join a class of 14-year-old children to

answer questions about “family relationships” for an hour. All the ques-

tions put to her were on the subject of dating practices in Australia:

When did dating commence? Was necking allowed in cars on the

campus? How many dates a week did the average fresher high schoolgirl

have? ..

The American girls were astonished to leam that their Australian

counterparts wear school uniforms, use no make-up, are interested more

in passing French, mathematics and other subjects, at an external ex-

am'mation than in mating passes at boys and that "dating patterns
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are non-existent. “I’d hate to go to school there,” one girl exclaimed.

“All you could do is learn things.”

And the implications of this comment sum up the prevailing attitude

of people steeped in the “progressive” philosophy of education. School

is not primarily a place where formal learning takes place. It is a co-ed

centre where one “adjusts to ones peers and the community and where

one explores one’s personality”—to quote the words of one high school

catalogue.

Martin Mayer in his book, The Schools, says standards are low

in American high schools because of the legacy of progressivism’s

pseudo-science of educational research which insists that children not

learn ahead of schedule. Children, he says, are held back because of

the cloying concept of “readiness” which lays down that Johnny can’t

read until he is six and a half and can’t do algebra until he is 14 or

15.

To reinforce the inhibiting effect of “readiness,” intelligence testing

has been invoked: “Mary has an I.Q. of only 85. We can’t teach her

anything.” So all the Marys—whose I.Q. is in most cases a measure

of their lack of skill in English—are left to drift aimlessly along in

an environment that offers no challenge.

In the course of our travels around the States we spent a week teach-

ing at Melbourne High School, Florida. This is one of the most dynamic

schools in America, where really solid work is being done—some of

it at college level. Dr. B. Frank Brown, principal of the school, was

one of the first men to respond to the challenge of Sputnik.

Almost overnight he lifted the level of instruction significantly by

cUmlnaUug life-adjustment courses, abolishing grade levels and introduc-

ing independent and individual work for suitable students. I asked him
his opinion of I.Q. as a means of gauging a student’s suitability for

independent research.

“I.Q. is meaningless in assessing the ability of students to undertake
this programme," he said. "What we look for is Quest Quotient, that

is, the ability to quest, inquire, investigate, explore. Without this nothing

else is of use.”

In the year following Sputnik, the Federal Government entered the
educational field with its National Defense Education Act, plainly de-
signed to encourage efficient teaching of science, mathematics' and
modem languages. Ten million dollars were to he spent on education
from elementary to graduate schools.

Schools like Mellxmme Nigh, with its accent on science and mathe-
matics, were given lilicrnl funds to build science and language labora-
tories and to develop stiller courses in mathematics. The big foundations
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added their weight in the resuscitation of American education. The Ford

Foundation, the Carnegie Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation

have all lavishly aided science and mathematics at every level.

The Eisenhower Administration, set up a committee on National Goals

to see what could be done to rehabilitate American education. The

committee reported that what was needed was “excellence.” Excellences

in this sense meant above-average ability in mathematics, science and

the languages likely to be useful in the next war.

In 1962 John Gardner published a book entitled simply, Excel-

lence. What was needed, Gardner said, was to identify the gifted

student and then give him an education “in depth.” “Gifted” in Gard-

ner’s sense means cleverness at mathematics, science, and modem
languages.

It does not mean gifted in art, literature, music, history, or any other

discipline, except the three mentioned above.

So the Federal Government has given an unequivocal answer to Her-

bert Spencer s question: "What knowledge is of most worth?”

One of the depressing results of the answer is that subjects at the

bottom of the hierarchy of esteem are neglected and their practitioners

made to feel guilty and unwanted. Art teaching for example, so alive

and vital in England, is formal and lifeless in the States. Music, too,

is a subject that seems to have been squeezed out. In all the schools

we visited in America, we cannot recall hearing one music lesson.

Another depressing feature of most high schools is the introversion

and provincialism of the curricula. American history, for instance, is

taught in courses in grades V, VIII, and XI—and again in college. The
only time we could find any treatment of the history and geography
of other countries was in optional survey courses which aim to teach
the geography of the world and its history from the earliest beginnings
to the present day—in one semester {six months).
This type of shallow “butterfly” course gives many students the mis-

taken idea that they know all there is to know about history and
geography. Some compulsory courses prescribed by State legislatures

arc jingoistic and lacking in objectivity.

The compulsory Americanism versus Communism” course is as objec-

tive as one imagines its Russian counterpart to be. "Problems of Democ-
racy ” another compulsory course in most schools, was described to me
by one teacher taking the course as “unsubtle brainwashing that even

the kids can see through.”

One aspect of American education that would worry Australian teach-

ers is the number of administrators who supervise the teachers’ work.

Martin Mayer in The Schools states: “Attempts to control a teachers

daily work arc more prevalent in the United States than elsewhere.
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In America nearly ten percent of the staff is engaged in full-time

supervision/’

In more popular language, there are too many chiefs and not enough

Indians. Everywhere we went we saw people in cushy jobs earning

higher salaries than the hard-pressed teachers in the classrooms, and

enjoying more prestige and authority. Many of these administrators were

ex-coaches. All of them carried important titles such as curriculum co-

ordinators, guidance counsellors, study consultants, administrative assis-

tants, &c.

While teachers taught through the entire day in these high schools

without even one free period, the administrators sat in their well-ap-

pointed offices and made up new courses of study for them to teach,

or advised students individually on how to “adjust” to their fellows

or to the class situation. As a result of this system, good teachers quickly

drift out of the classrooms into more rewarding occupations.

Admiral Rickover, one of the most trenchant critics of “progressive”

education, reserves his scorn for the ill-educated, non-tcaching school

administrator whom he finds endemic and ubiquitous. He recommends

a surgical operation to remove them from the educational body.

When pressures are developing in Australia for more local control

of education, it is interesting to note that in America, where local control

is very powerful, the movement there is towards central control. More
than any other nation the United States has made local control the

central feature of its school system.

The result is what James Conant calls a Noah’s Ark of education
—

“a

happy confusion of 35,000 independent school systems in which stan-

dards vary so widely tha?f an A grade in one school may be worth a D
grade in another.” Admiral Rickover states that local control is the great-

est obstacle to school reform. In his book, Swiss Schools and Ours;

Why Theirs Are Better, Rickover writes: “I know of no country that

has brought off successfully a really thorough reform of the school system

without making use of some national standard that sets scholastic

objectives,"

In the wealthiest school districts such as Beverly Hills in Hollywood
and Winnctka in Chicago the schools arc superbly staffed and high
standards arc maintained. On the other hand, some rural schools in
Alabama arc slums in every sense of the word.

Unquestionably the academic standards of the vast majoritv of Ameri-
can high schools arc much below the level of English grammar schools.
We encountered in every high school that we visited the inevitable
big crop of children in upper forms who were funct/onallv illiterate—-that
is they were reading on grade II or HI level.

Most of them were aggressively resentful of all school activities except
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sport and social engagements In some school systems where the leaving

age is fixed at 17 or 18, these youngsters were, in effect, prisoners exert-

ing a harmful influence on their fellows, and learning nothing.

Most of these “slow learners,” to use the euphemism of the administra-

tion, are located in high schools in the slum areas of the big cities.

The demise of the apprenticeship system, child labor laws and union

pressures all combine to turn these youngsters into school-hating

conscripts.

It is well to remember these children when pressures to push up

the school-leaving age in this country become more insistent. Arc the

progressive educators then the only ones to blame for the current low

standards in U.S. schools? It is not as simple as that. They are the

popular scapegoats, but others too are not without sin. In truth, the

whole American community is guilty. By opening the doors of the high

schools to mediocrity as well as to talent, the Americans at the beginning

of this century sealed the fate of academic education.

Local education authorities, consisting mostly of tradesmen, insisted

that the schools be "practical” in the worse sense. They insisted that

their children pass, and that promotion be automatic. By hiring teachers

on annual contracts they saw to it that teachers who tried to insist

on high standards were not re-employed.

What the high school has done supremely well is to produce millions

of students with one face. Despite the 35,000 different school systems,

American students give the impression of being rolled off the one as-

sembly line. All have the same stock ideas, the same prejudices, the

same jargon, the same lack of curiosity about what is happening overseas.
The schools by encouraging conformity through “socialization” and

life adjustment have made the individual feel a misfit and individuality
an un-American activity.

What is needed now is a massive attempt to stimulate heresies, to

encourage heretics, to foster the off-beat and the eccentric, and to make
individuality a prized social attribute. There are sufficient Babbitts in

the U.S. What is needed there is a multiplication of the Admiral Rick-
overs of this world.

What the high school has failed lamentably to do is to produce
scholars, and more important for national survival it has failed to pro-
duce scholars in the quasi-military subjects of science, mathematics and
modem languages. The progressive educators merely gave the demands
of the pressure groups a philosophical form.

In the matter of quantity American education has done well. What
is lacking is quality. How can the school system be rebuilt to embrace
quality as well as quantity? Democracies work slowly and education
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is one of the slowest-moving agents in a democracy. There will be no
instant quality education for all. There is too much demolition to be

done before construction can start.

The first thing to go will be local control. Selective use of Federal

funds will be used as an instrument to bring the old “life adjustment”

board of education into line. Education is too vital to be left any longer

to parish-pump tradesmen. Under the National Defense Education Act

the Federal Government has infiltrated into education in all areas and

at all levels.

It is determined to use its powers to pick out the gifted and to see

that the schools to which they are sent are excellent at teaching the

hard disciplines of mathematics, science and modem languages. Schools

are anxious to reform so that they can participate in the Federal largesse.

Philosophers have now built a new philosophy to justify the new direc-

tion dictated by the need to see that Johnny knows as much as Ivan.

It could well be called excellentism. But the new name can hardly

disguise the fact that America, realising she has thrown out the baby

with the bath water, now has decided that mediocrity is not democracy

and that scholarship, so highly prized in European schools, is the most

practical thing when all is said and done. It is so practical that national

survival depends on it.

Ironically, all the pressures in Australian society today are tending

to push us along the educational path that America is so anxious to

desert.
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A European View of American

Educational Philosophy

Twelve years ago in the Boyd H. Bode Memorial Lectures which

I had the honor to deliver at Ohio State "University I asked American

critics of American education to provide a rationale for the practical

proposals they were then making to reform the school curriculum. I

wondered whether they were able to justify a curriculum centered round

selected subjects or disciplines without returning to a neo-liberal arts

theory of curriculum of the kind held by Aristotle and succeeding gen-

erations of European educators. I doubted very much whether such

a theory of acceptable basic and unacceptable non-basic disciplines

would meet the needs of American schools.

I doubt whether A. E. Bestor, A. Lynd, Hilda Neatby, Robert M.
Hutchins, and other critics to whom I referred took up the challenge.

Nor am I immodest enough to think that American Criticism of American

Education sparked off a spate of discussion in England about curriculum

reform. Certainly in the last ten years English and American philosophers

of education have analyzed in considerable detail terms such as: field

of study, area of study; and how these differ from a discipline. One
outcome of this philosophical discussion implies that practical curriculum

reform can be based on choices made from a number of logically related

disciplines. Those subjects which have been taught in school for many
years but which under this critical analysis do not meet the criteria

of the basic disciplines, may under pressure for time in the school year

be rejected. These forms of analysis are obviously important if the posi-

tion held by Bestor and others is examined.

Brian Holmes. “Comprehensions and Apprehensions Concerning American Educa-
tional Philosophy” Chapter II in International Education: Understandings and Mis-
understandings, Stewart E. Fraser (editor), Nashville, Peabody International Center
19G9. pp. 29-40.

Author: Educated at University College, London and the Institute of Education,
London Unisersity; lecturer in education at the Durham Colleges, and since 1953
has been on the staff of the Institute of Education where he is Reader in Compara-
tive Education. He is treasurer-secretary of the Comparative Education Society of
Europe. 3
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This philosophizing, using the refined tools of analysis has been made,

it should be noted, from the basis of a particular frame of reference

which if not strictly Aristotelian is nevertheless European, The frame

of reference itself determines the kinds of questions philosophers^ of

education have asked and the kinds of terms they have chosen to subject

to critical analysis. In other words conceptual analysis has, in many

cases, not made any more explicit than the critics of American education

have done the set of assumptions from which analysis is launched. In

other words analysis has not been adequately matched by processes

of synthesis

Conceptual and linguistic techniques are without question important

and in need of development. The schoolmen, committed broadly to an

Aristotelian logic, debated endlessly. But, as Bertrand Bussell has said,

modem logic has to advance in the teeth of opposition from those who
held that the syllogism was the basis of logical disputation. Yet while

there is constant need to refine the techniques of philosophical disputa-

tion there is also needed a clarification of the systems of philosophy

without which techniques are no more valuable than the metre rule,

or the swinging pendulum, or a pound of platinum are to the physical

sciences. Refinements of technique carried Newtonian science to the

edge of theoretical breakdown in the late nineteenth century. A new
cosmology was needed before science could again make a major leap

forward.

My request today therefore is that American philosophers of education
continue to search for a new rationale for American education. Success
would mean that a new system of philosophy would evolve to give

general answers to the main philosophical questions and to major socio-
political issues of the day. There is need in other words for serious

normative studies which will help professional educationists and laymen
to decide what ought to be the case” and to know possible alternatives

to any consensual normative position. Lawrence A. Cremin’s attempt
in The Genius of American Education to find a new rationale for Ameri-
can education no doubt failed, but the question he asked was of funda-
mental importance and should be pursued with vigor. Such a claim
should not be interpreted to mean that when new assumptions answering
major questions are put forward, critical analyses of them are not

needed. The process of testing new ideas needs to go on, and indeed
may be of greater educational and social value than the present some-
what exclusive interest in the analysis of familiar terms in education.

There are two main reasons why this approach to philosophizing in

education has become urgently needed. The first reason is that Euro-

peans have had to depend heavily on American writers for an educa-
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tional theory which will make it possible for them to make sense of

practical reforms. The applied philosophy of Harry S. Broudy, Joe

Burnett, B. O. Smith, Hilda Taba and Ralph Tyler, to mention a few,

in the field of curriculum reform is symptomatic of this dependence.

Present moves in curriculum change in England today, indeed, remind

me of much of the work which was being done in the U.S.A. during

the 1930’s. Even a superficial analysis of some new English Certificate

of Secondary Education syllabuses with some of the proposals put for-

ward by schools engaged in the Eight Year Study would justify a more

careful comparative investigation of the source of English curriculum

theories for the less academically inclined school child.

The changing European curriculum is only one of many institutions

which are in process of reform. Under the impact of industrialization,

the growth of new aspirations, and the expansion of numbers many
educational institutions arc undergoing reform. In many cases American

prototypes provide the basis of institutional innovation. The organization

of the second stage of education, the development of new types of

teacher education and the structure of higher education are areas in

which the influence of American innovations during the period 1920

to 1950 are being felt, particularly in England. There is no doubt also,

for example, that French educationists responsible for the Langevin-

Wallon reform proposals immediately after World War Two were in-

fluenced by the progressive education movement. Again the interchange

of Dewey’s ideas with those of English educationists such as Margaret

and Rachel McMillan and
J. J.

Findlay could no doubt be documented.

This community of outlook was shared by progressive educators through-

out Europe.

What Europeans need today is a new rationale which will enable

them to run comprehensive schools, ecoles uniques

,

and einheitschtden .

Unfortunately there is evidence to show that American philosophers

of education have not made pragmatism acceptable to many European
educationists. In the field of Comparative Education, for example, Fried-

rich Schneider’s constant reference to the inadequacy of Anglo-Saxon

pragmatism serves to make the point. The reliance in East European
and Soviet literature on the main theories of social change advanced
by Marx in seeking to develop comparative studies is somewhat modified
now by a willingness to investigate functional relationships in various
educational systems in a more pragmatic manner than was the case
a few years ago. Russell’s reference to Dewey as an apologist of Ameri-
can commercialism is symptomatic of the view taken by many European
philosophers of the materialistic philosophy of the U.S.A. Yet at the

same time, there is a tendency to regard all Americans as pragmatists,
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whether they be followers of recognized spokesmen of the tradition

such as Peirce, James or Dewe\, or whether they be nco-Thomists ex-

istentialists, perennialists or neo-classicists. In other words, Americans

are thought to hold to certain assumptions about the nature of knowl-

edge, the characteristics of the desirable society and the qualities of

individuality which place them in a particular and in most respects

different, category or framework of thought from those which prevail

in Europe Parenthetically European philosophers of education some-

times consider the conceptual analysis by Americans of terms such as

“activity,” “creativity” and “democracy” as less than adequate.

The second main reason why attention should be given to the creation

of a new rationale is because since the Second World War American

institutions have been in the process of subtle but radical change. In

addition, the conditions under which they have had to operate have

changed considerably. Among the important innovations are the pro-

grams supported by the 1958 NDEA Act, the 1965 Elementary and

Secondary Education Act and the 1966 International Education Act;

not to mention those which followed the 1954 Supreme Court ruling

on segregated schools. The new wealth of America stands out as one
of the very significant new conditions, but perhaps the most important

of all is the country’s involvement in world affairs. The center of the

world stage is occupied by the U.S.A. Its political, economic and cultural

policies are followed by most Europeans with the closest attention. Polar-

ization of reaction towards these policies is inevitable. Negative re-

sponses can, no doubt, be explained as due to a misunderstanding of

America’s motives and objectives. At the same time it is possible that

concepts appropriate to the welfare society and the new frontier need
to be worked out with care. A new theory of internationalism for Ameri-
cans may well be in process of formulation. The present debates about
Vietnam suggest the quest for it has begun. They reflect a more funda-
mental concern for a system of philosophy which will help Americans
to decide what they ought to do—whether to commit themselves more
deeply in world affairs or withdraw to a pre-war isolationism, whether
to pay more attention to qualities of leadership than to skills of mass
participation; whether to promote the gifted or provide massive aid

to the underprivileged and disadvantaged.

In goal orientated pluralistic societies analytical philosophy alone can-

not provide answers to these and other major questions. Normative
studies are needed too. The objective of such studies should be to dis-

cover a new, or to reformulate an old, system of philosophy which will

serve to provide guidelines for action. Will an up-dated pragmatism

suffice for America? Or are any of the traditional or up-dated European
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philosophies suitable? The search for alternatives among American phi-

losophers of education seems to me to lack important comparative di-

mensions. At present, due no doubt to the need for survey courses and

appropriate textbooks in philosophy of education, it seems to be leading

to a confused eclecticism. Idealism, existentialism and materialism have

within them several schools of thought. The great European idealist

philosophers and their assumptions can be identified, so can the material-

ists and the more recent existentialists. But it is also necessary to make
clear the national characteristics of these philosophies. When speaking

of idealism, for example, are we referring to Descartes’ system which

is now peculiarly French, based as it is on a belief in the ability of

individuals to think for themselves and reach certainty through such

logical thinking? Or is it an Hegelian form of idealism which has, and

does, appeal to the West Germans? Hegelianism postulates absolutes

which transcend men but towards the achievement of which men should

strive. How different from this form of idealism is the idealism of En-

glishmen who have been influenced by Locke and Berkeley? And again

Marx and Lenin provide an absolutist framework which enables us to

make sense of Soviet materialism but which is in many important re-

spects very different from the absolutism of German idealism.

The importance of recognizing that these systems of philosophy are

reflected in national systems of education lies in the relationships which

exist between theory and practice. While it would certainly be foolish

to assert that there is a one to one relationship between ideology and

educational policy and practice, nevertheless systems of philosophy do

influence the work of teachers and give to it a particular national flavor.

Rarely is it possible to criticize educational practice without calling

into account some aspects of the theory behind it. To hope that unde-

sirable foreign practices can be avoided in spite of the fact that the

theoretical foundations of them are accepted is a dangerous illusion.

Whether traditional systems of philosophy can be so improved as

to serve the need of America in the mid-twentieth century and subse-

quently is doubtful. Yet philosophers of education need a coherent, con-

sistent system of philosophy. Confused eclecticism places them at a tech-

nical disadvantage. The practical implications of accepting a consistent

form of European idealism, materialism or existentialism mav be unac-
ceptable. Finally the search for a non-American alternative may lead

to failure on the part of professional colleagues and laymen to appreciate,

let alone accept, the philosophizing of academic philosophers.

The international dimension of Americas role todnv probablv makes
it necessary for philosophers to look seriously at non-Westcm systems
of thought. Buddhism, for example, influences much of what goes on
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in education in Ceylon. Other forms of Buddhism can be applied to

education in Japan Islam, with its sectarian differences, circumscribes

debates about education in many countries. There is need to reveal

through philosophical analysis the major differences between these sys-

tems and those of Europe and North America. I have pointed out else-

where that theoretical or rational constructs, based on philosophical

forms of inquiry would help comparative educationists to establish bench

marks for the comparison of value systems. Such constructs would be

complementary to those prepared on the basis of empirical techniques

—

questionnaires, attitude tests and the like.

In short the comparative dimension of the philosopher of education’s

work is becoming increasingly important in face of America’s world

commitment. The assumptions of his own system should be examined
carefully and compared with the assumptions of a system of philosophy
which may be regarded as representative of a selected foreign country.
Unless he adopts a philosophical position from which to use the tools

of analysis the analysis itself will be sterile. If the position or cluster
of theories he accepts is itself sterile or inappropriate to the conditions
of the day then the value of critical analysis will be very strictly limited.
The contexts of analysis should therefore be (a) logically consistent
within a philosophical system, (b) sociologically appropriate and (c)
capable of international-comparative application. For example, what
does democracy mean to a French Cartesian? Or to a follower of Con-
dorcet? What does equality mean to a British empiricist or follower
of Locke and

J. S. Mill? What meaning can be given to the Japanese
concept of charisma? J

Needed today are philosophers who will break the bonds of technique
and move into the held of speculation in search of new answers to
philosophical and socio-political questions. The need is as great, if not
greater, than that which faced the early pragmatist in the late nineteenth
century. Then according to Philip Wiener in The Evolution of Prag-
matism men such as Chauncy Wright, William James, Oliver Wendell
Holmes John Fiske, George Mead attempted in a rapidly changing
world to make sense of the assumptions which were informing their
own professional work. One of them found in pragmatism a rationale
for law, another for medicine and Dewey attempted to provide one
for education. Is a new pragmatism needed? Or are todays problems
such that an entirely new set of assumptions are needed if in the future
Americans are to have a system ot philosophy to which in face of
difficult problems and decisions, they can turn with some confidence
for guidance?

Another task is for philosophers of education to build up rational
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or theoretical constructs of normative patterns, value systems, or ac-

ceptable systems of philosophy which can be used to make sense of

national systems of education. The arbitrary character of the choices

which will have to be made in order to proceed should be recognized.

The techniques of analysis are, however, well developed and the possi-

bilities are excellent of establishing constructs useful in comparative

education studies.

Given a system of philosophy from which to work, with what kinds

of questions should philosophers of education concern themselves? At

present two tendencies can be discerned. Some philosophers start from

philosophical questions and analyze in great detail the meaning of terms

associated with them. Such starting points lead almost inevitably to

esoteric discussions designed to improve techniques of analysis. Logical

consistency is examined. Distinctions between meanings are drawn. At-

tention is paid to the characteristics and types of definition. The “mean-

ing of meaning” and the nature of knowledge are proper subjects of

inquiry. Such philosophers are the pure physicists of education not the

engineers; their work is perhaps less system oriented than the next group

of philosophers of education; they are perhaps less committed to educa-

tion and to the achievement of stated goals and objectives.

Philosophers of education are social engineers insofar as they clarify

the aims and goals of educational systems and make explicit the implica-

tions of accepted premises. As such many of them believe that the start-

ing points of philosophical analysis should be educational issues, prob-

lems and assumptions. Among such exponents two categories of questions

have received considerable attention recently. There are first of all

classroom or school terms such as learning, teaching, subject disci-

plines, authority, discipline and its sanctions, the curriculum and so

on. The second category of terms relate to the educational system as

a whole. In this group, terms such as equality, social disadvantage,

selection, organization and structure fall.

Among English philosophers of education there are those who hold

that, because the tests of education are intrinsic to it, there is little

purpose in going beyond them since education has its own goals and
the achievement of them can be judged in educational terms. This form
of assessment is based on means-ends relationships. Additional forms

of inquiry would evaluate the internal consistency of educational ends.

An assessment of the consistency of institutional practices to achieve

these ends, though desirable, is hardly a task for the philosopher.

The belief that education can be judged solely in educational terms
would, of course, be rejected by most pragmatists and by comparative
educationists who follow the lead given to them by Sir Michael Sadler
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who held as very important tests of an educational system which were

intrinsic to it. His view that educational processes could only be under-

stood in the light of the relationships between education and other as-

pects of society has had a profound effect on comparative educationists.

The tests of a good education are in terms of ends-mcans relationships

but the goals are not only internal to education but external to it. Educa-

tion promotes democracy, political stability, higher standards of living

and greater social harmony. Political, economic and social class tests

can therefore legitimately be applied to education. To be sure, it is

important to make plain the criteria on which these tests are based.

Against what criteria can social harmony be measured? What are the

constituents of political stability? How can economic standards of living

be measured? One task of the philosopher of education would be to

examine these indices, make them much more explicit than at present

so that the testers may devise empirical instruments which are reliable

and valid. Again die comparative dimension of the problem of establish-

ing by philosophical methods instruments to evaluate educational

achievement on an international basis should be considered most care-

fully. Unfortunately these tasks are not always regarded by philosophers

as legitimate and psycliometrists all too frequently assume that they

are unnecessary.

There is a range of problems which appears to be neglected at present

by philosophers of education. These are the major socio-economic and
political issues of the day. Most of them arise from processes of rapid
and asynchronous social change. The assumptions and theories relating
to social change need critical examination. Traditional theories abound.
Most of them emphasize the lag between technological development
and the value system of a pre-industrial society. It is a viewpoint which
docs not run contrary to the main thesis of this paper. One contention
of this paper is, however, that too little attention has been paid to the
lag beween political changes and value systems which were appropriate
in the age of imperialism. Concepts of leadership, democracy, elitism,

governing and non-goveming elites and mass education need to be sub-
jected to further logical analysis. In very general terms this has been
done. A comparative international dimension has perhaps been lacking.

Moreover, perhaps not enough attention has been given to an analysis

of logical coherence and consistency (or lack thereof) in national value
systems of the post World War Two period. There is need particularly

to identify normative inconsistencies and to clarify through philosophy

public and professional debates. I think particularly of the debates which
took place in England at the close of the war. The issue was planning.

Should England’s post-war society be subject to total planning, to partial
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planning or to none at all? The philosophical debate between Mannheim
on the one hand—arguing in favor of a democratically planned society

—

and Hayek and Popper on the other, arguing in favor either of laisser

faire or a modified process of piecemeal social engineering, had real

political significance. It was central to the opposing policies of the

Labour and Tory parties. The issue was domestic. The provision of

a rationale in terms of which it could be debated at various levels was
extremely important. The debate has had considerable implications for

philosophy too.

Today many of the most pressing problem for which national solu-

tions are needed have an important international component. Consider

for example the issues arising out of technical assistance programs. One
of them arises from intercultural conflicts in which in any country three

or four competitors are to be found. The indigenous culture faces that

brought to it by the technical expert whose cultural assumptions may
be in conflict with those of a former colonial power and in competition

with those of another contemporary great power. For example, the tech-

nical assistant from America may meet in an indigenous culture some
elements of a European culture and competition from Soviet advisers.

In this situation the teacher or adviser should examine the bases of

his own assumptions: compare them with the assumptions which inhere

in the indigenous culture, the assumptions of the European system which

until recently prevailed and the value system of Soviet experts.

The object of philosophical analysis should be to point out the areas

of major disagreement and the possibilities of normative adjustment.

Only after careful and critical analysis of terms drawn from politics,

education, economics, religion and sociology in comparative perspective

should the effectiveness of proposed policies be examined. Anthropolo-

gists doubtless are needed to examine the value system of many in-

digenous cultures but philosophers should, it seems to me, take seriously

the task of studying in terms of present political and educational needs

the philosophical assumptions of the major world religions, e.g..

Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam and the secular traditions, for example, of

Confucianism and Shihtoism and their derivatives.

Such philosophical investigations, necessary though they arc, arc not

themselves a sufficient basis on which to build educational policy. Inves-

tigations based on means-ends and means-outcomes relationships will

almost certainly be interdisciplinary and contain important empirical

components. It is important to point out that empirical techniques reflect

a set of philosophical assumptions just as much as do the techniques
of critical philosophical analysis. Failure to grasp this fact helps to ex-
plain the defects of several large-scale comparative education studies
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recently completed. The International Educational Achievement project

lacked such a philosophical base, consequently the empirical techniques

employed in it, though m themselves carefully examined and modified

for comparative use, were often inappropriate.

In conclusion I should like to mention a problem of international

significance which in my judgement should concern American philoso-

phers of education as well as empirical investigators. A crucial issue

for die U.S.A. in light of its bilateral commitments to involve itself

in the defence of territories abroad concerns political stability. To ex-

amine the theoretical constituents of political stability would involve

the acceptance of a political science theory on the basis of which a num-

ber of hypotheses could be given precise meaning. Tests could then

be devised which would enable them to be studied empirically.

Of the many theories of government available I suggest by way of

example those put forward by V. Pareto in his monumental Mind and

Society. There ho maintained that important to the maintenance of politi-

cal stability in the balance of Lions and Foxes is the composition of

political and social elites and the provision of opportunities for the circula-

tion of elites. He examined the psychological bases of human and group

action and categorized political leaders as either Lions prepared to use

force to gain and hold on to power or as Foxes who seek cleverly to

persuade and manipulate without resort to force. According to Pareto,

there should be a balance in a governing elite. An accumulation of

Lions in the non-governing elite or among the masses may lead to revolu-

tion against a government unable, because it lacks Lions, to reach firm

decisions and stand by them. Too many Lions in a government would
make it possible for Foxes among the masses to overthrow by force

a manifestly unsuitable government.

Crudely stated in this way such a theory may suggest little scope
for careful philosophical analysis. But meaning has, however, to be given
to many key terms: residues, “derivations,” “governing elite,” “senti-

ments,” “non-governing elite,” “stability,” “revolution” and so on. Criteria

need to bo established which will make it possible to use these terms
unambiguously in comparative studies. The qualities of mind and dis-

position associated with Lions and Foxes should be analyzed. This ex-

ample suggests that to be effective, philosophers of education need to

analyze their social and political terms within a stated cultural context

or against a known political theory. Unless this is done their discussion

of words such as “democracy” “authority” and “permissiveness” will

be of little value in comparative and international studies.

Follow-up studies should be empirical. For example, how do national

systems of education operate as agencies of selection? How do they

pick out future members of the governing elite? Which qualities are
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important in selection procedures? Those of the Lion or those of the

Fox? And after selection what qualities of leadership arc inculcated

through the educational system? Arc the qualities of Lions emphasized
or those of the Foxes? What kind of balance is drawn in the educational

system? Has France habitually picked out through her educational ex-

amination system potential Foxes and encouraged in them the qualities

of mind associated with them? To what extent have the English Public

schools in the past paid attention both to Lions and Foxes and selected

out for political leadership positions both the intellectuals and the rugby

players? Or again how far have Americans disregarded in the past the

role of the schools as agents of selection of a political elite? What quali-

ties of character and intellect have other agencies of selection emphas-

sized? What in these terms are the implications of the gifted child

movement? And the effort made by President Kennedy to draw more

intellectuals into government? What implications arc there in these terms

for education in light of present American debates about Vietnam?

Some evidence from history may throw light on these questions. In

the newly independent countries where missionaries shouldered the bur-

den of education until recently it is all too evident that future political

leaders were the products of the mission schools. What kind of person

was selected by these systems of education? What attitudes and charac-

ter traits were encouraged among young people who were later to lead

their countries to independence? And against this form of selection what
was the role of other agencies such as the armed services and the trade

unions? Were the seeds of post-independence unrest and revolution sown

by systems of education?

What are the consequences of drawing sharp boundaries between

the governing and non-governing elites? To what extent docs an educa-

tional system inhibit the circulation of elites? Are American intellectuals

politicians? Are politicians capable of offering cultural leadership? The
divorce in the nineteenth and early twentieth century between the Ger-

man academics and the politicians was doubtless a serious factor in

the collapse of effective parliamentary government before the Second

World War.
These hints at possible lines of approach in the study of relationships

between education and political stability arc intended only to reveal

the extent to which comparative studies focused on major and pressing

socio-economic and political studies need to be sustained by interdisci-

plinary studies and among these some of the most important are those

that can be pursued by philosophers of education either collectively

or as individuals. I hope they will accept such challenges. I feel that

Dewey would have recognized the need to internationalize his work
and would have responded to the challenge.
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The American Teacher: Training

and Employment

The American Teacher .—Americans themselves are generally agreed

that the weakest point in their system is the teacher. There are 400,000

primary teachers, and of this huge army it is impossible to make any

general statement except that in variety it is unexcelled. The contrast

that we have observed running all through the American system between

the work of the best schools and that of the worst schools will find

its natural explanation in the remarkable variations in academic qualifica-

tions and professional skill of the American teacher. On the one hand

is a teacher who has received a Secondary School training, supplemented

by a two, three, or four years’ course in the State Normal School; on

the other hand is the poor, broken-down relative of a powerful school

manager, thrust into the school for the brief period it is annually open,

with absolutely no professional or academic qualification whatsoever

for the high post of teacher; and these are privates in the same great

army.

No one can use stronger words than the American official on the

gross way in which the interests of the school and its children are made
subservient to personal considerations by unscrupulous school managers.

“With all deference to the faithful and conscientious ones, in many
instances the school fund is being wantonly and unrighteously wasted.

Men and women who have made a failure of their own lives and enter-

prises are to-day occupying these positions (Directors of Schools)”

(State Superintendent of Colorado, C.R., 1 1896-97, p. 1,283); and Judge
Draper writes, "Men engaged in managing the organisations of the differ-

ent political parties have undertaken to control appointments in the

1 C.R. Commissioners Reports, material found in the annual reports of the U.S. Com-
missioner of Education, Washington, D.C.

Robert Eduard Hughes. "The American Teacher,” in The Making of Citizens: A
Study in Comparative Education (London: The Walter Scott Publishing Company
Ltd., 1902), pp. 150-158.

‘

Author; Educated at Jesus College, Oxford University, 1890-93, BA, M.A. and
at London University.
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TABLE 1 STATISTICS OF NORMAL SCHOOLS IN THE UNITED STATES

FOR 1897-985

Public Normal Private Normal
Schools Schools Total

Number of normal schools

Teachers instructing

167 17S 345

2,871normal students 1,863 1,008

Students in teacher’s
67,538training courses 46,245 21,293

Male students 12,578 10,597 23,175

Female students

Number of normal
33,667 10,690 44,363

graduates 8,188 3,067 11,255
3,232Male graduates 1,543 1,689

Female graduates 6,645 1,378 8,023
Volumes in libraries

Value of buildings,

566,684 194,460 761,144

grounds, apparatus 519,980,222 $5,047,507 $25,027,729
Value of benefactions

received in 1897-98 336,185 240,203 576,388
Total money value of

endow ment 1,472,865 2,311,594 3,784,459
Appropriated by states.

counties, and cities for
buildings and improve-
ments m 1897-98 417,666 417,866

Appropriated by same for

support 2,566,132 19,696 2,585,828
Received from tuition and

other fees 514,562 648,459 1,163,021
Received from productive

funds
Received from other

57,648 38,759 96,407

sources and
unclassified

Total income for
307,409 191,995 499,404

1897-98 3.445,751 898,909 4,344,660

interests of their party machines, and the downright scoundrels have
infested the school organisation in some places for the sake of plunder.”
It is this deplorable state of things that is driving democratic America
into the arms of the bureaucrat.

Let us now first sec what the means are for equipping the American
teacher for her work. To fill up the vacancies in an army of 400,000

teachers, annual recruits to the number of 60,000 are required. There

*A E , B. A. Hinsdale, American Education, p. 377.
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are in the United States 167 public normal schools primarily intended

for the training of teachers, and supported either by the State or city.

These have 46,245 students, and turn out annually 8000 students who
have completed the course. Besides these there are 178 private normal

schools with 21,293 students, which supply annually 3000 more com-
pleted students. Thus the normal schools under present conditions can

supply about one-sixth of the annual demand. It must not be overlooked,

however, that it is the trained teacher who is most likely to remain

in the profession, so that the proportion of trained teachers is certainly

greater than would be indicated by the annual supply from the normal

schools.

One the other hand, it must be stated that many of these normal

schools are such in name only. “The normal school does some of the

work of the high school, but mingles with it professional training for

teachers. . . . There are schools of this character at New York and

Philadelphia.

“At New York the course lasts four years and is much like that of

a high school, except for two hours a week given to pedagogy in the

third year and three hours in the fourth year, out of which last time

is taken for a very little practice in teaching. At Philadelphia all the

actual practice that falls to the lot of each student is one single week,

and she watches the teaching of another student for a week before

that.” And Professor Hinsdale thus compares the American with the

Prussian normal school:

—

While the German schools confine themselves exclusively to training intend-

ing teachers, including, to be sure, much academic instruction, American
schools generally do a large amount of miscellaneous teaching. To a great

extent they parallel the work of the high schools, and to some extent even

the elementary schools. In the second place, this wide range of work accounts

in part for die much greater size of the American schools. In 1888 only

five of the 115 normal schools of Prussia had upwards of a hundred pupils,

while one had less than fifty, but several of our State schools count more
than a thousand pupils. It must always be borne in mind that a large propor-

tion of these American pupils arc in no proper sense normal pupils. In the

third place, there is necessarily a great disparity in the size of the respective

faculties. An ordinary Prussian normal school requires hut nine teachers, in-

cluding the two in the practice school, while our normal school staffs often

number fifty or sixty persons. It is clear, therefore, that we have not yet
realised the pure normal school type as Germany, for example, has done.

Nor can it be doubted that our schools, as institutions for training teachers,

have often suffered greatly from their overgrown numbers and large classes.

(Hinsdale, A.E., p. 378)
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Of State normal schools New York now possesses 12, Pennsylvania

13, West Virginia, North Carolina, Missouri, and Wisconsin have 7 each.

The New York State normal schools cost the State £105,000 per

annum. Of this amount, £6,119 was devoted to the provision of libraries

and text-books. The practising schools, kindergarten, primary, inter-

mediate, and academic, absorbed £5,704. These schools turn out

annually 860 graduates, of whom 714 are women. The cost of each

graduate to the State is from £80 to £100.

It is impossible to say what proportion of American teachers have

received the benefit of any kind of professional training before beginning

to teach.

It is confessed on all hands that the professional efficiency of the

American rural teachers is generally very low.3 Even in the towns and

cities not one in four of the teachers has received any kind of training.

In many States a majority of the primary school teachers have received

no education whatever further than that provided in the primary schools.

While the fatal belief of American democracy persists, “that anybody

is fit for anything” (J. S. Mill), the necessity of training the teacher

will not be popularly recognised. An American head-mistress, when
asked whether she believed in the necessity of training for teachers,

replied emphatically no, and gave an utterly ludicrous reason for the

faith in her (Dr. Rice, The Public School System of the United States,

p. 58). Even in cities like Chicago we are told by Dr. Rice that there

are many teachers absolutely destitute of any professional training, and
some of them who have never been through even a secondary school

course. In Massachusetts, admittedly the first State in educational effi-

ciency, 385 percent only of all the teachers have passed through a
normal school (Hinsdale, A.E., p. 376).

Over half the teachers of the State of Pennsylvania are only provision-
ally certificated, and nine thousand of them have received no other
education than that provided by the common school. This professional
weakness of the American teachers has led to two developments—

1. The appointment of an expert to take charge of the city or county
system, whose chief duty it is to train the teacher professionally.

2. The growth of subsidiary means of training by which the teacher

'“In America,” says M. Levasseur, "the masters are as a rule young; they have
energy and enthusiasm, but they lack skill and experience; the ‘elective system
exposes them to frequent changes, and moreover in the country the school year is

very short-, all these reasons give rise to the abuse of the Text-book method, and
to the idea which teachers and pupils share, that all is done when the text-book has

been recited to the last page” (L. Etiseignement primeire p. 394.)
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is able during school vacations, and at other times, to attend

special courses and conferences on pedagogical subjects.

The American teacher knows her weakness, and is most ready to

learn. “I am convinced,” says Mr. Findlay, “that there is in the minds

of American teachers a desire to learn about education, a humility with

reference to their present knowledge of the subject which contrasts

favourably with the attitude of the successful teacher in European coun-

tries." (Report of the Royal Commission on Secondary Education, “A
Report on Certain Features of Secondary Education in the United States

of American and in Canada”) And the President of Haverford College,

who has made a special study of the English system of schools, is still

more pointed:

—

Our system has a tremendous and overflowing vitality, which promises

more for the future than the well-fitted machinery of England. Did you ever

live in a country town during the week of a teachers’ institute? It is a greater

attraction than the new railroad or the circus. The air is saturated with educa-

tional questions. The teachers, often of the same social grade as the best

of the residents, are received into the homes and made the central features

of the excitement. Better still, have you ever been to a State or national

education convention? The discussions do not strike one as being in the least

shallow or vaguely general. . . . Thus our country is permeated with educa-

tional life. England does not know much of it. Her teachers do not read

professional literature, as ours do. They do not communicate popular enthu-

siasm for education as ours do, although they are often more highly trained

—

President Sharpless, of Haveiford College, on the “Relation of State to

Education in England and America” (No. 87, in publications of the American

Academy of Political and Social Science).

The school superintendent, like all other American institutions, varies

enormously. He is often merely an artful politician, a skilful wirepuller,

and absolutely destitute of any educational qualification for his high

post. He devotes a small portion of his time to this work, and his main

interest in the school is concerned with helping his political friends.

But of that typo of superintendent we will say nothing more here. Wc
would rather devote our attention to the skilled experts who are gen-

erally found at the head of the large city organisations. Too often their

tenure of office is as uncertain as that of the teacher, and the wonder
is that these distinguished men are content to fill such precarious posts.

Many of these higher posts arc held by women; thus two State super-

intendents are women. Out of 836 cities that have superintendents, 18

arc occupied by women, who also occupy 256 county superintendentships.

The superintendent is the head of the city administrative machine
for education. He generally examines and appoints all teachers, has
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Of State normal schools New York now possesses 12, Pennsylvania

13, West Virginia, North Carolina, Missouri, and Wisconsin have 7 each.

The New York State normal schools cost the State £105,000 per
annum. Of this amount, £6,119 was devoted to the provision of libraries

and text-books. The practising schools, kindergarten, primary, inter-

mediate, and academic, absorbed £5,704. These schools turn out
annually 860 graduates, of whom 714 are women. The cost of each
graduate to the State is from £80 to £100.

It is impossible to say what proportion of American teachers have
received the benefit of any kind of professional training before beginning

It is confessed on all hands that the professional efficiency of the
American rural teachers is generally very low.3 Even in the towns and
cities not one in four of the teachers has received any kind of training.
In many States a majority of the primary school teachers have received
no educabon whatever further than that provided in the primary schools.W 1 e the fatal belief of American democracy persists, “that anybody
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TABLE 2 AVERAGE ANNUAL SALARIES OF TEACHERS AND SUPERVISING
OFFICERS IN CITIES OF OVER 100,000 INHABITANTS

City

Number of

Teachers
and Super-

vising

Officers

Paid for

Supervising
and

Teaching
Average
Salary

San Francisco, Cal. 1,070 S940,S20 S879 27
Denver (District No. 1), Col. 292 243,650 834 42
Washington, D.C. 1,061 SOI ,016 754 96
Chicago, 111. 5,535 4,937,302 892 03
Indianapolis, Ind. 027 399,928 637.84
Louisville, Ky. 394 408,237 687.27

New Orleans, La. 091 319,000 461.55
Baltimore, Aid. 1,855 1,084,109 584.42
Boston, Alass. 1,832 1,952,483 1,065.77

Detroit, Mich. 832 571,813 687.27
Minneapolis, Minn. 782 530,474 678 36
St. Paul, Minn. 572 334,465 584.73
Kansas City, Mo. 508 336,844 663 08
St. Louis, Mo. 1,670 1,013,853 607.09
Omaha, Neb. 394 259,131 657 69
Jersey City, N.J. 582 354,410 608.95
Newark, N.J. 748 538,695 693.44
Buffalo, N.Y. 1,234 793,412 642 96
New York, N.Y. 10,008 8,127,067 812.05
Rochester, N.Y. 765 396,922 518.85
Cincinnati, Ohio 910 790,342 868 51

Cleveland, Ohio 1,234 883,077 715.62
Alleghany, Pa. 393 246,330 626.79
Philadelphia, Pa. 3,471 2,422,820 698.02
Pittsburgh, Pa. 912 641,789 703.72
Providence, R.I. 680 451,833 664.46
Milwaukee, Wis. 862 581,037 674.06

(C.R., 1898-90, p. 1,477.)

The pay of the average American teacher is very low. For men it totals

up to £109 per annum, and for women £93 per annum; that is, were
the monthly pay continued throughout the year. The average monthly
pay is highest on the Pacific Slope, namely, for men, £11.72; for women
£10.18; and lowest in the South Atlantic States, where it is for men
£6.22; for women, £6.29.

In a city like Chicago, where a working man receives on an average two
dollars a day, men and women teachers in primary schools begin with £80
for the first year, and ultimately reach a maximum of £155. . . , The so-
called School Cadets—-pupil teachers in fact, whose employment was a necessity
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a considerable voice in the selection of textbooks, and prescribes not

only the course of study for the schools, but details the methods to

be pursued. The result is that oftentimes the efficiency of a school is

estimated by the care and faithfulness with which the superintendents
instructions have been carried out. The results are often admirable, and
generally very much better than could be anticipated, were the quality
of the staff and their previous professional training alone considered.
But in the case of the trained, skilful, and resourceful teacher, so little

is left to his own individuality that the system often becomes very
galling, and indeed something like tyranny arises.

To supplement the training of the teacher a number of characteristic
institutions have arisen in America. Such are the Teachers’ Institutes,
Summer Schools, and Reading Unions. The Institute may be confined
to the teachers of a single city, county, or State, or may be constituted
by an amalgamation of two or more of these units. It consists of a
senes of conferences, lectures, and discussions, in which the chief officials
and teachers take part. It may extend from a couple of days to weeks.
Attendance !S often compulsory. In the State of of New York as many
as 106 Institutes were held in one year, and attended by over 16,000”S - t0t

f
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many, Holland, and Belgium. This is a great loss. Until professional

unity has been developed, it will be impossible to retain the best minds

as teachers. At present the American teacher is entirely in the hands

of the superintendent, and will remain so until the professional instinct

has led to co-operation and self-help. It is a professional corps of teachers

that is America's great need, and no army of expert officials will ever

fill this gap.
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in years past in Prussia—also receive three shillings a day for their work, which

they perform under the supervision and guidance of a regulai teacher. (Prof.

Waetzoldt, C.R , 1892-93, p. 567 )

In Massachusetts, which employs 989 males and 10,244 females, the

average salary of the males, who are generally principals, is £28 per

month, and of the women £10 per month.

It is to be remembered, too, that deductions from salary are made
for absences from school,4 and that as a rule no pensions are awarded
to the American teacher.

The proportion of the sexes in the army of American teachers was
in 1897-98—

Male —
Female —

— — 131,750

277,443

For previous years the numbers were:

1870-71 1879-80 1889-90

Male
Female

90,293
129,932

122,795
163,798

125,525
238,397

The average professional life of the American teacher is said to be
about five years; of the country teacher, only about two years. In Min-
nesota, in 1892, out of 6,560 teachers:

937 had been
397 had been
641 had been

the

the

the

same post

same post

same post

more

more

more

than 3 years;

than 2 years;

than 1 year;

and the remainder were all new appointments. Indeed, it has been said
that there is no profession of teaching in America. Teaching is simply
used as a means to some higher end-marriage in the case of women,
and some other professional career in the ease of men. The American
teacher seems to laclc the sense of professional unity. There are no purely
teachers associations m America as there arc in France, England! Ger-

* ettr ot Ke-.Ve.Ir the freer;,™ „/ fortfcUcd h , olhcr
.rW tmple,,e«, ooiog to absence from riots-, together wrtl. 1 percent of all the
salaries, sshrch ,s retained for lire pnrposc, are sufficient to create a fond for the

'Vh"h '™d b“ considerable
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Intellectual Changes

The Outlook has aslcecl me to set down on paper some of the changes

in the United States which have struck me on revisiting that country.

Thirty-four years have passed since I first saw it, and twenty-one years

since I spent in it a time long enough to form impressions. The invitation

interests me, for much has happened in the period over which I can

now look back. Yet it is with diffidence that I comply with the request,

because the older a man grows the more does he feel the difficulty

of discerning and interpreting social phenomena, and because every

time an observer visits America he finds many more phenomena to study

than he had found before. My friends, however, say that if it is worth

while to discover and point out the changes that are passing on a coun-

try, this is most easily done by the visitor who comes at long intervals.

As one who has been away from home for some years notices on his

return changes of which the members of his family are scarcely con-

scious, as he secs that the slender youth has filled out into a man,

and that the dark locks of thirty have begun to silver at fifty, so he

who comes back to any country’ after a long absence is struck by novel

aspects of things w hich the home-stayer, living continously among them,

has scarcely observed, because the process of change has been slow

and unobstrusive.

Accordingly, I shall try to enumerate sundry differences between

the United States of 1905 and the United States of 1S70 or 18S3. About
some of them 1 may be mistaken. Some, again, may be superficial or

transient, and yet they may deserve to be remarked, because one may
thus be led to think of the underlying influences that arc at work. All

the changes of which I am about to speak have come gradually and
naturally. In retrospect, one can see that they are such as might have
been expected to come, though most of them were not in fact predicted.

James Dryer. "America Revisited—Changes of a Quarter Century” The Outlook
( March 25. 1903 ) , pp. 733. 73&-73S, 740.

Author (183S-1922): Lawyer, wmcrutv professor, parliamentarian, and author*
Rrpns Professor of Cml Law, Oxford. 1S70-1&93, entered Parliament for Aberdeen!
ISSO, in 1905 appointed Irish Secretary

; educated at the Glasgow High School',
University of Glasgow. Trinity College, Oxford, and Heidelberg; Ambassador to
tlir United States. 1907-1913.
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there are still a great many whose standard of teaching and examination

is that of a school, not of a true university. But there are also many
which have risen to the European level, and many others which are

moving rapidly towards it. Roughly speaking—for it is impossible to

speak with exactness—America now has not less than fifteen or perhaps

even twenty seats of learning fit to be ranked beside the universities

of Germany, France, and England as respects the completeness of the

instruction which they provide and the thoroughness at which they aim.

Only a few have a professorial staff containing names equal to those

which adorn the faculties of Berlin and Leipzig and Vienna, of Oxford,

Cambridge, Edinburgh, and Glasgow. Men of brilliant gifts are scarce

in all countries, and in America there has hardly been time to produce

a supply equal to the immense demand for the highest instruction which

has lately shown itself. It is the advance in the standard aimed at,

and in the efforts to attain that standard, that is so remarkable. Even

more noticeable is the amplitude of the provision now made for the

study of the natural sciences and of those arts in which science is applied

to practical ends. In this respect the United States has gone ahead of

Great Britain, aided no doubt by the greater pecuniary resources which

not a few of her universities possess, and which they owe to the wise

liberality of private benefactors. In England nothing is so hard as to

get money from private persons for any educational purpose. Mr. Car-

negie’s splendid gift to the universities of Scotland stands almost alone.

In America nothing is so easy. There is, indeed, no better indication

of the prosperity of the country and of its intelligence than the annual

record of the endowments bestowed on the universities by successful

businessmen, some of whom have never themselves had more than a

common school education. Only in one respect docs that poverty which

Europe lias long associated with learning reappear in America. The
salaries of presidents and professors remain low as compared with the

average income of persons in the same rank, and as compared with

the cost of living. That so many men of an energy and ability sufficient

to win success and wealth in a business career do nevertheless devote

themselves to a career of teaching and research is a remarkable evidence

of the intellectual zeal which pervades the people.*

The improvement in the range and quality of university teaching is

a change scarcely more remarkable than the increased afflux of students.

It seems (for I have not worked the matter out in figures, as I am
giving impressions and not statistics) to have grown much faster than

* Many subject* are taught to large c!a«es at the Ix-st Eastern universities for the
study of which lurvlly any students can !>e secured in England.
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One exception, indeed, there is. One new and large fact has appeared

which nobody looked for, a fact due partly to a sort of contagion spread-

ing from Europe, partly to an unpredictable series of historical accidents

(if anything in history is an accident). Of this new fact more hereafter.

The other changes seem due to causes which were already at work
forty years ago. They have moved on broad and well-marked lines. Most
of them show a relation to one another which makes them appear part

of the same great movement. Some—and these are of peculiar interest

—

show that America is being more and more drawn into the general

current of the worlds movement, not always, perhaps, to her
advantage. . . .

All the changes I have been enumerating tend to make men occupy
themselves more than ever with their work and with material interests

in general. It is true that they have more money, and some of them
more leisure. Hours of labor are shortening, as they have shortened,
and more generally, in Australia. But as labor is more intense while
it lasts, leisure is necessarily given chiefly to amusement. Such conditions
may seem unfavorable to intellectual progress. But here comes in another
remarkable change, which casts a new light upon the landscape and
undamentally affects our estimate of the prospect that lies before the
nation.

r

•nicre has been within these last thirty-five years a development of
he higher education in the United States perhaps without a parallel
in the world Previously the Eastern States had but a very few univer-
sities whose best teachers were on a level with the teachers in the uni-
versities of Western Europe. There were a great many institutions bearing
the name of universities over the Northern and Middle States and the
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program was apt to be superficial and ilimsy, giving tlm annearancewa hou, the solid reality of knowledge. The seLbfie Ide w^eneml.y
even weaker than the literary. These universities and colleges had their
value for heir very existence was a recognition of the need for an
education above that which the school is intended to supply. I ventured
even then to hazard the opinion that the reformers who wished to extin-
guish the bulk of them or to turn them into schools, reserving the
degree-granting power to a selected few only, were mistaken, because
improvement and development might be expected. But 1 did not expect
that the development would come so fast and go so far. No doubt
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great cities there are always university clubs, and in some cities these

clubs have become centers for social and political action for good public

ends. Not infrequently they take the lead in municipal reform

movements.

When I pass from the places set apart for the cultivation of letters

and learning to the general state of letters and learning in the com-

munity, it is much more difficult to formulate any positive impressions.

One feels a change in the spirit of the books produced, and a change

in the taste of the reading public, but one cannot say exactly in what
the alteration consists, nor how it has come, nor whether it will last.

Having no sufficient materials for a theory on the subject, I can venture

only on a few scattered remarks. Literary criticism, formerly at a low

ebb, seems to have sensibly improved, whereas is England many people

doubt if it is as acute, as judicious, and as delicate as it was in the

sixties. The love of poetry and the love of art are more widely diffused

in America than ever before; one finds, for instance, a far greater number
of good pictures in private houses than could have been seen thirty

years ago, and the building up of public art galleries has occupied much
of the thought and skill of leading citizens as well as required the ex-

penditure of vast sums. Great ardor is shown in the investigation of

dry subjects, such as questions of local history. The interest taken in

constitutional topics and economic questions, indeed in everything that

belongs to the sphere of political science, is as great as it is in Germany
or France, and greater than in Britain. This interest is, indeed, confined

to one class, which chiefly consists of university teachers, but it is a

new and noteworthy phenomenon. Few people thought or wrote on
these matters thirty years ago.

On the other hand, it is said, and that by some who have the best

special opportunities for knowing, that serious books, i.e. books other

than fiction and the lighter form of belles lettres, find no larger sale

now, when readers are more numerous and richer, than they did in

the ’seventies. No one can fail to observe the increasing number and
popularity of the magazines, and it seems likely that they are now more
read, in proportion to books, than they used to be. The same thing

is happening in England. It is a natural consequence of the low prices

at which, owing to the vast market, magazines containing good matter
and abundant illustrations can be sold. It may also be due to that sense
of hurry, which makes the ordinary American little disposed to sit down
to work his way through a book. Both these factors are more potent
in the United States than they were ever before, or than they arc in
Europe.

If in America as well as in England the growth of population has
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population has grown, and to betoken an increased desire among parents

and young men to obtain a complete intellectual equipment for life.

The number of undergraduates at Harvard is much larger than is the

number who resort to Oxford; the number at Yale is larger than the

number at Cambridge (England). Five leading universities of the East-

ern States—Harvard, Yale, Columbia, Princeton, Pennsylvania—count

as many students as do all the universities of England (omitting in

both cases those who attend evening classes only), although there are

twice as many universities in England now as there were forty years

ago, and although the English students have much more than doubled

in number. And whereas m England the vast majority go to prepare

themselves for some profession—law, journalism, medicine, engineering,

or the ministry of the Established Church—there is in America a consid-

erable proportion (in one institution I heard it reckoned at a third

or more) who intend to choose a business career, such as manufacturing,

or banking, or commerce, or railroading. In England nearly every youth

belonging to the middle and upper class who takes to business goes

into a commercial office or workshop not later than seventeen. In the

United States, if he graduates at a university, he continues his liberal

education till he is twenty-one or twenty-two. This practical people

do not deem these three years lost time. They believe that the young
man is all the more likely to succeed in business if he goes into it

with a mind widely and thoroughly trained. To say that the proportion

of college graduates to the whole population is larger in America than
in any European country would not mean much, because graduation
from a good many of the colleges means very little. But if we take
only those colleges which approach or equal the West European stan-

dard, I think the proportion will be as high as it is in Germany or
Switzerland or Scotland and higher than it is in England.

This feature of recent American development has an important bearing
on the national life. It is a counterpoise to the passion, growing always
more intense, for material progress, to the eagerness to seize every
chance, to save every moment, to get the most out of every enterprise.
It tends to diffuse a taste for scientific and literary knowledge among
a class to most of whom, in other countries, few opportunities have
been opened for acquiring such a taste. It adds to the number of those
who may find some occasion in their business life for turning a knowl-
edge of natural science to practical account, and so benefiting the coun-
try as well as themselves. Nor is its social influence to be overlooked.
One is frequently impressed in America by the attachment of the grad-

uates to the place of their education, by their interest in its fortunes,

by their willingness to respond when it asks them for money. In the
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twenty years ago, when the legislation which so many observers regret

had, in most states, come into operation. There does, however, seem

to be a growing reaction against the laxity of procedure in divorce

suits, as well as against the freedom granted by the states which have

gone farthest; and though little is heard of the proposal that Congress

should receive power to pass a general divorce law for the whole coun-

try, the suggestion that efforts should be made to induce the states

to introduce greater uniformity, and to make the procedure for obtaining

divorce less liable to abuse finds increasing favor. It is encouraging

to note a stronger sense, among thinking men, of the evils which laxity

tends to produce.

Serious as these evils are, the general moral standard of the United

States still appears to me, as it did twenty years ago, to be, on the

whole, higher than that of Western Europe. (The differences between

France, Germany, and England are not so great as is commonly sup-

posed.) Even in the wealthiest class, where luxury weakens the sense

of duty, and lays men and women most open to temptation, there are

apparently fewer scandals than the same class shows elsewhere. Nor

is the morality of any country to be measured by the number of divorces.

Its condition may be really worse if people cynically abstain from obtain-

ing divorces where there are grounds for obtaining them. Although

there is more wealth in America than in England, luxury is less diffused,

and that idle and self-indulgent class which sets a bad example to other

classes is relatively smaller.

Among minor changes which the traveler notes, he must not forget

the growth of what may be called aesthetic sentiment. The desire to

have beauty around one, to adorn the house within and the grounds

without, if not new, has developed apace since 1870. In one respect

it is much more active in the United States than in most parts of Europe.

We have in England, so far as I know, none of those Village Improve-
ment Societies, which have arisen in some of the Northern States, and
especially in New England. Neither has any English city surrounded

itself with such a superb ring of parks and open spaces, some hilly

and rocky, some covered with wood, some studded with lakes, ns Boston

now possesses. America used to be pointed at by European censors

as a country whore utility was everything and beauty nothing. No one
could make such a reproach now. One melancholy exception mav, how-
ever, be referred to. Niagara has lost much of the charm that surrounded
it in 1S70. Hideous buildings line the banks of the rivers below the
falls, almost as far down as the railway bridge. The air is full of smoke.
Goat Island has. indeed, been preserved; the Canadians have laid out
a park just below the Horseshoe Fall; and the volume of the green
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not been accompanied by a growing demand for books (other than
hetion) let us remember and allow for the results of another change
which has passed upon both countries. It is a change which is all the
more noticeable in America because it is there quite recent. It is the
passion for looking on at and reading about athletic sports. The love
0 p aymg and watching games which require strength and skill is as old
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English Students in American

Universities

The recently-formed Association for the International Interchange of

Students has declared itself prepared to provide all information required

by those who are attracted by the idea of an academic Wander-Jahr.

But the regulations and requirements are so entirely different on the

two sides of the Atlantic, that the personal experiences of a student

who had to undertake the arrangement of her own American degree

course without previous assistance may possibly be of some interest,

and even of use, to those students who contemplate a similar enterprise.

A student familiar with the regulations and life of the Scottish and

the younger English Universities would find the transition to an Ameri-

can “Campus” less striking than one from Oxford or Cambridge, but

probably even then there would be difference enough in the general

environment to render him grateful for any chance scraps of information

which might help him to adapt himself to it. If it is becoming easier

year by year to get information in this country as to the respective

opportunities and advantages offered by the bewildering number of

American Colleges, it is still somewhat difficult to get really comprehen-

sive and unbiassed advice. This is not entirely the fault of the advisers.

There are so many things to be taken into account, and the personal

element counts for so much on the Faculties, that conditions change
very quickly, and past experience, even of comparatively recent date,

may be quite misleading, and, moreover, the intending student should

be quite clear as to the special object of his Wander-Jahr.

In order to get experience which shall be distinctively American, it

is almost necessary to look beyond Harvard and Yale to the great State

Universities, or to such institutions as Lcland Stanford or Chicago. In

A. Georgette Bowdcn-Smith. "English Students in American Universities" in An
English Student's Wander-Year in America (London: Edward Arnold 1910) pp
1-21 .
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flood that rushes over the precipice has not been visibly diminished
by all that is now abstracted to work the great turbines. But the wildness
of nature and the clear purity of the sky have departed. It is a loss
to the whole world, for the world has no other Niagara.
The sentiment which seeks to adorn cities and improve the amenity

o vi ages is near o£ kin to the sentiment which cherishes the scenes
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room or laboratory, with the proviso that in certain subjects two hours

of lecture or seminar count as one point in the final reckoning. In spite

of this equalizing safeguard, some lectures are eagerly sought after as

"snap-courses,” whilst others have the academically unenviable distinc-

tion of being “regular cinches”—i.e., of enabling the wary student to

make the maximum amount of credit with the minimum output of en-

ergy. A student must “carry” a certain number of hours per semester,

and he may not overstep a maximum in order to graduate. It can easily

be imagined that an American passing to Oxford, and having to certify

to his “Dean” that he was “carrying” the required number of lectures,

would be quite likely to find himself overburdened with reading. Nor
do American Colleges permit such intense specialization, even in the

senior year, as is required for any Cambridge Tripos.

Should an American wish to spend an additional year abroad, he

is, of course, far more attracted to Germany than to the older English

Universities, while the younger have hardly as yet made their reputa-

tions. On the Continent a man can take his Ph.D., and have competent

and sympathetic direction in research. This will no doubt be the case

in a few years in Manchester and Birmingham, and even London, but,

except in certain lines, the research student—unless so advanced that

he only needs the facilities of laboratory and library—does not get in

England the advice and encouragement which are the characteristic

notes of the graduate departments of an American University.

The comparative expense of an English academic year is much greater.

A stranger has not the same chance of a Scholarship or Fellowship

as a foreigner has in the fierce competition of the transatlantic Colleges

for promising students, and he has to return after his year abroad with

“nothing to show for it”—a serious drawback in a community which

has formed “the degree habit.” A stranger may, too, in the absence

of any regular organization of the student life, drop out of sight. A
new-comer may be classed with other new-comers, and a graduate stu-

dent from the other side will be apt to resent this. In an American
College all “Classes”—i.e., each “Year"—is most thoroughly organized,

and remains a decidedly self-contained unit. The graduate candidates for

advanced degrees are also organized, and enjoy many privileges, and
constitute the 61itc of the “Campus.” From the American side one hears
complaints that Rhodes’ scholars have in some cases failed to enter
into tlie ordinary student life round them. Experience in both English
and American Colleges leads to the suspicion that absence of class orga-
nization may in many cases be answerable. It must be most difficult

for a student passing from an organized College life, in which each
individual has his special status, to take kindly to the purely fortuitous
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Columbia may be seen a most interesting development of the City Uni-

versity, though it must not be forgotten that New York City has also

a College of more recent date and still more democratic tendencies
than the old foundation of colonial days. At the University of Virginia
he may study the effects of degree requirements so high that only the
barest minimum percentage of students succeed in graduating. At Obcr-
lin or Brown he may share the refreshing freedom and irresponsibility
of the smaller Institution to which young men and women come from
outlying farm-homes, rather to “see life** than to devote themselves to
more serious academic pursuits. At Minneapolis or Madison he may
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sides. A student who lias only examination results to show may be landed

in serious difficulties by the “accrediting” system, by which pupils from

schools stamped by University approval and under University inspection

matriculate without any examination for College entrance.

It takes a stranger a little time to find out how regulations—in older

communities rigid as the laws of Modes and Persians—in newer lands

yield to pressure if that be applied at the right moment and in the

right way. On the contrary, it is a little disheartening to discover that

a “class” which cost much hard work to secure, and ranked at home
fairly high, represents nothing worth having abroad, and that a testi-

monial—so kind that its possessor is somewhat shy of presenting it—is

tossed back with the comment, “That won’t do you much good!” Patience

and perseverance, however, will untie the knots of most American

red-tape.

After many rather trying interviews, one student was admitted to

graduate work in Philosophy on quite inadequate and irregular grounds,

partly because one kind-hearted Professor said she “looked intelligent,”

and partly because she asked whether, if the disgrace of failure fell

on herself, and not on the Philosophical Department, she “mightn’t at

least have a shot at the A.M but she nevertheless found, at the end

of the first semester, that she was allowed to work exactly as she pleased.

The case was further complicated by very ancient and poor school work.

The much-harassed Dean of the Graduate Department, with his office

thronged with waiting aspirants for advanced degrees, must have re-

gretted that he had not checked proceedings at an earlier stage. Modem
languages were easily provided for, but classical requirements were more
troublesome. The Dean asked, "What did you do at school?” and the

English student could only answer, “I can now do so-and-so,” which

didn’t advance matters a bit.

“How much Latin did you read at school?”

“Very little, but”—with the courage of despair
—

“I could deal easily

with any Latin charters for my historical work.”

The Dean shook his head.

“Have you read Csesar at school?”

“No; I only read what I wanted in illustration of my work the last

two years.”

“How many books of Virgil did you read at school?”

“Two, I think”—here the student had a sudden inspiration, and added:
“But I read all the others for my own amusement afterwards,” hoping
that would at least imply a certain amount of intellectual effort

The Dean shrugged his shoulders hopelessly, and wearily dismissed
the unfortunate applicant to the Philosophical Department.

This student was lucky in that she had selected a College specially
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constitution of a society in which there arc no bonds save those of

personal relationships.

If, on the contrary, an English student wishes to pass to the United
States, and take a fourth year for it, the way is delightfully open. The
American Colleges spread their nets abroad in all waters, and bait them
well with Fellowships. In the academic world there is no Monroe doc-
trine of exclusion. No University in the States cares where its Fellows
come from, but looks to it sharply that they are such as shall do it

honour. In the Universities there is no room for the cry "America for
the Americans. The number of foreign Fellows is not more striking
an that of foreign-bom Professors .ind Presidents. The many Canadians

holding high University positions is specially significant. It is true that
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almost entirely free to their own citizens. The student who wishes to

live economically will be more comfortable in a “Dormitory” or “Hall

of Residence,” and under University management, than in a private

boardinghouse. The system of sharing rooms is, however, almost uni-

versal, at any rate in the poorer Colleges, and intending students ought

to get someone on the spot to make early arrangements, or they may
not get very' satisfactory quarters—according to English ideas.

The actual necessities of life are well cared for, and the food provided

is usually excellent in quality, and well served. At most Colleges there

is a well-equipped student hospital, where non-infectious patients are

taken at small cost. Every student, whether “Frosch” or Graduate, is

medically examined on entering. As a rule, gymnastics, and in Colleges

holding the Morrill land-grant military drill for the men, is compulsory.

Those who are pronounced unfit by the doctor are placed on a special

regime of exercise, and have to report themselves from time to time

to the medical officer. No one likes to be stamped as a “Physical Wreck,”

and both men and women do all they can to get registered as fit for

the gymnasium, and the general standard of health is said to rise during

the College years. The student has to fill up a very searching form

at the first test, with columns for details as to family diseases and previ-

ous physical record. It must be admitted that there is nothing to prevent

perfunctory dealing with this medical questionnaire, and that the dou-

ble-rooming system renders it almost impossible to deal satisfactorily

with any infectious complaint. Still, the care for the physical welfare

of the students contrasts most favourably with English laissez-faire in

this most important respect.

The English student will probably have some difficulty in getting

used to new methods of work. The hours are long: eight o’clock secs

the busy stream of students separating on the Campus to fill the various

lecture-halls and laboratories. During the Summer School it is not un-

heard of for a lecturer to put on an extra class at 7:30 a.m. For an
hour at 12:30 or 1 the Campus is almost deserted, but even before

the clock has struck, the busy stream is flowing back again, or the ser-

geants arc mustering the men for drill. The laboratories empty again

at 6, but there are evening Seminars, and the Research Students arc
busy with their experiments, and the University Library is usually full

till the closing gong sounds at 10 or 10:30. As is the day, so is the
semester. The short English Term seems a thing to laugh at when a
Mid-West University, Purdue, works steadily from Christmas to June
without a break. However, the long hours do lend themselves to a some-
what easy pace. Excellent as the lectures are in matter and style, they
cover extraordinarily little ground sometimes, and there is not that sense
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bcretl that the American College has no desire to cater only for the

intellectual elite. There can be no "democratizing” of the highest educa-

tion without the conscious and deliberate use of the best pedagogical

method, and this intention does throw the heavier burden on the teacher.

The American College is quite aware of the dangers inherent in the

“Lecture system.” There arc too many students to make it possible

to have much written work, and papers arc corrected by “junior instruc-

tors”—a process not too far removed from the “monitorial” supervision

of Bell and Lancaster. It is especially in the Arts courses that the diffi-

culty is most apparent. President Sehurman, of Cornell, says:

The course in Arts is believed to be easier than the course in engineering,

or medicine, or law. This disparagement is probably well founded. Art students

have not a definite goal before them like students in the professional and

technical courses, and lazy students take advantage of the elective system,

which is peculiar to the course in Arts. The evil may not be a serious one,

and the character of the student population of Cornell and the all-pervading

spirit of hard work are sufficient to correct defects in any College, once

the Faculty is aware of their existence and determined on their elimination.

Perhaps the Professors and instructors can improve their methods of teaching,

making the work more interesting, stimulating, and vital. Perhaps they can

get into closer personal touch with their students. It is indispensable that

somehow, in the class-room or out of it, they give the students individual

attention and training. Nor should undergraduates be given opportunities

to shirk their regular work. It is little less than patlieU’c to read in the Harvard

Report (and the implied criticism is not more deserved by the Harvard Faculty

than by others) that “students themselves express the opinion that the instruc-

tor or assistants should, by means of frequent ‘quizzes,’ or conferences, keep

them in their work, and enable them to read with greater understanding.”2

The “quizz” consists of a fairly long string of questions to be answered

in class, and represents little but memory work. The same is true of

the periodical “tests,” in which, should a student gain a certain percentage

of marks, he is exempt from any final examination. The questions are

always so marked that 100 percent is possible. Good students expect

to make over 90 percent, and it is not unusual for one who gets under
that number to interview the Professor and demand the raising of the

marks. When the marks are handed round—it is not etiquette to an-
nounce them publicly—the Professor will sometimes add: “If anyone
thinks their marks too low, I shall be glad to talk the matter over with
them.” To a stranger this seems to open the way for rather undesirable
elements, and, indeed, the tide of opinion is not setting strongly against
“exempts.” Of course, the strain of work is enormously lessened by not

1 President’s Report, 1906-7.
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of fierce drive dunng working hours that marks the British Honours

Schools. It must always be remembered that the real “honours” work

is done in America only at the graduate stage, and it is therefore most

undesirable for a foreign student to register in undergraduate courses.

At the same time, no English student should omit “visiting” some
of the undergraduate lectures. They are not only models in method,
but afford the very best illustration of American determination to bring

the highest culture within not only the reach, but the grasp, of all.

This is specially striking in the Philosophical Department. Psychology
is one of the alternatives “required” in many places for the first degree,
and is, of course, treated from the experimental standpoint. Readers
of American Pedagogy, Ethics, or ./Esthetics, or even of American litera-

ture generally, must be struck by the preference for the psychological
aspect and treatment of a subject, and by the conspicuous absence of
that slipshod, vague, quasi-psychological terminology which is unfortu-
nately characteristic of a certain type of English work. The Head of
one American Psychological Department has worked out a most excellent
introductory course. The lectures, chiefly of the nature of demonstra-
tions-in working through the “Senses” and “Affection”-lay a firm
foundation for future work. The first lecture lays stress on the fact that
psychology is one of the natural sciences, and that to study psychology
is to leam to psychologize-not to absorb a certain number of facts
ascertained by the observations of others. As a mle, pupils in High
Schools have already been introduced to the subject, but, nevertheless,
*.
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men have just come from the High Schools, where their training has

consisted almost exclusively of drill in languages and mathematics, and
of memory work in history and in English. The ideal, therefore, should

be that the first year of freshman work should only slightly depart from

the methods of the preparatory school, but yet should introduce the

student into the larger atmosphere of the University, and successively

each year in College should depart a little farther from the more ele-

mentary methods of teaching, and should gradually lead the students

up to the work of the senior year, which would in large measure consist

of investigation and elaboration under the direction of teachers, and

in association with graduate students as fellow-workers .”3

It is believed to be only through a strong graduate department that

a University becomes a place “in which the spirit of inquiry is in vigorous

activity, and controls the intellectual life of the community.” Through

the corporate work of the “Seminar,” which tends to take the form of

more or less original research, the graduate enjoys the inspiration of

intellectual comradeship in fresh adventure. The atmosphere of the grad-

uate school is regarded as highly beneficial to the Professors themselves.

The almost universal confession of Professors is that if it were not for grad-

uate work, they would fall into ruts in their undergraduate classes. The
Professor needs contact with more mature minds than those of the under-

graduate; he needs the stimulus of necessity to keep abreast of the literature

of his subject; he needs the free criticism and discussion of his statements

which he can get only from graduate students. The teacher of graduates can-

not presume to speak ex cathedra; he is a coworker with his students in the

discovery of truth. It is in the graduate department pre-eminently that the

teacher can walk naturally in the footsteps of Socrates.

A Professor thus engaged in investigation cannot fail to be a better teacher

of undergraduates than one who is not so equipped. He may, indeed, not

be so good a drill-master, but he will give to his students a better understand-

ing of the spirit of his science, and of the direction in which it is advancing.

He makes it possible for the undergraduate to feel the inspiration and zest

of an individual search after truth, and to leam the methods by which ad-
vances in knowledge are effected. Nor does it matter that the specific knowl-
edge which may be the subject of his graduate work differs from that which
he communicates in his undergraduate classes; it is the spirit which he gains
by these investigations that counts.

Thus for its effect upon the teacher alone the seminary of research has
an importance far out of proportion to the small number of students who
may be taking work in it. It compels the teacher to go forward. It surrounds

* President’s Reports, 1906-7., “Reaction of Graduate Work on the Other Work of
the University,” p. 58.
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having to prepare for a final examination. In some courses “tests” may

even be given fortnightly, and it must have been possible for some

students to cram for these, and relieve their minds to such good purpose

that the final mental residuum was not very great. On the other hand,

in all work in which further advance implies and involves what has

gone before, this mental discharge at short intervals may be defended

from more than one point of view. Both the “quizz” and the * test,

however, are apt to be irritating to students accustomed to work steadily

along their own lines and on their own plans towards a final issue,

which is really the most complete mastery of their subject of which

they are capable.

If in certain respects the American student takes his work somewhat

easily, the labours of the Professors are enormous. The vacations arc

very short, and most men take additional work in the Summer Schools.

Nearly all are engaged in literary production, and all arc most generous

in putting themselves at the disposal of their students. Superficially,

an English student is inclined to feel at first that there is a certain

aloofness in the attitude of the lecturers to their classes. The English

lecturer seems rather a guide, walking some way ahead, indeed, but

still on the same road. The American takes the position of the man
on the platform in the middle of a maze, authoritatively directing the

movements of those wandering below. This attitude is, however, merely
a matter of the classroom, and in his own office the patience and gen-
erosity with which a Professor will meet the most elementary difficulties

are really wonderful. In the absence of any tutorial system, the profes-

sorial office hours are an enormous boon to the student. The graduate,
above all, will never fail to meet with the utmost consideration and
kindness, and the most insignificant individual will be able to profit

to the full by that stimulation and encouragement in his work which
can come to most students only through intercourse with those who
are themselves original investigators.

It is just in this touch of original work that the English student will
find American experience most inspiring. It is possible to ridicule the
minute points raised by some of the “theses” for the second degree,
and to criticize the literary form of some of the University publications,
but the list of degree subjects on any Commencement programme repre-
sents a very respectable amount of patient investigation, and does, more-
over, imply the firm conviction that the true aim of the student is not

to absorb, but to achieve some new advance in the frontier of human
knowledge. The student finds, too, that the University deliberately aims

at leading all to this position.

“Let us frankly recognize,” says the President of Cornell, “that fresh-
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are even special courses for the training and practice in rapid reading

of German, or Latin, or Greek, and the former is naturally part of the

indispensable equipment of the research student. In most branches he
will find himself called upon to wade through any number of German
Jahr-Biicher and dissertations, and he may regret that he is not occasion-

ally called upon to read an English article, if not from patriotic motives,

at least for the sake of variety. He may begin to believe that the Arctic

Circle is not the only sphere in which British discovery lags behind.

Meantime, both on and off the Campus, the student will find his

Wander-Jahr rich in fresh experience in unlooked-for directions and

in new friendships. Though the lines of English and American develop-

ment have diverged widely enough during the last three hundred years,

and though misunderstanding arises easily enough between them, the

common bond of language and literature, and the common heritage

which Old England bequeathed to the New, make friendships possible

between the two races as between no other. One has, of course, friends

of other nations and other tongues, but in whole tracts of life they

are separated from one. With ones American friends one is not conscious

of any such break in completeness of fellowship. The memories of

friendly hands and hospitable homes that the English student brings back

with him are not those of an altogether foreign land or of an alien

community; they differ only in degree, and not in kind, from those

he would gather in Canada or Australia, and will be the most precious

gifts of the American University to the English student.
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University Government and

Administration: Australian Aspects

Tile present system of University government in the United States

has the great merit of making the Universities conspicuous among the

institutions which legislators and wealthy persons should endow; of pro-

viding the readiest means whereby to inform both types of benefactor

how academic financial needs should be met; of keeping rich or influ-

ential men active both in University management and among possible

benefactors or before legislatures; of securing financial advice from ex-

perts; of giving the widest public scope to the talents of some academic

personage of distinction, chosen as President worthily and expertly to

represent the University before the world, and of setting him apart

to think sedulously about the systematic development of the University,

upon the understanding that he shall be responsible, above all others,

for its right administration.

I believe such merits to be quite real, in American conditions. Despite

frequent gibes at “tainted money,” or “the cent that is clapped on each

gallon of oil after the millions have been given,” or the fears that “they

arc cornering our education, like everything else,” the American people

sincerely admires generous gifts to Universities. The money is there,

and not unlawfully obtained. It represents material success, national

as well as personal. Its purely personal use is despised. Its hoarding

is abominated. Its employment in some ideally-motived way is held

to be very honourable. To found or endow a University is the form

of social distinction that has not only the most outspoken but also the

most heartfelt and most enduring approval of Americans. The cause
of the higher learning has everyone's support, so far as it is understood.

E. R. Holme. "University Government and Administration." in T/ic American
Untccrsity. An Australian Vic«o (Sydney: Anpus and Robertson, Ltd., 1920), pp,
29-51. Reprinted by lind permission of the publishers, Angus and Robertson, Sydney,Nw South Wale*. Australia.

Author ( 1 ST J -1952): Educated at The Kings School Parramatta, UnivcrsHv of
Sydney, B.A, 1891. and at tbe Universities of Paris and Berlin; Assistant Master
of tbe Sjdnev Clmrcb of England Grammar Sclmol. 1S91-1S91; Lecturer In English,
University of S)dnev, IS9I-190S, Assistant Professor, 190S; and McCauchev Profes-
sor of English language, 1921-1911.
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in public consciousness. Once dedicated to this high duty, he is to live

in and for the University as a whole; and he may exercise a practically

supreme authority over all whom it contains. In some of the best Uni-

versities, both State and Endowed, he is fully a member of the governing

body, but in all cases he attends its deliberations. He may take part

in the teaching of the University, but very often is solely occupied in

its general control, inspiration and representation. Ideally, he should

combine the qualities of the administrative and the educational expert

with those of the statesman and leader of men.

Considering the rare balance of qualities which such an office de-

mands, it is remarkable how many great Presidents there already are

in American academic history, and what fine combinations of head, heart

and practical abilities an observer of the greater American Universities

will remark in the men now attempting to realize in their practice the

American ideal. It is probable that the wonderfully large and original

development of the American University system has owed much of its

possibility to the American form of academic government, which has

grown up very independently of British or other European precedents.

It may be that that form will have to continue because it still best

suits American conditions. The University of Virginia, not very long

ago, found reason for adopting it after experience of another that lasted

for the better part of a century. But, in recent years, it has been fiercely

attacked in the United States itself. There is almost revolutionary zeal

against the Presidency through much of the American academic body.

‘‘Presidency,” said one of the best of Presidents, “is an example now
of opprobrium without power.” There are times when one feels that an

office in which some good men do not appear happy and against which

so very much is now being alleged—both on principal and as regards

practice—cannot be far off some important modification of its character.

Here again a right judgment, for a foreigner, depends upon knowledge
of history. The term “President” has become the commonest in the

United States to indicate, in a dignified way, any delegated but revocable

supreme authority. It stands for a national idea of organization for busi-

ness efficiency. This has passed on into the Universities, which have
suffered the influence of modem competitive methods in business. So
far as such methods are practised, an American University President
may be essential to academic management. But in a wider view. Presi-

dent Eliot wrote:

Common experience during the last fifty years teaches with certainty that
the efficiency of any corporation—financial, manufacturing or commercial
depends on its having one responsible head. ... A university cannot be
an exception to this rule for securing efficiency.
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That is the greatest American idealism which has any fixed form. In

a play which I saw in New York the hero, who was sorely tempted
to fail in his patriotic duty during the war, was straightened partly

by the reminder that his grandfather had founded a University. The
vast audience knew then that the ideal, selfless, patriotic motive must
triumph as it duly did—in the young American. Such an appeal to

common sentiment would probably be unintelligible or ridiculous outside
America.

The men who can afford to dream of themselves putting such ideals
into practice may have to satisfy their ambition by making minor gifts
and by serving on University governing bodies. In the course of their
work as University ‘Trustees” or “Regents” they often subscribe to make
up among members of the governing body itself, deficits they have
nsked to maintain or expand the work of their University. They collect
iarge sums by personal application to others of their class or to those
richer still. One such man told me how he had raised $1,500,000 for
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what extent dismissals are unjust will depend on the principles of tenure

concerned. A President, for example, has been known to maintain that

for every professorship there should be an initial competition, and there-

after a continuous competition; so that, if the President sees a man
whom he thinks able to fill it better than its present occupant, he may
decide the competition again in favour of the outside competitor. For

one cause and another, an Association of American University Professors

has been formed. It investigates and publishes the facts about all cases

of dismissal, and is generally regarded as exercising a good influence.

But, however the situation is modified by good Presidents, good gov-

erning bodies, good University traditions and outside influences, it is

not good in itself: the very idea of a University is obscured and may
be falsified by it. The heart of a University is its teachers and their

students. Between them takes place all that the University does for

the increase of knowledge in the world, and for its diffusion among
long-trained and otherwise qualified learners. The teachers are the lead-

ers in all the work of search, evaluation and exposition. They must

bear the whole responsibility of this kind. Much more, too, is inevitably

added. Upon them depends, greatly, the conduct of students, the orga-

nization of studies, the selection of apparatus and other equipment,

the formation of the whole higher teaching profession, much of the

recruiting of their own body—most, indeed, of what is vital to the good

name and development of the University. Even in America, a very large

share in University administration must be taken by the professors,

though the American system allows them to avoid it more than does

the British. University teachers cannot be reduced to the status of em-
ployees of an administration without losing, to a great extent, the sense

of their responsibility for the University itself. A University is not a

business concern employing certain experts, called professors, like a pub-
lic company or (as the Americans term it) a corporation. University

government is not, in principle, that of a Board of Directors and a

Manager or Managing Director—or, in American phrase, a President.

The false analogy with business has done much harm among Universi-

ties. Modem America, with a kind of national passion for “big business,”

has a University system in which it has prevailed to an unusually dan-
gerous extent. But it is well known among British Universities. A writer
in tire Educational Supplement of The Times, for April 4, 1911, dis-

cussing “Modem Universities and their Government,” dealt very' ably
with this aspect of his subject, as seen from the strictly English point

‘

of view;

The directorial view of University government is not only a novel view,
it is also highly misleading. For there is no real analogy' between the board
of directors of a trading company and the governing body of a University.
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Against that business analogy, with its autocratic bias and its confusion

of unlike organizations for unlike purposes, much of the academic world

in America is now in revolt. Yet all other forms of University government
have disappeared before this one in the United States.

The original of the modem University President was the first ’'College

President,” who began by being a copy of an Oxford or Cambridge
College head and then became, very largely, a secondary school Head-
master after the English Public School kind. This the University Presi-

dent still essentially remains. He alone of all the masters sits with the
governing body in its deliberations, he settles the educational policy
of the whole institution after consultation, such as he may think profit-

able, with his assistants; he engages and dismisses the staff (subject,
of course, to confirmation by the governing body), he is paid a good
deal more than any other member of the staff; he gets the credit for
die institution’s success and, ultimately, must pay with his position for
its failure; m the meantime he is the institution, to the outside world,
as neither governing body nor any other man or body of men can be.
A really great and good man of some quite rare type can, on these

make his wholc institution happy. But
oven m Public Schools with the English tradition, under the host of
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leges become “Vice-Chancellor” in rotation. There has been talk of mak-

ing some radical change as, even, by appointing someone permanently

to that office—which is rather a burden on the college head and perhaps

needs more consistently effective exercise than it can have under the

present system. It is not capable of being used for any sort of domination.

A man of autocratic temper might dominate and act the Headmaster

for a while in a Scottish Principalship—possibly even in a modem En-

glish University Vice-Chancellorship. But he would raise such opposition

among the rest of the staff that in the long run he would be forced

out. He could not force others out, except by irritating them into resigna-

tion. The British University Head is but primus inter pares as regards

the professional staff or most of the teaching body. He has one sort

of effective share in the government of the University, and the staff

has another. Their co-operation is practically compulsory; and domina-

tion by him is practically impossible. So jealously is any presumption

on his part regarded, that complaints are to be heard against the present

business committee of the Universities Bureau of the British Empire

(a Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals) because it contains

no representatives of teaching staffs as such.

The British system, therefore, has no office at all identical with that

of the American President; and it is, for its own conditions, clearly

the better for that. It does not risk the lapse of the University’s head

into the position of an executive clothed with the delegated powers of

the governing body, and insensibly attracted to the attitude of the

employer.

But British University Government is of diverse types, and always

different from the American. The only comparable English kind is that

generally exemplified by the provincial Universities of England. It is

complicated and clumsy, but the English people understand how to

make that kind of machine work, though an American would have less

patience with it. The English writer already quoted gives its full analysis,

which I follow. The supreme authority “nominally resides in a very
large body known as the Court, or Court of Governors,” usually including

“all large benefactors and representatives from very numerous public

bodies,” and its possible “hundreds of members” are “necessarily ignorant

of the matter they theoretically control.” Hence its proceedings arc only
formal. “The real governing authority rests in every' case with a smaller
body known as the Council,” composed partly of certain representatives

of the Teaching Staff, and perhaps also of some endowing public body,
but mainly elected by the Court. The election is only nominal, and*
“normally means” that the elected members are “annually nominated
by the Council itself or by the few leading spirits who draw up the
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Since the trading company exists for the sake of the financial interest of

the shareholders, which the directors represent, and not for the sake of the

scientific interests which the company’s experts represent, it is natural and
right that the board should have the determining voice. But a University
does exist primarily for the sake of the interests which the experts represent—
namely, the cultivation and the diffusion of knowledge; it does not exist

primarily for the sake of the interests which the Council represents—namely,
the economical administration of public and trust funds. In the one case
the experts exist for the sake of finance, and in the other the finance exists
tor the sake of the experts.

From the British (including the Australian) point of view, the Arncri-

Preside",M is historically interesting, and perhaps
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list of names to be submitted to the Court.” So this effective governing
Council is largely “a self-electing or self-renewing body.”
Below the Council comes the Senate, consisting of all the professors

of the University. It is the chief academic authority. The Guild or Con-
vocation of graduates has no real power. There arc “certain orders of
academic business reserved for the initiation of Senate and not to be
dealt with by Council except on the recommendation of Senate.” But
the ultimate effective control rests with Council. Such a system of gov-
ernment can be defended only on the assumption that the lay Council
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which we inherited in the ordinary course of our history, and have

developed freely to suit our own conditions. The addition of a Presidency

of the American type to the machinery of an Australian University might

be the cause of temporaiy progress, even in the learning and teaching

values of the University. The “Committee System,” on which Australian

Universities are still being managed, has its own grave disadvantages.

In particular, it limits initiative. Busy men on a governing body of a

more or less miscellaneous character and of unwieldy size, snatching

an hour or two once a month or so in which to consider the affairs

of the University, cannot safely initiate much, or be other than rather

abstracted and spasmodic in their thought for the University. Members
of Professorial Boards and Faculties look at University development

with great interest so far as it concerns their own or collateral depart-

ments, but have a somewhat suspicious reserve as regards the claims

of other departments. The professorial representatives on the governing

body are necessarily often drawn from among those who teach utilitarian

subjects, so that pure scholarship and science run great risk of insufficient

regard and support, such as a good President would know they must

have. At any time a committee of professors, or of University teachers

generally, is very keen and critical in its discussion of new ideas but

slow and tentative in applying them. Where rapid decision and action

produce the best results, an American President may easily surpass,

in effective enterprise, an Australian professorial or other academic com-

mittee. Yet I am quite satisfied that the American Presidency ought

not to be imported into any Australian University, however unsatisfac-

tory the system now in operation.

As for the British (or, more specifically, English) Vice-Chancellorship,

it is an office of much value, not dangerous to academic freedom, not

in the least foreign to Australian University tradition or method, and
already promisingly (although too tentatively) approximated in two
of our Universities. There is no need to copy either the name or the

schedule of duties of an English Vice-Chancellor. The thing to achieve

is the separation of a qualified officer of the University from all routine

work, in order that he may think far more disinterestedly and compre-
hensively for the University than any departmental Head can do; also,

in order that he may be free to study it in the detail of its parts and
in tile relations of its parts to one another; again, in order that he may
have time and opportunity to read the now very extensive literature of
University development, to visit other Universities and compare them
with his own, and to become familiar with tlie ideas of every leader
in scholarship and science and administration that the Universities of
Australia contain; finally, in order that the governing-body of his Uni-
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The Australian University has known members of governing bodies

who tried to defeat the object of the more liberal Australian constitutions

by demanding that professors be treated merely as employees But Uicir

effort to import the American principle, now widely condemned in

America, happily failed. It will surely not be made again. The example

of America cries loudly against it.

The American presidential system, in a University of any size, de-

mands a considerable force of administrative assistants for the President.

This, together with the American love of system in business and the

American esteem for the work of the organizer and administrator, has

produced a whole academic army of administration, and has altered

the character of certain traditional academic offices. For example, there

are Deans of Faculties who once were professors, and may still keep

a more or less uncertain hold on teaching, but who arc mainly sub-presi-

dents of large academic departments. One of them will be acting-Presi-

dent if the President is away. All of them will be very busy in administra-

tion. They will be paid more than professors—sometimes a good deal

more. If successful, they have a certain chance of becoming Presidents

somewhere. Then there are Deans of Women and Deans of Men to

look after the morals and manners and habits and plans of students.

There are Deans of Extension and Sub-Deans and Junior Deans, and

Student Advisers, and Secretaries of Faculties, and Registrars, and Busi-

ness Managers and Comptrollers; Directors of Physical Culture, Record-

ers, and many more. In comparison of all this the primitive Australian

administration seems like some relic out of prehistoric times.

Perhaps there is too much administrative machinery in America. Cer-

tainly some of it appears over-valued. To pay a professional Dean more

than a Professor is to weaken the vital principle that teaching and the

increase of knowledge are what a University exists for. To tempt good

scholars out of professorships into administrative work, by means of

apparently higher positions and actually higher salary, is surely bad

policy. American academic critics are right when they claim that all

Deans should be elected by the teaching staff, and not merely appointed

on the nomination of the President, as is now the case. And at least

some of the work done in supervision of undergraduates is again part

of the secondary school operations of the American University—a burden
that might well be avoided, if it could be; a burden, anyhow, that

the Australian University does not assume.
The typical American system of University government is open to

vital objections from the Australian point of view, and could be adopted

in Australia only as a largely undemocratic and wholly foreign method,
forcibly imposed upon the comparatively democratic British method
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is essentially the land we need. If we use the regular English term,

we shall be better understood in all the British Isles. At the present

time our administration is supposed to be even more primitive than

it really is. From this point of view the University of Western Australia,

with its useful administrative office of Vice-Chancellor, appears to En-

glish University men, better (or, at least, more normally) organized

than any other Australian University.

Any such Australian “Vice-Chancellorship” ought perhaps to be defi-

nitely limited in status so that it may rank on an equality with, and

not higher than, an elective Faculty Deanship or Chairmanship of the

Professorial Board. The salary, or perhaps the salary with allowances

(for hospitality and other such duty), should be higher by, at least,

fifty percent than is normally paid for a professorship—on the declared

ground that the Vice-Chancellorship should be financially the more
onerous position. In Australia the best way for a governing body to

appoint a Vice-Chancellor would probably be on the nomination of

the Faculties, voting together not as bodies but as individuals. Like

a Dean and a Chairman of the Professional Board, the Vice-Chancellor

might be subject to re-election or replacement from time to time. The
new office should neither carry with it the Registrarship nor cause any

loss of range or status in that

The American system of Dcanships lias some attraction from the Aus-

tralian point of view. The Australian Dean is democratically elected

by his Faculty, and is charged with its representation in various ways.

He adds this work to his regular duty as professor. It is often very

burdensome. To be a good Dean, a professor may have for the time

being to sacrifice his ambition as a scholar or man of science. Permanent

Deanship lias been connived at for some such reason and with some
such result. Overwork among Deans of large Faculties is the rule, espe-

cially since curricula have extended, options have become numerous,

and the Dean has been compelled to act largely as an adviser of students

upon the courses they should take. Yet the Australian Deanship is an
honorary office. Its occupant gets only his salary as professor. Australian

practice could be improved by utilizing American precedents. Die Dean
should always be elected by the Faculty, as now. But in a large Faculty

he might be given either an honorarium or the assistance of a Junior
Dean—or, at least, the assistance of a secretary. In some special ease
it might be desirable to release n professor from teaching-work so that

he might act as Dean and director of his department, on his normal
salary; and provision should be made to render this possible. No harm
can come from an administrative Dean so long as he is elected by his
colleagues, for a limited term, and does not cease to be a professor.
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University Study of Education:

Anglo-American Analysis

The most significant development in the whole field of education in

the United States has been the organization of facilities and opportunities

for its study. It is difficult to realize, however, that this development

has taken place in less than the twenty-five years that have just passed.

By the close of the nineteenth century grudging recognition had already

been given in a number of colleges and universities to the study of

pedagogy or education, but the subject either was treated as an ap-

panage of the chair of philosophy or, where it was taught in a separate

department, was given only by one or two men. The view of Josiah

Royce, expressed in 1891, was shared by many who professed the long,

or even the recently, established subjects considered worthy of college

or university study. “To sum it all in one word,” wrote Royce, “teaching

is an art. Therefore there is no science of education . . . But, on the

other hand, if the teacher wants aid from the scientific spirit, and counsel

from scientific education, there stands ready to his hand such assistance

as, above all, psychology has to offer to the educator who desires to

become a living observer of the minds of children, and such assistance,

too, as ethics may suggest to the man who is strong enough to grapple

with deeper problems."

The next thirty years were to disprove Boyces statement and to estab-

lish the fact that, while the practice of education is an art, the founda-

tions for its successful pursuit rest on scientific bases. In spite of the

discouraging attitude of colleges and universities to the study of educa-

tion, the view was soon accepted that a modem university must be

Isaac L. Kandef. "University Study of Education.” (n Ttccntj-ficc Years of
American Education: Collected Essays by Former Students of raul Monroe, edited

by I. L. Knndel (New York: The Macmillan. Company, 1926), pp. £9-5-1.

Author (1SSI-I965): Educator and author, born in Rumania, educated at the

University of Manchester, 1901; Classics Master, Royal Academical Institute of

Belfast, 190G, hr came to America and attended Columbia University, receiving

a I'li-l). in 1910; serves! as Assistant Editor of Monroe's EnajeIo{*etba of Education,
1909-1913; Staff mrml>er, Carnegie Foundation, 1914-1923, am! served from 1023
ov Professor at Teachers College, Columbia University, Editor of the International

Year Hook of Education, 1923-1911, and School crui Society, 1919-1953.
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There is no such thing in an American University as a Dean without
a secretary, stenographer and typist; though sometimes one person com-
bines the three functions. It is doubtful whether any Australian Dean
has such necessary assistance, except at his own expense. My impression
is that in no respect is the Australian University system more tindevcl-
oped than in the lack of sufficient clerical assistance for its officers cn*
gaged in any kind (even the honorary kind) of administration. The
loss of time and waste of labour at present endured would nowhere
be tolerated under the more businesslike American University system.
There are student “advisers” now, in name as well as in fact, in practi-

cally all Universities except those of Australia. It appears to me that
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tics require them, if only in the form of an

Jumor can - Their principal function should be to advise
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state. Since, however, this direction was, and in many states still is,

but lightly exercised, education becomes a matter of local concern. To
this fact is due the great variation in educational progress throughout

the country, but while it is responsible for standards in certain sections

lower than those that prevail under more centralized governments, it

has also been responsible for the attainment of standards considerably

in advance of those that prevail elsewhere. This point was shrewdly

brought out by Sir Joshua Fitch, who wrote, in 1901,

There is no uniformity in the methods or machinery of education in the

States. But in its stead there prevails much of the local patriotism, which

makes each of the leading communities proud of its own institutions, and

keenly solicitous to produce such examples of good work may prove worthy

of imitation in other states and cities . . . Hence America may be regarded

as a laboratory in which educational experiments are being tried out on a

great scale, under conditions exceptionally favorable to the encouragement

of inventiveness and fresh enthusiasm, and to the discovery of new methods

and new truths.

Such experimentation and enthusiasm, however, are due not to the

desire for novelty; they have their roots in the popular attitude to educa-

tion. Without a centralized authority to which to look for direction and

guidance, local communities were compelled to seek their own educa-

tional salvation. Out of this variety of standards and experimentation

based on local initiative and independence, leadership in education went

from time to time to the most progressive and resulted in a search

for and encouragement of a more scientific study of all phases of

education.

Democracy and Education

Fundamentally the essence of American education rests on a demand
for equality of opportunity for every boy and girl for the best possible

types of education. The absence of social stratification, with opportuni-

ties for advancement through education mainly, furnishes for the

American educator one of the most searching problems with which tire

European educators have not been called upon to deal until recently.

Tire system has to provide not mere!)' two or three types of education,

but types to suit the needs and ability of each individual. The absence

of one type of education for the masses and another for the leaders

has made it incumbent on the student of education to make every' year
of schooling as rich and fruitful as possible. The problem of education

is thus to train good citizens and at the same time to furnish freedom
for individual development. In the secondary field the fact that the

secondary schools are open to all has given rise to a new situation
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find instruction in any study.

tion is as urgent as the study of law, medicine, and engineering,

was still necessary, however, and at the beginning of ‘he period

^
easy task to prove that the study of education included more th

the^ere' preparation of teachers. The keynote of the new movemen

was probably sounded by Dean
J.

E. Russell when in 1900 he wrote

that “University departments of education have as their special function

the investigation of educational foundations, the interpretation of educa-

tional ideals, the invention of educational methods, and the applic.

of educational principles. The science of education . . . "ee°s n

developed and made over to fit modern conditions. In 1896-97 tn

material was not available to carry out such a program. Although

out of 432 institutions were reported by the United States Commissioner

of Education as offering courses in pedagogy, these consisted only o

“elements of theory and practice of teaching,” or of “psychology, history

of education, child study, and school management,” or of “the science,

art, and history of education.” At best the work hardly rose above the

standards of the regular normal schools. Not only did the subject lac

content and rely on borrowing extensively from other fields of science,

themselves still young, but few specialists were available to teach it-

So long as the subjects consisted mainly of theory which was little more

than sophisticated practice, or was based on a few principles of psY'

chology which on the whole had little bearing and applicability in the

classroom, or derived its aims and ends from a metaphysical philosophy

unrelated to the needs of a developing society, its claim to scientibc

character could not be established. Neither the formalism of Herbart

nor the mysticism of Froebel furnished the basis for further progress,

but that progress was demanded is indicated by the prevalence during

the last decade of the nineteenth century and the early years of the

twentieth of a kaleidoscope of changing fads and fancies, each guaranteed

to solve the problem of education—until the next appeared. That the

subject of education did ultimately emerge from the realm of tradition

and vague expectations and fulfill the vision that was in those who, l»^e

Dean Bussell, early saw the possibilities of a scientific basis for it, 'vas

due largely to the stimulus derived from the faith of the American people

in education.

The Public and Education

The most striking difference between the administration of education m
the United States and in European countries is the absence of a central-

ized authority. Constitutionally the direction of education is left to each
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sound equipment not only in framing educational aims and policies

but also in the principles of management and administration.

The attitude of the American people to the universities, and especially

to those that arc maintained by public taxation, has resulted in a demand
for service which has given them a new status in national life, barely

realized in the European universities during the War. The agricultural

colleges and experiment stations have for many years devoted themselves

to the task of bringing their scientific knowledge and equipment to

bear on the practical work of the farmer. A similar function has been

expected of the departments or schools of education in colleges and
universities, a task which has had the advantage of keeping such depart-

ments in close touch with practical everyday problems of the teacher

and administrator and has provided them in turn with extensive labora-

tories both for experimentation and research. The study of education

was thus saved from becoming academic and cultivating idols of the

den.

Finally, as a result of improving standards in the training of teachers,

higher salaries, greater security of tenure, and the establishment of pen-

sions, the occupation of teaching has changed from a craft to a pro-

fession. It may at once be admitted that improvement in these respects

has not been uniform, that many thousands of teachers are still inade-

quately prepared, that annual appointments still prevail, and that salaries

are grudgingly paid, but the fact remains that the tendency is strongly

in the direction of professionalization. This development has been at

once the result and the cause of the improved status of education as

a professional study. Nowhere is this more obvious than in the recent

program of educational associations, national, state, and local, which

have assumed an increasingly technical character and, as was recently

noted by an English observer, give little attention, as contrasted with

English organization, to questions of group welfare. The absence of

stratification within the different grades of teaching and the opportunity

open to every serious student of education have both stimulated the pro-

gressive study of education as the chief avenue for advancement. The
same effect has been achieved by the slow but gradual disappearance of

“politics” from the conduct of educational affairs. At the same time the

teacher is being given greater participation in the administration of pro-

fessional matters; even though this may be provided legally in but few
systems, the day when courses of study and methods are prescribed

from above is gradually disappearing. Such encouragement of initiative,

with promotion made dependent on improved training and study, has

stimulated the establishment throughout the country of institutions for

the advanced study of education.
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to which the traditional conceptions of a liberal education are no longer

applicable, a problem that is further complicated by the fact that such

education must look to the needs of an industrial and commercial society.

The traditional views on culture arc thus in the melting pot, and a

new conception must be evolved suited to modem needs and modem
conditions. Both elementary and secondary education have in their re-

cent development demanded a new orientation of educational aims and
values and a sounder and more reliable psychology of individual differ-
ences, new principles of curriculum-making, and more effective methods
of instruction.

Professionalization of Education
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however, and whatever the standards, the distinguishing feature is that

the teacher acquires the habit of further study and the supply of students

serves both to raise the standards of professional attainment, and by
its ivide ramifications in which practice and theory react upon each

other, the professional study of education is constantly vitalized and
compelled to justify itself by its practical applicability. As in engineering

and medicine, the pressure of practical situations, which are brought

to a focus in the needs of teachers in service, has prevented the profes-

sional study of education from becoming too academic. It would be

difficult to find in any other profession or in any other country, except

in England and Scotland where similar work has recently been begun,

such intense desire, as shown by teachers in summer schools, to keep

abreast of the latest developments in their subject.

The stimulus obtained from the "refresher” courses in summer schools,

local institutions, and extension work is further strengthened by the

enlistment of teachers in the revision and improvement of courses of

study and in other ways in which their practical experience is helpful,

by the increasingly frequent publication of official circulars and maga-
zines dealing with current movements in education, and by the coopera-

tion of teachers with local or university bureaus of research.

The greatest obstacle to the development of a profession of teaching

at the beginning of the period under consideration was the absence

of anything to encourage the exercise of initiative on the part of the

teacher. Originating at a time when the facilities for training were inade-

quate, a system of local centralization developed in which the superin-

tendent undertook to prescribe with meticulous detail not merely the

course of study but also the methods of instruction. The result frequently

was rigid uniformity within any one system, a tradition, which like the

system of payment by results in England, long hampered educational

progress even after the requirement of normal school training had been

established in the larger areas. The change came but gradually and is

not yet generally prevalent. Teachers are, however, being given more
opportunities than formerly to cooperate in the drafting of courses of

study and greater initiative in the employment of methods of instruction.

Although formal agencies have been established in eighty-six school

systems for the organization of such channels of cooperation, the in-

formal selection by the superintendent of committees of teachers of

recognized ability for specific purposes has been found more effective

than the elected teachers’ councils. The important contribution of sucli

systems of cooperation lies in the improvement of professional standards

and in the promotion of professional study. If teachers arc to enjoy

opportunities to make available their knowledge and experience, it fol-
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Teachers in Service

The past twenty-five years have witnessed a radical change in the

improvement of teachers in service. At the beginning of the period the

teachers institute was still popular, though ineffective. Offered for but

a few days each year, the courses of such institutes were haphazard,
unorganized, and unconnected frequently with the requirements of class-

room procedure, with inspirational lectures and entertainments to offset

t c mcagcmess of the progiams. Their professional content and value
were sight because teachers came unprepared and were not expected
to s ow any results. While the short-period institutes have survived,
ieir c aracter has changed; the work has become more highly technical
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Excellent though these suggestions were they were compelled to wait

for their success for the development of an adequate technique that

would raise the results of any investigations above the level of mere
personal opinion. Nothing had as yet been done in discussing in the

field of educational administration such questions as the standards of

buildings and equipment, the selection of textbooks, reports and account-

ing, educational finance, rating of teachers, and similar questions. Statis-

tical technique in educational psychology was in its infancy and little

had yet been accomplished in devising standard tests and measurements.

Nor was there any definite agreement on the aims and purposes of

education, although guidance was to come shortly from the work and

writings of John Dewey. Investigations by external authorities were,

however, beginning to be demanded, in some cases by the public in

order to discover the status of their school systems, in others by the

superintendents and teachers, in self-defense. The first survey, made
in Montclair in 1911, represented the personal opinion of one expert;

within less than four years the character of surveys was changed and

personal opinion, however expert, yielded to objective standards based

on a completely developed technique of tests and measurements; quanti-

tative methods were substituted for qualitative methods and personal

opinions, and while the results are not yet sufficiently extensive and

advanced to furnish the basis for a clearer statement of educational

aims and ideals, the procedure of the classroom has been greatly affected

by the movement.
The development of the survey as a method of educational accounting

and control is dealt with elsewhere ° 0 9
. From the point of

view of the present essay its significance has Jain in the stimulus

that it has given to and the demands that it levies upon the student

of education in all its branches—administration, psychology, methods,

curricula, and so on. Educational theory can no longer be based on

authority and tradition; it must be related to practical needs and must

constantly be infused with a critical and inquiring attitude of mind.

The survey movement is the American substitute for governmental in-

spection; but summarizes in itself all the differences that distinguish

a system of education centrally organized and slowly responsive to

changing conceptions and requirements in education from a system that

is based on variety and local initiative, that is sclf-critical and perhaps

too alert and too sensitive to the varying demands of rapidly changing

social conditions. Whatever the weaknesses, however, the survey method
has changed the professional study of education from an academic and
theoretical study to a laboratory science. In a more real sense than

was ever dreamed of by Sir Joshua Fitch in 1900, the schools and school
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lows that such contributions can only be of value and carry weight
if based on a thorough appreciation not merely of the problems involved
but of the need of a scientific attitude in education.

It may be objected that, with more than 150,000 untrained and rela-
tive y unprepared teachers employed in the schools of the country, it

is premature even to-day to talk of the professionalization of teachers.
u , as ir i iichael Sadler has pointed out, democracy in its advance
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whole field of education is covered; in others only the administrative

and statistical aspects; in others again only measurements and tests.

The university departments of education, particularly in the state-main-

tained institutions, have also recognized their opportunities and obliga-

tions in this direction and both informally through individual members
of their faculties and through formally organized bureaus have entered

the field of cooperative research in education. In this way they serve

as centers for the direction of inquiries into problems submitted to them

by local school systems, for the collecting and interpretation of data,

and for the publication and dissemination of results; in a number of

instances opportunities for purely experimental work are furnished by

schools attached to such departments. The first bureau of this type was
established in 1913 at the University of Oklahoma and has been followed

by the creation of bureaus in other universities and in teachers’ colleges.

The work of both city and state bureaus and of university bureaus

of research culminated in the organization in 1916 of a National Asso-

ciation of Directors of Educational Research, now the Educational Re-

search Association, whose aims are the promotion of the practical use

of quantitative methods in educational research and the improvement

of the efficiency of educational administration, supervision, and teaching

by means of scientific methods.

Only a reference is necessary to the numerous professional associations

for the promotion and discussion of educational research. A comparison

of programs of the societies that were in existence at the beginning

of the past quarter-century and at the end of this period will serve

to indicate the road and distance that the study of education has

traveled. The Proceedings of the National Education Association, of

the Department of Superintendence, and of the National Society for

the Study of Education tell their own story. More recently there have

been established the National Society of College Teachers of Education,

the Educational Research Association, Section L, of the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science, the National Conference on

Educational Method, and numerous local societies, all devoted to the

advancement of the study of education on a scientific basis, to the im-

provement of all branches of education, and ultimately to placing the

vocation of teaching on a professional footing.

The Formal Study of Education

The account of the study of education up to this point has dealt

in the main with the factors that contributed to its development as

a result of the public attitude to education, and of the practical demands
of the schools themselves, ft is difficult in dealing with any applies!
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systems of the country have become the experimental stations of a vast
array o organizations for the study of education; and experimentation
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Child Study

Genetic Psychology

Mental Development

Educational Psychology

Principles of Education

Philosophy of Education

Educational Theoiy
History of Education

Educational Classics

General Methods

Special Methods

School Management
School Supervision

Elementary Education

Secondary Schools

School Systems

Contemporary Education

School Law
School Administration

School Hygiene

With these were continued the courses in methods of special subjects.

Five years later it became possible to consider seriously the problem

of research within the field of education. Hitherto the various studies

were isolated and unconnected subjects within the larger field. After

1910 the field gradually became so wide and its subdivisions so highly

specialized that no student could be expected to master them all. The
rapid development of facilities for the graduate study of education lead-

ing to advanced degrees may be said to have begun at that time. The
reasons have already been suggested in other parts of this essay. The

publication of Monroe’s Textbook in the History of Education in 1905

had already indicated the possibilities in that field and had stimulated

a number of special studies and contributions, which gradually led to

the expansion of the subject into a number of highly diversified courses,

including new research into the historical development of education

both in this country and elsewhere and establishing the value of the

historical outlook as an important method of approach to the study

of principles. The work of John Dewey opened up a new field of inquiry

into the philosophical and social bases underlying education and, while

it has not stimulated any considerable contributions in philosophy of

education, it has influenced most of the investigations made in the last

decade or more on principles of education, the course of study, and

methods of instruction. At the same time this field of study and inquiry

has been compelled to take into account the extensive contributions

which have been made since 1902 by the psychologists, for whom a

new field was opened up by Professor Thorndike both in educational

psychology and in educational statistics. An entirely new subject has

been added to the list, as a result of Deweys emphasis on the social

aspects of education, under the title of Educational Sociology—an in-

quiry into social and group life and its effect on educational aims and

purposes.

The same period has also witnessed the development of a specialized

study of educational administration, which resulted from the revelation
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science to disentangle the share contributed from practical needs and
situations and the share derived from pure science. So in the field of
education it is not a simple matter to apportion equitably the stimulus
that has been given to its development in the last twenty-five years
y c necessities of classroom procedure and of administration on the

one hand and the formal organization of and research into the different
ranches of the subject that have taken place in the universities. It
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3ems of immigrant and adult illiteracy, and the low standard of education

in general were revealed, and, while alarming, have had the effect of

emphasizing the need of further study and improved training both of

teachers in general and of experts in the different fields here mentioned.

What this specialization in the various branches of education has re-

sulted in may be indicated by the organization of the College of Educa-
tion of the University of Minnesota, which may be regarded as typical

of the organization in other state universities and a number of the larger

private institutions, offering both undergraduate and graduate work.

The following departments are there maintained: history and philosophy

of education; educational administration; theory and practice of teach-

ing; trade and industrial education; agricultural education; home eco-

nomics education; art education; physical education; public school

music; bureau of educational investigation.

The following list of courses offered by the School of Education of

Teachers College, Columbia University, is presented for purpose of com-

parison with the courses listed earlier and to indicate the ramifications

in the professional study of education as organized to-day. The various

branches may be found in many other institutions, and, although the

number of courses is not so extensive elsewhere, the general range and

scope are representative.

History and Principles of Education

History of Education
Play Materials for Young Children

Experimental Playground
Plays, Games, and Dances of Early Childhood

Beginnings of Music for Young Children

Beginnings of Fine and Industrial Arts

Biological Materials for Elementary Schools

Regional Studies in Science

The Library in the Modern School

Teaching English to Adult Immigrants

Teaching English to Foreigners

Literature of Upper Elementary Grades

Literature of the Primary Grades

Geography for Teachers and Supervisors in Elementary Grades

Phonetics

American History for Elementary Teachers and Supervisors

Teaching of Civics in Secondary Schools

Household Arts for Rural Communities

Industrial Arts for the Elementary Grades

Industrial Arts for Social and Religious Workers

Industrial Arts for Special Classes
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of the general ignorance of such matters as the classification of pupils,

retardation and elimination, school finance, adequate accounting and

reports, and in general the absence of a suitable relation between the

hours spent for education and the products of the schools. The practical

demands for expert guidance, as revealed by the surveys, have led to

the development of specialized training for expert administrators and

superintendents in such problems as the following:

Problems of teaching, involving the study of methods employed with a
view to improving the results achieved; problems of supervision with the
confident expectation that the efficiency of teachers might be increased through
the methods which were employed; the classification of children; the fiscal

administration of schools, including cost accounting, budget-making, salaries
and salary schedules, the distribution of state school funds; the development
ot adequate systems of taxation; the development of building programs;
studies of equipment to be provided; the setting up of an adequate attendance
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Mental Measurements

Methods in Religious Education

Field Work in Social-Religious Centers

The Use of the Bible in Religious Education

Problems in Missionary Education

Rural Education

Rural Education and Country Life

Field Work: Rural Education and Rural Sociology

Rural Sociology and Economics

Field Work in Rural Community Surveys

The Preparation of Rural Teachers

Rural School Supervision

General Methods for Secondary Schools

Teaching in Junior High Schools

Supervised Observation and Teaching

Teaching Secondary School Subjects

Experimental Teaching in Secondary Schools

fSZTiSESfZZ* J “I—

Organization and Administration of the Jumo g

ExUa-Curricular Activities in Junior and Senior H.gh Schools

Social Organization of the Secondary School

Field Studies in Extra-Curricular High School Acti

Introduction to Sociology

Introductory Educational Sociology

Practical Applications of Sociology

Sociological Foundations of Civic Education

Education in Citizenship for Foreign-bom

Fundamentals in Civic Education

Vocations for Girls and Women
Vocational Education

Vocational Education in High Schools

Administration of Vocational Education

Vocational Guidance
,t - i Schools

Prevocational Training in Junior and Senior H.gh Schools

Science in Secondary Schools
CoLnolc

Teaching Biological Science in Secondary Schools

Teaching Physics in Secondary Schools

Laboratory Projects in Automobile Mcc,’“n'“

Teaching General Science in Secondary School

Teaching Chemistry in Secondary Schools

Problems in Teaching Science in Secondary Schools

Teaching English in Secondary Schools

Teaching English in Elementary and Normal Schools
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Teaching Industrial Arts in Elementary Schools

Mathematics of the Elementary School

Teaching Applied Mathematics

Teaching Applied Mathematics in Evening Schools

Educational Hygiene

Health Education

Practice Teaching in Connection with Education

Hygiene of Childhood and Adolescence

Principles and Practices of Scoutcraft

Recreational Education

Recreational Leadership and Games
Clubcraft

Club Leadership

Principles of Education Administration

Consolidation and the Rural High School

Democracy and Education in Europe

Problems of Advisers of Women and Girls

Educational Publicity

Theory and Practice of Teaching in Elementary Schools

Principles and Practice of Teaching in Elementary Schools

Measurement and Experimentation in Elementary Education
Illustrative Lessons in Citizenship

Supervision in the Elementary School
Socializing the Elementary School Curriculum
The Technique of Teaching

Methods of Teaching in Special Classes

Observation Experimentation and Teaching in Special Classes
Organization and Supervision of Special Classes
Subject Matter and Methods of the Primary School
History of the Family as a Social Institution

Education of Women
History of Education in United States

Observation of Teaching of Young Children
Fundamentals of First Crade

Practice in Teaching of Young Children

Conservation of the Child and the Home
Philosophy of Education

Foundations of Method

Ethics and Educational Problems

Educational Psychology

Psychology of Childhood

Psychology of Adolescence

Psychology of Exceptional Children

The Psychology of Thinking

Introductory Course in Mental Tests

Psychology of Habit, Skill, Practice, and Memory
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Practicum, Historical Relations of Philosophy and Education

Major Course in Mental and Educational Tests

Practicum. Statistical Methods in Education

Advanced Educational Statistics

Clinical Psychology

Mental Adjustments

Mental and Vocational Tests

Reconstruction of the Elementary School Curriculum

Reconstruction of Junior and Senior High School Curriculum

Psychology of the Elementary School Subjects

Educational Psychology—Advanced Course

Practicum. Problems of Social-Religious Work
The Curriculum of the Church School

Supervision of Religious Instruction

Principles of Religious Education

Practicum in Religious Education

Introduction to the Psychology of the Christian Life

Problems in Missionary Education

Major Course for Rural Community Workers

Major Course for Directors of Rural Education in Normal Schools and Teach-

ers Colleges

Major Course for Supervisors of Rural Schools

Major Course for High School Principals

A Research Course for High School Principals

Administrative Problems of the High School

Practicum. Educational Sociology

Community Socialization

Applied Sociology: Special Education for Adults and Community Groups

Public Opinion. Adult Education

Sociological Foundations of Curricula

Problems of Curricula

Training Supervisors for Americanization of Foreigners

Research Course for Administrators of Vocational Education

Major Course in Administration of Vocational Education

Practicum. Vocational Guidance

Seminar. Historical Foundations of Modem Education

Seminar. Elementary Education

Seminar in Normal School Education

Seminar. Philosophy of Education

Seminar. Educational Psychology

Seminar in the Teaching of Mathematics

Seminar in Religious Education

Seminar. Rural Education

Seminar. Rural Sociology

Seminar. Secondary Education

Seminar. Educational Sociology
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Practicum. Teaching English in Secondary Schools

Supervision of English in Secondary Schools

Experiment and Research in Teaching English

College Teaching of English Composition

Development of Theory of Composition

Teaching French in Secondary Schools

Teaching and Supervision of Geography in Secondary Schools

Regional Geography

Teaching Foreign Languages in Secondary Schools

Problems in Modern Language Method

Teaching History in Secondary Schools

Experimental Lessons in History

Education for Citizenship

Teaching History in Normal Schools

Practicum. Literature of American History

Practicum. Industrial and Social History in Schools

Teaching and Supervision of Latin in Secondary Schools

Advanced Course in Cresar and Vergil

Teaching Algebra in Secondary Schools

Teaching Geometry in Secondary Schools

Advanced Course in Teaching and Supervision of Mathematics
Practicum in Health Education

Administration of Hygiene and Physical Education
Major Course for Superintendents of Schools

Research Course for School Superintendents

Practicum. Cost and Financing of Public Education
Practicum. Comparative Education
Major Course for Elementary and Primary Principals and Supervisors and

Critic Teachers in Training Schools

Criticism and Supervision of Instruction in Elementary Schools
Measurement and Experimentation in Elementary Education
Experimental Supervision and Teaching of Classroom Studies
Supervision in Primary Grades

Major Course for Normal School Teachers, Supervisors, and Administrators
Research Course in Elementary Supervision.

Research Course in Professional Education of Teachers
History of Education

Historical Development of Modem Elementary Education
Historical Development of Public Education

Practicum. History of Education in the United States

Historical Study of the Problems of Secondary Education
Practicum. Current Problems in Supervision and Training of Teachers of

Young Children

Study of Curricula for Young Children

Philosophy of Education

Practicum. Philosophy of Education
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The study of education has emerged from its swaddling clothes in

the period covered by this essay; neglected and hidden under the
ffigis of other subjects or departments, education has become in most
universities the field through which the greatest service is done to so-
ciety. Statistical presentations might have indicated the number of stu-
dents, both undergraduate and graduate, engaged in this study and
the amount and cost of buildings and equipment devoted to its pursuit,
but nothing speaks so eloquently as the list of courses here given of

V™* fle'd for human endeavor that has been made explicit in the
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My son is to understand that the people of all nations are equal

and have equal rights; he is to leam this in a country where all nations

together are building a new nation. That cooperation, that working to-

gether of all nations, is the great school of tolerance and understanding

which is open in America to youthful hearts.

My boy is to leam there a similar tolerance in regard to class and
caste. I realize that this tolerance does not obtain universally, even in

America; I have found many of our own social prejudices in your coun-

try. A few years ago, when I asked the head of a certain college whether

sons of working men studied at his institution, he denied it with evident

indignation. But the lesson that a young man can leam only in America

or in Soviet Russia is that, in these countries, eveiyone works, including

the rich.

The old ideal of the European young man was the “dandy,” a foppish

fellow who dressed himself in the latest mode and whose chronic state

was one of idle boredom. The War suppressed this trend toward

dandyism, but did not destroy it No country of Europe has, up to

the present, held the idler in social disrepute.

The scorn of idleness I hold to be the greatest American invention.

When I asked one of the richest men in New York why, white-haired

and bent with years, he still went downtown every day, he answered,

“Because, if I didn’t, I should be forgotten in a year.”

The greatest European criticism of America is, of course, the accusa-

tion of an insatiable materialism. America is “Dollar Land” to many
Europeans. Which, of course, implies that in Europe things are very

different, that in Europe the all-important things are things of the spirit.

As a matter of fact, the all-important thing in Europe is money; the

difference is only the engaging frankness and naivete with which, in

America, you admit money to be one of the two very foundation stones

of a good life—the other is health—while, in Europe, all of this is veiled

and disguised.

Thirty years ago, as a young piano student, I must needs hand my
“professor” his monthly stipend in a sealed envelope which contained

my father’s visiting card, slit to hold the coin with which he was paid.

Even today, any European scholar who changes his profession to enter

industry will never admit the greatly enhanced compensation which

industry pays him as his motivating force. He will say, instead, “I hope,

with my specialized knowledge to serve mankind in some practical way.”

But not long ago, when I renewed acquaintance with an American pro-

fessor in the offices of a newspaper of which he is now editor-in-chief,

he said, with a smile, “I am getting five times as much money from

the newspaper as I used to get in my academic pursuits.”
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This speedy alternation of work and play was largely responsible for

the splendid physical and intellectual development of the ancients. We
strive for it as an ideal in Germany, but here it must fight an uphill

battle against age-old tradition and reaction, and it is coming into its

own very slowly and with difficulty.

The wide gap which separates teacher from pupil, and which is a
result of our respect for authority and our belief in obedience, has been
bndged in America, and there exists a splendid comradeship, without
ac- o respect. Because of this easy comradeship, there have arisen
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go back to the confusion of the streets and their thousands of unfamiliar

faces, he will see among those throngs more happy and cheerful men

and women than he would find in any city of Europe.

There is nothing easier, of course, than to caricature this typical Ameri-

can cheerfulness. In Germany, we like to feel amused at this American

idea of “keep smiling.” Why not be honest about it? Why not admit

that a stronger love of life, a stronger will to enjoy, is at the bottom

of all this? Wc like to say that people in America hurry and worry

more than we hurry and worry in Germany, and that all the haste

and excitement arc in futile pursuit of money and transitory pleasure.

In the midst of the depression, I saw these Americans by the thousands

playing baseball in their open squares, all merry, all absorbed in their

play, or in their observation of others’ play. In our country, there is

no national sport in the enjoyment of which young and old, rich and

poor, are at one; and the overfilled beer gardens of a Sunday give no

reassurance of common repose or refreshing recreation.

The famed “American haste” is nothing more than a mere matter

of European prejudice. When I go to the desk of an American bank

or post office or business organization, when I visit the big stores, the

official in charge, or the sales person, greets me in a spirit much more

quiet and serene than would be the spirit of a similar type of worker

in Berlin. He greets me as quietly and serenely as I would be greeted

in London. In America no one is brought up to be obsequious or sub-

servient; all of these workers seem to me to be taking part in a big

game which begins anew every morning and in which, at the close

of the day, one counts oneself among the winners or the losers.

This spirit of a game which all workers play together seems to me

to engender greater friendliness and joy in living than can possibly

be engendered by our never-ending desire to dominate or be dominated.

I saw the president of one of the greatest business organizations of New

York in a most friendly and informal chat with the youngest and hum-

blest among his employees. I saw no one bow low, be subservient, rush

to open doors, click heels in obeisance. A natural self-respect seems

to obtain in every circle. ... ......
Some evening my twenty-year-old son will ascend to the highest pin-

nacle of the city of New York-and in 1943 there will be none much

higher than the mighty turret of the Empire State Budding. He will

gaze down, from the balcony, on this gigantic city with its mi! ions

of souls, and he will ponder on the evil necessity which forces those

millions to live so herded together; he will ask himself if these things

cannot be changed and bettered.

The social order will have changed, in one way or another, by then.
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My son has been brought up as a pacifist. lie has never possessed

a box of lead soldiers to play with, and he has no flags or banners.

When he was only four, he was taught that the people of all nations

are equal and that war is a crime. But in our schools he would be
surrounded by disquieting talk about parties, about worldpowcr, about
revenge, about hate against other nations.

Such talk as this he will not hear in the schools of America. When
he sits with his friends over a glass of wine—and in the year 1943
he will be doing that—he will not be forced to sing songs in which
a neighboring country is held tip to scorn nnd hate. The wish for power,
among his American fellow students, will not cvpress itself in terms
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A Hired Man Speaks: Views

of a Dutch Immigrant

i

Since 1915 1 have held appointments as full professor in four American

universities and one European university. I am not an executive not

a president, nor a dean, nor even an assistant dean; merely what may

be called a hired man.

The first commencement address through which I suffered was a pa-

thetically insistent plea urging the listeners to accept the proportion

that America had the most remarkable education system in the western

world. I listened; I was impressed, hut not convinced. As a matter

of fact thirty-five years of intimate contact with the system have failed

to convince me. I have conscientiously tried to find out what is wrong

with the system. These are my observations.

It seems to me that we are suffering from three distinct maladies.

Each of them is sufficiently serious to cause pernicious nmemia in any

educational system. We lack clearly defined objectives. Wo sacrifice con-

tents to method. School administration is a poorly coordinated mixture

of two methods of management, the one admirable adapted to industrial

concerns, the other suited to a church dramatic society.

All this may sound flippant, hut, believe me, I am serious. More than

that, I am worried. On every hand I can sec influences at work which

promise to make matters much worse before they may ecome etter.

The three diseases are so clearly related and interact upon each other

to such an extent that it is almost impossible to separate them in our
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(July-December, 1938), pp. 815-822. Reprinted with kind permission of the editors.
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But, whatever the change, my son will see above him, as recently I

saw, the lighted peak of the tower, and he will know that however high
we stand, the ideal is still beyond us, unattainable, but sending out
its golden beams as an augury of hope. The emotion that was in my
breast as I stood there, where he will stand, was one between humility
and pnde. It is my hope that both humility and pride will remain always
m the youthful heart of America.
To awaken in my son this pride that is without aggrcsivencss, this

?at " *? Part compounded of humility-that is the main objective
vards which I shall be aiming when, in twelve years I shall send
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made it really difficult was the comforting statement that followed the

assignment: ‘After all, they are not here to learn chemistry, but to learn

the laboratory method!- That was indeed a new slant on my problem

I was greatly puzzled. In my crude innocence I had always believed

fact, had been encouraged to believe-that one studied a subject n

order to acquire accurate knowledge of that particular field. Evidendy

I had always been wrong. One studies a subject to learn some kind

of method Now ffir two' years in my high school I had spent four

hours a week in a laboratory in a course of elementary q-htativc ana y-

sis. But I must confess I never knew there was such a thing
.

as a labora
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discussion. My reactions may be understood more clearly when I explain

the aims of the system of which I am the product In Holland we have,

as here, three types of schools—the elementary, the secondary, and the

university. Their positions are clearly defined and separated.
The elementary school has as its purpose to give to the pupils a

command of the tools with which to acquire knowledge, and a rudimen-
tary acquaintance with the world in which they live.

The secondary schools have the purpose to impart such information
as any person needs to possess to be fully aware of the physical, cultural,
poUtical, and economic world—in other words, the indispensable mini-
mum of knowledge for a modem person.
The university, on the other hand, provides for specialized professional

traming and for research in all fields of knowledge.
The real backbone of the system is the secondary school. Here the

pupils learn four modern languages well enough to be able to read,

botam.
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to find a short cut is at a premium. A rough examination of facts—

a

decision based on a hunch—is frequently the only method that can

be used because there is little time to do the job of deciding more

thoroughly. If he guesses right, the executive gains a reputation of deep

insight; if he guesses wrong, he can often find an alibi in labor trouble

or an unwise policy on the part of the federal administration.

The business man is not hesitant in expressing his contempt for the

theorist, for the man who refuses to act until he has exhausted all means

of acquiring information upon which to base a decision. What the world

needs, so he tells his fellow members of the Chamber of Commerce,

is leadership—men like himself—doers, not thinkers: we need men who

abhor hesitation and approach all questions ‘realistically, unhampered

by accurate knowledge. In colleges that train youth for the business

world it is proper that these principles should be accepted. But when

these principles are set up as guides in the teaching of literature, art,

and the sciences it is another matter. In cultivating the garden of our

mind we arc mainly concerned with the beauty of the flowers, not with

the marketability of the fruits.

The purse strings arc controlled by the ‘leaders, and endowments

must of necessity be secured from the same sources. The needs expressed

by them become the end of our educational systems. We are now training

for leadership. And the school authorities feel obliged to offer apologies

if, in spite of their devoted endeavors, some of the human material

emerges, not as doers, but as thinkers.

No longer does the student labor to gain in understanding, to see

the world in all its complex interrelationships, to enlarge his horizon,

to gain in wisdon. He studies to become an effective doer. Impatient

with time-consuming and action-retarding investigation and thought, he

is encouraged to seek short cuts, gradually becoming imbued with the

principle that it is better to act unwisely than not to act at all.

The modem school no longer believes there is a satisfaction that comes

from knowing a thing thoroughly, from the successful accomplishing

of a task. We are modem now. No one can be expected to have the

slightest interest in anything whose practical use is not immediately

clear to him. The student is being trained to act. He is encouraged

to ask, 'How does this knowledge contribute to effective action? Of

'vhat possible use can it be to me?’

Nowhere else in the world hove I ever heard the question asked,

What is a college education worth?’ Our educational institutions prepare

impressive statistics to prove the correlation between a college degree

and earning power in such widely separate fields as selling automobiles

and preaching the gospel. But what sane person could ever have doubted
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given the right kind of book, all he needs to do is to direct the discussion.

Again methodl

It is an old axiom that the good teacher must so direct the study

of his pupils that he may in time become superfluous, but it has taken

the American system to discover that a teacher with real knowledge

of the subject to be taught can be dispensed with altogether—given

the right book and the right method. I have observed this philosophy

in operation, and to me it seems to be the expression of a sense of

inadequacy and defeat. The pupils do not loam any chemistry’. They
fail to acquire a knowledge of languages or of history. Is the system

a failure? Mercy, no! You expect the wrong thing. You arc ignorant

of the true purpose behind it all. We do not teach a subject to accomplish
such a crude and banal result as the conveying of knowledge of the

subject! We have outgrown that notion long ago. We are teaching all

these things in order to give something far more valuable, far more
intangible—the right attitude of mind, the right method of approach;
by means of these acquisitions the whole complicated world of facts
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of Pineros ultramodern play which reflects so subtly the philosophy

of Fascism, 'Right you are if you think you arc.
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that a man with more knowledge than the average would be in a position

to get ahead a little faster in whatever he undertook? And when we

consider that the school system—to some extent, at least—eliminates

the worst numskulls, can anyone be surprised to discover that the more

intelligent students who get a degree, if only in virtue of academic
longevity, will make a somewhat better showing? However, to the busi-

ness man, with his awe for statistics, such graphs and colored charts

are convincing. Now that we have shown our financial backers that

the acquisition of knowledge has proved not too great a handicap in

the one field in which our real interest is centered—the field of money
making—we are ready to proceed.

But notice what standards we have set for ourselves. We have com-
pletely capitulated. We arc committed to a training for action. Wc our-
selves have set up earning power as the test of educational success,
t wonder where Shakespeare would have been classified, or if college

theifralTlrW have convenienlly neglected to include Spinoza in

success
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expert so frequently assumes when addressing the rank outsider, that

my worry regarding arithmetic was quite irrelevant. Her I.Q. being

what it was, the system being what it was, the outcome was assured.

The assembly-line technique would not fail her.

We removed our daughter from the assembly line and from the further

administrative protection of this perfectly systematized educational fac-

tory and sent her to a school where they did not know the difference

between an I.Q. and a bullfrog. She is doing excellent work now, un-

hampered by executive interference and periodic inspection.

To use, if I may, an unacademic expression, How do they get that

way?’

That is not difficult to answer. Once you make method the center

of your system, the need for constant supervision, checking, and revision

of technique becomes easily evident. Teaching now becomes a matter

of organization and administrative control and not of knowledge. The

professional administrators, through their constant contact with State

Boards of Education, state legislators, and town officers, have learned

about all that politicians can teach. They, and the select few among

the teachers’ colleges, have by now secured a strangle hold on a substan-

tial part of the educational system of the country.

They speak the language of business and of politics. Their importance

and indispensability increase with the dimensions of the administrative

force. In order to demonstrate that they are wide-awake and ‘on the

job,’ they must constantly place before the controllers of the purse strings

a new theory—a new experiment. The business man understands this.

He would not offer you a 1936 Ford in 1937. It is not difficult for

him to grasp that a school must be similarly ‘up to date. He is baffled

by the pseudo-psychological lingo of the expert educator, but it has

a strange fascination for him.

Now the poor teachere are caught. They cannot refuse to accept the

new ideas. Their advice is usually not asked and certainly not followed.

They dare not protest. The ‘administrator’ has too much knowledge

of the methods of business administration. He speaks of cooperation

and interprets it, as the business executive, to mean. I II tell you what

to do-you just do it/ Should the teachers protest, they would soon

discover that the school administrator has also learned the good Ameri-

can method of management by ‘shake-up/ As one reorganization plan

follows closely upon the heels of another, with no one knowing where

the lightning will strike next, intelligent opposition is effectively

unnerved.

Our universities have, on tile whole, been little affected by all this.
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desks and Oriental carpets devoted to the use of executives as we do

in this country It is indeed fortunate that our industry can afford to

bear this burden of administrative overhead, but to the ignorant visitor

from abroad it looks like a top-heavy structure. As one visitor said to

me, ‘You have gone administration mad.’

I do not know anything about these matters, and, not possessing ade-

quate statistical data, am not prepared to render judgment. All I ask

is that you look at your local schools some day and compare their ad-

ministrative burdens with those of, say, twenty years ago. Principals

and vice principals, curriculum directors, psychological advisers, stenog-

raphers and filing clerks—I shall not undertake to enumerate them. Wc
of the old school wonder why all this is necessary. Why all this elaborate

office machinery, why all these files and files of cards and folders, why
all this entourage of the executive? Under the system of which I am
a product no such executive staff existed, nor does it exist to-day. What
do they all do? How do they occupy themselves? There is only one
\vay t ey can keep busy. They supervise, check, correct, direct, and
improve method.
nie American system sets up, not the world and its requirements
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go to it. We don’t care whether it will increase your earning power.

In fact, we are mean enough to hope it will not. Neither arc we going

to tell you that you come to college not to learn but to make “social

contacts.” This is not a country club.’

If any students arc left in the institution after the first two years,

we may then decide who is fitted by intellectual capacity, knowledge,

and general adaptability to continue and get the benefit of specialized

professional training.

As far as the administrative side of the university is concerned, it

is not too much to ask that the democratic spirit about which we hear

so much in this country be reflected in the one place where it can

exist most naturally. If, because of their size, universities in this country

need business managers, let us have them, but let us separate as sharply

as possible the academic from the administrative functions. The able-

bodied, able-minded, and full-grown men who constitute the faculty

can safely be granted the democratic right of sharing more fully in direct-

ing the policies of the institution than is now generally the case.

But most of our trouble does not lie in the universities, but in the

grammar and high schools. There the first step in advance must be

found in better pay for the better-trained teachers. Once the quality

of the teaching staff has been improved, more democratic control of

the schools by the teachers must be introduced. And this implies that

the pernicious interference in school matters by high-strung Parent-

Teacher Associations must end. These associations have undoubtedly

done some good in isolated instances, but in many cases they have

merely added to the dark fears that surround the underpaid teachers.

They have only too often opened wide the gates for lay interference

with the school system, and have frequently proved the means of shoul-

dering upon the schools the burdens of neglected parental responsibilities.

If your teachers know their jobs, if they have been selected because

they have had the necessary equipment and experience, why not leave

them alone? Would you organize a family doctors association to super-

vise the operating-room technique of your physicians?

Once the teachers are free from outside interference and from the

fear of arbitrary executive discipline, once they know their subjects thor-

oughly, I have little fear that they will find it necessary to hide behind

method and intangible aims to cover up the lack of results. They them-

selves will insist that one studies a subject to learn it, and that one learns

it because it is better to know the world in all its aspects than to be

ignorant. And Johnnie, working late hours to keep up with his lessons,

will in time discover that there is a joy in learning things for the sake

of learning, that the most effective way of arousing ones interest is
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probably owing to the fact that the administrative direction has not

been in the hands of professional administrators, or of those trained in

schools of education where method was set up as superior to contents.

Yet it would be incorrect to assume that the universities have escaped

entirely. To be sure, the academic independence of the university profes-

sor has been preserved to a most surprising extent; but subtle influences

are at work to undermine it. The largest single danger in our university

life comes again from the tendency to copy the pattern of management
of big business. In our universities in Holland, all important decisions

are made by the faculty or its representative body, the senate; and
each professor in turn, in the order of seniority, occupies the post of

presiding officer of this body.
\\ hen entering upon his activities in an American university the pro-

tessor discovers that democracy has no place in the educational world.
o e sure, acuity meetings are held, but in too many instances they

are merely opportunities for the members of the faculty to blow off
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to complete successfully a distasteful and difficult task; and his character

will develop as the by-product of disciplined living and thinking.

But I have been dreaming of a world that will never be. I am sorry

if I have spoken out of turn. We have the greatest school system in

the world. A recurring world crisis is upon us, and battleships must

be built. We cannot now consider increasing the pay of our teachers;

nor is it necessary, for in the immortal words of a legislator of Massa-
chusetts, the cradle of our American culture, ‘Teachers is cheap/
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one left to be sliced up for research, and that American scholars, with

characteristic foresight, got in first. It does not take account of all the

factsl Whatever the reason, the results have been abundantly worthwhile:

the attention recently paid here to Matthew Arnold, for example, mus

pat English critics to shame.

But it is perhaps a consequence of the pre-occupation with these two

eras that American advances in the field of English medieval literature,

where for long American scholars have been in the van, seem to n®

slackening. The doyens have retired, and there are few to take their

place—and this at a time when texts and other material are more acces-

sible here than ever before, as the progress in other medieval studies,

as symbolised by Speculum, clearly indicates. The halt, I am sure, is

merely temporary; but I feel that it is directly connected with the small

amount of attention paid in ordinary courses to pre-Chaucerian language

and literature. I realise that it is largely a matter of balance, and that

the process of adjustment must always be delicate. But one does not

have to be a neo-Thomist in order to be qualified to emphasise the value

of the study of medieval literature at this point of time.
You will have one weighty retort to this criticism: “lack of time and

lack of teachers. I admit the force of this argument, and agree that

it would be fatal to overcrowd syllabuses any further. I am not advocat-
ing expansion, but a more economical use of those resources you have.
Most teachers I have met agree that the freshman composition courses,
for example, entail much useless drudgery, and that it would be more
appropriate if this work were done before the student enters college.
Such a change would at once free part of your faculties for more produc-
tive work and raise the standard of teaching. As it is, these courses
surely tie the freshman down to earlier habits of study intead of prepar-
mg lum for a more critical and comprehensive approach. Many (though

?i° *V ?
* 0

^
ca(lcrs designed for these courses seem suited to

the schoolroom rather than to the library. Feeding the young on gobbets
must surely delay for them that recognition of the individuality of a
book or an author which is one of the prime pleasures of literature.
These hibha ablhlia usually involve the dissection of many good books
to make a few heavy ones. That they arc, supposedly, remunerative
is nothing in their disfavour. Dr. Johnson would certainly have approved
of any desire their compilers may have for pocket money-but I doubt
whether he would have felt that these selections were the best way “to
teach the young idea how to shoot” Frequently extracts from living
writers give an air of contemporaneity; but they may also give a false

prestige to the writer chosen, and a limited or even misleading view
of his work. They may even defeat the very purpose for which they
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high-sounding dissertation like: “A study of the movement pattern of

football guards leading interference,” or: “A study of the effects of hard

usage upon the feet of college women”? I think we must all disabuse

ourselves of the notion that research is the goal to which education must

aspire. Otherwise, before long we shall be identifying culture with PMLA
or the Reoietu of English Studies.

Your facilities for research arc proverbial, and I have nothing but ad-

miration for them and for the enthusiasm behind such projects as the

American dictionary and the linguistic atlas. I hope that in the future

they will lead to even closer cooperation between American and English

scholars (we could probably learn much from you, for example, in the

study of dialects), and that intercourse between them will not be con-

fined to hurried dashes to the Huntington or the Bodleian.
But in the last analysis it is the quality of the average student, and

not of the professional researcher, that we must consider. I feel that

your colleges would gain greatly if their standards of entrance were more
uniform; yet from the almost infinite variety of your undergraduates you
perhaps reap something in human value that the more rigid academic
systems of Europe do not always preserve. Education is the real criterion
0 a nation’s claim to be a democracy. One inevitable consequence in

ngan of the present war will be the further democratisation of our
urnversUy system In this respect it is likely to approach increasingly
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1S outc°me it may well compensate for the
loss of buildings, books, and some of “the last enchantments of the
Middle Age.
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one of the top men from a good American school; so, too, especially

in recent years, lias the administration at Washington or New York.

It would be easy to name a score of young graduates who went from

Harvard directly to a post of real significance in the office of the Attorney-

General or of the Secretary' of Labor, in the Department of the Interior

or die Department of State; a journey, I suggest, that would be almost

unthinkable in England. The professor of law on a faculty, with a high

standing in the profession, is a man held in high esteem; even his

favourite pupils arc sought after. Judges will eagerly canvass his opinion

of their decisions; they arc not unlikely themselves to write against him

in defense of themselves. In the result, a good American law school

is not merely a place where law is often admirably taught; it is also

a place where a good deal of important law is likely to be made.

As a consequence, no one who knows the dozen or so major law

schools can really doubt that they are far more alive, far more able

to elicit eager interest from their students, far more likely to he

engaged in significant research, than all the English law schools put

together. I hazard the guess that Professor Sheldon Glueck of the Har-

vard Law School has done more, in his own department, for the serious

study of criminal law in its results upon convicted defendants than all

the law schools of England together with the work of the Prison Commis-

sion, the four Inns of Court, and the Law Society. There is nothing

that remotely compares, either in fullness or precision, with the crime

surveys of Cleveland and of Boston, or of similar studies, like those

of procedure and bankruptcy and freedom of speech, which have been

undertaken either singly or in co-operation by American professors of

law. Nor can I omit to emphasize that no generation of students seems

to leave the better schools without receiving from their teachers an

inspiration to study some problem in law reform.

Of the position of the medical schools I am not, of course, competent

to make a judgment in similarly comparative terms But there is I be-

lieve, no shadow of doubt that American medical education, at its best,

is at least as good as that of any other country. It is indeed notable

how considerable a proportion of the eminent figures m modem Ameri-

can medicine have bred teachers in the university schools. The fame

of the Johns Hopkins Medical School, in the days of Welch and Osier

and Adolf Meyer, hardly yields precedence to that of the University

of Vienna in its greatest days. It is, moreover, suggestive that, almost

a generation before Great Britain, the better American schools had real-

ized the significance of social and industrial medicine, and the value

of the history of medicine in its community setting as a clue to the

secret of its progress. In this regard, it is not too much to say that
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to be president of the United States, he became professor of constitu-

tional law at the Yale Law School, and later returned to Washington

to become the only ex-president of the United States who also occupied

the great post of Chief Justice. These are merely instances of a general

habit of mind.

There have, of course, been professors of law in British universities

of the highest intellectual distinction. Blnckstonc and Diccv, Sir Fred-

erick Pollock, and that greatest of all English historians since Gibbon,

F. W. Maitland, were all for many years professors of law. But of them

all, Blackstone was the only one to reach the Bench, and this was less

because he was an eminent Vinerian Professor at Oxford, than because,

in between, he was a member of Parliament and Solicitor-General. N°
doubt it is true that a number of English judges have lectured upon
a part-time basis in English law schools, like Lord Wright, who was
an early and brilliant lecturer on commercial law at the London School
of Economics and Political Science. But they invariably do this only
while they are establishing their position at the Bar; it is a temporary
fanancial expedient and no more. And even if, in the last thirty years,
there has been a tendency for the Lord Chancellor to offer the dignity
f Kings Counsei to a few law teachers of exceptional eminence like

that Lt
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government committee or to some solitary investigator who, like Sir

Edward Parr}', was driven to furious protest by daily experience of

the urgent need for reform in one aspect of the work of the court over

which he presided with swell distinction. Lawyers with the deep social

responsibility of Pam* arc as rare in England as jurists with a passion,

like Bentham, to adapt laxv to the needs of a new' time.

It is curious to note how' different arc the habits, and the results,

of the non-professional graduate schools from those of their professiona

analogues. To understand this difference the graduate school must, how-

ever briefly, be set in its historical background. It was far from infre-

quent for American scholars of a century ago, men like Tieknor and

Everett and Bancroft, to spend several years in Europe in preparation

for the life work they intended to undertake. For die most part they

W'ere in comfortable circumstances. They accepted the New ng an

tradition, so finely exemplified in Parkman and Prescott, t at prn a e

wealth ought to admit its obligations by devotion to the cultivation

of Icnowledge. Not a few of them were deeply perturbed by the mam j

English criticism that the American contribution to letters and learning

was. compared with its wealth, of relative insignificance; end since many

of them were still in thrall to die idea that American scholarship was

a minor branch of English scholarship, they were, in ™ “8 * ’

moved by a desire for intellectual independence. That attitude urns em-

phasized in a famous appeal of William Ellery lannmg, ‘ ‘

in the acid hut brilliant phrase of James Russell LoweUin wh eh he

referred to “a certain condescension among foreigners. c
,

cultural independence coincided with, was even, per aps, an ° 1?
Of, the persistent attempt of American economists, especially after the

war of ?812 , to plead, L Henry Carey,

which would suit American conditions and ther J r
T?nfrhnd

of the classical political economy which the pre oromance ‘

had fastened upon Europe," And it was, no doubt, g-atly aided^b)

the rise of the new' West, and the sense there a nei

nb0ve
nor die forms „f eastern culture, so obviously tied ‘o European*
all to English, models, would suit the circumstances o

•
doubt

Even if they were criticized and disliked, there can be but htfle douM

that the growth of the West had an immense influence on American

Slmvlybefnre the Civil War, but with remarkable acc',"“‘‘°n

it, this attitude coincided with the discovery of German umvers.ty schol

* Remark, on National Literature, in Complete IV
y0I II Cha;x sxix.

Sre Doriman, The Economic Mind in American Cmliurtion, . V
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the works of Henry E. Sigerist at Johns Hopkins marks something of

an epoch in the development of medical education; as those of Bemhar

Stem have done at Columbia University. Dr. Sigerist and his colleagues

realized, what only an occasional figure had recognized elsewhere, that

if medicine is put in its proper historical background, much of its failures

and successes begin to be understood. Nor is there much doubt that

the policy of whole-time professorships to which medical men of the

first quality are called while they arc young enough to do pioneering

in research has had great advantages in making the university schools

of medicine, at any rate at their best, something akin to what die Grad-

uate School of Medicine in London was intended to be.

Broadly speaking, the university professional schools have been a re-

markable success. The general standard of their teaching is extraordi-

narily high; the level of student interest is exceptional; and the schools

manage not only to produce research work of outstanding distinction,

but imbue a considerable proportion of their students with the sense

that an interest in the social responsibilities of the metier they follow

is part of the obligation they assume when they decide to follow it-

The comparison, in this regard, between the law schools of America
and the law schools of Britain is all to the former's advantage. The
British law school has not yet found any creative place in the system
of training either for the Bar or for the solicitors' side of the profession-

e American law school has made itself not only the main source
irom which the best lawyers and the best judges are likely to be re-

craited but also a vital instrument in the struggle for law reform. The
kind of criticism which judicial opinion and legal administration ought

JT7y
,

t0 encounter is something that the British university law
c ool has hardly even begun to recognize that it ought to undertakem°f
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the American schools have produced Holmes, Ames, Thayer, end Pound,
quite apart from their additional claim to have set the criteria of criticism
tn issues of contemporary doctrine in work like that of Thomas Reed
Powell m constitutional aw of Francis H, Bohlen in the law of torts,
of John Chipman Gray in the law of real property, of Frankfurter, in
his academic penod in the vital field of administrative law, of Chafee
in the field of civil liberties. And this is quite rt from the WOrk
done by the university law schools in the important field of legal ad-
ministration, which in Britain has mostly been left either to an occasional
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arship, with its immense achievements and elaborate organization. Many

of the younger students began to visit the German universities and to

take their doctorate degrees in Germany. When Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity was founded, research there began to be built around the seminar,

with the conception of the professor, surrounded by his band of devoted

pupils, working at some problem he thought important in a coherent

and systematic way. It began to be the custom to train the student

for scholarship by an elaborate discipline in methodology and bibliog-

raphy, in the proper grasp of the way to handle original sources, in

the belief that true learning emerged from the intensive cultivation of

a small field of inquiry rather than from embarking, before the student

was ripe enough for investigation, on some massive issue beyond his

powers and experience. To this, I think, must be added the important

inferences that the young scholars work ought to be worthy of publica-

tion, that if he took one part of a field, his neighbour in the seminar
might well take a related part, which enabled each to stimulate the

other—the real beginning, I suspect, of the modem craze for co-operative
research and that a period of devotion such as this to original research
was the necessary prelude to the work of university teaching. The publi-
cation in 1883 of the first series of the Johns Hopkins Studies in Historical
and Political Science was a landmark in the academic history of the
United States. Within a decade the doctorate in philosophy had become
the well-nigh indispensable passport to the right to teach in an American
university. °

The popularity of the system grew by leaps and bounds. A university
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movement; it has been said that in the year before the outbreak of

the Second World War more than three thousand doctorates were

granted in the United States. I have myself calculated that in one Mid-

western university alone, and that by no means the largest of its area,

over six hundred doctorates were conferred from 1919 to 1939. Some-

times the university requires that the theme be printed; most of them

today more mercifully asked no more than the submission of several

typewritten copies, one of which will remain on file in its library. But

few of them are published in the ordinary way; only a minute per-

centage, when published, ever reach the dignity of a second edition.

Out of 459 numbers in the John Hopkins’ series, which represents the

best work of all its graduate students in the social sciences for sixty

years, only fifty-four are out of print; and the demand for these is appar-

ently not ample enough to justify reprinting. Out of 380 numbers in

the well-known Columbia University Studies in History and Economics

and Public Law, published between 1893 and 1903, only nine appear

to be out of print, and only one volume seems to have gone into a

second edition. Much the same is true of similar series published under

the auspices of Harvard and Yale Universities. ..

Obviously enough, statistics for this character te ut a sma par

of the significance of any volume. Few people would or could, ngh y

expect that a learned and heavily documented booh could normal y

expect to have a wide sale. Its author is almost certain to e un no ,

his theme is likely to be narrow; nor is ho likely to have made y

exciting discoveries or put forward any important genera iza i n . ,

when all this is granted, the picture remains a disturbing one.
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to university recognition, it is hardly unfair to say that its teachers feel

they have won for it its full status when one of their students has re-

ceived his doctorate in the subject

The writing of a thesis goes through a physiological rhythm almost

as regular as die circulation of the blood. The student chooses his topic

in consultation with die professor who is to supervise his work. It is

curiously rare for a student to know what it is lie wants to write about.

Far more usually, he accepts the professor’s suggestion, and he then

decides upon a theme from a list of possible subjects which the wise

professor keeps, as it were, in stock; or he works upon some project

the material of which may ultimately be the basis of a chapter, or a

paragraph, or a footnote in the magnum opus the professor is writing-

The subject once chosen, the student compiles a bibliography of what-

ever exists about his subject, with special reference to manuscript mate-

rial or to remote sources, like old newspapers, not previously used in

work upon his theme. He goes through all the obvious material con-

scientiously, taking careful notes as he reads; if the manuscripts are

in Europe, in the British Museum, for example, or the Bibliothequc
Nationale, he tries to get a scholarship to London or Paris, or to get

a loan against his future, to consult them; or he may be fortunate enough
to persuade a wealthy university to have photostatic copies made that

he can peruse at leisure in its library. After more note-taking, he begins
to arrive at a scheme of work which he will probably amend somewhat
m the light of discussion with his supervisor. He then begins the heavy
wor - o writing his thesis, consulting at intervals his supervisor or other
professors from whom he may get ideas or counsel. As he writes, he
will support each statement he makes with a footnote showing the source
from which ,t 1S taken, until, not seldom, the text itself seems like a
small island, surrounded by a veritable ocean of references. And when
t le last chapter is done, he will conscientiously add the most compre-
hensive bibliography he can compile, perhaps classified with a minute
precision that would evoke a smile of approval from the shade of that
ingenious librarian who invented the Dewey decimal system. The thesis
submitted, he is examined upon it by a small committee of professors

° M
V

f

OSC ^ n
1S ent™ste<^ fate of the research and its author.

Not even in Germany has so massive a system been evolved, so intri-
cate and so terrifying, in order to help a young man or woman learn
how to wntc a book. It has evoked an endless stream of protests, of
which, perhaps, the acid essay of William James" is the most famous.
But no criticism has yet proved powerful enough to stay its torrential

•"The Ph. D. Octopus," ia Memories and Stud,

a

(New York: Longmans, 1912).
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larger problems of which it is a part There even comes a time when

he resents being asked either to let his mind play freely over a large

realm of ideas or to show an awareness that the need to arrive is not

less important than the preparation for the journey. And he becomes,

only too often, an ineffective teacher, because his training inhibits him

from realizing that the one thing his students want to know' is how

the subject helps to explain the kind of world in which they live. He

thinks that the more he detaches himself from such an explanation,

the more scholarlv his treatment ought to be regarded. He begins by

taking no risks because he Is uncertain; he ends by taking no risks

because he has ceased, by use and wont, to have any convictions at

alL He becomes a purveyor of information, most of which is easily

available in books, which he retails afresh every year in much the same

way as an automobile dealer sells his cars.

It would be an immense boon to American education if the Ph.U,

together with the immense administrative apparatus it has come to in-

volve, were got rid of altogether. Most of the labour it involves is not

in any real sense, educational Most of the men and women who have

something real to say in their chosen field of study would say it an) ow

,

whether there were a degree or no; and its existence leads a mu btu e

of people to try to say something when they are uneasi y conscious

either that they have nothing to say or that what they nrc asked to

examine is not in fact worth, as a problem, the immense effort ey

have to spend upon it I think it is reasonable to insist that most ot

the creative minds in American universities are aware tiat us is le

case; but they shrink from the effort involved in a sustained attac
'

upon what has now become an immense vested interest in c unn ersit)

Not least among the evils is the fact that it tends to destroy the reflectwc

mind, the mind that broods over a large range of acts unti
. >
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g
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out of which the scholar is most likely to transform information into

wisdom.
. ^

Two other features of the university system dcser\e a wor •

derives directly, the other indirectly, from the institution of

doctorate. The first is the use of volume of production as one-of the

main indices to promotion. Unless a teacher makes Ins mark earl) ei t

!>y a promising piece of work or by the quality of Ins peisonal»t>. re

,s a constant drive to publish, especially in a large univcra >,
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I do not want for an instant to paint a picture that is out of perspec-

tive. Everyone knows that remarkable books have been written for t c

doctorate, and that some of them rank as indispensable in their ficl •

But that is not because they were written for the doctorate; it is because

they were written by remarkable men and women. The system as a

whole holds hundreds of students in bondage every year to an idea

that is wholly illusory. Some of them arc fundamentally incapable of

writing a good book. Others are not yet mature enough to write one.

Others, again, have no desire to write a book and leam little or nothing

from their effort to write it. And the system develops habits of its own.

It begets what the French call the furcur dc Yincdit. It begets the obliga-

tion not to write upon a topic, however important, upon which someone

else is known to be writing; hence the publication every year, in the

learned American journals, of long lists of subjects already pre-empted-
It begets the passion for footnotes, the conviction that no statement
will be believed unless it can be referred to an earlier writer or docu-
ment, and it gets, perhaps above all, what can only be termed biblio-

graphical elephantiasis. No doubt there are supervisors work with whom
k an illumination the light from which will give vision to the student
for the rest of his days; no one who worked with Frederick

J.
Turner,

or with Carl Becker, but must have felt the excitement of seeing how
e great artist hews from the rough stone a portrait which comes to
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who cannot see the woods for the trees. But its worst effect is, I think,
that in all save the really exceptional scholar, it becomes a form of
escapism which makes for unreal thinking and ineffective teaching. It
makes for the first because the mtense concentration on a small theme
seems to breed a type wh.ch becomes afraid either of large generaliza-
tions or considering issues which reach beyond its boundaries. He be-
comes unaccustomed to the co-ordination of his specialism with the
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feeds on, one success is only too likely to lead to another venture, in

the hope that it may be repeated. These books vary very little from

one another. They usually crowd such a mass of information into their

six to eight hundred pages that the student loses himself in their midst.

And, worst of all, the need to get the book used in as large a range

of colleges as possible leads to the suppression of any ideas that have

colour or vitality or a bias that might offend. Nor must it be forgotten

that one of the inevitable results on the student is that he expects to

find in the textbook all he needs to know about the subject, and he

tends to regard with horror the notion that he may reasonably be asked

to read the original authorities out of which the subject gained its exist-

ing contours.
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claim to promotion be overlooked. The result is that the learned journals

of the United States are full of what can only be called machine-made

research in which the habits of the aspirant to a Ph.D. are prolongcc

year after year until the teacher is satisfied he can climb no higher.

He is afraid of being labelled as “unproductive,” so that, year after

year, he will devote his leisure to grinding out articles which arc

only too often dead even before they have reached the printed page-

And because most of the scholars who edit the journals arc aware that

the articles are insignificant, the question of whether to publish them

or not tends to become either the presence of some unpublished docu-

ment or the tabulation of some material, the first of which will only

very rarely have importance, and the second of which will give a preci-

sion, the labour of which is out of all proportion to its value, to some

simple platitude which everyone knew before. It may be a letter, say,

of Robert Southey saying that he has received a parcel of books for

which he had asked, or it may be a tabic to prove that in a New
England village there are more Packards above the railroad tracks per

family than there are below them. The point I am concerned to make
is that the whole academic atmosphere tends to lead to the insistent
cult of the insignificant, and those who are driven to the practice of

this cult are bound themselves, before long, to become insignificant too.

e other feature which needs emphasizing is the cult of the textbook,
us depends upon a number of factors. The need for a doctorate tends

r
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Even when dealing with the remote past, the istonan cann

entirely objective. And in an account of his own experiences an

tions the personal factor becomes so important that it las to

latcd by a deliberate effort on the part of the reader. I must, therefore,

begin with a few autobiographical data, difficu t t ougi 1 1
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about oneself without conveying the impression of either false mod ty
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Germany (I wish to limit myself to firsthand experience )
1

is that in

Germany the professors are stationary and the students mobile, whereas

the opposite is true in the United States. A German professor either

remains in Tubingen until he dies, or he is called to Heidelberg and

then, perhaps, to Munich or Berlin; but wherever he stays he stays

put. It is part of his duties to give at stated intervals, in addition to

specialized lecture courses and seminars, a so-called collegium pub-

licum
,
2 that is to say, a series of weekly lectures dealing with a subject

of more general interest, free of charge and open to all students, faculty

members, and, as a rule, the general public; but he rarely ascends a

platform outside his permanent habitat, except for professional meetings

or congresses. The German student, however, his abiturium (fmal

diploma of a recognized secondary school) entitling him to enro at

whichever university he pleases, spends one semester here and another

there until he has found a teacher under whose direction e wis es

to prepare his doctoral thesis (there are no bachelors' and masters e-

grees in German universities) and who accepts him, so to speak as

a personal pupil. He can study as long as he wishes, and even a te

having settled down for his doctorate he may periodically disappear

for any length of time. , _ , ,
.
lnrtntr

Here, as we all know, the situation is reversed. Our older colleges
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efforts of my American friends and colleagues, unforgettable and unfor

gotten, we could establish ourselves at Princeton as early as 1934. or

one year I held concurrent lectureships at New York and Princeton

universities, and in 1935 I was invited to join the newly constitute

humanistic faculty of the Institute for Advanced Study which owes its

reputation to the fact that its members do their research work open y

and their teaching surreptitiously, whereas the opposite is true of so

many other institutions of learning. I, too, have thus continued to teach

in various places, with special regularity in Princeton and New York.

I am telling all this in order to make it perfectly clear that my experi-

ences in this country are somewhat atypical in regard to both opportuni-

ties and limitations. As to the opportunities: in contrast to nearly a’

my colleagues, including the American-bom, I was never hampered by

excessive teaching obligations and never suffered from a lack of research

facilities, in contrast to so many immigrant scholars, I had the good

fortune of coming to the United States as a guest rather than a refugee;

and, be it said with deepest gratitude, no one has ever made me feel

the difference when my status suddenly changed in 1933. As to the

limitations: I neither know the South beyond Asheville, N.C., nor the

West beyond Chicago; and, much to my regret, have never been for

any length of time in professional contact with undergraduate
students. ...

1 have just mentioned that the American scholar more frequently faces
a nonprofessional and unfamiliar audience than does the European. On
the one hand, this can be explained by general considerations. For rea-
sons insufficiently explored by anthropologists, Americans seem to be
genumely fond of listening to lectures (a fondness encouraged and ex-
ploited by our museums which, unlike most of their sister institutions
m Europe think of themselves as cultural centers rather than as mere
collections) and of attending conferences and symposia. And the "ivory

sneerh Twt " Pr0f?T iS SUPP°sed t0 spend his life-* figure of

rSl:n!
y
n

he
^
W
?
lch 0Wes its existence to a nineteenth-century

Horire-hn! ™
S,mile ^ the S°^ of Songs and Danae s tower in

P°,aC

c

e~h
^

*ny more wlndows in the comparatively fluid society
of this country than in most others. On the other hand, the larger radius

T,
40 Some “tent. the specific condi-

tions of academic life m America. And this brings me to a brief discus-
sion of what may be called organizational questions-a discussion which

"f
somewhat tw"“nd my?bject because what applies to the history

of art applies mutatis mutandis, to all other branches of the humanities.
One basic difference between academic life in the United States and
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and universities, all private and thus dependent on that alumni loyalty

which in this country is as powerful a force as public school loyaty

is in England, reserve the right of admission and keep the undergra -

uates for four entire years. State institutions, though legally oblige

to accept every accredited student from their state, maintain at least

the principle of permanency. Transfers are looked upon with marke

disapprobation. And even graduate students stay, if possible, in one

and the same school until they acquire their master’s degree. But, as

if to make up, to some extent, for the ensuing sameness of environment

and instruction, both colleges and universities freely invite guest lecturers

and guest professors, now for one evening, now for some weeks, now

for a term or even a year.

From the point of view of the visiting lecturer, this system has many

advantages. It widens his horizon, brings him into contact with col-

leagues and students of greatly different types, and, after some years,

may give him a delightful sense of being at home on many campuses

much as the itinerant humanists of the Renaissance were at home in

many cities or courts. But from the point of view of the student—the

student, that is, who plans to take up humanistic scholarship as a profes-

sion-it has obvious drawbacks. More often than not he enters a given

co ege because family tradition or financial reasons leave him no other
choice, and a given graduate school because it happens to accept him.
Even if he is satisfied with his choice the impracticability of exploring
other possibilities will narrow his outlook and impair his initiative, and
if no has made a mistake the situation mav develop into a real tragedy.

J S ®VGnt> th* temporary contact with visiting lecturers will hardly
suffice to counterbalance the crippling effect of an unsuitable environ-
mi
f‘

a

c

nd^^ SHarpen the student
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s sense of frustration.
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' ,ite a" "™-made institutions, the defects

in ivhiXnr no: w a “ aPPlies to organizational features
in nlnch our academic l,fc d.ifers from that in Europe.One of the most important of these differences is the division of our
colleges and universities into au.onomous departments, a system foreign
to the European mind. In conformity with medieval JradiUon, the uni-
versities on the European continent in general, and those of the German-
speahing countries m particular, are organized into four or five “facul-
ties = theology, law, medicine, and philosophy (fhe last-named frequently
divided into mathematics and natural science as opposed to the
humanities). In each of these faculties there is one chair-only ex-
ceptionally more than one-devoted to such special disciplines as, to
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but possibly more capable. In fact, our institutions of learning are be-

coming more and more acutely aware of these two dangers, isolation

and inbreeding. The University of Chicago has attempted to coordinate

the humanistic departments into one “division”; other universities try

interdepartmental committees and/or courses; Harvard goes so far as

to make a permanent appointment in, say, the Department of Classics

only after convoking an "ad hoc committee” composed of Harvard pro-

fessors other than classicists and classicists from institutions other than

Harvard. But to coordinate sovereign departments into a division is

about as easy as to coordinate sovereign states into an international orga-

nization, and the appointment of committees may be said to indicate

the presence of a problem rather than solve it.
M

Needless to say, this difference between the “departmental system

and the "chair system,” as it may be called, reflects not only a divergence

in political and economic conditions but also a divergence in the concept

of “higher education” as such. Ideally (and I know full well that the

European ideal has undergone, and is still undergoing, no less sigm can

a change than the American reality), the European university um-

versitas magistrorum et scholarium, is a body of scholars, eac svr

rounded by a cluster of famuli. The American college is a body or

students entrusted to a teaching staff. The European stu ent, unsuper

vised except for such assistance and criticism as he receives in seminars

and personal conversation, is expected to learn what he wants and can,

fte responsibility for failure or success resting exclusively with himse

The American student, tested and graded without cease, is e.p

to learn what he must, the responsibility for failure or su ce s g

largely with his instructors (hence the recurrent discussions i

campus papers as to how seriously the members o lc

t
violate their duties when spending time on rescare ).

, -

basic problem which I have observed or encountered in our

life is how to achieve an organic transition from the

Student who feels: "You are paid for educating me; now, ' ^ ’

educate me,” to that of the young scholar who feels: You are pp ^
to know how to solve a problem; now, please, s '°'v

taskmaster
il ®d, on the part of the instrector, from the attitude of the

who devises and grades test papers producing the o i . T

percentage of failures, passes, and honors, to that of the g.

'^^rtri presumed to take place fn the gcadua.e
school

•tod to reach perfection in die following years. B» the d hot « «
*e average graduate student (a really supenor talen

to the face of any system) finds himself in a pos.tion which mates
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authority as to their academic activities. He is responsible for the a

ministration of his seminar or institute; but the awarding of degrees

and the admission or invitation of teaching personnel, regardless of rank,

is decided upon by the whole faculty.

To one accustomed to our system of self-governing departments op-

erating directly under the dieties this time-honored arrangement soun s

rather absurd. When a candidate submits a doctoral thesis on the deve -

opment of the diacritical signs in Arabic, the full professor of the history

of art has a voice in the matter while the associate and assistant profes-

sors of Islamic Languages have not. No full professor, however unsuited

for administrative work, can be relieved of his duty to conduct the

affairs of his seminar or institute. No Privatdozent, however unsuccessful,

can be discharged except by disciplinary action. He can neither be as-

signed a specific lecture or seminar course (unless he has accepted a

special Lehraujtrag comparable to the contract of a “Visiting Lecturer

here), nor can he legally be prevented from giving any lecture or semi-

nar course he pleases, regardless of die comfort of his full professor,

as long as he keeps within the limitations of his venia legendi (“permis-

sion to teach**).5

But here again the American system has the faults of its virtues

(among the latter, incidentally, is a most healthy elasticity which per-

mits for example, older graduate students to do some teaching, either
m their own university or in a neighboring institution). The American
associate or assistant professor has a full vote at departmental meetings;
but he must give the courses which the department assigns to him.
The affaire of the French Department cannot be interfered with by
c\cn the fullest professor of modem history or vice versa; but just this

and^nbreeding"*'
‘kP«™n(s emails two grave dangers: isolation

ma
5' ~°W “ 1Me °f diacritical signs in Arabic

bouti ,o < r CaravaS5io ' But that the two gentlemen are

for "item ^ r,v *iavc, or develop, a common interest in
Neo-Platonism or astrological V. , , ,

voniiv luuMum
l,lustrations; and it is good for the uni-

semis- became they may have well-founded, if divergent, views about

for

"

0? CrcelTma "V
**: Profitably discussed in pfeno. The profes-

sor of Creek may know nothing of Chaucer and Lydgate; but it *
useful that be has the nght to ask whether the professor of English.

"rnvT y0TS
,

mr f0r ^ professorship, moy not
have inadvertently overlooked some other young man perhaps less nice

* Cf. pnrwling note.
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it more difficult for him to achieve intellectual independence than for

a certain group of undergraduates—those, that is, who, owing to t eir

high scholastic standing, are freed from compulsory classes during t eir

senior year.

It is the chairman of the department who assigns to the graduate

student a number of courses and seminars each term ( and far too many

in most cases), in which he has to struggle for high marks. The subject

of his masters thesis is, more often than not, determined by one o

his instructors who also supervises its progress. And at the end he faces

an examination, concocted by the whole department, which no single

member thereof could pass in creditable fashion.

There is, by and large, any amount of good will on both sides; kind i-

ness and helpful solicitude on the part of the teacher and—I sPea

from happiest experience—loyalty and responsiveness on the part o

the student. But within the framework of our system just these engaging

qualities seem to make the transformation from student into scholar

so much the harder. Most graduate students in the humanities are not

financially independent. In a society which, for good and sufficient rea-

sons, rates the scholar considerably below the lawyer, the doctor, and,

quite particularly, the successful businessman, it takes a strong will and
something akin to obsession for the scion of a wealthy family to break
down the resistance of his parents, uncles, and club friends when he
proposes to follow a calling the highest possible reward of which is

a professorship with eight or ten thousand dollars a year. The average
graduate student, therefore, does not come from a wealthy family and

™ ? ‘^ *° PreP"re for a job as fast as he can, and this in

w , n
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to enw ’n
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In the first place, the freedom of movement enjoyed by the students
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;

t,

and “ * younS m!m happens to be interested
in a special field in which no courses arc available at one university,
he can, and will, go to another. In the second place, the aim of the
academic process as such ,s to impart to the student, not a maximum
of knowledge but a maximum of adaptabfiity-not so much to teach
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so homely a simile, to marinate. It is not the reading matter assigned

for Course 301 but a line of Erasmus of Rotterdam, or Spenser, or

Dante, or some obscure mythographer of the fourteenth century, whicn

will “light our candle”; and it is mostly where we have no business

to seek that we shall find. Liber non cst, says a delightful Latin proverb,

qui non aliquando nihil agit: “He is not free who docs not do nothing

once in a whole.”

In this respect, too, considerable efforts at improvement have been

made in recent years. Most art departments no longer insist on absolute

omniscience in their M.A/s, M.F.A/s and even Ph.D.’s, but allow one

or two areas of concentration.” A breathing spell between the end of

graduate school and the beginning of a “career” is provided, in a number
of cases, by the Fulbright Fellowships (which are, however, limited

to study abroad and are administered, as far as the final decisions are

concerned, by a political rather than scholastic agency). The same Ful-

bright Fellowships are also open to scholars already in harness, if *

may say so, and these can furthermore obtain a year or two of unim-
peded research by winning such awards as a Guggenheim Fellowship
or a temporary membership with the Insitutc for Advanced Study which
considers this kind of service as one of its principal functions. Grants

us ype, of course, take the incumbent out of teaching altogether,

r
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It is the sum total of little experiences like these which makes for

an education. Tins education should begin as early as possible, w ®
minds are more retentive than ever after. And what is tme of metho

it is also true, I think, of subject matter. I do not believe that children

and boys should be taught only that which they can fully understan

It is, on the contrary, the half-digested phrase, the half-placed proper

name, the half-understood verse, remembered for sound and rhythm

rather than meaning, which persists in the memory, captures the imagi*

nation, and suddenly emerges, thirty or forty years later, when one

encounters a picture based on Ovid’s Fasti or a print exhibiting a moti

sugges*ed by the Iliad—much as a saturated solution of hyposulphite

suddenly crystallizes when stirred.

If one of our great foundations were seriously interested in doing

something for the humanities it might establish, experimenti causa, a

number of model high schools sufficiently endowed with money an

prestige to attract teaching faculties of the same caliber as those o

a good college or university, and students prepared to submit to a pr0
‘

gram of study which our progressive educators would consider exorbitant

as well as unprofitable. But the chances of such a venture are admittedly
slim.

Apart from the apparently unsolvable problem of secondary education,
however, the immigrant humanist, looking back over the last twenty
years, has no cause for discouragement Traditions, rooted in the soil

ot one country and one continent, cannot and should not be transplanted.
But they can cross-fertilize, and this cross-fertilization, one feels, has
been initiated and is in progress.

There is only one point which it would be disingenuous not to touch

3"; f f

may Secm Me'icate to do so: the terrifying rise of

tLnali™
h°se

.

f°r“s whKh drove us out of Europe in the 1930’s: na-

roust, of course, be careful not to jump

np,? f it
!',
The t0r

t
,gr,er is inclined to forget that history never re-

ta d ffer ;

"°l T y- The sa™ virus produces different effects

hv nndTl ?r‘

A

mS
’ and °"C of hopeful differences is that,

the leT'f
6

,

Amencan nniveisity teachers seem to wrestle against

mem
P
o H t Is

T'
d °f roinistering to them; in at least one

memomblc instance they have even found the support of an alumni
committee the voice of which cannot be ignored in the land,’ But we
cannot blind ourselves to the fact that Americans may now be legally
punished, not for what they do or have done, but for what they say

in Princeton Alumni Weekly, JJI, No. 18 (March 29, 1952^’ ^
r®Pnnte^ In *u ’ ®
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Americans as Students
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from the first page to the last, instead of limiting yourself to so-called

“significant” excerpts. Instead of telling the student, Read chapters such

and such of The Social Contract," it is advisable to let him discover

the work as a whole and in its newness, without weighing it down

with interpretations, and above all without approaching the work

through them. The contrary method leads a great many French students

to content themselves with the commentaries before they even have

caught a glimpse of the object to which these are applied.

How quickly the American student makes friends with a book or

a man and treats them as if they were his contemporaries! He hardly

knows the background from which they arise: they surge out o ns

own mental world, haunt him, call forth in him an instantaneous and,

frequently, a passionate reaction. A fortnight later, however, ot ers as e

taken their place; it is love at first sight, but indifference rapidly follows.

And when the boy and, particularly, the girl student look at the au-
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•
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. vorthy.
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from the first page to the last, instead of limiting yourself to so-called

“significant” excerpts. Instead of telling the student, Read c apters sue

and such of The Social Contract,” it is advisable to let him discover

the work as a whole and in its newness, without weig *nS ^ ow
f

with interpretations, and above all without approac ing tie 'v0*'

through them. The contrary method leads a great many Frenc s en s

to content themselves with the commentaries before t ey even

caught a glimpse of the object to which these are applied.

How quickly the American student makes frien 'viti a oo "
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history. Education is designed to provide the mind, at a very early

lopir nM! t
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dered no less than the undergtaduato-assumed^te

downright rout. The blue books bane et ™
d d as they

rough drafts: drey were, at best, vague cogitations jotted

came to mind.
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after day, as one lets oneself be earned ‘
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„encral outline—to bring

twenty minutes: long enough to map ou «S
dlem jnto a coherent

together all their scattered ideas and to org.

whole.
it, third year, I decided to

I was so dismayed by this result t lat, ®
dealing with a brief

assign six questions: three general ones an
mcn(s wcr0 successful,

text to be commented upon. The answers a
,. d jn class. It had

with the exception of one, which I ha no
k00k that all had

to do with a sentence from Malrauxs
error as those of the

read. Most of the students committee ic
•

dlc ntine Malraux,

two preceding years. All they kept m
bouthim.

and they began to disgorge whatever t icy
positive qualities.
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from the very first,
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, confidence. The most

he finds himself surrounded by an atmosp c

vc],ological
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- does than to what
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system before my eyes, naive and a. “si," Tme
This she took for the masters thought Need 1 I"en*'™

more is enc0ur-

from one of those "progressive colleges where any
p ^ reinve„t,

aeed to think of herself as sufficiently endowed with g

by starting from almost nothing, a world that some

a lifetime shaping? My pretty student, havmg ainc P
which

of Nietzsche in a few moments, now read him through the i

g ^
she had constructed, and she retained from his words o y 6 ^
add a few concrete touches to that image. Yet her accou •

lacking in interest, for it contained flashes of intuition whic

sustained analysis would certainly have brought iinto sharper evidence.

You may be sure, however, that as soon as she had finished her .

she forgot her subject as lightly as she has learned it. For her, 1

merely been an exercise in scholastic rhetoric. W be
It is said that American students do not like to think. It wou

better to say that they do not know how to think, through 1S"orj'

nC

of a small number of rules which secondary schooling should av

trained them to use. First of all, certain rules of attention. A goo a

^
of my students never took any notes: listening was a part o tieir

soliloquy, and what they heard of my lectures was but an echo distor e

by their inner dream. Their chief difficulty seemed to be to Set °u

of themselves; as a result, what they were being taught was shredde

into vague impressions on the surface of their minds.

Others, no less tormented by the desire to unbosom themselves, wou

be pathetically on their guard to keep from saying anything that con-

cerned them intimately; and since they were unable to forget themselves

for one minute, their monologue would quickly stop short. Those who

were capable of abstracting themselves from their little private universe

were also the most thoughtful ones, and consequently those most aware

of their lack of discipline. Despite the extent of their information, they

realized that without structures, knowledge is only chaos.

In the course of the summer, the students had two weeks to write

an essay on some general theme. Although confused and badly pre-

sented, their ideas were not devoid of substance. One hardly could

reproach American students with lacking personality, but most of the

time it remains in a primitive state. On the day of the final examination,

everything was changed. When the white sheet of paper stared up

at them, most of the unhappy victims remained defenseless. The first

two years, I had chosen a significant sentence from the works of the

authors on the program, one that summarized the tendencies of the

course, and I had asked the candidates to comment on it by referring

to what they had learned. Their collective failure—the graduates floun-
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must try to get to know his students intimately, to understand their

personalities even more than their immediately recognizable gifts and

abilities. This explains the importance—absolutely incxistcnt m

France—of working in small groups or under the guidance of a tutor.

In a way, the American student expects his teacher to become his mentor,

a kind of intellectual director of his conscience. Such relationships can

be fruitful and satisfying for both parties concerned, but I need hardly

point out that they are sometimes dangerous.

Here vve face defects which, in most American students—to a varying

degree, of course—are the counterpart of their good traits. Whereas

Europeans go through their critical stage of adjustment at the very

beginning of adolescence, it seems that Americans experience this crisis

at a later period. At the age of twenty, their personalities are too much
concerned with themselves, their doubts, their fears before their environ-

ment, and not enough with the mainfold aspects of the external world.

Before another man’s thought, their attention is held only by the echo
of their own haunting ego.

In my opinion, the faults which I have pointed out arc by no means
congenital. Social environment certainly accounts for a good many; but
its influence is furthered by the system of education that has grown
out °f it. TTds vicious circle cannot easily be broken. It is in high school
that students must be trained to use that objective type of attention

nf u°
Ut
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1C

e t.
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swelling numbers of our college boys and Ph.D’s. It knows that the

goals of excellent education arc not easily reached, and must always

be set higher. It responds with constructive humility to the challenge

now thrown at us by other countries and by America’s manifest destiny,

which is to help the world save itself in the second half of this century,

the American half-century.

It has been pointed out lately that much of xvliat \vc envied in the

Russian educational system (hard work, stress on tough subjects, mental

discipline, large role assigned to science and languages) had had its

sources in the educational system first developed by Napoleonic France,

later adopted and improved by Germany. Much is probably excellent

in French secondary education, but discipline, uniformity, unity, the

emphasis on general and on pure science, have not necessarily produced
in France a disciplined people, political stability, fiscal discipline or

the greatest physicists and chemists of our age. Let us not propose
one nation as a sole model to be revered by others. In any case, an

educational system should be, and usually is, an internal secretion of

a country, a reflection of its history and of its aims, clearly or dimly
perceived. Exotic plants can be grafted to the native stem only with
the greatest prudence.

On the other hand, a country which has, today, to assume the lender-
s Q a arSe P^rt the world cannot be content with complacency
or with provincialism. Education at its best is a liberation from fear,
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from outside (underprivileged lands, Asiatics, Africans) and too many

barbarians from inside (workmen, peasants).

This country has boldly attempted to pursue new goals. It has insisted

upon education being practical at all costs and upon its enabling boys

and girls to take up a trade at once and make money on it. Extreme

vocationalism, however, has its dangers. Those who go to the top in

life are seldom those who were narrowly prepared for one job alone

and acquired the needed know-how. The humanist who is not starch

bound by traditions and complacency is often a more flexible individual,

and one far more likely to succeed, than the narrowly trained specialist.

The evil of training specialists is that we tend to make them, and our-

selves, believe that most problems in life are susceptible of being solved

through accumulation of quantitative data and by experts. One tends

to overlook the fact that an insight into the emotions and the ideas

which have always moved men is ever more essential than technical
knowledge. “Think how” matters more than “Know-how.” An excess
oi vocational specialization brings us close to the level of the animal,
the bee, the ant, the beaver, which can do one thing to perfection, but
one alone It turns us into what a Spanish thinker has called “barbarians
of specialization.” In our offices, factories and even on our campuses,
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about, so much in the exterior world and in the nether world of man s

subconscious, that twice as much time at least than ever before shou

be devoted to education. If that is not possible, at least the American

child should be made to start his schooling earlier, to study more inten-

sively while at school, to waste no time by going straight to hard sub-

jects, and to pursue his education after college, through reading and

thinking assiduously after twenty-five. That education should include

much precise knowledge and the accumulation of facts and precise data,

but distrust the worship of facts and stress ideas and that inventive

faculty called imagination. It should turn out men of affairs and scien-

tists and engineers, to be sure, but also first-rate educators and many

more men apt to be diplomats, statesmen, even—for the work stands

badly in need of rehabilitation—politicians. “Politics are more difficult

than physics,” Einstein used to say, “and the world is more apt to die

from bad politics than of bad science.” The American of tomorrow
should be informed on the rest of the world and eschew provincialism;

he should face the future with the audacity and the energy which have

always characterized his nation but not ignore the best in the legacy

of the past which still lives in and around us. He should fulfill the

wish expressed by Margaret Fuller when he distinguished three kinds

of Americans and placed at the top “the thinking American, a man
who recognizing the immense advantages of being bom to a new
wor . .

.
yet does not wish one seed from the past to be lost.”
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of medicine) usually find it more difficult to get employment in die

United States.

Though each individual who prefers to remain in the United States

may give many reasons for his decision, the main factors usually are

cultural isolation and alienation, lack of employment or research oppor-

tunities in the field of specialization, higher standard of living in the

United States, lower pay scale versus higher cost of living and various

personal reasons such as religious and political affiliation.

Cultural Isolation

One of the most important factors influencing the student’s decision

to live and work in the United States is the problem which sociologists

have called "cultural isolation.” A young, impressionable and idealistic

student who lives in this country for a number of years may change
completely in his outlook, attitudes and habits. Most of these changes
have come about by simply living in this country rather than by any
formal training. They are the outcome of being in another environment
which might, in certain cases, be completely different culturally, socially
and economically from that of his own. The student begins to react

erent y to both familiar and unfamiliar situations and adopts a new
ra

«n
° J

6 erence dravvn fr°m specific areas of American culture.
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the atmosphere creating the peace of mind which enables a man to

concentrate on his own work and to be more efficient and more

productive.

Frequently there are employment opportunities available for tie

American-educated student upon returning to his home country, but

die scale of pay is so low that with a high cost of living it is virtual])

impossible for him to live and support a family merely on his earned

salary. In many cases the parents must continue supporting their West-

ern-educated son after his return home. If lie comes from the lower

economic class and cannot expect this supplementary living allowance

from his family, he will generally try to find a job in another country

where he can live the better life that his Western education has shown

him to be possible.

Personal Reasons

Students sometimes emigrate because of their political or religious

affiliations and the attendant fear of persecution and discrimination by

the ruling majority or the government in power. In this category would

be the former member of the Communist party from a country where

communism is outlawed, the pro-Westem student whose country is now
under a communist regime, the Palestinian Arab and the Middle Eastern

Armenian who belongs to a minority group and fears discrimination upon
returning to his home country.

In some cases the reason for staying in America, or going home and
then returning to the United States, is the inability of the foreign students
American wife to adjust herself to the social and economic conditions

"fr husband’s homeland. This is particularly true when there are

children involved, and the parents are concerned about their upbringing
and education.

Proposed Solutions

From the reasons mentioned above, it seems clear that the core of
the problem is the long residence of the student in a rich and highly
complex society which changes him to such an extent that he cannot
readjust himself to the less economically-developed society from which
he came. J

Many of the shortcomings in government, education and the standard
of living which are discouraging to the American-educated foreigner
are accepted by his fellow countrymen. These men may also be dissatis-

fied, frustrated and unhappy, knowing that a better life is possible,
but since they have not had the experience of a Western education
and have not earned advanced degrees, there are not many opportunities
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the foreign faculty members. One of the most common problems is

the oppostion of European-educated professors, who welcome American

aid in terms of equipment, buildings and libraries but oppose an)’

changes suggested by their American counterparts in their inefficient

and antiquated teaching and their outmoded administrative methods. On

the other hand, some of the American faculty members recruited for

academic work abroad have not been the best available insofar as com-

petence in the field of specialization, understanding of the people and

the problems, and interest and dedication to a foreign assignment are

concerned. This has created many unpleasant problems jeopardizing

American prestige and leadership in these countries, where people are

most critical of and sensitive to their relationship with foriegn experts.

These problems can be solved partly by paying more attention to

the selection of American personnel for overseas assignments, by estab-

lishing new institutions which will differ from the traditional European-
style universities and by training a new core of young teachers to take

up teaching and research responsibilities. The most outstanding graduates
in each field would then work as assistants to the American professors
for a few years before being sent to the United States for advanced

.

e8*ees - Such a plan has been tried at the American University of Beirut
m the newly established College of Agriculture. Under this plan, the
American staff is being gradually replaced by the Lebanese who are
working for advanced degrees in this country.
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An example of such a regional university is the American University
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discovery, the readiness to attack the subject for oneself—these are rare

indeed. The curriculum is quite as defective in ancient mathematics

as it is in modem.
These weaknesses are accentuated by the package system. Tradition-

ally, the subjects are separated in time: instead of teaching algebra,

geometry, and trigonometry concurrently, the student encounters these

subjects in separate years. At the end, he does not know any of them.

He graduates on the basis of grades earned in subjects ho has already

forgotten. When students preparing to become teachers are told that

a competent teacher has the whole of high school mathematics in his

mind, they usually regard this as an extremely novel idea. If an incoming

student is asked to write briefly the main theorems he remembers from

Euclidean geometry', a very meager harvest commonly results.

The curiously static teaching of algebra is also reinforced by the sepa-

ration of mathematics from physics. Where these two subjects are taught

together, each helps the other. In dealing with a problem in mechanics,

the student has to formulate it algebraically, with symbols for the un-

known forces, and then solve the resulting system of equations. The
mathematical formulaton makes physics more systematic. The physical

problems illustrate the mathematical concepts and show mathematics in

action, instead of as a museum piece.
To anyone familiar with education in Europe, the most startling fea-

ture of traditional American education is the intellectual vacuum in

grades four through eight. These are the most wonderful years in the

!
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Grades four through eight have a double significance. They represent
the strategy pomt at whtch a given effort will produce the maximum
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interest and intellectual curiosity. Indeed, arithmetic lessons have proved

a most effective way of destroving children’s power of independent

thought. A very young child looks at things and seeks to understand

them. After a few years of school he no longer does this. Instead, he

tries to remember a rule; he usually remembers a rule that does not

apply, and makes a statement that is sheer npnsense. Vision is destroyed

in the elementary school, and the process of destruction often continues

in high school and in college.

The increased demand of industry for mathematicians and scientists

is a factor, partly adverse and partly favorable. It is adverse insofar

as industry tends to absorb those who might make a contribution to

teaching. It is favorable insofar as industry’s demand for skilled employ*

ees constitutes a powerful force, making the improvement of education

an urgent question of practical politics. The strength of this force can

hardly be overestimated. For the role of mathematics in society has

completely changed since 1945. Prior to that time, a mathematician was
in almost the same position as a classical scholar; he had the choice

of doing research and discovering more mathematics, or of teaching
o er people mathematics; he lived in a closed circle. Insurance absorbed
some mathematicians, and industry a few—much fewer than most peo-
ple reaped. An extremely competent report2 to Congress in 1941 esti-

mated that industry in the United States could absorb fen mathematicians
a ) ear. A country as large as the United States does not have to organize
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individuals, the general scheme of education remaining as it “•

this overlooks another aspect of the revolution. Electronic P

and automation do not merely create a deman or s 1 «
j

they also make obsolete unskilled and semiskilled workers.
'

revolution in fact is moving toward its logical cone usion, in
.

mechanical task, whether physical or mental, wdl be performed^b^ a

machine. Surveys of employment already show t ic irs
8 0f ^

process, a shortage of highly skilled workers
we can expect

unskilled and untrained. As far ahead as we •

this situation to continue and to become mtensi ic 1

son whose
This development cannot fail to influence

«omApe ^
services are in strong demand is secure and

nre little re-

the edge of unemployment is insecure and is P
,rewdness and

garded. In the society that is now passing, a c
ranks of the

common sense were often enough to take a man 1

reqUired
secure and influential. It seems likely that muc m

i(jera^ie back-
ln society of tomorrow; that shrewdness wit ou

* appreciate this

ground of knowledge will be insufficient. 1C
executives. Sub-

change will undoubtedly be professional people a ^ a richer
Urhan schools will begin, as they are already °m

5»
etent teachers

curriculum in the elementary grades, and to a ™ unnecessary clerical

y giving higher salaries, by relieving teachers -

individual initiative,

uties, and by providing scope for experimen an
s jmilar changes

Other areas wfll then be faced with the choice of sun
^

0r accepting the exclusion of their children r<

| j]jjng any longer

f
ciety- One section of the nation that is cear ^

.. The demand
0 accept an inferior position is the Negro

.
. nSjge(j )

and the
0 Negroes for the best possible education.

wi
be brought to

Present waste of Negro ability will, in all prob. 7*

Un en
^* celerated change.

One aspect of technology is its perpetual and f*
l^1

*

rtage of com-
few years ago there was a bottleneck cause

machine did much
Pnter programmers. This led to devices by «*jc

, was transferred

f
40 work of programming itself; the detailed demanded

'r“n the human being to the machine. Thus “ "formed itself

th

n
r
v
, !
km

> and within five years the indushy had s

n,^ is
typical

new skill was no longer needed. ' ^ jn schools today

is age. Change is constant and rapi
•

jn industries n
0 Preparing themselves to perform unknown

h of tl,c
teaching

n‘
lnvcnl«l. This implies the emergence of a nc

’

,ually
retraining

eng>-

“sion, inside industry, with the task ° P C
I?0 fes5 i0n makes exae mg

s and technicians. This new branch of the p
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requirements—the ability to leam new ideas quickly, to disentangle the

essentials from the complicating nonesscntials, and to put these ideas

into a form which can be readily grasped by those who are not specialists

in that particular field. Similar qualities are needed for institutions t at

will surely become a permanent feature of the landscape summer

schools and academic year institutes, designed to keep teachers aware

of new developments in knowledge, both pure and applied.

In a primitive tribe, boys and girls commit to memory the precepts

of the elders. In this way they absorb the traditional wisdom and also

the traditional mistakes of their society. Education in a modern society

differs remarkably little from education in the tribe. It too passes on

wisdom and folly, and this must be so, for we have no way of identifying

the unconscious errors in our own reasoning; we have no rule for distin-

guishing farsighted generosity from idealistic illusion, or justifiable cau-

tion from mean and self-destroying suspicion; we have no way of telling

how much of our science is in fact tribal superstition, and how much

of our superstition may be science. At times, when we consider the

record and prospects of mankind, we may wish that the slate of memory
could be wiped clean, that the continuity of history could be broken,

and that a generation could grow up, uninfluenced by parents or teach-

ers, and able to look at life with the eyes of the newborn and see

it as it is. This experiment will certainly not be tried, and if it were
tried, the result might be a world even worse than the one we have
now. Children are bom capable of adapting to almost any order of

society. The one thing they cannot endure is anarchy. Thinking has
to be within some framework, within some tradition. Each generation,
of necessity, faces a painful search to separate the truth from the false-
ood in the tradition received and a struggle to decide which parts

nf
Sha

?
be pasSed on to the next generation. In an age

nf <4i-i

'
*

'
6

^
earc^ an^ struggle are limited in scope; in an age

of change, they dominate the scene.

t?

ail

|

a8e °* excephonalIy rapid and continued change,
an age which calls above all for independence and openness of mind,
for resourcefulness and initiate, for „cx;bi%. scem that our
prospects nre almost hopeless, for the tradition In the American teaching
of mathemahes and science lacks precisely those qualities; it is domi-

,

C
, ,

ea™mg and the quiz, by the memorizing of words and
isolated facts rather than an understanding of general laws and the
reasons or the facts. Yet this reflects a paradox in American culture,
for tlie temper of American thinking is rational and analvtie. Where
a European nail ask. What is the history of this thing? How has it

been done in the past? How does that limit our action in the future?"
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an American will say, “Never mind the past. How should

he done? What is the logical way of

that minds accustomed to this heroic cour. g -

n terror

infinitely complex problems of human socie
>

, j arithmetic,

when asked to give a logical account of some simp e
.

. j ht. But
such as the procedure for multiplying twenty-seven

that they
it is so. The overwhelming majority admit, ™ ^
are afraid to think about arithmetic, and pre

r mathematics

handed down by die elders of the tribe. The sa
* ^ Carrier between

and science in American schools lies in breaking
t^em t0 become

these subjects and the general culture, in a 0W1
that matters of

subjects for discussion and thought, in the sam®

current interest are topics for discussion and t 10U^ ,

' needs to be

We certainly do not lack for tasks. More ^‘hemahes,
fa

taught, as a subject unified in itself an re a e

^ n y0U
nger age,

a more lively and enterprising manner, to s
« extending their

hy scholarly teachers who are themselves con
,^ pcgin farther

own knowlege. We have a big advance to ma considerable

hack than many other nations. This is the challenge,

hut not a superhuman task.

The Criteria for Decisions
u$ -t is not surpris-

.

In view of the variety of the problems “f
f̂ “°

0iutions
correspond,

ln
g that a variety of solutions are proposed. may bc dealing

“ a tnle, to the activity of the proposer. One p mathematics;
wi‘h Ph.D. Students who hope to do research work in P

^ ^ incvitablc

another professor may be teaching freshmen e
g circumstances:

each

fta,I the ideas of each will he influenced by I

he teaches;

"all tend to imagine mathematics in terms o
more effective.

eaeh will mal;e proposals designed to make
The divergence

nd each may easily forget that the other exis
0 f many;

mat ic

ot viewpoints just instanced is merely one looking at the

Tnaticians differ in innumerable ways. To the *

' tcIy unabie to make

Hutes, it seems that mathematicians are comp ^ mathematical

“P their collective mind. The teacher, with a
-

_ The school pn-
‘nuning, has to decide which mathematician to ^^matical training

'Pal is often in an even worse position, wi
, Mi|cge stone s •

} “>• The professor of mathematics in a teachers^ ^ nod

e junction of the two worlds, between m
,
c his choice.

hcwildered teachers. By what criteria can hc^^ „ one rccogni/cs

0 a certain extent the choice makes it
c '

C existence of diversity. It is clearly not

- "ut,erect teachers. By wnat cm-.— n a, one ' o ,

-a certain extent the choice makes itself. *
° of nn

educational

the ex;

„

, .. „i„„.w not the imsmis-
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system to identify itself with any one kind of specialist and to despise

all the others. Society both will and should continue to produce pure

and applied mathematicians, mathematical physicists, scientists who are

not mathematicians but who use some branch of mathematics in a rou-

tine manner, engineers, teachers, and many others. All of these stand

in different relationships to mathematics; all of them see different aspects

of the subject. Clearly, schools should be sufficiently flexible to value and to

encourage all these varieties of mathematicians and users of mathematics.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that these different varieties

are different. The layman usually thinks of mathematics as a subject

serving practical ends, and he tends to assume that research mathemati-

cians share this viewpoint. If a pure mathematician speaks of some

topic as important, the layman interprets this as meaning that the topic

has applications of practical utility. Nothing could be farther from the

truth. A pure mathematician works on problems which he considers

interesting or beautiful. The mathematics of engineering he frequently

finds dull, and tends to despise. One might think that the tremendous
development of technology in the United States would have effected

mathematicians here, and that American mathematicians would be more
interested in practical applications than mathematicians arc elsewhere.
The reverse is true. In the words of an authoritative report: 3

As American mathematics grew up during the first quarter of this century
to join the older European schools in the front line of mathematical advance,

w
S

l P
7
man y in the Purest> most abstract branches of mathematics,

c'
‘ th® excepbon of a few pioneers, mathematicians in the United

.f
S

*
.

n° active
ty participate in the corresponding development of applied

mathematics until the outbreak of World War II.

One should not consider a pure mathematician as being in the least
l.ke an engineer. He resembles rather, say, a chess player You do not

Tn0m
n
C ^ene^t or scientific advance to come from reading

nositiniw
^ ^ ^°U

r

ma^ exPect to find intriguing and beautiful

between cht
C™?pleS °f inSenuity ™d resourcefulness. The analogy

*7™ f
CSS and

fa not perfect; indeed, there is nothing

For each 7 3 ™nPlete ™d satisfactory analogy for mathematics,

wwhrt fiTr r °r kss ** contain?* it does not lead

V °7r 7d
' eVCr>’ naathematical msult is a part of

tW uZ 7 e
°l°

ne inv«iga>i°n is the beginning of
another. There ,s no knowmg what direction the exploration may take,
nor whether some new result may show a connection between parts
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o! mathematics that seemed entirely separate. The pure ™‘

rde(j j,y the

engages in this exploration for its o-.vn sa e an ^ ‘

lied ^athe-

richness and intricacy of the patterns he unc
•

;fwiH lead to

matician engages in the exploration in the lope “ mathematics
other territories outside mathematics. Somewhere, io p ’

athematics is

borders on science and technology. Bn..the shape of ma W ^
still vague and incomplete; we do not alu * >

borders are, nor even for certain that they exist at a
• should

According to the poet Keats, it is inevitable thatMtet

be first in might. If so, those parts of mathema i

tj,ose valued by

maticians for their beauty should be the
‘

mI1) this may be

applied mathematicians for their power. In e
’ ^ y^ost applied

hue; in the short run it does not seem to w or ou
0f some new

mathematicians must have had the experience 0
d exciting, but

branch of pure mathematics that sounded promi
t

.

Qn an to

which, after being laboriously mastered, made no

tbe problem in hand. m .prn algebra which lies

One might illustrate this by that part o
^ 0£

symmetry,
close to Galois theory. This theory is built around ^ of the fifth

and it allows one to prove, for example, t r

mentary algebra, and

“gree cannot he solved by the methods ot eie ^ the means
that there is no general procedure for trisecting a

‘

(
j.gerent ways the

permitted by Euclid. This theory affects in q hematjcians
would

mathematician, the teacher, and the engineer. ‘

tlieory. A teacher

^gree that it is a singularly beautiful and sa is y .j.ar subjects; a

“as a direct concern in it because it lies near ^ ,he angle; a

shident in a geometry class may claim to a
solve

quadratics,

s dent in an algebra class, who has been s own
equations

°f 1 “

™ay well ask whether similar devices will wor 1

know enoughK fourth, fifth, and higher degrees. A tea*® ^ t0 the best

° deal with discussions arising in this way.
, Qalois theory lS

mY knowledge, never meets a problem or
0f the fifth degree,

e pful in any way. If an engineer meets an eq
angle, be 'V1

* will solve it numerically; if he needs to tnsect a^^

,

cd

stn

a
‘?y not ““strict himself t0 EU

,

C’ldS
er

C

d xvay, the study of Galms

In some very indirect and gen *

- assist him m

hV influence an engineers philosoph
‘ ^ # rarc event

ution of some particular problem. But Is

„
j ;

theory is <* ccn !'

» exceptional engineer. Put cru^ly,^ tc
>chcrs, and a

t0
P,c for some mathematicians. a topic of interest
- —

’ some mathematicians, a topic

^
tc of time for engineers. , vcr in some slogan

To° often, all these distinctions arc slurred

such
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as “modem mathematics.” We must be up-to-date. Galois theory is a

worthy representative of modem mathematics, a profound and beautiful

subject. But one can imagine the growing bewilderment of an engineer

who happened to wander into a course on Galois theory, as he tried

to see how this type of mathematics could be applied to engineering

problems.

It is not only engineers who can become bewildered. A young profes-

sor of mathematics at a teachers’ college attended a course on modem
algebra. He came back somewhat puzzled and reported that the course

had not contained any applications. He did not mean simply engineering

or scientific applications. The course had contained no applications at

all. The lecturer, presumably, had explained what groups, rings, and

fields were, and had proved some properties of these. And that was
all. But the young professor knew that, if he returned to his college

and began to teach modem algebra, the first questions his students
asked would be, “What can we do with this? What is it for?" He had
no idea what it was for. He only knew that people were saying we
ought to be modem and this, apparently, was modern.
Much mystification has been caused by the manner in which the cam-

paign for “modem mathematics” has been handled. Recent work in

mathematics, of course, has yielded beautiful and valuable results, but
one cannot arrange the branches of mathematics in their order of impor-
ance simp

\ y giving the dates of discovery. It is necessary to be
ig ly specific; to show for what puipose any branch of mathematics

can be used, and by whom.

m'itif^

l

'n\

Cat
-°
n

i|

S

Il
C gr™1 cncmy mathematical thinking. Mathe-

rcasons fnr'f \
° l 101 Sl,k)CCts

’ *s that in which you expect to produce

y°U d°- Th° ** «° -o/mystiLtion £ to be

that can be 'traced °f
^ s,,bjcct. New branches arise, in a way

mathematics or in
1!,/°'"

J’

aitieu
)
ar problems in the older branches of

see that these new h™*,
0llts

|

tlc mathematics. Usually one can fore-

a particular direction. Sometime of™ PUrPOSI
's nnd

.f
unexpected purposes, not dreamed'of

“

.irv
should male sense lo the student it" ft T P racllcc; thc w0*

SVC cons,dor .. north attaching. He should hnos/from^ parts if
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mathematics it arises and to which parts it leads. He
sQme

purpose of the work, because purposes vaty. or ^ex^P^ ^ ^
courses we expect to arrive at new results, 1

’ jpr ]0 crical

results before we start and are trying simply to P™fJy
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of teaching that will create in the students a desire to learn. A teacher’s

selection of material differs both from a mathematician's and an engi-

neer’s. The engineer selects material that can he used; the mathematician

tends to select material that can be systematically developed. The teach-

er’s first concern, however, is to stimulate. A teacher should choose mate-

rial that makes children want to think. This thinking should not be

a form of self-torture. It should be the natural outgrowth of a child s

interest and curiosity. The most depressing thing in our e ucationa

system is not the student who decides to terminate his education. It

is rather the student who slaves away for the sake of grades, without

ever realizing that it would be possible to study a subject or its in eren

interest.
,

. . . .

The present ferment in education offers some hope of achieving a

united society, instead of one divided into two separate camps: eggheads

and blockheads. At present, intellectual endeavor is like a play acte

in an empty’ theater or a game with no spectators. The spectators do

contribute something to a game. If they are not t emse ves expe ,

they at least understand what the experts are trying o c o,

they have played the game themselves. It would give tremen ous n

petus to all kinds of creative work if it were done as part of a general

culture, instead of an exclusive, minority undertaking. Such an objeebv

is not visionary: there have, in the past, been societies iv nci a

it. We shall not achieve it, however, by impressing on the public t

mathematics and science are important for industry or strategy or what

not. Bather we shall achieve it if children themselves take part in mathe-

matical and scientific activities which they enjoy.
,

.

Now young children do enjoy mental activity. ey en^°^
, ^

and discovering. But, as has been noted earlier, this enjoyment decrease;

with the years, and is in fact systematically, though no doubt me

c

sciously, destroyed by our institutions. Once destroye ,
1 is a

,

possible to restore. If, then, any change is to come, it must come through

those who are in contact with young children. Now there are veiymany

teachers of the young. It might be possible to i enh y ig s

dents who gave promise of becoming brilliant researc wor c n
matics or science, and to provide special treatment or em -

be extremely difficult to identify students who are 1 'e y ,

teachers of grades four through eight. Very we , it

^

nng ‘ ’

* wait until teachers’ college and deal with the pro em er£

J‘ ^
‘

ltics
/ college is already too late. A student who lias learned niaUiematics

by rote through twelve grades is not likely to b ossom ou as « ‘

thinker in college. This is the essential problem of educational change

the vicious circle we always meet. The reform of the schools can only
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selection of material differs both from a mathematicians and an engi-

neer’s. The engineer selects material that can be used; the mathematician

tends to select material that can be systematically developed. The teach-

er’s first concern, however, is to stimulate. A teacher should choose mate-

rial that makes children want to think. This thinking should not be

a form of self-torture. It should be the natural outgrowth of a child’s

interest and curiosity. The most depressing thing in our educational

system is not the student who decides to terminate his education. It

is rather the student who slaves away for the sake of grades, without

ever realizing that it would be possible to study a subject for its inherent
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The present ferment in education offers some hope of achieving a

united society, instead of one divided into two separate camps, egg ca s

and blockheads. At present, intellectual endeavor is like a play acted

in an empty theater or a game with no spectators. The spectators o

contribute something to a game. If they are not themselves experts,

they at least understand what the experts are trying to do, because

they have played tire game themselves. It would give tremendous im-

petus to all kinds of creative work if it were done as part of a general

culture, instead of an exclusive, minority undertaking. Such an objective

is not visionary; there have, in the past, been societies which attained

it. We shall not achieve it, however, by impressing on the public that

mathematics and science are important for industry or strategy or w 1a

not. Rather we shall achieve it if children themselves take part in ina e-

matical and scientific activities which they enjoy. ....
Now young children do enjoy mental activity. They enjoy thinking

and discovering. But, as has been noted earlier, this enjoyment decreases

with the years, and is in fact systematically, though no cou I uncon

sciously, destroyed by our institutions. Once destroyed, it is a mos ini

possible to restore. If, then, any change is to come, it must come through

those who arc in contact with young children. Now there are very many

teachers of the young. It might be possible to identify high school stu-

dents who gave promise of becoming brilliant research workers m mathe-

matics or science, and to provide special treatment for t lem. uou c

be extremely difficult to identify students who arc likely to become

teachers of grades four through eight. Very well, it might be argueffi

wait until teachers' college and deal with the problem there. But teachers

college is already too late. A student who has learned mathematics

by rote through twelve grades is not likely to blossom out as a creative

thinker in college. This is the essential problem of educational chan ,

the vicious circle wc always meet. The reform of the schools can only
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system is not the student who decides to terminate his education. It

is rather the student who slaves away for the sake of grades, without
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The present ferment in education offers some hope of achieving a

united society, instead of one divided into two separate camps: eggheads

and blockheads. At present, intellectual endeavor is like a play acted

in an empty theater or a game with no spectators. The spectators do

contribute something to a game. If they are not themselves experts,

they at least understand what the experts are trying to do, because

they have played the game themselves. It would give tremendous im-

petus to all kinds of creative work if it were done as part of a general
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Now young children do enjoy mental activity. They enjoy t in ang

and discovering. But, as has been noted earlier, this enjoyment decreases

with the years, and is in fact systematically, though no doubt uncon-

sciously, destroyed by our institutions. Once destroyed, it is almost im-

possible to restore. If, then, any change is to come, it must come through

those who are in contact with young children. Now there are very many

teachers of the young. It might be possible to identi y lg sc oo s

dents who gave promise of becoming brilliant research workers in mathe-

matics or science, and to provide special treatment for* cm. t wou

be extremely difficult to identify students who are likely to become

teachers of grades four through eight. Very well, it mig t c argue
^

,

wait until teachers’ college and deal with the problem there. But^achcrs

college is already too late. A student who has learned mathematics

by rote through twelve grades is not likely to blossom out as a creative

thinker in college. This is the essential problem of educational change,

the vicious circle wc always meet. The reform of the schools can only
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way to win friends and influence professors. But mathematics cannot
be learned so. All the nonsense of the type (i -f- ij)- = *= -f y- js written
because the student writes irresponsibly. He does not feel that he is

committing himself to the truth of a statement, with a duty to ascertain
the meaning of this statement, and see whether he really believes it.

He is merely trying to write something like something he heard some
time, and the result is usually as incorrect as the purpose. Indeed, the
greatest difficulty in teaching college students is that they arc usually
so anxious to please and so unwilling to think.

A key principle, then, in any course of mathematics is that it must
encourage and establish the student’s Jwbit of examining evidence for

himself.

A future teacher must not only think for himself; he must be prepared
to encourage others to do the same. His classroom must not simply

be a place where students arc told things, but a place where students

engage in discussion. Now this is a very severe stipulation, for no one

can foresee where discussion may lead. Many teachers, in fact, try to

avoid discussion, for fear they may get out of their depth. But free

discussion is the essential part of a mathematical lesson. In order to

face discussion, a teacher must knoiv with extreme thoroughness the

actual subject being taught and also have n good knowledge of other

topics that arise naturally from this subject. The reason for this, our

third principle, is not that the subject necessarily contains vital informa-

tion. Our concern here is less with what is taught than with how it

is handled. Whatever material wc teach, we may wish twenty years

hence that wc had taught something else. But if wc have used this

material to form correct habits, if the students are ready to think for

themselves, to make conjectures, to debate the evidence for and against

these conjectures, to attack nonroutinc problems—then they arc well

armored to face the unknown future.

This emphasis on student thinking, student discovery, student discus-

sion, on the way in which the subject is approached, of course does

not mean that the choice of content is unimportant. A student's thinking

is inevitably influenced by what he knows, as well as by how he has

learned it. We should try to see that material is carefully selected. Never-

theless, the emphasis on how over what remains: if a student has rot

learned to think about mathematics, he knows nothing of mathematics.

Rote-learned information, whether ancient or modem, is not mat >e-

matics, and will in any case be remembered only inaccurately for a

short time and soon forgotten altogether.
j.

Thinking is an activity, and one that cannot be produced bv compu

sion. A teacher, therefore, mart seek for subject matter and for method.
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of teaching that will create in the students a desire to learn. A teacher s

selection of material differs both from a mathematicians and an engi-

neer’s. The engineer selects material that can be used; the mathematician

tends to select material that can be systematically developed. The teach-

ers first concern, however, is to stimulate. A teacher should choose mate-

rial that makes children want to think. This thinking shou d not be

a form of self-torture. It should be the natural outgrowth of a child s

interest and curiosity. The most depressing thmg in our education.!

system is not the student who decides to terminate his education. It

is rather the student who slaves away for the sake of grades, withou

ever realizing that it would be possible to study a sub]ect for its inherent

“ThTpresent ferment in education offers some hope of achieving a

united society, instead of one divided into two separate camps: eggheads

and blockheads. At present, intellectual endeavor is like a
i [>ay

in an empty theater or a game with no spectators. ie SP 1

contribute something to a game. If they are not themselves experts

they at least understand what the experts are trying to do, because

they have played the game themselves. It would give tremendous im-

petus to all kinds of creative work if it were done as Par‘ of a

culture, instead of an exclusive, minority undertaking. Such a>n .objective

is not visionary; there have, in the past, been socie les w nc

it. We shall not achieve it, however, by impressing on the public ftat

mathematics and science are important for industry or strategy or what

not. Rather we shall achieve it if children themselves take part in mathe-

matical and scientific activities which they enjoy.
, i . -

Now young children do enjoy mental activity They enjoy tinning

and discovering. But, as has been noted earlier, this en,oyment decreases

with the years, and is in fact systematical 1)', though no di

“

UB‘ ™c°

sciously, destroyed by our institutions. Once destroy ct , 1 is .

possible to restore. If, then, any change is to come, it must come through

those who are in contact with young children. Now here are VByrnay

teachers of the young. It might be possible to identify high school to

dents who gave promise of becoming brilliant researc wor
would

matics or science, and to provide special treatment foe ‘hem- I wordd

be extremely difficult to identify students who are likely to becom

teachers of grades four tl,rough eight Very we 1.

wait until teachers’ college and deal with the problem there But teacherj

college is already too late. A student who has learned mathema as

by rote through twelve grades is not likely to blossom out as a c eative

thinker in college. This is the essential problem of education. • S -

the vicious circle we always meet. The reform of the schools can only
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occur within the schools. Not the least significant aspect of the high

school curriculum is the part it plays in determining the outlook of

future teachers in elementary schools, for it is they who hold the key

position in determining the nature of our future society. A high school

teacher has, in fact, great responsibilities in connection with elementary

education. He has to co-operate in the transfer to elementary school

of parts of the traditional high school curriculum. More important, he

has to see that this transfer changes and revitalizes these topics. A me-

chanical, rote-leaming approach to algebra, for example, will prove even

more fatal in grade five than it used to be in grade nine. He has to

assist those who are already teaching in elementary and junior high

schools in his neighborhood. And above all, he has a duty to his present

students who may become teachers in the future. As he does not know

exactly which students these are, he has an obligation to see that all

his students are able to think and enjoy thinking.

At this point a certain element of conflict enters. The thinking of

mathematicians tends to be logical and abstract. The thinking of the

population in general tends to be intuitive and concrete. Only a few
seem able to think in the way demanded by a graduate school of mathe-

matics. Almost everyone is able to think, more or less effectively, in

the way demanded by everyday life.

Two points of view are therefore current today. Some take as their

goal that children should learn to think like research mathematicians
as quickly as possible. Advanced mathematics is abstract and general.

Therefore elementary instruction should be abstract and general. Others
take the opposite view. Let the classroom be full of apparatus which
the children can see and touch. Then they will certainly learn to think
and some of them, later on, may learn to think more abstractly.

These diverging views directly affect practice. For example, an equa-
tion has traditionally been illustrated by means of a balance. An en-
thusiast for apparatus might well have an actual balance in the classroom
and use it to demonstrate the steps of solving an equation. To a purist,

this is most distressing. A balance is a thing. Mathematics is not about
things. It is only obscured by physical illustrations. The proper method
(he would say) is to bring in the axiom

"If a = b, then for all c, a -f- c = b -j- c”

and let the students appeal to this axiom every time they add the same
quantity to each side of an equation.

There can be no doubt how the methods would compare for teaching
effectiveness. The balance, seen and touched, would leave a definite

image in the students’ memories. It may seem strange to mathematicians.
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who are accustomed to looking at statements very carefully and remem-
bering exactly what they say, but the fact is that on the next day many
students would not be able to reproduce the axiom correctly. Some
might have forgotten that an axiom had been mentioned at all. And
those who did remember the axiom might very well fail to appreciate

its meaning.

My own belief is that there is no conflict between the illustration

of the balance and reliance on the axiom. Indeed, probably the most

effective way to teach the axiom would be to do a physical demonstration

with the balance, and let the students carry out the process of abstraction

and generalization. The teacher could say, “I have added three pounds

to each side and it still balances. Could I have added any number
of pounds? How shall we express, in the language of algebra, the con-

clusion this demonstration suggests to us?” The concrete experience thus

becomes a means of recalling the abstract statement.

This belief, that concrete material can help, rather than hinder, the

formation of abstract ideas, is held by a number of mathematicians.

Professor Marguerite Lehr, in her introduction to Catherine Stems ad-

mirable book. Children Discover Arithmetic, says that Stem’s treatment

of arithmetic has something of the spirit of modem higher algebra.

Now modem higher algebra is a highly abstract subject, and Catherine

Stem’s method is inseparably bound up with the use of measuring rods.

J. E. Littlewood writes in bis A Mathematician’s Miscellany * “A heavy

Warning used to be given that pictures are not rigorous; this has never

had its bluff called and has permanently frightened its victims into play-

ing for safety. Some pictures of course are not rigorous, but I should

say most are (and I use them whenever possible myself) . . .
pictorial

arguments . . . can be quite legitimate . . . For myself I think like

this whenever the subject matter permits.”

S. Ulam, writing about the truly exceptional mathematician, John von

Neumann, expressed surprise that von Neumann was apparently able

to think without pictorial aids. “It seems curious to me that in the many

mathematical conversations on topics belonging to set theory and allied

fields, von Neumann even seemed to think formally. Most mathemati-

cians, when discussing problems in these fields, seemingly have an intu-

itive framework based on geometrical or almost tactile pictures of ab-

stract sets, transformations, etc. Von Neumann gave the impression of

operating sequentially by purely formal deductions .”5

‘(London: Methuen, 1953), pp. 33-30.
* Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, LXIV, No. 3, Part 2 (May, 19o8),

p. 12.
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At a conference of mathematicians concerned with summer school

institutes, reference was made to a habit that many professors have.

The professor finds himself in difficulty in presenting a chain of formal

deductions. He makes a little drawing on the blackboard, erases it, and

then continues with the formal presentation. But often he makes no

reference to the drawing and the help it gives him. The drawing is,

so to speak, the professor’s own private affair. Only the finished argu-

ment, the formal proof, is for publication.

It is a great pity that mathematicians make this particular distinction

between public and private life. The whole process of mathematical

creation, beginning with “geometrical or almost tactile pictures” and

then analyzing these pictures and extracting the essential ideas in a

form suitable for abstract development—this whole process is much
easier to understand than the final result taken in isolation. A von Neu-

mann or an Emmy Noether may not find it necessary to work in this

way, but if most professional mathematicians, as adults, find it necessary

to use physical models as an aid to mathematical imagination, then

surely children, who are just beginning to build up their system of

thinking, are entitled to do the same. Many teachers as college students

have suffered in courses that were too abstractly presented. Such a course

docs not teach a student to think like a mathematician. As a rule it

teaches him not to think at all.

Wc may state our conclusion as a principle. The most important task

of mathematics teaching, in elementary and high school is to strengthen
intuition. The teacher should feel perfectly free to use drawings, ap-
paratus, and other physical aids to the imagination. The student should
he prepared for more formal treatment at a later stage, by having his
attention draten to paradoxes and fallacies in which intuition, pushed
too far, leads to contradictions and incorrect results.

Mathematical Content

If a student in his senior year at high school decides to become a
mathematics teacher, to what topics should he be exposed in four or
five years at college? What course will best prepare him for his future
work?

It is clear that there can be no hard and fast answer to this question.
Very much depends on the quality of the student. Is he a first-rate

mathematician who has responded to the changing atmosphere of the
times and has decided to teach in high school instead of in graduate
school? Or is he a student who has drifted into teaching because he
has no qualifications for anything else? Clearly very different courses

will be appropriate. College should provide the flexibility wc hope to
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see in high school. There should be every opportunity for students to

work independently and for able students to forge ahead on their own.

As a rule, the first course taken by students in college should be
one of rehabilitation. Its purpose is to free the student of any static,

rote-learning habits he may have acquired in high school. The academic

content of this course is not important. Any material can be included

that is simple enough for students to experiment with, and at the same
time complex enough to stimulate curiosity and interest. The essential

thing is that the work should proceed by student discovery, that each

student shall succeed in solving the problems presented to him so that

he gains in confidence and begins to think of himself as an originator

and discoverer. The importance of such training has been well explained

and demonstrated by Polya. It represents a vital and irreplaceable in-

gredient in the course. If the student fails to become an independent

thinker, he fails in everything. The rest of the work becomes a fake.

The student pretends to do mathematics, and hopes the pretense will

deceive his professors. It will be quite impossible for such a student to

stimulate genuine thinking in children.

Since this initial course is so vital, it should be taught by the best

teachers the college has. It is the hardest course of all to teach, since

it aims not merely to impart information, but, in a sense, to change

the character of the student by awakening powers and energies that

have hitherto been dormant. The teacher should have the utmost free-

dom to vary the content of the course, to individualize instruction, and

to adapt his material to the needs and interests of each student.

Earlier, we accepted the principle that a high school teacher must

know, thoroughly and expertly, the material he is actually teaching.

If, for example, a child in a geometry class produces an alleged trisection

of the angle, the teacher should be able, by means of trigonometry

and co-ordinate geometry, to calculate by how many parts in a million

the construction is in error—and generally be able to decide for himself,

by more powerful methods, the truth or falsity of any conjecture pro-

duced by a geometry student. This means that the teacher must be

able to handle algebra and trigonometry very competently, not merely

in the modem sense of knowing axioms, but in the old-fashioned sense

of being able to perform calculations. Such facility is only acquired

by continual practice. It would probably be psychologically wrong to

begin a college course with a review and a rctcaching of the traditional

high school syllabus. The student is probably hoping for the stimulus

of novel material. But every opportunity should be taken to launch

the student on investigations that will require the sustained use of ele-

mentary algebra or trigonometry. Facility in these subjects is made more
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than ever necessary by the trend to include co-ordinate geometry in

the high school curriculum. Without a good command of algebra it

is impossible for a student to work effectively on problems of co-ordinate

geometry.

It was mentioned earlier that subjects tend to become fragmented. To

avoid this, the topics of the college curriculum should be interwoven. As

each new subject is brought in, it should be applied to earlier subjects.

Calculus naturally involves elementary algebra and co-ordinate geometry.

Through Taylor series one is naturally led to the connection between the

trigonometric and the exponential functions. Expressing sine and cosine

as algebraic functions of 0’® reduces all trigonometric identities to alge-

braic identities. It would be natural to illustrate this by exercises which

students work. The use of t naturally raises the questions of the logic

involved in the use of complex numbers, and allows one to compare

four or five different ways in which their use may be justified—as geo-

metric operations, as matrices, as polynomials modulo xz
-f* 1, or as an

abstract algebra. The use of infinite series leads naturally to problems

of convergence and to the theory of functions of a complex variable.

Since i can be regarded as a matrix, the use of e>» naturally raises the

question of exponentials of matrices and of infinite series of matrices.

One can show that the methods used to prove the convergence of an

absolutely convergent series of complex terms can be generalized to

metric spaces, and applied to scries of matrices.

The vocabulary of calculus should be established early—differentiation

and partial differentiation, integration, differential and integral equa-
tions. With the rise of electronic computers the solution of particular

differential equations decreases in importance, but a student should be
able to visualize the meaning of a differential equation and the way
in which a differential or integral equation can be used to define a
function. Students should know enough about Fourier scries to appre-
ciate their historical significance and to realize how unexpectedly such
a series can behave.® The student will then be able to see that some
of the situations considered in real variable theory arc by no means
as arbitrary and artificial as at first sight they may seem to be.

Calculus opens the road to all kinds of mathematics. The numerical
solution of differential equations leads to the theory of finite differences,

a subject that can add considerable interest to the study of elementary
algebra, and one that has risen in importance with the spread of elec-

tronic computing. From Fourier scries one could motivate an introduc-

4 Chapter IV of Piaggio, Differential Equations, In the space of three or four pages
$a)-s enough about Fourier scries to act as an eje opener.
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tion to Hilbert space and perhaps Lebesgue integration. Much, of course,

would depend on the interest of the professor and the ability of the

students. One could also turn back toward trigonometry and re-examine

this subject, pointing out to students that cos 6 and sin 6 arc merely

co-ordinates of a point on the unit circle. The real problem is to calculate

0 which, being the length of an arc, raises a problem of integration.

Again, many problems in differential equations can be put naturally

in matrix form. Some of these, such as vibration problems in dynamics,

show the importance of reducing a matrix to canonical form. The rather

old-fashioned symbolic method of solving linear differential equations

with constant coefficients provides a natural example of a ring involving

an entity, D, which is not a number. One can hark back to trigonometry

yet again in connection with matrices. The matrix representation of the

orthogonal group in two dimensions gives a simple way of deriving

the formulas of trigonometry—one which, indeed, could be used in high

school. From the orthogonal group in two or three dimensions, the stu-

dent might also obtain a first insight into the subject of topological

groups.

The curriculum here suggested is vague in outline. To some extent,

vagueness is proper to the subject. No one can know the whole of mathe-

matics. Different students will naturally attempt to master different sec-

tors, corresponding to their individual tastes and temperaments. But

some of the vagueness in this essay is due to its being a kind of

interim report. I am still at work investigating such questions as: “What
parts of modem mathematics are both intelligible and useful to a high

school teacher?” “What parts of mathematics are likely to become of

scientific or technological importance in the next half century?” 7 Teachers

and teacher-training institutions have the responsibility for answering

such questions. Our viewpoint will of necessity be different from that

of most research mathematicians, for they are mostly concerned with

the furthering of pure mathematical discovery, while we are concerned

with that and also with the education of the future scientist, engineer,

and citizen. It is our task to search through the literature of mathematics,

of science, of technology, and to select those topics which will stimulate

our students and provide them with principles around which future

knowledge can be organized.

We would like teachers to know as much as possible. An intuitive

treatment of a subject can be taught rapidly; a formal, axiomatic treat-

1 Some discussion of the latter question will be found in my paper, "The Reconstruc-

tion of Mathematical Education,” Journal of Engineering Education, LI (Novcm!>er,
IGGO), pp. OS-113.
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ment requires a considerable length of time. Which is preferable, to

teach many ideas in a “sloppy” manner or a few ideas in full-dress

development? The correct policy seems to be the following:

All ideas should be presented first in an intuitive manner. Some of

die ideas should then be analyzed, in discussion between the students

and the professor, until they have been clarified and brought to a

rigorous form This should be done sufficiently often for the students

to recognize the process by which loose ideas are tidied up and made

rigorous. The students should then be able to appreciate the possibility

of axiomatizing those parts of the subject that have been presented

only in intuitive outline.

It would be a mistake to cut down the curriculum to what can be

treated with complete rigor. At all costs, a student should leave the

course full of ideas. It is regrettable if a high school teacher commits

an error of logic. But it is a mortal sin to teach mathematics in a way
that obscures the generating ideas.

Naturally, the most thorough treatment should be given to those sub-

jects which now arc, or arc soon likely to be, in the high school curricu-

lum—co-ordinate geometry, matrices, vector spaces, calculus. We can

anticipate (very conservatively) the time when intuitive calculus will

figure in the junior year, with a more rigorous treatment of calculus

in the senior year of high school. High school teachers will need to

know epsilontage, and above all, how to make epsilontage intelligible.

Tins can be achieved by a careful study of the process by which a

proof in analysis is constructed. This process usually begins with a pic-

ture, and ends by translating the pictorial argument into formal deduc-
tion. Incidentally, it usually calls for fairly expert manipulation of ele-

mentary algebra.

In addition to the thorough treatment of these subjects, there will

also be some sampling of topics in mathematics. Here there is no pre-
tense of conquering a territory; merely a solid bridgehead is established.
Some small part of the subject is explored thoroughly enough for the
student to work problems and exercises—otherwise the student will re-

member nothing. As mentioned earlier, the student must sec how this

subject arose, and to what it leads. In this way, the student at least

comes to know the general nature of certain branches of mathematics,
and secs some of the interconnections between these branches. The con-
nections with high school subjects arc particularly important. Two or

three years after leaving college a student forgets whatever he has not

used. If lie is to retain any recollection of more advanced mathematics,

the links with elementary work must bo securely forged in his mind
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so that, as he prepares his lessons or answers questions in class, his

college work will pass through his mind in perpetual review.

In considering any program for the training or retraining of teachers,

one cannot escape a certain sense of frustration. However well and

however fast we improve teaching, wc cannot keep pace with the de-

mands of the situation. In classrooms throughout the country, hundreds

of thousands of students will continue to have their intellect blunted

and their enthusiasm destroyed. The ablest students do not constitute

the most serious problem; if administration has the vision to let such

students read ahead on their own, they will educate themselves and each

other. The hardest problem lies in the remainder of the students, from

those just below brilliance to those just above mental defect. These

need teachers. Nearly all of them will respond to lively teaching and

to some explanation of their difficulties. If we could keep them mentally

alive, we should be able to draw on them for a future generation of

teachers. Our most important problem is to find some way of doing

this.
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Typical Student in U.S

.

University Not Scholar

Britain in our time, has put herself through a peaceful revolution

in university education. Before 1914, Oxford and Cambridge Universities

were primarily playgrounds for privileged young people whose parents

could afford the fees.

These "commoners" were then in a great majority over the “scholars,"

whose education was subsidized as a reward for their having passed

a severe intellectual test, and who were kept on their toes by the knowl-

edge that their scholarship might be withdrawn if they idled. In English

universities today it is the drone student who is a rarity.

The typical university student today is a scholar who is being subsi-

dized out of taxpayers’ money because he has been considered capable

of profiting intellectually.

In the United States, too, a candidate for a scholarship to a university

normally has to pass an intellectual test, as well as a means test, but

the scholar is not the typical present-day American student.

Today the American, like the eighteenth-century European aristocrat,

does not regard education as being primarily an intellectual activity,

but as being an amenity to which he has a right. The primary reason

for going to a university is to acquire social experience and aplomb.

Intellectual work comes second to that.

This view is shared by the adults who pay, whether as parents or

as taxpayers. The school boards that govern elementary and secondary

schools, and the state legislatures that govern state universities and col-

leges, are willing to pay generously for splendid buildings and elaborate

equipment; for huge field-houses, in which basketball and football can

be played indoors in the winter months, and for the floodlighting of

open-air football fields.

Arnold Toynbee. "Typical Student in U.S. University Not Scholar” Globe and
Mail (Toronto) July 31, 1963. Reprinted by kind permission of the publishers,

The Observer Foreign News Service, London, England.

Author (1SS9- ): Diplomat, historian, author, educated at Winchester College,

and Balliol College, Oxford; Director of Studies, Royal Institute of International

Affairs.
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But if a rural school board is asked to raise teachers’ salaries its reac-

tion is likely to be grudging. As the taxpayer sees it the teacher is

economically unproductive and indeed, not a very important feature

of the school, because intellectual training is not the primary purpose

of American education.

Teachers, therefore, must expect the poor pay that unimportant jobs

inevitably bring.

The high school is the weakest link in the American educational chain.

The graduate from an average American high school emerges intellec-

tually about two years behind his European contemporary in at least

two important aspects—he has not yet learned to express himself effec-

tively in writing, and he has not yet begun to become intellectually

independent.

Consequently, the first half of an American university course is largely

taken up in learning things that, in Europe, he would have learned

at school. Consequently, an American university education is considered

not to be complete unless, and until, the graduate has gone on to take

a postgraduate course. This will prolong his education until he is rising

twenty-seven.

American education is thus “aristrocratic,” in the traditional European
sense of the term, in several respects. It allows many students who
are intellectually unfit for a university education to have one, but it

does not ensure that all boys and girls who are intellectually fit for

one shall get one. And, for a minority of students that do take the
intellectual purpose of education seriously, it caters only by prolonging
the period of education far into adult life, when they may be already
married with children of their own.

This shortens the effective working life of the intellectually ablest
part of the population. It is wasteful of money, ability and time, but
it has one advantage in so far as the present-day American system
of education gives the student an intellectual training, it gives him a
liberal one, in the sense that the intellectual work required of him covers
a wide field, even though it may cover it superficially.

The British method is to impose tests at every rung of the educational
ladder. This may ensure that the intellectually fit shall all have a chance
of going to the top, but it does this at the 'cost of forcing the student
to specialize at a much earlier stage than in the United States.

But can the present U.S. ideal of education, and the system, survive?

The world is becoming increasingly competitive and mechanized, and
the key to success is the master)’ of science and technolog)'. These arc

intellectual pursuits, and the intellectual standard required for them

is becoming increasingly exacting.
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The American people want power. At the same time theydislike and

distrust intellectuals. In present circumstances they are S“"S “

to make a choice between reversing their attitude toward intellectuals

and renouncing power. It seems improbable that they ™ll choose to

renounce power when they have been forced to face the issue, and

they may be forced to face it by the educational policy of their principal

^t^thrSi^fpeter the Great, Russia has embrace^ the ed c

tional system of continental Western Europe-and contnnen European

education is intellectually strenuous by the standards of the English

wh^ay pmve to

universities have'a higher intellectual standard than«
best of the state universities. It is true that withm a foreseeable time

about 80 percent of America’s student population are gomg.to bei on

the campuses of the state universities. Yet the cream of the private

universities will still be a powerful leaven for the: lump.

Moreover, there are symptoms of an intellectual awakenm^m^tn

public schools. For i^tance there has ^ Unitcd stiltessaw—” * »• tszzzfs

«
.xz

winning the West, easy money could be made
y ^ worker,

the future there is going to be no employment for the unskilled

either manual or clerical.
. , . _n«ihrri off the stage

The traditional self-made businessman .sbemgpu^ed o^thc ^
by the highly trained cxccutwc; the uns:

h j vcs high school

highly skilled technician. The ^“"“^t^ L dooming himself in

at or before the minimum leaving age

advance to life-long unemployment
(es from „1C university

And so, perhaps is the »*““
*

, si|p o{ education seriously. In

without having taken the lntcliec *
, , v.CC r> abreast

the United States as elsewhere die egghe d who - keep
^ ^

of the progress of science anti teclinoiogj

wave of the future.**
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Ivy League Land; Not So Much An

Education, More a Way of Life

Ivy League is the New World equivalent of “Oxbridge." It consists

of Columbia, Cornell, Harvard, Dartmouth, Yale!Pn"ceton-

the University of Pennsylvania. The only official relationship of these

eight schools is that they have all agreed to play a particularly

nd
™

variety of football with one another. But in the ^'"^duca”
their own mind too, they represent the pinnae es o

^ admired
tional system. And this superior octopus is a beast b

to call America “Gods own county Bid though since

1776 they have ceased to be the Kings own coun ry, y
,

c™ng L^hierarchy. One of the things that most

the American vernacular was their misuse of the: word ansto 1cr.p
>

“Frank Harry and Joe are the aristocracy of this >
» ’

said one' caption to a campus newspaper photograph «f‘hr“ s"
looking toughs. The reason for this social promotion was that Frank,

were die words o
g
f introduction to a corpulent local undertaker whose

outsize embalming profits had for years been g.vcn to campus building

PTa mid-westem debater who produced a corny peroration Heed

i tradiuon of Amcrican

orator)’.”

Micliacl Belt.il anti Jonathan Ai.kcny ^̂
States In 106! rcprcccntinR the Unncn.tJ s Uenntl S

^ Otftltil. Treatmer

Allien. (1012- ) educated at Eton an, Oirf. C m<rel Wn
( ,

0,r,ml Union Society 1903 and '
'VWrffMoffmd Union Society WM:

educated llton, and Mafidalen 1Cclleee * -tj- deM
. „ a'-utc.

ho ha* Md a law lectureship at Trimt> w

tracher, anti barrister.
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Wo became a little ashamed that we were unable to supply between

us even a knighthood, the more so since one of the contestants for

a place on the tour had been the son of Scotland’s premier Duke. Many

students clearly felt they had been cheated out of something. “I suppose

you couldn’t fly him over just for the weekend,” said one heartrendingly

beautiful sophomore from Wayne State.

The educational excellence of the Ivy League schools is unchallenged,

but what interested us more was their social character. To an American

ivy symbolizes genuine old age which per se is to admired. To a

British gardener ivy signifies the destruction by slow suffocation of trees

and shrubs. There is an element of truth in both these horticultural

analogies.

At the University of Pennsylvania we were greeted by a student who,

wihin two minutes of our arrival at the depot where the Greyhound

buses were kennelled, was saying in aggressive reply to our questions

about the size of the campus and so on, “It’s an Ivy League school,

you know.” He obviously felt that this label alone placed the University

beyond the scope of investigation. He made it quite clear that visitors

from England to an Ivy League school could worship if they liked,

but ought not to ask too many questions. This student came from Texas
(he informed us of this in the same breath as he informed us about
his university being in the Ivy League, as though they were equal pass-

ports to excellence), and we soon began to wonder whether he wasn't
suffering from an effortless inferiority complex. Certainly we never found
anywhere else on the tour, as we found in Ivy League land, a kind
of desire to involve us as Oxbridge graduates in the local mystique,
a wish to prove without dispute that we and they were from the same
stable.

There was superficially a devotion to Oxbridge traditions. Jonathan
Edwards College, in which wc stayed at Yale, with its pseudo quad-
ra^5

.
greystone buildings and carefully cultivated ivy seemed to us

to be almost an architectural parody. (Later on the tour wc found a
grandchild of the style at Duke University, North Carolina, called by
its inmates the Harvard of tbc South, where the campus, admittedly
magnificent, was built in the fashion of the great Gothic revival of the
1930s.) \a\c Hall, which is one of the campus dining rooms, is a very
obvious forgery. One tolerates inconvenient serving arrangements,
cramped and uncomfortable benches and the heavy lugubrious atmo-
sphere of Christ Church Ilall because transcending all these disadvan-
tages one is conscious of a very real sense of Oxonian tradition and
history. Yale Hall had all the disadvantages and none of the traditions.

As wc stood in Yale Hall in vc olde Oxford queue waiting fifteen minutes
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for our supper, we were sorry that the Universify had forsworn the

opportunity to build one of the airy spacious cafeterias that we found
on so many campuses. The stale marmalade on the tables as breakfast

next morning had all the evocative significance of Proust's madeleine
for the Oxford man.
At Harvard, moreover, there is a college system in operation, similarly

an artificial creation since the traditions of the various houses date back
only to the 1920s. Their intake is controlled by computers whose aim
is to produce an equilibrium of social, athletic and scholastic virtues.

The advantage of this mimicry is evident in the standards of comfort

in some of the student quarters. Here it is the imaginary rather than
the real Oxford that is copied in lavish suites, “The Oxford of the Holly-

wood movies,” as one student neatly put it. It is not merely in architec-

ture and structure that the New World pays homage to the Old. One
Oxford expatriate currently attending the law school said that his every

word was noted down by Anglodolatrous graduates. One day he asked

the Professor sotto voce permission to go to the lavatory, and was re-

warded by the sight of the whole class indulging in a buzz of speculation

as to what gem had fallen from his English lips.

Ivy League universities cultivate their own special idiosyncrasies. Ox-
bride has produced the Beyond the Fringe team and Private Eye. At
Harvard the satire magazine, the Harvard Lampoon, possesses a whole

building to itself. Yale, we were told, is the only college where the

campus newspaper has a gossip column. Certainly wc never saw one

anywhere else. The very collegiate clothing style in America is called

Ivy League. Indeed at conservative Yale the students arc presentable

enough in their appearance to justify the great herds of male model

recruiters who attend their commencement each year disguised as well-

meaning uncles. (Or was this arch anecdote of a Michigan State grad-

uate apocryphal? It reveals anyhow the resentments that one kind of

student feck for the other.) On the other hand, there is a general ten-

dency on the part of many Harvard and Columbia students to be as

ill-kept as possible. There is a rule at Harvard that one must wear
coat and tic to meals. It docs not specify any particular standards from

waist downwards, however, and we noticed the esoteric scmffincss of

the jeans which contrasted so greatly with the well-fitting herringbone

tweeds above. One Ohio State undergraduate was indeed heard to re-

mark somewhat pathetically that “Guys around here arc much Ivier than

those slobs at Harvard.”

The students at Columbia. Penn. Harvard and Yale struck us as much
richer than their midwestem counterparts. They arc in fact the chief

national institutions, and, for example, the offspring of wealthy midwest-
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emers are traditionally educated at Yale. With the students here we

could discuss Athens, Paris and Rome, indeed for many the Grand Tour

was an annual event. In the Midwest we were lucky if we found people

who had visited Chicago. There were traces of real snobbery, name

dropping of Rockefellers and Kennedys. At Columbia one of the debaters

had been passed over for the presidency of his fraternity, for which

he was clearly the most eligible and logical candidate, in favour of

a Russian prince. We found too that Ivy League universities spurn with

hauteur tire idea of debates coaches—not that this notably improved

the quality of their debating.

There were more sinister aspects of eastern seaboard culture. At Yale

we were placed in a college guest room. “It’s lucky you weren’t in

a house,” said our host knowingly, “or you might have got mixed up

with a gang-banging.” This, it turned out, was a kind of communal

copulation with as many as twenty couples sharing the same room.

At Columbia we witnessed a still more extraordinary game. As we were

walking along by the side of a dormitory we suddenly saw a student

being dangled out of one window by a pair of room-mates, while from

another windorv a torchlight was flashed on to his naked posterior, one

buttock of which w’as painted blue. This, it W’as explained to us, was
a “mooning session,” the Ivy League version of tag. Instead of catching

another player who then becomes “It,” one gives him a view of one’s

nude behind. He then has to display a similar sight to the next “it.”

What we had seen was a local variation, called, for obvious reasons,

bluc-mooning. Wc left die Ivy League colleges, confident at least that
they were different from other institutions of higher education.
Our travels took us next to Bates College, Maine, a small Liberal

Arts school, where we were met off the aeroplane at Portland by a
Bates student who seemed to personify all the virtues of a true scion
of Ivy League land. He wore hunting' boots and his complexion and
gait were similar to those of Squire Western in Tom Jones; he shook
hands with us in a vice-like grip, gave a hearty, braying laugh and
exclaimed in tones of patronising pity “Welcome to New England.”
As we drove from Portland Airport to Bates this jovial man of spirit

(an accurate description, since he never stopped offering us and con-
suming himself vodka cocktails from a specially prepared flask) gave
us his views on the current political situation. “I abhor both Goldwater
and Johnson. ... I did not think much of Kennedy either, he was
just a mob raiser and his status among people who count was zero.

... In my room I keep a picture of George Washington—it reminds

me of the fact that our present leaders are nowhere near greatness.

. . . We need a little more humility’ in our politics. . . . Incidentally,
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I just can’t understand how in England you can tolerate a Conservative

Party of such violently left-wing inclinations.”

For all his political bombast we took to this character in a big way.

He had a great sense of humour and was very well read and knowl-

edgeable about the arts. During the drive he outlined for us plans for

the day. We were to be introduced to a speech professor, answer ques-

tions at a luncheon of the local Kiwanis and debate in the college chap

that night. Each of these functions was outlined in those ^enthusiastic

terms which only a true blase can produce, generally ending with

comment: “And that’ll be ghastlee, absolutely g ast ee.

We were duly introduced to the speech professor, who looked a sort

of caricature nonagenarian Heath Robinson boffin, with droopy blood-

hound eyes, a wisp of white hair and prince-nez spectacles perched1 P

,

curiously on the end of a beaky nose. He w£ evidently one of the

old school academies, since he greeted us with How do you do, A.tken.

How do you do, BelofT instead of the usual gush of Hi Mike hi Jo n y

which came after the introductions from most speech Pr“^0r*' f‘ ’

Professor Brooks Quimby was the doyen of Amencan ^ecch professo

and later on in the day showed us his fascnatmg files of pastJours

that included a snapshot of the young Rab Butler in fu <

middle of the 1924 expedition.
. . . nfnv onviron-

Meanwhile though, we had to extend our mission toa«w»nv

ment. We were to be the guests of honour at Ae wc Uy lunch o die

Aubum-Lcwiston Kiwanis club, a kind of New World g™uP

Our student hosts were clearly apprehensive about our eac on o th

ordeal "Oh mv Bawd,” Squire Western kept saying. The Km a a a a a

a-a-nis. Oh gmvd^Thc luncheon was held in the cavernous sa le

of the local YMCA. The Kiwanis turned out to be
,

weekly meetings produced a feeling of good fello'V S'”P ‘

r
° [

‘1 „
In ease one good fellow should forget the name o ^anothe

^
-good fello .

they all spotted little badges
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these lines: “We are the Kiwanis. We are the Kiwanis. Now you are

one, you son of a gun, so have some fun, pom, pom.” The singing was

carried out with great enthusiasm and after all were sweating profusely

we were called upon to give our views on the political situation.

This week was apparently International Relations Week, so Michael

was allowed to explain Harold Wilson to the assembled company. Then

Jonathan unexplained him again. After short speeches a Colonel X,

clearly the appointed buddy boy and spokesman of the group, fired

a few questions at us, slapping his knee vigorously the while. A good

time was had by all, but clearly it was American politics that interested

them most and that evening the local newspaper carried a banner head-

line “British Debaters Predict November Win for Johnson.” Even now

we remain disbelieving at our own foresight. After the meeting we were

presented with Kiwanis Certificates of Appreciation—prophets honoured

in another's country. Our student friends were impressed by our evident

enjoyment of the whole affair, a brief glimpse at Babbit land. “Why,”

one exclaimed, “you ought to go to the Lions next. . . . They’ll ro-ax-ar-

ar-ar-ar-a-r-a-r-a-r-a-r-a-r-ar at you.” Should our enthusiasm turn out to

be skin deep, however, Squire Western invited us to tea to revive us.

Tea for him turned out to mean iced dry martinis at 4.30 in the after-

noon. “I just couldn’t survive without my cocktails,” he drawled, “I am
the most scungy boozehound.” And in his company we spent a very enter-

taining two days.

After Bates we went to debate at the Massachusetts Institute of Cor-
rection. Since our friends from Yale had assured us that this was merely
another name for Harvard wc were somewhat surprised to discover
that it was, in fact, Norfolk Prison, a pioneer centre of penal reform.
Its inmates were voluntary transferees from the State jails, whose only
qualifications had to be the attainment of a sufficient degree of criminal-

ity. This exclusive character marked it out as an Ivy League Prison.
At the airport we were met by a hireling of the local television net-

work, whose idea of the perfect interview was to talk to himself. After
we had mutely assented to the proposition that we greatly looked forward
to visting the Institution and had high hopes of being able to leave it,

mutely dissented from the proposition that there was nothing in common
between the natives of Norfolk and the natives of Oxford, and mutely
consigned our tormentor to the seventh circle of Dante’s Inferno we
were driven oil in a Z (or as they would pronounce it “Zee”) car towards
our destination.

It was, we confess (or at least Michael confesses), with a certain

amount of trepidation that we prepared ourselves for the debate. Al-

though no one educated at Eton sees anything odd in living behind

bars, our knowledge of etiquette on the "inside" was scanty. Should
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we, for example, pretend that our audience were free as air? "Oh, they

know they’re inside all right.” How about some jests on them status?

“Well, my boys arc kinda sensitive. . .
.” Tentative inquir.es elicited

the information that both our opponents were in for crimes of violence;

one indeed had shot his sweetheart. Generously Michael made Jonathan

a present of the "rape” joke for the evening, feeling modestly that .

audience of hardened professionals would regard
J

uc
' ^?

ateur

pretensions as laughable, rather as members of the MCC would scorn

a man who boasted of a lialf-century hit for his village team. Actually

the applause with which the sally was eventually greeted showed that

the prisoners were far from incredulous about the story. Ev.dcntly t

image of Oxford in certain quarters of America is not a Itthat
<_

should

be. Jonathan was clearly a little hurt since he believes that all h.s pe -

sonal relationships arc conducted on a purely vo untar) >asis.

We passed by the sentries, the searchlights, the looming walls with

their fringes of barbed wire, and entered one by one through -a massive

metal door. A snack was provided by the prison chef, whom we com

plimented on his cuisine with unnatural vigour the more so sme^a^

he handed us the fruit salad, he informed us th“t the gene P

was that though we might win the debate we '™uld
^

rt ‘,m y lose ‘“

fight afterwards. To tl.e sound of sonorous music f™m a giant organ

we were led on to a wooden stage, concealed from audmnee^by

a thick green curtain. Our sponsor and chainnan, a P™g™m™
formed

us, was
8
in charge of the prison arts, entertainmentandel.giomTh

organ music appeared to place our debate in the third category of his

promotions.
. , .uici sweated, what seemed

After a few minutes m which wc ndge ‘ ,11 on a
to be the entire contents of Congress Library were wheeled n on^

trolley, and three prisoners arranged them on the table_°PP ,te ’ ™
music stopped and the curtain went up. We odogd
with the audience. They were seg^cd

^horror we saw among
one group on cither side ot tnc ganj^w

, Unions 0

thenf an old friend, John”*£**^£££1ES in-

Shu

moment our opponents waltzed on to tremendous cheers from the and

were the violent criminals.

* Member of the debating team. Oxford Union Society.
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The resolution that we were to debate that evening was that The

Power of the American Judiciary is Too Great.” Thankfully the decision

was to be made on the basis of the opinions of the judges and not

oi the audience, who, we felt, might have been swayed by a certain bias

on that particular issue. There is a special technique for prison debates;

and it is most important to remember that the stalest joke among free

men has an almost unbearable freshness for the prisoner, for whom

the clock has stood still since the date of his internment. Jonathan, who

is temperamentally suited to prison debates since he has always believed

that jokes like wines grow better as they grow older, and who has

even been known to repeat a joke told earlier in the evening on the

strength of its previous success, commenced in knockabout style. “This

is the first time that I have ever had a captive audience; and it is

also rare to be speaking opposite men who have the courage of their

convictions.” After all had recovered their breath some half hour later,

the debate proceeded along its usual lines. Our opponents were ex-

tremely well read in the subject—they had after all more time at their

disposal than most teams—and though we carried the day it was a

close decision. One judge, infected by the criminal atmosphere, awarded
us eighty points, the Norfolk team seventy-nine, and then the verdict

to the lnttcrl!

After the debate we attended a reception, whose enjoyment was only

marred when John McDonnell (who turned out to he on a purely
voluntary visit from nearby Harvard) asked some of the prisoners

whether they had heard him two years previously, which, for men serv-

ing a life sentence, was not a wholly tactful question. Our feelings on
the evening were best summed up by the Abb6 Sieycs who, when asked
what he had done during the French Revolution, replied “I survived.”

Michael ambled across the sunlit slope of the campus at Bates Col*
lege, Maine, and into the Senior Faculty Room. All along the tout
Americans had expressed themselves anxious that we should share the
pleasures of the classroom, and Michael, smitten by the blonde charms
of his girl guide, had unanimously decided to offer himself up as a

guinea pig. “Let’s sec if we've got anything to fit you ” she said, as

if she were offering him a choice of sports jackets rather than of classes

to attend. “There s Latin, English literature—I don’t suppose you want
to be bothered with that. . . . You might try Professor M. though. He’s
just started on the Philosophy of History course.”

“Glad to have you with us, Mike” said the Professor. All the teachers
seemed to be Professor. Merit, not title, differentiates them in the eyes

of their students. The class took some time to assemble, streaming in

from all sides of the campus in their tec shirts and jeans, pony tails
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and crew cuts, acknowledging the presence of their teacher with an

easy “Hiya Frank.” We all sat round somewhat rickety tables. Well,

Dave," said the Professor, “I guess wed better hear that paper of yours

on ‘Truth and Fact in History/" There was a lot of coy chatter fro

Dave as if he had been asked to play a minuet at a Victorian Christmas

party, and throughout his hurried reading he interspersed mock modest

comments like “Gee, this ain’t much good." Another student, Sam, was

appointed inquisitor-in-chief and would break in with frequent contra-

diction. After twenty minutes of what at times developed into a Crosby-

Hope routine rather than a Socratic dialogue the question *rown

open to the floor. There was a lot of joshing and joke-making Most

of the class, about twenty in all, were smoking. One girl^tantte

furrowed concentration ambiguously directed °“ er ®

Professor M. in his capacity as referee called rea ant

remaining few minutes read to us from various con emporary

of the Louisiana purchase to show how each participant had his own

version of what had happened. Then after a short speech in summation

“ S'*., &£
general, Americans carry to education the passion o

about
guishes so much of what they do. The first thing we noheed about

American education was that there was a lot o i
•

course
to have as many colleges as Paris has brothels There ~
great variety among the institutions. One typ.cal estabh hment of the

higher education fa the Liberal Arts colleges such as Bates in Marne

or Hiram, Wooster, and Denison in Ohio. As far as we could judge

the connection with either liberalism or artiness was son »
‘

sphere of scholarship was more easily created on
stadenS

tained campuses which often housed as few as eight >'undred

Akin to these in size were the sectarian schools: Catholie

La Salle or St. Josephs in Philadelphia, presided over by quick mlkmg

Jesuits with a good line in Irish ancestry and American jokes <or Proto

tant institutions like Eastern Nazarene, Boston, and Ffcnda

with their somewhat tight-lipped approach to“ "c al ka

At the other end of the scale were the huge States

Ohio State, towns of some thirty thousand situdents

sprawling, diverse. In between in size ranked the “«eS

of the Ivy League, the rich uncles, and the Teachers . g S

the poor cousins, of the system.
jirfnrrA from at

What all these institutions shared, and where they differed fromat

least tile older English universities, was the “n“P
Liberal

Whether it was the red stone and white bricked buildings of the Liberal
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Arts colleges or the bulky grey concrete edifices of the State universities

their architecture was concentrated in one area. Sometimes, too, as in

the Liberal Arts Colleges that we visited in Ohio, there would be nothing

but scattered hamlets in the vicinity, and the nearest big town would

be many miles away. In this they differ from almost every English uni-

versity. Universities in America are self-contained, even self-centred.

This naturally affects the attitudes of the students and often divorces

them from life outside the campus. It may be a contributory factor

to the general lack of political and social commitment. On the other

hand, especially in the smaller universities, it certainly creates a sense

of community and should, in theory at any rate, promote undistracted

intellectual achievement.

The second factor that these colleges share, and that ours lack, is

wealth. The libraries, always the centre-piece of any aspirant institution

of learning, overwhelmed us everywhere with their munificence. The
smallest Liberal Arts colleges would have libraries containing not only

many thousands of books, but periodicals, magazines and newspapers from
all over the world. And some of the libraries, like the Rare Books Library
at Yale, or the Law Library at Harvard (which has, for example, a
whole section devoted to the Law of Mediaeval Bulgaria) are among
the greatest libraries of the world. At the other end of the spectrum
of university activity wc found much to admire in the way of sports
facilities: the football stadia of the Midwestern State universities that
would dwarf Highbury or White Hart Lane,* indoor gymnasia for the
basketball team; rows of tennis courts for all weathers; rooms for mas-
sage and heat treatment. To give but one example: at Denison, Ohio,
a college of less than fifteen hundred students, we found not only an
athletics outdoor track, set deep in a small valley so that the hills around
acted as natural windbreaks, but also an indoor track (how many are
there in all Britain?), and an Olympic sized swimming pool (again,
how many has Britain got?). No one could really believe us when we
explained that Oxford University had neither a swimming pool nor gym-
nasium to call its own. “But it’s the most famous university in the
world, they would say. The Midwestern universities are so rich that
they even employ teams of research workers to gather material for their
debates squad, and computers to analyse the possible courses of argument
Individual tape recorders for language students, closed circuit television
for the larger classes, soundproof rooms for the experiments in the
Speech Departments, model theatres for the drama students, printing
presses for the embryo journalists, these arc commonplace. At Purdue,
Indiana, is the largest theatre in the world with an auditorium that

Oxford University.
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can scat six thousand. Ohio State university has not only its own tele-

vision service, but also its own airport. For apart from state and federal

subsidies and the accumulation of fees, the legacies and endowments

given by alumni to tlrcir old colleges are often huge. The American

cherishes the memory of his college days with tl.e affect,on that in

England is bestowed more frequently on the school. Im a Ba

Teachers Training College man,” one would hear someone say with

pride, much ns he might say in England, Tm an Old Rugbe.an.
F
The average American student thus lives in a seclusion that is often

aesthetic; sleeps in dormitories with individual rooms, which will ce -

tainly have central heating and electric razor points, and in ‘he “or

modem ones like those at Murry State, Kentucky, will run to showers

and lavatories; eats in large cafeterias where the food . not suited

to the gourmet, at least satisfies the gourmand; has snack bars and soda

fountains to satiate his extra-curricular appetites, and usually possesse

every facility for study, sport and hobby that couldbedesued. The

one caveat might be about the degree of pnva^ obtamable.) Yet in

the university land of milk and honey, the milk is turning sour and

the honey is losing its sweetness.
. c :m ,-iar ;n

It is clear that American education is undergoing
country

intensity, if different in kind, to that experienced in ou:« ^
And yet the American university system possesses

desirable: com-
that appear to the radical educationalist in Eng an

hevond them-
piehensive schools; widespread rather than «,te educabon beyond them,

the equality of status of colleges of techno ogy in

svlhbuses that

that they confer with the older established
„

break down the barriers between the two cultures; andjl“
n

°‘

a practical slant that draw cm
.

m
^
er‘ als '

vas somewhat startling

to%
C^"aXhi7r^t h-considered Vtopia was considered

by so many Americans to be Purgatory.
.. .

. maintain
The root of the trouble is that it has proved

fflte standards of education for a mass student P°Pu,f2 methods of

difierence that our conversations unearthed between the

teaching on either side of the Atbmtic^ ^Zr
control over the studies of his p P

drastica]ly ns 0n cam-
in early November our audiences sudden y

I vs Qnc
pus after campus we hit the doldrums of the half-torn exam days. One

afternoon at Bates we were deserted by a our
‘ toMichael,

Cut Class” day. The question that was most

who had missed a term at Oxford to come °"
J
«Hmv you

are you going to find time * make up the

'o^progressb apparently
going to find time to make up your gra P
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gauged by the number of classes one attends, not by the amount of

knowledge that one imbibes. The concurrent passion for classification

by examiners is of course anathema to anyone who belives that education

is more than a matter of marks scored. In England we try to avoid

this at the university level until the final degree. But in America, the

teachers confessed, the large bulk of their classes have not the intellec-

tual maturity or personal responsibility to be allowed to pursue their

own course of studies with the same freedom that is enjoyed by their

English counterparts. Examinations are used as much to weed out the

weaker students as to evaluate the standards of the better ones. “The

dormitories are absolutely crammed here at the moment,” said the speech

professor at Ball State Teachers’ Training College, “but come the summer

semester maybe as many as fifty percent will have dropped out. The
wastage is enormous.”

Another result of the invasion of the universities by swarms of semi-

cducatcd American boys and girls is the dilution of the syllabuses. This

has two aspects. One is the introduction of courses, whose stimulus to

mental activity is less than exiguous. The Schools of Journalism, of Busi-

ness, of Speech, these are all admirable institutions in which America
has pionecicd an impressive route. But at a lower level a high sounding
glossary conceals a multitude of idiocies. Domestic Economics ( egg boil-

ing et al); Industrial Arts (carpentry); Driver Education (the syllabus
of a British school of motoring). At one college in Florida we saw
young gymnasts hurling themselves around on trapezes and trampolines
and were told that they were graduates of the school of Circusology,
presumably doing their homework. At Michigan State in the Kellog
Centre, where we stayed, the waiters and room service stewards were
all students engaged in becoming hoteliers. No one would dispute the
value of training in all these matters; but whether a degree in them
can be considered equal to a degree in some of the more established
subjects is questionable. The fact is, though, that the Americans take
these outward marks so seriously that in some places one cannot merely
graduate, but even take a doctorate in these courses. More means not
just tcorse, but positively awful.

The second aspect is the shunning of specialisation. Undergraduate
courses in American universities are broadly based. Now if the purpose
of this was to produce a race of Renaissance men, versed in all manner
of subjects and cultures, it would be a worthy ideal. (It is easy to

poke fun at some of the blinkered and ageing syllabuses that are taught
in our older universities.) But that is not the purpose. Theses courses
arc not meant to accommodate the capable and the intelligent, but the
backward and unintellcctual. A little learning is a dangerous thing, and
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the average American student has a lot of little learning. There is more

over often no attempt to encourage a careful choice. A rapid
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added qualification for a profession: it is an indispensable one. But

of course not everyone is taken in by the mere production of a B.A.

Those people who in England inveigh against the “inferior status of

Colleges of Advanced Technology and Redbricks could do well to look

at the American experience. The fact of conferring the title of university

deceives no one. Until the value of the degree given by the new founda-

tion can fairly be equated with that given by older ones, nothing has

been achieved. The question now asked in America is not “Have you

got a degree'*” but “Where did you get your degree from?” or “What

sort of a degree have you got?” Everyone knows that a B.A. in shark-

fishing from the University of Miami is worth less than a B.A. in Liberal

Arts from the University of Chicago and certainly less than the Harvard

L.L.B.

The end product of all this is that well-known New World personality,

the perpetual student. It is after all the most talented student who suffers

the most from a system that panders to the least gifted. He is hampered

in his academic enthusiasms by amorphous courses that he cannot bite

on, by perpetual examinations that are only a source of irritation, by the

company of colleagues who if literate are often barely so. (“I can't

even get my kids to spell straight,” said one disheartened faculty man
at Kent State. “And I’m meant to be teaching them ethics.”) At La Salle,

Philadelphia, one of the debaters was on the Dean’s list, which gave
him the rare privilege of exemption from certain exams and permission

to work more on his own. This kind of privilege would have been wel-

comed by many of the students whom we met, but the concept of differen-

tiation is one that is bom hard in the American mind. Thus, fettered

by a system that has held him back since his school days (it was again
alarming to hear teacher after teacher blame the comprehensive idea
for the low standards of college freshmen), the gifted student is forced
to tahe more and more higher degrees not only for the purpose of ob-
taining the first worthwhile and challenging course of education that
he has ever received, but also to satisfy the demands of talent-scout

employers. An English student who takes an advanced degree is usually
training himself for an academic career; no such conclusion could be
drawn in the case of his transatlantic counterpart. Five, seven, nine
year college students—these were everywhere. But it is by no means
certain that ever)’ country could afford cither to educate or to dispense
with the abilities of their best brains for so long.

Fortunately, most American graduate courses bear as little relation to

undergraduate ones as a butterfly bears to a caterpillar. At this level

at last the benefits of equipment and libraries, of imaginative break-

throughs into new fields of study, bear fruit. The testimony of Americans

was less revealing than that of the numerous foreigners whom we met—
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in both East and Midwest-from India, Germany, Nigeria England who
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person as did the American student, to whom he was addressing his

remarks, to a Red Indian, but the airy persiflage cloaked a valid point.

We believe much more in training than in merely Hlling the mind.

"I’m after grades, not knowledge,” said one wordly-wise sophomore

at Monmouth, Illinois. “The semi-educated teaching the wholely unedu-

catable. That's the future," said one world-weary professor at Akron,

Ohio. “We aren't pursuing an ideal any more. It's running away with

us.” The progressive American teacher and student seems to be seeking

just the opposite from his English counterpart; more streaming; more

rigorous syllabuses; less sacrifice of the talented on the altar of uniform

mediocrity. Whether he will succeed is another matter. But if he fails,

it will be because of the power of the myth, not the lack of money.

“You might as well give them a BA. at birth,” said our host at Pittsburgh

cynically. With respect to its foremost philosopher, it is impossible any

longer to remain Dewey-cyed about the state of American education.

Of course, American students, strictly controlled though their course

of study may be, do not spend all their time in classroom or library.

Indeed, the interest that die campus takes in the sporting activities

of the college teams once more evokes the ideology of the English public

school.

High among the rituals of American college life is the Big Football

Game. In England the Dark Blue/Light Blue clashes on the Thames
or at Twickenham evoke for a brief spasm of time the interests of sports

enthusiasts and snobs alike.® Beyond that the world of university sport

is a closed book, except to the expert. But imagine that the football
game between Bangor and Aberystwyth were to be written up in the
Spectator. Imagine that every Saturday afternoon David Coleman’s
nasal accents reported to the armchair fans not from Wembley, Aintree
or Lords, but from Nottingham or Hull or Brighton University. Imagine
that at the end of the gentlemanly encounter at Association Football
between Oxford and Cambridge, instead of the teams coming off to a
few “Jolly good show, Cambridge,” or “Harry toughers, Percy old man,”
in the sight of millions of televiewers the Oxford captain was seen to
be given a cheque for twenty thousand pounds and to sign professional
forms for Tottenham Hotspur. Imagine all these things, transpose them,
and you will sec that college football in America is not so much a game,
more a mass industry. Radicals may continue to gripe about the Keblc°®
man, who reads (if the notion is not self-contradictory) the honours
school of rowing. But in America the young illiterati of the university
football world can pass from the amateur to the professional pitch with-
out ever going by way of the classroom or the lecture hall.

• Oxford, Dark Blue, Cambridge, Light Blue, rowing and football snortine fixtures.
•• Keble College, Oxford.
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The U.S.: Mais Oui! Mais Non!
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But no other impediments either, alas! To discipline is to create com-

plexes. Guidance is an assault on the personality. In Paris, at the ecote

matemefte (die only level of the French school system where any atten-

tion Is paid to artistic education), that same son began to daub some

interesting watercolors. Here, at “nursery school, he produces quite

a few horrors. Nobody shows him anything, not even how to hold a

brush, for fear of hindering the free expression of his personality. How
many parents we see around us who are terrorized by their children

from their tenderest ages on! What cruelty' we French parents practice

in inflicting upon our children the use of knife and fork or politeness

to their elders!

Only, when I have to fill out a recommendation so that a student

of mine may obtain a scholarship, I am faced with questions of the

sort: “Is he socially well-integrated?” Total freedom is supposed to lead

quite naturally to submission to very strict social rules. How can one

be surprised at the psychological difficulties that arise from a transition

which is in reality not natural at all?

One typical example, it seems to me, is furnished by sexual education.

I too am an advocate of plain information from an early age on. But
here one goes rather far. The highly respectable and conformist Palo

Alto Times the other day reviewed with admiration the lecture of a
professor who explained how he discussed with his students all con-
ceivable sexual perversions, and this “in the most natural manner.” The
logical consequence of this passion for sexual education, this mania for
presenting what touches on sex as both important and without problems,
should really result in the destruction of the married couple and in
free love. But there arc probably few countries where all social
life is so geared to marriage and the family. The high divorce rate,
appearances to the contrary, corresponds. Often, actually, it is a
question of the divorce of young couples who had never envisaged, in
the course of their pleasant years as “teenagers” what formidable
material and psychological constraints would weigh upon them after
marriage-

All that, however, should be qualified- Extreme liberalism in pedagogy
is on the wane. And if a certain laissez-faire is the rule in elementary'
school—contrasting rather happily with the intellectuality arid severity
of the French system—the boy or girl who goes to high school hardly
has time to frolic if, as is more and more the case, he then wants to

enter a good university.

We are democratic in France. It would be strange to behold the

Ujccc graduate who did not automatically have the right to enter a uni-

versity. And democratically, at the Faculty of Letters in Paris, for in-

stance, he will be one of thirty' thousand students looking for a place
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to sit in a library with room for two hundred. In the United States

as in the Soviet Union and in Great Britain, how well a student has

done in high sel.ool determines the kind of institution of higher learning

to which he can gain admission-colleges being of vciy different kveb

and quality—and liow well lie docs in his college studies; will detemune

the quality of the university where he will work for the doctorate
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No French faculty of letters would consider any of this as history. The

result is that we owe to American universities the best books on the

Action frangaise, on management in France, on the history of contem-

porary French trade unionism, on the French Catholic movements, and

alignments of the nineteen-fifties.

From this it should not be concluded that American students are very

active in politics. There is nevertheless a growing interest in the world

outside, whether it concerns racial integration, the war in Vietnam, or

the misery of one third of the worlds population. Even on the tranquil

campus of Stanford (a private university more patrician than the neigh-

boring state university at Berkeley) demonstrations about, and above

all against, the war and its methods are multiplying. And among my
best students the number of those who are preparing to go and rough

it for two or three years in order to help Africans or South Americans

is relatively large.

Society American Style

Students arc never greatly representative of a society and no more
so in the United States than elsewhere. This is particularly true of one

essential: they do not have enough money or leisure to be full-fledged

members of the famous “affluent society” of which the sociologists all

speak, nor to let themselves get carried away by the torrent of advertise-

ment which tends to convince Americans that happiness can be bought.
In France it is fashionable to be discontented and dissatisfied; friendli-

ness and kindness do not grow on trees; we know well that “life is

no joke.” Here, discourtesy is both a social crime and a commercial
mistake. And, above all, as Aldous Huxley had well foreseen in his

Brave New World now almost forty years ago, the drive toward happi-
ness is practically a duty. How many advertisements there are that invite
you to feci exhilarated (“have a thrill”) or be diverted (“have fun”)
by buying such and such a make of car or one washing machine rather
than anothcrl

I do not really know what my reaction is to the perpetual praise
of the smile. On the one hand, this justification of things because they
are fun, but on the other, this determination not to present a sullen

face to life, including the service of humanity; on the one hand, a society
where external success plays far too great a part, where it is no fun
being poor, old, and sick; on the other, a society where people help
one another with a smile, w*hcrc, xvithout fuss, they give large sums
to innumerable good works for backward children or relapsed alcoholics.

In France, we rely for all this on the state, protesting all the while
against taxes and assessments. Surely that is no better.
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Tills is all the more remarkable because—since recently, but before

the French government—the American government has had the courage

to admit frankly how little poverty has been conquered in an apparaitly

prosperous society. The effects of the "war against poverty launched by

President Johnson will probably not make themselves felt right away

Perhaps there will even have to be recourse to less empirical methods.

But the self-criticism has been made, not plaintively and with resigna-

tion, but by proposing at the same time some definite action

It is true that the United States has resources that we lack: the wealth

of a young country which has known neither die blood-Ie tings n

the ravages of warn, the time to experiment and to perfect, hen to

convince rather than to compel. There is a housing Probl™> “

a problem of school construction. But the situation » less

than in France and the analysis of given conditions '^^‘scouragmg

This is even truer of the national problem number one he mtegrabon

of the Negroes. To those Frenchmen who are angered we must point

out that much has been accomplished.
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two-party system permits a great and clear choice is totally false. Even

the local dailies, firmly in the hands of one or the other tendency, do

not follow a clear-cut “line.” .

Most striking here is the intensity of life on the regional and local

level. I have just returned from some sessions of the Assembly and the

Senate of die State of California, in Sacramento. In France, federalism

is hard to imagine. There all, or almost all, the innumerable matters

under discussion here would fall under the jurisdiction of the national

Parliament and, more often, of the Administration. The local newspapers

are constantly full of voter appeals for elections to posts which in France

would be considered public functions and, therefore, come under govern-

ment appointment. The American educational system? The American

rules of the road? In a way, they do not exist. Laws vary from state to

state, and great are the powers of the various men charged with enforc-

ing them locally.

There we doubtless touch on one of the weaknesses, and at the same

time the greatest strength, of American democracy. In France—though

here too—people arc shocked by the virtual impotence of President

Johnson and federal power in general before a racial crime committed
in Alabama. By the same token, every citizen has the possibility of

influencing his local and regional authorities. Certainly few enough peo-

ple vote (though here too one must be careful: many Americans cannot
vote because they have not had the time to settle and register; a third

of the population of California has been living at its present domicile
for less than a year), but how many organizations everyone belongs
to! And nothing will keep one from starting another for some specific

purpose. Probably in no other country has the citizen such ample oppor-
tunity to compel competent authority to take matters of particular inter-

est into consideration—provided he is willing to take the trouble, that
is, to visit his neighbors, to organize meetings, to circulate petitions,
and to call on his representatives (a threat to their electoral support).
There is less grumbling than in France and more action, because action
has a chance, of succeeding and because one is used from childhood
on to group life, to action as a group. A boy scout troop needs money?
A door-to-door campaign is launched in which all members participate.

But from childhood on also one is accustomed here to regard the rules

of the game as good, not to question a certain number of principles,

or, more precisely, to consider them as so many axioms. Thus free enter-
prise; thus the virtues of the political and social system of the United
States. Incitement against submission and training for conformity are
inextricably mingled.
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are not only most properly trusting your own eyes and ears; you are

starting with them and, with care, they can continue to be all you have

got.

Nashville is the state capital of Tennessee: it has half a dozen universi-

ties, forty-seven Christian sects, and is the headquarters of guerrilla

training for the Black Power group. It has about two hundred millionaires.

A great deal of the place is suburb: small, detached houses standing

amid grass and trees; gardens and fences or hedges round them are

rare, but the effect of space and privacy for each house is strikingly

different from and better than any suburb I have seen in England. The
distances for shopping, education or work mean that nearly everybody
drives: that is, all white people and a fair number of Negroes. I once
tried to shop walking, and felt immediately like the vulnerable character
in a Hitchcock film.

There are two local newspapers, three television channels and I don’t
know how many radio stations. None of these informs the Tennesseans
at all about what is going on outside the immediate vicinity, except
for short but regular paragraphs about Vietnam and a very occasional
statement about such items as Britain devaluing. But they will know
that Dr. King is dead, not simply because Memphis is only a three-hour
dnvc from Nashville, but because, one way or another, very few people
in this university town will be actually indifferent to the event.

In a society that wants above all things not to have to consider its
component parts, that makes openly, or covertly, a different (naturally
much-mfenor) species of the Negro, that suffers, I think, a feeling of
urns; mfenonty in relation to Northern Americans ("those dam’ Yankees;
the war isnt over; the South wiU rise again; a Southerners worth two

b ki
1 heard by my ears and never a joke), the assassination

til lie to nil £f"
“ "'h° systcmal*cally and patiently gave

the lie to all their coarse, abusive, contemptuous, patronizhrg and down-

3
*
1‘ tSSTS, ,™'VS hiS '">> o5 many more emotions

than gne . I can rmagine a repeat celebration party being given by theperson who celebrated Kennedy’s assassination (his eivil rightTbiU wasnot popular with some whites in the South)
8

in„

Blb
,

e,0"'7ad
u
itt0

,

dl

{TSi

rT'-
prak'S of kind of very frighten-mg madness lies the bedrock of hysteria and prejudice, of bone-headed

{?
etC iS

,

011 amount of sexual
anxiety on the part of the whites about Negrocs-very much on the
I make love, you perform, he rapes” basis). White Jomcn, whether
they know it or not. have been conditioned to fear and dislike the Negro
male. Illustration: wife of a university professor criticizing Olivier's film
performance as Othello on the ground that he was too much like a
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Negro: “His walk! And the way he carried his head! Who could love

that?” No Desdemona, she.
, ,

„ .

In trying to understand these general attitudes of white Southemers

to Negroes one comes back to the have, have-not aspec o e

White people, very much on the whole, that is to say Pe

the time, are richer, better educated, have access to better social servi ,

get the right side of what often amounts to a double standar o )u ,

have more and better opportunities for jobs and so of course can do

far more for their children and so on.
. r nftpr

In situations where the haves live side by side or generation afte

generation with the have-nots, the haves certainly become emotionally

brutalized. I have heard remarks made about and m front of Negro«

that make Marie Antoinette's irresponsible sugges ion

unc0n-
merely a piece of harmless, if fanciful, liberality. os*‘ X’

the
scious effort not to feel guilty about one's fellow creates havmg the

rough edge of pretty well everything, “ “

e . Negroes are differ-

depersonalize them, to turn them into someth g »

8 Antoinette
ent from white people, you see. How? It was simple for ^"tone
and Co, poor people were rabble, not much above anim^-everybody

knew that. But the white Southerner today canno

simple. He is supposed to be living in a
^

democracy ^here was^

constricting nonsense like that in eighteen ?
,

|Jra;ns

to be devious, merely imply the inferiority A 'SeTeaC^XoJ ' best

are much smaller than white men's; they are very 1 P
( them!

treated like children; they love me, because I taow how to treat^
they're just longing for one person (me) r

;s n0
really capable of anything but simple, manual ,obs

.^

. ^ ^
end to the silly, nasty, dishonest FroP i'S™ , , di whose mytho-

Nauseating offshoots of this are founts of dieir

peia prompts them to astonishing fade , J

mqrnm jes jn the Great

Youth and Gracious Living-with loyal,
or two

House—Times have Changed, but they emc
particular ladies,

of these sagas, I realized that none, anyway
chiming, but that

could possibly have had the childhood they
' indulging in their

they put up with each other's lies for the sake of indulging

But apart from the depersonalizing and the m. y '

. happen
of course, fear. White people are always afraid of uliat mg

to them if Negroes revolted against the presen reg
or indulged

The emotional brutalizing the whites avc
^ equality of rights

in entails the inability to conceive of a living. ' -,
v They have

and opportunities with a hitherto underprivileged society.
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sunk to, or have not evolved from, a simple jungle law: themselves

or others—it cannot be both (Of course we have all heard about this

before, but actually to encounter it, to find it going on in 1968 is very

different from hearing and reading about it.

)

Surely a well-endowed university with the reputation for being one

of the best in the South must entertain and propagate greater liberality?

After a very few weeks there these hopes were certainly damaged.
The students that I met were horrifyingly liable to remarks like this

one: “I expect you’ve noticed that most of the trouble with Negroes
is in the North: we know how to keep them in their place.” This was
an example of the young upon the old, old subject and it would seem
that Daddy had known and was going to go on knowing best
Were there any students who did not state or condone the attitude

illustrated? I met one: a graduate student from Memphis, a young man
of twenty-four who I can honestly say was the only person we met bom
and living in the south whose attitude and feeling about Negroes was
natural, humane and honest. I am not saying that everyone at that uni-
versity talked the standard racist rubbish on this subject; I’m saying
that the ones I talked to about that did it to me.
And what about the faculty? I met one of them who said (but not

to me and not in my hearing) that he could not find it in his heart
to give an A to either a Negro or a Jew (it is safer to be liberal about
ones illiberal:ty—.t gives people too much to get hold of, as it were).
Another member of the faculty, when faced with a Fireside Chat (having
your dass to your house to discuss whatever anybody wants to talk
about) found that his class included a Negro. He could not have a nigger

Intshai 1

( Scra,ch a Southerner and you find a Southerner," my
husband morosely remarked.)

rlsm'Scw/i?. ‘i'T
iUStiC- tho whole dass refused to go. But the£ had tu™ done. The Negro knew why nobody was going to

eLahnn h h uT” a ratable center for higher
education behaves hke that-and gets away with it—what is somebody
colored, aged eighteen and clearly very bright or he would never have

SCU,"S "'» >'•••* of university is the equivalent“ a
.

C
‘n

,

'T
!'CCCn' gCHi"S a commission in the Royal

N LT l f * . h
C'lra f°d t0 «>. 'vhat is this youngNegro to think of the institution the people who teaeh in it, and the

society that supports this situation?

Well, then; what about all these Christian sects? At a large party
one evening, 1 was accosted by a young eouplc who sbid they
wanted to come and see me sometime about a problem. (I can’t explain
this suggestion; it was simply made.) They said that they were practicing
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Christians; I don't think they told me what kind: their problem was

that Negroes were not allowed in their church; they a pro es et s

eral times about this, because they felt that Christ had not envisaged

or intended such segregation: none of Ilis teaching tte ns vies ‘

thus they felt that they had to leave their church and did I agree with

*£ points about this arc that nobody else said anything of the kind

to me, with the inference also that there really was nobody for them

to say it to: they were falling back upon a total stranger

I think it is

7
necessary to say here that I am talking ^out a very

reactionary—and uneducated—society. To teac anvi
^

was illegal until a very few years ago. I lectured once, ^gely^bout

contemporary fiction in the English language.
reac

’

tion that
almost wholesale reaction was what a lot

response came
would make any sane acquaintance of mine sno . P

from people who taught, not people who were I

of white
In the four and a half months we met •

•

/ PXcentine North-
people in Nashville. We made only two lots of friends ( P ^
ern importations—damn Yankees whom we

j>°^ lQ think
them, at least, wc could argue, and did

- —XSX-
ment in which he was defending the progress

‘ d We cOUId

we were pressing him on what these freedoms am” *°

the Negr0
get no more from him than the ^
could ride only in the back seats of pu

could be
fa any seat; he might not feel comfortable about it,

have tried to confine myself to the positive
'

Terc
that we encountered during this short time.

smarmy stuff that

for the lies, the lip-service to liberal,
em't be bothered with it, in

is an insult to any intelligence at an. r *
, sharp contrast

the same way that there is not room here to e
*

^ t was immedi-

in social circumstances between Negroes and whites

ately, and then continuously, apparent in as vi • ^ a]| getting

Nobody living there could possibly give ®
t

emotional top

better all the time-all right really stuff, starting
me niggcr,

of the local pyramid there are the mad
•

rn; n{r are all those

let’s celebrate” ones. But then, and truly more
not want to

people who have genuinely been indoctnna e , *

^ ^ j^cgr0 is a

discover or change anything. They kno\s, >
ou

different (and inferior) creature.
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But before we get too smug about this, let’s remember that it is the

attitude that very many men hold about many women: the rationaliza-

tions are equated with inferiority, and as anybody in the least interested

in eugenics knows, you can breed and condition people to almost

anything.

So: the untimely, disastrous tragic death of Dr. King has what effect

in Tennessee? The young Black Power group are going to say that

they told everybody so: what good could an old-fashioned, liberal Uncle

Tom expect to do? They may, nonetheless, try to use Dr. King as

a martyr: but other people will do that anyway: anybody who dies

during the process of working without violence for a goal such as his

exposes himself to this accolade or imprecation.

Not the least homage that should be paid to Dr. King is that he
knew for many years that he was continuously vulnerable to the possibil-

ity of murder. A madman, many white Southern people will say, and
of course they will be right; only a madman would have done something
so violently silly. They haven’t thought that this act stems from many
years and thousands of people whose attitude on this subject, to say
the least, has not really ever been sane. It is this chronic bulk of hysteri-
cal prejudice and fear that has made such an assassination possible.

Nevertheless, the act is a violently silly one. Leaving aside what many
people may have thought about Dr. King in particular and what they
have thought or now think about the racial problems in the United
tates in general, the fact remains that the repercussions of what could

be considered as the homicidal and antisocial act of some individual
maniac arc likely to be world-wide for a long time to come.

But it seems to me necessary to make the possibly simple point that
Uicsc maniacs—effective maniacs, at least—are very unlikely to stem
from some social vacuum: if it takes all sorts to make a world, it takes
certain sorts to make certain bits of it. Looking back on our time in
Naslndlc, the most depressing conclusions are that this murder does not
s a c us, an t mt \\c can think of only three persons there whose
reactions to it we would call honest, unhappy, and sane.
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Introduction

The essays in Parts I and II of this book illustrate some of the many

interpretations that can be placed, by foreign observers ootoeno

education. The selection of references that follow m he, bib^aphy

also illustrate the rich storehouse of twentieth-century foreign commen

tary on the schools and the educational system of the Lh^ tha"

addition, they illustrate many of the d,verse compara

can be employed in studying edueatiom For^conerse revrew o^^
section of these foreign commentaries and

American Education
tion, we recommend Willis Rudy s Eva ua

Culture: An
by Foreigners,” Chapter 8 in Schools in an Ag

^ Century
Exploration of Selected Themes in the J

American Education (1965). American schools and

The question of what loreiders thmW Amenean ^^^d
universities is almost a perennial and y

predecessors,

topic, and the United States Office of
efficacy of

has at times taken upon itself the tas o
^ of Educations last

some of these foreign commentaries, u
«

n with the

major effort in this regard was made a deca * fc
*

devoted to

publication of notes from a conference it sPon _ . * States Education.”
1

“Foreign Understanding and Interpretation o
important

It is worthwhile noting, at this juncture, some of the mo^ ^ ^
recommendations made at this conference e 1

acte(j up0n as yet.

tinent today, and some, unfortunately, av ^ con ference) which

Those recommendations (among t e
j the following:

2

appear to be the most noteworthy would include tne e

u i fi be taken by the Unitea

1. A more active and intensive ™ ® 5 ™

“

abroad in informing foreign

States Government and its cultural o
States educational pat-

educational officials and personnel abou n

terns and institutions. .. , , c Tjnited States cultural

2. Orientation programs should be available for Unite

officers on education in the United States.
nQSts cf American educa-

3. Appointments should be made to ore
|8 . , States Education and

tional attaches who would be experts on
, pattems and de-

who would report on and would interpre

velopments in other countries. af United States

’Charles Hauch (ed.), Foreign Undent*ending Washington, D.C., U.S.

Education, Studies in Comparative Educati

Office oE Education, 1960, p. 2.
’ Ibid., pp. 20, 21. 455
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4. Qualified and highly trained educators and educational officials

should be brought from foreign countries to the United States to observe

and to study its educational system and institutions.

The above recommendations have been subjected to varying degrees

of endorsement (or negligence, depending on one’s point of view).

Unfortunately, there is still a further major recommendation of consider-

able importance which has been acted upon only on an ad hoc and
piecemeal basis and, then, primarily by but few interested scholars.

Reference is made to the suggestion that the
“
Compilation

,

perhaps by
the Office of Education, of annotated bibliographies of publications or

articles on United States education by educators and specialists from
each country should be effected and, in this icay, a summary of the

output and the oieics of each country's education specialists on United
States education tcould be avadable’”'

Unfortunately, a decade later, we cannot report any significant pro-
gress in this specific regard, and many of the United States Office of
Educations comparative education research programs and studies of
foreign education have been allowed to almost fall into abeyance. The
few remaining specialists of comparative education in the Office of
Education do maintain (when their other duties allow) a regional watch-
ing brief on foreign commentaries of United States education, especially,
on t iosc rom the Soviet Union and other Communist countries. It is
expected, however, that the recent establishment within the USOE of
an Institute of International Studies will at last drastically reverse the
downward trends of the past few years!

’

FaSt dCCad°' rcscarcl ' int0 foreign commentaries within

evil -V
a a '* gmcrnIncn l circles has shown a preoccupation with an

to’ \,n

°f

7 '".a”
° f

,

thC f°rCign trainces who have b«n brought

nrovZ T a"%Zing ,h° '**“'*«* of their educational5 United r
C',n lm,Vl'rsi,il's- 0u,si<fo of the varying, but specia-

mr i hi, in!

governmental concern with foreign commentary, a

the topic.

particular interest in wider aspects of

Only infrequently can we consider directly the dialectics of an
exchange of views and the cross-national evaluation of the efficacy of

idcS wlnTrT l T'T ,

dUrinR ,I,C IBG0
'

S il 1,as b«t" possible to
identify what can be desenbed as ease studies in “the international ex-

• !!<}</.. p. 21 (Italics and editing are the editors SFF\ tu* t.
TiYumiiit ndatum of William W, nriclinan, Profeswr of

sPeclfi<
;

Comp-iratiir Education, Graduate School of Education, UMvL'i.y "dVlnnJyLida!
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change of educational opinion." Three of these are briefly mentioned

below to illustrate the nature of these lends of critical excl i g •

clearly show the differing viewpoints and, perhaps some

lying educational and political prejudices of t le re c''an

vitrjo]ie and
The first case study involves a southern community

,^^0
penetrating attacks on certain scgmc^ the coramunity at

by

penetrating attacks on certain scynvu~
'

thc community at

tions, and thc disparaging remarks made g S
, ^

large. The author' ./this particular potan* weaken £***
the editor of one of the local newspap ,

h
^ visitor. Thisthe editor of one of the local newspape

, „ h visitor. This

and refuted many of the charges "“d®
? pf the journalistic

case study well illustrates the startling e
. institutions. The

approach in analyzing a community and
suggesting

exchange of views obviously did not come even do» <* »agg g

solutions to the social, racial, and intelleehialP^ of th, o

“typical- southern city. But the
-changes

of

rebuttal by a local newspaper editor
Britain who was unable

a short-term, although sophisticated, visi o
ameliorative forces

or unwilling to identify the presenee of any sod .^
0^ a spectacularly

at work in the community, and who mst . . P

sensational account of her educational visit.
. » comes from

The second case study in ‘cross oreign c
at home with

two trans-Atlantic academics, both o w om,
t^e educational

their own educational systems, are per aps e
* Reference is made

system in vogue on the other side ° e
‘

vieW5 effected between

to the interesting and constructive exc ltinSe
international univer-

a distinguished British historian and a we

sity educator from the United States.
, nnnarently interminable

The last case study concerns the
^ the U.S.A. as to tohat

debate between educators from the U.
^ intellectual merits and

system is best. This debate, irrespective “f

tne JaJ ,
........

the levels of scholarship involved, star e
„ hvc education special-

and continues today unabated. It invo ves C0™P‘
sjdcs of the wcll-

ists of world standing and intellectual integri
y ^ «

cross" commentary is

developed “pedagogical curtain. This aspec
from specialist

well documented and the literature continues to

researchers as well as journalistic pens.

Higher Education anil a Southern City: Journalistic Uric

1 01 1968 Nashville readers 0

On a spring Sunday morning, April j. ncwspnper were able

the city's (pop. 450,000) only Sunday "
, .

®
air c;ty offered by an

to read an intellectual condemnation o
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English visitor, Elizabeth Jane Howard.* Miss Howard had spent nearly

five months in Nashville while her husband, novelist Kingsley Amis,

taught during the fall semester of 1967-196S at Vanderbilt University.

The shock impact of this article [see Reading No. 39] was considerable,

and the vehemence cf its tone drew much comment from many sections

of the Nashville community, both “town and gown
”

The city boasts of approximately a dozen colleges and universities,

enrolling a student body of some twenty thousand with a faculty of

more than two thousand. By a variety of indices, Nashville can be con-

sidered a “liberal” southern city with a number of civil-rights and com-

munity-educational entities that are attempting, with varying degrees

of success, ameliorative work among “disenfranchised” groups in the

community. Although the city has never been a national leader in civil-

rights programs, during the past two decades, it has been in the forefront

among southern cities of comparable size in advancing community racial

relations. “No leader but no laggard" is the remark made by one African

educator to the writer after an extended stay for the purpose of studying

teacher education programs at the nearby internationally known George

Peabody College for Teachers. This college, with Vanderbilt University,

Scanitt College, and Fisk University, is involved in a number of coopera-

tive ventures that constitute a condominium in the operation of academic

programs in the Joint University Center. These four institutions, all pri-

vate and ranging from an absence of religious involvement at Peabody
to direct Methodist affiliation at Scarritt, constitute one major group
of cooperative educational institutions in Nashville. However, it is pri-

marily toward Vanderbilt University that Miss Howard’s criticisms were
directed. The occasion of her article was the assassination of the Rever-
end Dr. Martin Luther King in Memphis, Tennessee, a city 200 miles

due west of Nashville that borders on the states of Arkansas and Missis-
sippi. There is no record of the authors having visited Memphis ex-

tensively; however, Nashville was eminently suitable and close by for

Miss Howards purpose, which was to develop a sociological interpreta-
tion as to why the assassination could take place in the South. Thus,
Nashville became the target for Miss Howard’s writing, and for her it was
a sufficient substitute for Memphis where the real tragedy took place.5

See ]ohn Se.genthaler, TSngLsh Author Damns Vanderbilt,” The Nashville Tennessean
April 21 1963 pp 16 and 36. The original article by Elizabeth Jane Howard was pub-
lished inTheSunday Jfcgraph{ London ) April 7, 1968, and later m Atlas: A Window
on the World, June 1968, pp. 22-2o. See also Reading No. 39 in Part II of this booh.
*It is apropos to note here that a memorial service was held for the Reverend
Dr. Martin Luther King at Peabody College in Nashville shortly after his death;
the commemorative service (called by the student body and the college administra-
tion) was attended by organizations of the various social, racial, religious, and aca-
demic persuasions of that institution. Similar services were held at the other collegiate
institutions in Nashville, including Vanderbilt University.
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The Editor of the Nashville Tennessean," John Seigenthaler, took it

on himself to offer an extensive rebuttal to Miss Howard s artic
- P

lishctl in London on April 7. Mr. Seigcntl.aler has editorial responsibility

for one of the more enlightened southern newspapers a eas ’ ‘
,

,

international and national news reporting and analyse is coneemed^

Miss Howard’s eomplete artiele is included in Par II of thrs book

because it illustrates a journalistic and sociologica ana ysi
*

artjc]e

can university and the community to which.it
Nashvil^ cam’

of course, aroused immediate response o ‘
,

. simniv said

puses; among the more printable comments were ‘

,
j English-

Naive”
—

"she’s been sold a bag of chitlins,” or

woman.” There were also several ^suggesting a s
;

but one

number of raw edges,” or afforded an overexagg >
‘

, Miss

in the right direction.” Mr. Seigenthaler

Howard had apparently condemned the e
murder of the

community for its so-called callous «.***
Reverend Dr. King. For example, she hat

^ w],ere racism

indictment of Nashville) how Vanderbi
' ^ NegroeS; „„d a

abounded, with a student body prejsidr •
r0hn geigen-

facuity grossly intolerant towards both Ne8r“, '

h Nashvillians who
thaler suggest that these Views are going to ^
think of Vanderbilt as an institution that h*W^*aghIllg else."

wing liberal course and is now interracia
, she graphically

Her evaluation of Vanderbilt is devas a ng
that they were

describes the anti-Negro prejudice of stu en
, ^ that most of

“horrifying liable to remark . . . 1 expect ve noticed ^^
the trouble with Negroes is in the Nor ,

we
^e ^ad actually met

in their place.’” She also happily recoun
permit himself

a faculty member xvho admitted that he could neve P

to give a course grade of A to either a Negro or

.

ntance with Vanderbilt,

Of her overall stay in Nashville and er ac4*
a reputation for

she protested “surely a well-endowe
Entertain and propagate greater

being one of the best in the South must e
certainly damaged,

liberality. After a few weeks there, 1’°Pta '
Nashville or the Vender-

To this Mr. Seigenthaler replies: Is t is

^ would possibly

bilt that anybody familiar with the campus
facuity, the community,

recognize? Is this the school, the studen
»

j^e sayS bluntly that

that anybody with a passing acquaintance ^
'See The NaslwiUe Tennessean, “English Author ^amns ^raphrflsing are taken

April 21 1968, pp. 16 and 36. T
^
e W^fSrther documentation. nthalcr

directly from the sources mentioned w
]itica\

pcnuasions * (Vihosc
It presents controversial news of dittenng 1 .

tj,e New tor1- i

» f ,..f
readily concedes, not attempting to conlPy.

tj,e Christian Scienc

reporting services it uses) or newspapers s
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“she is unfair—she exaggerates—she engages in sensational nonsense

to write such a piece from such a distance at such a time and on the

basis of a four-month stay in Nashville.” The question Mr. Scigenthaler

asks is why would she slander a school or a city and its people? Is

the whole academic community damned because of the remarks of a

few? Are there blatant racial antagonisms towards Negroes or Jews on
the part of the faculty and student members of Nashville colleges and
universities, but particularly those at Vanderbilt?

Mr. Seigenthaler produces illustrations of “liberal” behavior at Vander-
bilt that evidently Miss Howard chose not to see, and he suggests that

either she ignored evidence to the contrary or did not do her homework
properly! As he says “Why would she ignore the fact that just a year

—

almost to the very day—before the tragic slaying in Memphis, Dr. King
spoke at Vanderbilt Memorial Gymnasium to 5000 students? They gave
a ringing accolade of applause and cheers to his oratorical condemnation
of a society that, he said, had too long deprived Negroes of equal oppor-
tunities his words brought a houseful of Vanderbilt students and
facutty to their feet in thunderous ovation of endorsement” He asks
Are these the students that Miss Howard met? Is this the Vanderbilt
Ehzabeth Jane Howard visited? Is this the campus where she said folks
indulged m ‘hysteria and prejudice, bonehcadcd stupidity and sexual
obsession about Negroes?" Mr. Seigenthaler goes on to note that Miss
Howard aho omitted to mention that just a few months prior to her
amval on Vanderb.lt campus, Stokely Carmichael appeared on the cam-

annln'

V an attentlve ear, and by many, enthusiastic
pp ause » reaction which resulted in wholesale abuse being heaped

Ho^dtmlek^ieee".
* ™ ™P-dented befL Miss

ticallv

0^ J?".
H°w,,rd e"i°M l° extent masochis-

tically, the experience of living in the South; at least, it was possible forher and her husband to gather sufficient ,
PosslD e

nriitolv m.u ,,

sumcient anecdotes, or what more appro-priately would be called mammy talk ” fnr tv,,,!..
1 ^

Unfortunate,y, her Journalistic tJch

a ,ead" af the B,a<*
b,H University Student Assodal.on ta “.IT v" IT' r

The Va"der-

Association, invited the black power advocate to tL^
Vanderbll

|
Afro-Amencan

Vanderbilt Student Association President notion that
JLcamP,,> ™th A1 Hubbard,

reasons for the imitation. . . . One is simolv that k .

e are wri very important

today, both as a leader of the Black Panther Party a„i
“ * ™

,

societ!'

figure. The second is the h.ghly relevant and important l
d,s,'”Su“hefi ’"“fP

he presents." It should be noted, however, that he was unabfehf fMnMj*
4'**

t***
engagement at Vanderbilt because of various feral mmnl ,

1118 sPea^inS
the day before concerning his parole status!

^ lcat,ons l^at occurred
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may have influenced many Englishmen to think that a prominent so

em city such as Nashville abounds in racial hatred engendered by

racially antagonistic university students led on by t eir pro esso

know little better. Miss Howards controversial account concemi g

American university and a southern city is not exact y um<jb*
e

*

long history of British commentaries on the American scene,

cessors were not uncritical nor passionate admirers o e o .

picture, but their criticisms at times were tempere y
jj

reporting and reinforced by further research than that P™ded °n “e

cocktail circuit or at faculty teas, which produced the «
P°ured into a receptive vessel. But for

Ho^andJier^Bnrish

readers, Nashville exemplified a southern cil y

as “a very reactionary-and-uneducated society.

Transatlantic Comparisons: Anglo-American Exchanges

Some of the most significant and certainly some
°f £“*Se by

analyses of American society, culture, and e uca i

distinguished
European observers. The French are .«?»£*** ’Cues Maritain,

analysts as Alexis de Tocquevillc, Gabrie P‘ >
’

Serv jan-Schreiber.
Andre Maurois, Henri Peyre and, more re“=” >’ T J

n 0 Munsterberg,
The German spokesmen include such sc . = Erich Hylla,

George Kerschensteiner, Franz Hilker, Friedrich Schneider,

Friedrich Edding, and Walter Schultze.
. 1rv place of honor

But, perhaps, the British must be nccorde • P
. jQr a pCrjod

for sustained, though variegated, commentary P
^ commentators

of nearly two centuries. During presen ccn
Dannis W. Brogan, C.

as Michael Sadler, James Bryce, H. O- vve
, and Arnold

P. Snow, Geoffrey Crowther, Brian Holmes, E
o ? t)lc history

Toynbee have made for themselves a pi

o|

n!n

^ £cw Gf the British

of Anglo-American intellectual exchanges. vioi
,'

n£onllcd (

ephemeral

commentaries, like those of other visitors, u
® oecasionally,

dis-

and sometimes superficial. And it is just as o \ i

j jn comparative tecli-

tinguished scholars of worldwide renown 1 um ^ necessarily offer

niques and ill-read in the field of pedagogy
another coun-

tfic most useful, penetrating, or succinct
commcntancs

fry’s educational system.
-T-l r .. . r •
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articles by Dr. James Davis in August 1963.® Dr. Davis, at the time

of the publication of Toynbee’s articles in Canada, was a visiting profes-

sor at the summer school of the Ontario College of Education, University

of Toronto, where he was teaching a course in Comparative Education.
Professor Davis, then Director of the International Center, University

of Michigan, was induced to reply to Toynbee’s articles and criticisms

of American education. The extracts below are taken from the Toronto
Globe and Mail of July and August 1963. Dr. Toynbee's three articles

appear in full in this book and are to be found as Readings Nos. 17,

18, and 36.

Dr. Toynbee suggests that the “scholar” is not the typical present-day
American student and believes that in America “the primary reason
for going to a university is to acquire social experience and aplomb,
intellectual work comes second to that.”10 Davis quickly responds by

JS.out'fuZr
8d”«r„ap,,ra!in8 are talen direCtl5' smrces "“nli°ned

IteZZV™?,?
hT.lT" *£“ *“ “me ex,e"' in 1963 - 11 “ rtill interesting to

the rnle of\er t” Z* Jean Partee
. a “typical" American student believes to be

^n part ,e„r„rzrs-
H" Banner November 16, 196S,

vU tfslZt L °W
;-

0bv'0U
,

S^ Such a c,ea'-“' ™gh> go someway to support the generalizafon made by Dr. Toynbee five years earlier!

To the Editor of the Banner.

tance-—how°\o" h\ e 'in tV*
*ear™n8.comes under the heading of social accep-

to prepaid ourseKes 'to ^live 'and^nro!n
S A ahout-leamiJg

really secondary' to our
Pr°sPer m society. Our so-called education is

^ wor,d ”M subsfr

The course is instruction in T^lf.
•
^ m

^
anmgful and useful class discussion,

one morning my professor had rZ!!r°
n 3n<

*
• ^

adl0 Announcing. However, this

television lectures in college and ht wanted n
paSS‘°r

'f
ai1 Srading «"d

discussion led to our opinions on "hirw "* ?
Ur

,

v,ews on the subjects. The
LSD, birth control and abortion lawZw^ al"j

01,5 “MMinrent." marijuana,
speech course? No, but these suhieot*

0155 d,scussi0n relevant to a broadcast
in general. This discussion was worth mor^tha^ T™?t t0 th

?
C0,,eSe student

diction m radio music copy.
an an^ ^ectllre °n the proper French

A Journalism professor teaching an editorial
that we frequently got off the suhirot

'
,

wnbng course was concerned
current campus situations. But, I arcued v?*

C 3SS and discussed politics and
off the subject This is what Journalism is about and JR .

wa*?n5
1 ?

me or gett£nS
Book knowledge is not sufficient. o», »?« “= <»

responsibilities toward their students and th i
uruversllles have many

attitudes and goals are being formed in "the"
^™se,ves* °»r sense of values,

we ore learning’’in college, or should bo ZrZg ?
Se ”°'V- This

’ *“• "hat

Jean Diane Partee
University of Tennessee,
Knoxville
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pointing out that Toynbee seems to be comparing all the millions of

students in American colleges and universities wit e ®'ver

twenty thousand scholars in Oxford and Cambridge e™ e
f;

detriment, of course, of the Americans.” He suggests that r

might make a fairer comparison by matching two o ™’ !'

most distinguished American universities, of which ten would be pubhc

and ten private institutions.”

Probably, the most illuminating, or spectacu ar, o H1

0f
nouncements on American education concern ^ the ove

^

'

‘

of

educational control and the composition and tynmmc
smnll-

school boards. Toynbee dismisses the school boards »
scale bodies ... the men elected to sere on them are, on *e average,

perhaps not fit to exercise the formidable Power ^ such-
notes that "as virtually sovereign authorities • • • >

, Generaliza-
sometimes arbitrarily and tyrannically. Not unda g

j

tions he continues by suggesting that “the
school

board is in fact a fortress of McCarthyism
conservative or even

teacher need have little fear of trouble for »> 1

g that Toynbee
Fascist views instead of liberal ones. To is, -

"repressive institu-

erroneously views overall the local school >oar

3CC0rding to Davis

tions which stifle the civic freedom of teac vas
‘ ^

»
thcro arc

this is just not so” and among some 9
,

tjiey arc elected

good boards and weak boards, but whatever / ‘
, \ $ un(]Cr which

by the citizens of a locality to ndmmis^er P
|izcn opin jon about

schools are run. It means that the boards rcflec

m

^ consc„atisIn

the school, and though McCarthyism, J found in school

are perhaps present-they are not especially to

boards”
. cXCUrsion into compara-

Tlic overall evaluation by Davis of Toyn ces
jna^cS a careful

t»vc education is uncomplimentary. Furt icrrno
, ^^p^tions, without

attempt to refute many of Toynbees un oun c
no tcs concerning

minimizing some of the more pressing pr0
^ £ r or pavis and his con-

Amcrican education. For those who know
cllI fckty

apparent that

tributions to international education, it
educational .system as

he is both a severe critic of his own country s
.
n(ll

,
member

Well ns a staunch "defender of the faith-
in the United

of tile ‘international higher educationa es
• directly 'V«th

States, for more than two decades he has «
t l(-ss

visiting scholars

the introduction of American education
t1p,. lightly "h 1* be

and foreign students. Accordingly, he ‘
°V . Vs bv critical visitor1 ,

regards as ephemeral and ill-founded conni

*

st410|arsliip
outside

however distinguished they may be *n 1 M
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of education. Ilis rebuttal articles include interesting statements, suggest-

ing that the historian, Toynbee, should confine his writing to the fields

that he knows best Davis states that “there are many problems in schools

and colleges and universities of the United States. Toynbee has identified

the wrong ones, analyzed them very poorly and offered the wrong solu-

tions . . . There are many points in which Dr. Toynbee is uninformed.

Numerous internal inconsistencies will appear to the careful reader of

his articles. Some of his views are valid. But on the whole, he far misses

the mark. It is not the kind of writing which adds to an understanding

of U.S. education Rather it is a biased and uninformed treatment which

can lead only to misunderstanding.”

The articles by Dr. Toynbee were published originally for a predomi-

nantly British audience. They probably, would not have been the subject

of Anglo-American controversy if
J.

Bascom St. John of the Toronto

Globe and Mail in his column The World of Learning had not decided

that the pronouncements on education of a distinguished historian like

Dr. Toynbee were important in helping "Canadians see differences be-

tween their own school systems and those of their neighbor.” The pres-

ence of Professor Davis nearby, at the Ontario College of Education

where he was teaching comparative education to a summer school class

of Canadians, was opportune and led to the rebuttal articles. Perhaps,

Professor Davis will obligate himself by writing succinctly on British

history and the role of the contemporary observer on British vmiversitiesi

This, in tum, might permit Dr. Toynbee to reply in kind!

Cross Educational Commentary: The U.S.A. and U.S.S.R.

The cross-national evaluations of school and society between the

United States and the Soviet Union did not start suddenly (as is pop-
ularly believed) in 1957 with the advent of Sputnik. There has been a
long traditional analysis going back to the 1930's by educators of both
these nations of the other nation’s educational system. A brief list of com-
mentators would reveal John Dewey, George Counts, Thomas Woody,
William Johnson, William W. Brickman, Gerald Bead, George Z. F.
Bercday, Arthur S. Trace, Jr., Seymour Rosen, William Medlin, and
Nicholas DeWitt, among others, lined up on the United States side, and
Albert P. Pinhevitch, N. K. Goncharov, V. Strezikozin, I. K. Ekgolm, Zoya
Maikova, S. Vishnersky, B. Vulfson, Yury Zhukov, Aleksei Markushevich,
and Mikhail Prokofiev as members of the Soviet team.

The topics of interest range from a detailed analysis of educational
goals (as one would expect) to the role of cybernetics in education.

The comparisons, at times, become abrasive when the Americans are
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asked bluntly "Why Johnny Can’t Read and Ivan can an w e

Russians (understandably irritated) are chided an as e

^
Soviet Jews not provided for both educationally as w e as spin

Both questions, of course, can be neatly balanced on top o a P

non sequiturs, the answers to which would satis y ew, a

“'rSS'iTSSS «r— - « -
boobs, research treaties, and doctoral dissertations on

treatises on
And although there are few Soviet books or u - enS

. Soviet

American education, the same cannot be said for conjP
wrjting the

journal articles, and in this field of research or polemic

Soviets are certainly competitive with the*. T”
ritings by Soviet

The bibliography includes some of the prom
;n the United

educators fn what are termed “educational problems in the Uni

States.”

Guidelines: Analyzing Foreign Commentary on American Education

In recent years, published critiques of
'^"‘'^^yjsiting profes-

from a variety of sources, "i^rCSnaX comments
sors, exchange teachers, and foreign stud

ru ]tTira l attaches, and
from visiting businessmen, embassy officia or

£ncpngS 0f distin-

even tourists, are printed, as all too rare y,
are

devoted a lifetime

guished scholars from abroad, several of w om
„ an(j jntellcc-

to studying the United States, its educational s>stem ,

toal and academic communities. nlentiful, there is, a

Although journalistic and popular repo 1

. ers who specifically

dearth of comprehensive works written y b
^j tj)0Ugjj

periodical

comment on and evaluate American educatio
•

brly> t]lCy range

articles in educational journals do appear ^ analyses
15 to super-

from scholarly essays and professionally compar.

• Influence ont°cn" African“See W. H. G. Armytage, The American In/Jurnec comment on Aw^dean

IloulMge and Kegan Paul, 1967 Penpherallmt >niPO
, sud, nrU

'ducaUon and its economic and polihra' effects is
Athcncuro, L.

k
!• J- Sewian-Schrcibcr, The American Challenge Brfttln, New

]?
mcs McMillan and Bernard Hams, The t tt

pursuing
Hart Publishing Company, Inc., 19G8.

. particularly frudfm
„,i.Frduca-

A perusal of the following pubiraMns uni l>c P
york ) ;

Comj"' ' K„rran™« ">Plc futthcr: Comparative Education Reetcw I, rU Della
.

11

in?
(0<Io"l); International Review of s„rirt

(Bloomington); School ami Socfclj/ <N<JJ J”
r

/^don);

Mew Y
,

Delia Karr”"

f
(Oiford): International Review g "

F%,calif

'

loonilngton); School and Societu (Sev 1”, /w,mlon); The Review
Vo,k)

; The Time, Educational S-PP'^Jj/J. T^ndon): Unucrrlttc’ Rev

<''« Lafayette, Indiana); Unlverritle,
Quaricrnj

'London); The Allan Student (San Franciicol.
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ficially “popular” but entertaining accounts .

13 These journals publish arti-

cles illustrative of the wide range of “approaches” that may be utilized

in analyzing and in presenting educational comparisons. The professional

journals of interest to the comparative specialist, such as the Compara-

tive Education Revieio, will generally publish material that differs

greatly in content, methodology, and intellectual approach from a gen-

eral interest educational journal, such as the Peabody Journal of Educa-
tion or the NEA Journal, Todays Education.

But before perusing the comments of visiting teachers and professors

it is worthwhile to ascertain the following:

(a) The extent of professional training and “technical” competence of the

foreign observer; an evaluation of his general education and skill as

a comparativist” as well as, perhaps, his standing in his own discipline
or profession

(b) The foreign educational community from which he has come and the
American school constituency towards which he directs his commen-
tary: that is, the degree of “contrast” and personal idiosyncracies of
the social, political, and educational system that constitutes the ob-
servers own datum point.

(0 The extent of his stay in the United States, the range of intellectual
and educational experiences; whether nationwide travel or localiza-
tion, the level and intensity of visits to teaching and research institutes,
primary and secondary schools, colleges and universities.

in

t0 CarelU^ evaluate the comments of foreign observers
” ?J“nV

tS

K T
hicl1 ,hey mayW been ™de. Constructive

imoortant ta t” “r
0lh e"'i5,Uening »"d revealing. Likewise, it is

mm thol of t“
understand inaccuracies in fact as distinguished

hould be nl'o^ 7,
'UOn-7he thoueh,ful student of education also

or implicd.
F P PrOVidC inlClli8ent an™ criticisms, actual

t0

;
naly

f,

e tho

rThey should also remember that, in facTmost o/the
7

ments by foreigners are the ones that are mad r

antIGal slat

educators themselves. However too o cm t
by visitors, which irritate, that are remembered^"f
"Books of interest under this cateeorv , ,

Richmond, Education in the U.SA.; A Comvaratu p C/ V° XT
mc^ul^e W. Kenneth

Library, Inc., 1956, Jonathen Aitken and Michael
Phi'osoPhic.

al

Campus. London, Seeker and Warburg Ltd 1966 a
’

n,f
Wa

j
k on tJl0

Douce trop douce Amerique: les etudtants et leurs nrnWc.
U J ac<

j.
ues Lusseyran,

Editions Gallimand, 1968.
aw, Etnts-nni.; Paris,
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those of a more positive or favorable nature. Accordingly, it is of gi eater

utility to understand these criticisms, and the American teacher and

student should be prepared not only to understand them ut a so o

answer the critics, and be able perhaps, to pose the following questions.

1. Are these comments and criticisms merely superficial and unfounded?

2. Are they applicable to only segments of American education? If so, to

what segments?

3. Are they constructive and worthy of further analysis an stu y.

4. What constitutes the “educational base from which tie critic

preaching American education?

5. What constructive criticisms or suggestions

regarding the critic’s own educational system.

could be made, in reply.
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